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MESSAGE FROM THE
CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN

On behalf of the 1985 Measurement
Science Conference Committee I wish to
thank all participants (attendees, ex-
hibitors, session developers, speakers
and numerous helpers) for their assis-
tance in providing a highly successful
conference. The evaluation forms
submitted by attendees indicated that
the overall quality of the Conference
was generally perceived as excellent.
This is a tribute to the many people
who freely donate their time and
talents to the planning, administr-
ation and many other facets involved
in staging the Measurement Science
Conference.

The Santa. Clara Marriott Hotel,proved
to be a "top-notch" conference site.
The facilities, food, and courteous/
responsive hotel staff were signifi-
cant contributors to the quality and
success of the conference. BOB WEBER

This year's program was outstanding, pr0viding.a  variety of technical
and management papers relating to the activities of the metrology
community. William A. Messina's (IBM-GPD) paper, "Use of Trimmed
Means for Manufacturing Production" was the recipient of the "Best
Paper“ award. Dr. Robert Soulen, NBS, and Robert M. Silva, VTI,
I n c . , received honorable mention recognition and checks for their
papers. Norm Belecki, NBS, and Woody Eicke, consultant (NBS retired)
were selected as co-recipients of the Andrew J. Woodington Award.
This award is given as recognition of professionalism in Metrology.

The Conference was privileged to have outstanding keynote and lunch-
eon speakers. Tom McDermott, Rockwell International, was the con-
ference keynote speaker and Richard Anderson, Hewlett Packard, and
Barry Shillito, Chairman of Teledyne International, (Retired), were
the luncheon speakers.

This year's exhibits were excellent. The number and quality of exhi-
bits grows with each conference.

Hopefully all attendees to the 1985 Measurement Science Conference
found it to be stimulating and rewarding. We welcome your comments
to assist in the continuing effort to improve the conference each
year. We look forward to seeing you at next year's conference to be
held in the Irvine Marriott Hotel, Irvine, California, January 23 and
24, 1986.
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1985 MSC KEYNOTE ADDRESS

The following is the Keynote Address presented by
Mr. Thomas C. McDermott at the Measurement Science
Conference held at the Marriott Hotel in Santa
Clara, California on January 17, 1985.

Mr. McDermott is Corporate Vice President, Quality
and Reliability Assurance, Rockwell International
Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA.

QUALITY PERSPECTIVES

It's a pleasure to
be here today and to
participate with you in
the 1985 Measurement
Science Conference.
Rockwell International
has been a strong sup-
porter of this conference
since its inception. We
recognize the importance
of sharing new concepts
and ideas on a subject
that is vital to our
nation as well as to the
individual organizations
that we represent.

The Measurement
Sciences are important
because they are the
basic foundation on which the rest of our tech-
nology is built. Our current level of technology
could not exist without our measurement standard-
ization and control activities, and our future
technology will be based on our ability to further
expand and refine that capability. Your conference
program shows that you are working hard in that
direction.

This morning I would like to share some
thoughts with you about the changing competitive
environment which this nation faces in the inter-
national marketplace and the implication of these
changes to those of you involved in the Measurement
Sciences.

For many years the United States was the
unquestioned leader in the international market-
place. We had the highest technology, the best
quality and an efficient mass-production-oriented
manufacturing system. We had a very favorable
balance of trade and our only real competition was
from labor intensive products which were produced
in nations that had extremely low labor rates. In
the last decade this position has changed signifi-
cantly. We find strong technology emerging from
both Europe and the Far East in a number of areas
that in the past had been dominated by this
country. We have seen a dramatic change in the
quality of products produced overseas as compared
with those in the United States. We have seen new
innovative production concepts in the form of
automation, robotics and "just in time" inventory.
We have also seen a dramatic reversal in this
nation's balance of payments. While some of the
balance of payments problem stems from the strength
of the U.S. dollar, a good deal comes from high
technology, high quality products that are invad-
ing traditional American markets. In short, we
are facing a strong level of foreign competition
today and that competition will continue to grow.

There are probably many reasons for this
change in the level of international competition.
Certainly, government investment and consortiums
in aircraft development and manufacture have
helped the European Aircraft Industry. Investment
in new plant and equipment has helped a number of
our neighbors in the Far East, particularly in the
basic industries. Some believe that the basic
difference is in government industrial policies or
from cultural differences or a host of other
factors. Let me suggest some, which I believe
have had a major influence.

The first of these is attitude. We had been
leader for many years. Perhaps we became a little
complacent. As Avis says in its famous slogan,
"When you are number two, you try harder." Per-
haps, we developed a mind set to accept certain
truths which are no longer valid. Or perhaps, we
locked ourselves into a standard of performance
where things were good enough. Whatever the rea-
son, we did not, in many cases, provide the right
attitude to stimulate innovation, and others that
"tried harder" found a better way. I think a good
example of this is in the area of economic build
quantities. The general approach used in this
country was to determine the size of production
lots considering the set up time for equipment and
safety margins to provide insurance that there was
always sufficient stock at each step in the pro-
duction process to take care of unanticipated
changes. These changes involved such things as
fallout from rejected products, change in the mix
of products required by changes in demand, etc.
The result of this activity was additional space
by each machine to handle the queue of material
and the increased investment in work-in-process.
We had established a "mind set" in this country
that accepted set up time as a "given" as well as
the expected quality level of the process.

The Japanese, on the other hand, devoted their
efforts to the reduction of set up time and to
improved quality of the process. Set up times
were reduced to a point they no longer had a major
impact on the economic build quality formula and
improvement in quality eliminated the need for
safety stock.

The final result was the virtual elimination
of work-in-process inventory and complete flex-
ibility in adjusting the manufacturing process to
sales demand. The success of this concept, which
is cormnonly referred to as "just in time' was the
refusal of the Japanese to accept the "status quo"
or the "givens" in the manufacturing process.

A second factor, which has improved the compe-
titive position of our foreign competition, and
Japan in particular, has been the emphasis placed
on product quality. This is first an attitude
that perfection is possible and second, a dogged
determination to achieve this aoal. Perhaps a
good example of this was the caie of a Japanese
plant of the Hewlett Packard Company. This parti-
cular plant had been experiencing a defect rate of
0.4% from their wave solder process. In the first
year of effort they reduced the defect rate of 40
ppm. In the second year, the defect rate was
reduced to 3 ppm and they are currently working to
reduce this even further. This is not an isolated
example but reflects the type of activity going on
throughout their industrial organizations. Another
example involves a study made by the Ford Motor
Company on transaxles that are produced to Ford
drawings in a plant in the United States and one
in Japan. Ford disassembled 10 transaxles from
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QUALITY PERSPECTIVES (cont'd)

each plant and remeasured all components. The
results of this teardown inspection indicated that
all parts from both plants met the requirements of
the Engineering drawings. The parts from the
Japanese plant, however, showed much less vari-
ability about the nominal dimension than those
made in the United States plant. In addition, the
transaxles from the Japanese plant had a much
better record of field performance and much lower
warranty costs. These are several examples of
using process quality to enhance the competitive
position. Not only is the product performance
better, but manufacturing costs are reduced because
of less scrap, rework and warranty costs and per-
haps even more important is the improvement in
customer satisfaction.

The third major area which has improved the
competitive position of foreign competition
involves the extensive use of automation with
emphasis on robotics to achieve a high degree of
flexibility in that automation. Automation is
effective for several reasons. First, it results
in consistency of operation since it eliminates
the human variable. Robots can work around the
clock without tiring and the only fringe benefit
they require is a little preventive maintenance.
Foreign competition has made more extensive use of
robotics and are considerably ahead in implementing
the factory of the future concept.

The final area that I would like to address
involves education and training. A number of
recent studies have indicated that the United
States is falling behind the international compe-
tition in this very important area. The report by
the National Commission on Excellence in Education
indicates that the quality of education in this
country had deteriorated significantly in recent
years. Some of the disturbing findings of this
study are the following:

0

A

Some 28 million Americans are functionally
illiterate by the simplest tests of everyday
reading, writing and comprehension.

the College Boards Scholastic Aptitude
Tests demonstrate a virtually unbroken
decline from 1963 to 1960. Average verbal
scores fell over 50 points and average
mathematics scores dropped nearly 40 points.

International comparisons of student
achievement completed a decade ago reveal
that on 19 academic tests, American students
never were first or second, and in compar-
ison with other industrialized nations,
were last seven times.

more recent study by the University of
Illinois, which tested a large sample of Japanese
and American students in mathematical skills,
concluded:

The average Japanese high school student is
better in mathematics than 93 out of 100
typical American high school students.

When only the top American students tested
were compared with the top Japanese, the
Americans fared even worse. Only one in
1,000 American students scored as high as
the top 10% of the Japanese on the same
math test.

Another indication of how serious the Japanese
are in the education of their people is the fact
that Japanese students go to school 240 days per
year versus about 190 days per year for American
students. In addition, the focus of their higher
education process appears to be directed at
technology -and manufddturing process improvement.
For every 10,000 people in Japan, 400 are engineers
and scientists vs 70 in this country.

The obvious implication of this emphasis on
education and distribution of skills is that we
can expect increasing competition in the future in
many areas that have been traditional areas of
strength for the United States. The major compe-
titor we face in the international marketplace is
obviously Japan. It might be well, for a moment,
to consider the reason for their motivation and
approach. Japan is made up of four major islands
and a large number of small islands, comprising
148 thousand square miles, which is approximately
equal to the size of Montana. Slightly  more than
70 percent of the land in Japan is mountainous,
about 67 percent is forested and 15 percent is
devoted to agriculture. Japan has only 18 percent
of the land usable to SuDDort  a DoDulation  of 119
million people. Beca&e of 'limited natural
resources, the country's main avenue for survival
has been to convert others' raw material to finish-
ed product for sale in the world market. Their
key strategies, therefore, have been the factors
that make those products saleable; namely, product
quality and the efficiency of the manufacturing
system. That these strategies have been successful
is obvious. What they portend for the future is a
level of competition that may threaten the survival
of some of our basic industries in the United
States. It is important, therefore, that all of
us recognize the need for quality and productivity
improvement if we are to survive in the interna-
tional marketplace.

Now let me relate some of the above observa-
tions to the field of the measurement sciences and
suggest some things that may be appropriate for
you to consider.

What is your attitude about your role in the
competitive environment? Do you feel comfortable
or complacent about your activities? Do you have

"mind set" on what can and can not be accom-
;lished to make your operations more effective and
more efficient. Do you have a burning desire for
orders of magnitude improvement?

Let's look at the reliability of test equip-
ment. How often do you have to recall equipment
because of lack of long-term stability? Are we
spending more time on improving the efficiency of
our recall programs than in developing more
reliable equipment. A number of highly accurate
products today are achieving performance levels
measured in millions of hours mean-time-to-failure
and I'm not talking about parts but reasonably
comolex systems. Why shouldn t we expect the same
level of- performance from our teit equipment?
Have we set our desian reliability ooals hioh
enough? Are we applyfng  proven &liability and
maintainability techniques to improve these
products? These are fundamental issues that need
to be addressed not only by test equipment desig-
ners but by the user community. With test equip-
ment becoming a larger portion of the production
process, it is imperative that we find more
efficient and effective means of performing the
test function and in maintaining that equipment
used in the test process. We need to rethink
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THOMAS C. MCDERMOTTQUALITY PERSPECTIVES (cont'd)

these issues and be certain
proper attitude.

that we -have the

What about the quality of our measurement
effort? In general, I have found metrology and
calibration people to be very meticulous in their
work but several questions come to mind. Are you
taking full advantage of the statistical tools
available to improve the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of our work? Are you continuing past
patterns of calibrating individual instruments and
then replacing them in a test console without a
full understanding of the interrelationship that
exists in the total system? Or, are you develop-
ing a systems approach to calibration that takes
the total factors into consideration? Last year
when the NBS budget was under consideration and
funds for the measurement assurance program were
being reassessed, I was surprised at how few
companies were involved in these programs.

When I mentioned reliability earlier, I was
considering not only qualitative improvements but
improvements in the efficiency of the calibration
process. There is a lot of money involved in the
equipment calibration effort. It's not only the
calibration effort itself but its equipment
downtime, and the need for larger quantities of
equipment to support the production process,
transportation costs moving equipment to and from
the laboratory, as well as potential damage to the
equipment in the transportation process. All of
these factors suggest-a need for much greater
effort on the develooment of effective methods of
performing on-site calibration. There has been
some very good work done in this area but the
possibilities of improvement seem limitless.
Consider the Utopian, for example, where all
references are provided remotely to each test
station with a computer-controlled self check
prior to use. I'll let your imagination wonder on
that one for awhile.

The last area I want to address is education,
since it has a strong influence on each of the
other areas. We need to improve and expand our
educational resource base in the measurement
sciences as well as other areas of technology. We
need to consider not only the physical phenomenon
in which we deal but the design and operation of
the entire measurement process. We must encourage
young people entering the educational process to
pursue a career in science and engineering, and we
must provide the resources and encouragement to
those on the job to pursue a program of continuing
education. Conferences of this type present an
excellent method of maintaining such currency.

I have discussed some of the competitive
factors at work in the international marketplace.
I hope that I have convinced you that we are
facing some very worthy adversaries. Our ability
to succeed in this marketplace depends on changing
some of our fundamental beliefs and concepts and a
level of effort far surpassing our activity in the
past. Our success will depend on everyone doing
their job better. This includes those of you in
the measurement sciences. as well as those in the
technology production and supporting fields. I
hope that I have stimulated your thinking in this
matter and know that we can achieve impressive
results if we put our minds to it.

T. C. McDermott is Corporate Vice President,
Quality and Reliability Assurance, Rockwell
International Corporation. In this capacity, he
is responsible for all Quality and Reliability
Assurance activities of the Corporation; acts as
the Corporation's senior advisor on Quality,
Reliability and Safety; chairs the Corporation's
Product Integrity Committee and the Quality and
Reliability Assurance Councils; represents _ the
Corporation on Quality and Reliability Assurance
matters with professional and trade a;sociations,
customers and government agencies.

He is a graduate of Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity where he received a B.S. degree in Industrial
Engineering in 1951. His graduate studies were
made at Carnegie Institute of Technology where he
received his M.S. degree in Industrial Administra-
tion. He also completed the Program for Executives
at the University of Southern California.

Mr. McDermott in his 24 years with Rockwell
has held a number of management positions in the
Aerospace, Electronics, and Automotive Operations
of the Corporation. These positions have included
Vice President of Quality and Reliability Assurance
at the Soece Division durino the A~0110 and Saturn
programs; Vice President of Operations for the
Autonetics Group, and Vice President of Production
Operations for the Corporation's Electronics
Operations.

He served with the U.S. Air Force for ten
years. During this time his duties included being
Chief of the Plans Branch, Quality Control Office
in AMC Headquarters, as well as Chief of Plans and
Engineering in the Quality Assurance office at the
Ballistic Missile Center.

Mr. McDermott is a Fellow of the American
Society for Quality Control (ASQC) and presently
holds offices of: Chairman. Staff Comoensation and
Benefits Committee; Chairman,  Financial Advisory
Committee; and Deputy Treasurer. For ASQC, he
participated in a variety of activities, such as,
Program Chairman for the Annual Technical Confer-
ence in 1965-66, Vice President 1966-68. President
1968-69, and Chairman of the Board of Directors
1969-70.

Mr. McDermott has been active in the Electronic
Industries Association where he previously held
the position of Chairman of the Quality Assurance
Committee, Government Equipment Panel. He served
as the Corporate representative to both Quality
Assurance and Product Support Committees of the
Aerospace Industries Association. He is a member
of Sigma Tau and Alpha Pi Mu honor fraternities
and belonss to the National Manaqement Association,
American -Institute of Industrfil Engineers, and
the Society of Automotive Engineers.

T. C. McDermott has served on various local
(California) civic organizations, such as,
Chairman, Manufacturing Group, Orange County, CA,
United Way; Member of the Advisory Board for the
Orange County National Alliance of Businessmen
(JOBS); and Member of the Dean's Advisory Council
for the Pepperdine College Law School.
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RICHARD W. ANDERSON
General Manager

Microwave & Communications Instrument Group
Hewlett-Packard Company

Richard W. (Dick) Anderson is general manager of Hewlett-Packard Company’s Microwave
and Communications Instrument Group. He is responsible for six entities in the United States
and two overseas. They are: Stanford Park Division, Palo Alto, California; Network
Measurements Division, Signal Analysis Division, and Microwave Technology Division, all in
Santa Rosa, California; Spokane, Washington; Colorado Telecommunications Division,
Colorado Springs, Colorado; Queensferry Telecommunications Division, and Queensferry
Microwave Operation both in South Queensferry, Scotland.
Anderson joined Hewlett-Packard in 1959 as an engineer in the Microwave Division and in
1965 was promoted to engineering section manager for that division. In 1968 he moved to HP’s
Santa Clara Division as engineering manager. He became general manager of the former
Automatic Measurement Division in Sunnyvale in 197 1 and 1974 was named general manager
of HP’s Data Systems Division in Cupertino. He was named general manager of the newly-
formed Computer Systems Division, headquarted in Cupertino, California, in 1980.

Born in Brigham City, Utah in 1937, Anderson graduated with a bachelor’s degree in electrical
engineering from the Utah State University in 1959. He received his master’s in electrical
engineering from Stanford University in 1963. Anderson is currently on the board ofdirectors for
the Cupertino Chamber of Commerce and is a director of Gerber Systems Technology. He has
served as past treasurer and cochairman of the San Francisco section of the IEEE.

BARRY J. SHILLITd
Chairman, Teledyne-International (Ret.)

MEMBER BOARD OF DIRECTORS
American Defense Preparedness Association
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
San Diego Chamber of Commerce
Science Applications, Inc.
Morton Thiokol, Inc.
Logistics Management Institute
Aeronca, Inc.
DISTINCTIONS
Responsible for over 100 studies for U.S. Government;

primarily Department of Defense, 1962-68
Secretary ofDefense  Distinguished Public Service Medal, presented February 1,1973:  Cited as

one of the architects of revised policies and procedures for acquisition of major defense
weapons systems and single individual most responsible for success of President’s
Vietnamization program in area of logistics.

Secretary of the Navy Distinguished Public Service Award
Republic of China Cloud and Banner Medal
Republic of Vietnam National Order of Vietnam
Founders Medal, Society of Logistics Engineers, 1975
National Security Industrial Association Edward M. Greer Award, 1978
1978 Distinguished Alumnus Award, University of Dayton, Ohio
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ABSTRACT

This paper will trace the development of the Zener
reference diode and the solid-state reference units
utilizing the device over the past 25 years. Diode
characteristics, measurement techniques, device
stability and the status of solid-state i/oltage
standards will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The s a t u r a t e d s t a n d a r d ccl! 1 h a s been used to maintain the unit of
electromotive force f ot- more than 75 years. When maintained at a
coristant temperature it has a long-term stability of 1 to 2 ppm per year
but it is a delicate artifact and must be treated as such. Its most
serious drawbacks are the time required to stabilize when subjected to
temperature changes and the deleterious effects of currents in excess of
a few microamperes. About 1955 interest in using the Zener diode as a
voltage standard dev,el aped. Early work by Enslein Cl1 showed that
certain Zener diodes had potential at the 100 ppm level. Within a few
years solid-state voltage references, using Zener diodes, became the
voltage reference for most industrial applications and found limited use
in the laboratory as a replacement for  the unsaturated c e l l . Since
then, the state of the art has advanced to the point where solid-state
~01 tage references are chal lenglng the saturated standard cell as a
reference standard at the 1 to 5 ppm level. This paper will review the
four major areas i n the development of the solid-state voltage
reference, which are:

(1) the development of accurate techniques for measuring voltages in the
range of 2 to 10 volts,

(2) the operating characteristics of Zener reference diodes,

(3) the voltage stability of the Zener reference diodes, and

(4) complete solid-state voltage references.

THE ZENER REFERENCE DIODE

The Zener diode is a nonlinear passive element in which the voltage drop
across the device is nearly independent of the current, in its normal
operating region. The relationship between the two is

dV(z)/dI(z)  = R(z)

where V(z) i s the Zener voltage developed across the diode by the
cat-rent, I(Z), and R(z) the effective Zener impedance which, for
r-eference devices is in the order of 5 to 30 ohms. Although Zener
diodes can be made with breakdown voltages from two to several hundred
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volt5 only those in the 5 to 9 volt region have been considered as
reference devices because of the temperature coefficient of voltage.
For 4 volt diodes the temperature coefficient is -400 ppm/K and it
increases, nonlineraly, to +lOOO ppm/K for 40 volt devices. Even though
diadem can be made to have a zero temperature coefficient, a better
solution is to compensate them by placing one or more forward biased
diodes in series with a Zener of the appropriate breakdown voltage C2J.
Devices with temperature coefficients as low a5 1 ppm/K can be
manufactured at the 6, 8 and 9 volt levels. One of the earliest
devices, the lN430, was constructed by placing one Zener and two forward
diodes in a single package. Rather than placing complete devices in a
single package, individual dies were assembled as a single unit to
r-educe the size of the finished device and improve its thermal
characteristics. Early diodes were of the alloy type but by the early
1960'5 were replaced bv the diffused junction devices. The latter
yielded more stable devl Ct35, had better thermal properties, and were
ir1ot-e easily manufactured.

Rl.thouqh voltage stability with respect to time is the most important
property of a reference diode are other operating characteristics affect
the performance as a voltage standard. The most important, the
relationship between diode current, temperature and voltage, were
studied by a number of investigators Cll, C21, C33, t41, and C51. Based
on studies of typical reference Zener diodes Eicke 133 showed that:

(11 the change in diode voltage is very nearly proportional to the
logarithm of the diode current;

(2) the c h a n g e in voltage with respect to temperature can be described
by a quadratic equation which usually has a maximum in the 25 to 65 deg.
C region; and

(3) the first temperature coefficient Iwhich is the dominant term) is
proportional to the logarithm of the diode current.

A know1 edge of the quantitative relationships between diode voltage,
current and temperature permit the designer to reduce the effects of
temperature on diode voltage by proper selection of the operating
current.

Although the zener reference diode is a dc device its voltage is
affected by the presence of small alternating currents. Eicke C31
studied this phenomenon and found for a number of types of reference
diodes that:

(1) the dc offset is proportional to the square of the applied ac;

(2) the offset is always negative, that is it reduced the diode voltage;

(3) the mangitude of the effect is frequency dependent, diminishing with
increasing frequency; and

(4) it is device dependent.

Field C61 also observed that certain solid-state voltages were also
affected by dc applied to the output terminals. The further found that
the o f f s e t caused by external alternating currents could be effectively
eliminated by the use of filters on output.
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Early investigator5 used noise measurements (in the 80 Hz to 10 kHz
range) a5 a method for screening Zener diodes. For alloy type diodes
Baker C4Y found that noisy diodes were not stable but quiet ones were
only potentially stable. Noise measurements on diffused junction
devices showed little or no correlation between diode noise and
stability C31. The data, however, suggested that certain device defects
could be detected by measuring diode noise as a function of current.
Low frequency (below 20 Hz) noise was also of concern because of the
affect on the measurement of diode voltage. This type of noise is
usually caused b y variation5 in the rate of heat transfer between the
junction and it5 surroundings. Since the thermal emf of silicon with
r-espect to copper is approximately 100 microvolts/K,  small changes in
julIction temperature will result in significant changes in the diode
voltage. Tbre latter type is the most serious and can only be minimized
by carefully contr-oiling the thermal environment of the device.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Diode stability studies were limited by the ability to make accurate
measurement o f diode voltages and most of the progress in improving the
measurement process was the direct result of producing better
solid-state voltage references. Truly "boot strap" metrology at its
best! Early investigators employed the series-opposition method in
which the small difference between the Zener under test and a calibrated
standard (usually a group of unsaturated standard cells in series) was
measured using a potentiometer. With this technique Baker and Nagy 141
and the author c 3 7 were able to measure a variety of diodes with an
uncertainty in the order of 1 to 10 ppm depending on the diode voltage.
Measurements to these accuracies were time consuming and limited by the
available instrumentation. Such techniques are adequate for research
but do not lend themselves to studying more than a few diodes at any
one time. The author explored other methods for making accurate diode
voltage measurements c71, C83 but they are also limited to laboratory
type measurements. Since diodes for reference use must be tested and
individually selected, Ca process which requires that many measurements
be made efficiently on many devices) some type of automated or
semi-automated method was needed. One such technique was described by
Arnett 197 and was designed to select diodes of modest accuracy for use
in a variety of measuring instrument5, The availability of the 6 l/2
digit DVM and the microcomputer has made routine high accuracy
measurements on Zener diodes and solid-state reference units practical.

Field Cl01 developed an automated measuring system capable of measuring
voltages from 1 to 10 volts with an uncertainty of a few tenths of a
ppm- It is comprised of a string of resistors, a constant voltage
source, a 6 l/2 digit DVM, a low thermal switch, a desk-top computer and
a technique for calibrating the complete system. The computer
controlled low thermal switch, developed by at NBS Cl13 controls both
the measuring system and select the unit to be measured. By calibrating
the complete measuring system for each set of measurements it is not
necessary to use state of the art components; they merely need be stable
for the measur i nq period, usually 1 to 3 hours. Field has reported a
one standard deviation overall uncertainty of 0.13 ppm relative to the
U. s. legal volt.

ZENER DIODE STABILITY

For use as a reference standard, voltage stability with respect to time
is the single most important parameter and data by early investigators
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c31, C41 showed that diodes stable to approximately 20 ppm per year were
possible by careful testing and selection. A reappraisal of Zener
diodes in 1970 Cl21 indicated that devices fell into three general
classes:

111 those diodes which were stable within 10 to 30 days are either
stable with time or drift at a low linear rate (less than 50 ppm/yr);

(2) those diodes which stabilize within 6 to 18 months and then behave
as (1)  a b o v e ;  a n d

(31 t h o s e diodes that continuously change with respect to time a
relatively high drift rate and are not usable as high accuracy voltage
reference.

Only stability tests can be used to classify a device. During these
studies, two other important characteristics affecting overall stability
were identified. When subjected to excursions of ambient temperature
some devices showed an abrupt change in voltage ranging from less than a
opm to 50 ppm or more. In general the voltage changes diminished with
subsequent temperature excursions. It was also observed that after a
power interruption, the voltage tended to return to its initial voltage
then drift to the value before the power was removed. The data
suggested that the magnitude of these changes are related to the
magnitude of the voltage change with time.' To improve the yield of
reference grade devices manufacturers use a burn-in process which is
designed to stabilize the device by subjecting it to an elevated
temperature while under power. During the burn-in period (usually 1000
hours) voltage measurements are made and diodes are graded on the basis
of the measurements. The complete operation is usually automated for
e f f i c i e n c y . The burn-in process greatly improves the yield of stable
diodes but does not completely solve the the temperature and turn-off
problemns. Therefore many diode users conduct further test and selection
in order to obtain diodes meeting their requirements.

Experiments in which diodes were maintained at a constant temperature
and powered only for very short periods of time (10 to 30 minutes)
showed that the voltage with respect to time was stable to within less
+5 ppm over a period of 2+ years C127. For the three diodes reported
the worst drift rate w a s  a b o u t  5 ppmiyr  and the mean of  the three was
a p p r o x i m a t e l y , without regard to s i g n , was about 2-3 ppm/yr. NBS sent
three such devices to PTB in 1964 and the measurements at the two
laboratories a g r e e d  t o 1 . 3  p p m  Cl31. Richman  Cl61, in the mid-1960's
investigated the problem of  select ing reference grade devices to b e  u s e d
in precision instrumentation and developed criteria for choosing stable
diodes and conducted a field test of 49 reference units. He found that
the average d r i f t rate for all was nearly zero and that 82 percent had
an absolute drift rate of 30 ppm/yr or less. By 1965 it was clear that
the Zener diode had the potential as a high accuracy voltage standard
not of the saturated cell class but certainly in the 5 tO 30 ppm range.

THE SOLID-STATE VOLTAGE STANDARD

The Zener diode is a passive device which must be combined with a
current source and other components to form a complete reference voltage
s o u r c e . BY 1960 5everal solid-state replacement5 for unsaturated
standard cells appeared on the market. Internally they used an
unregulated dc power supply that drove a preregulator circuit consisting
of one or more Zener diodes to develop a voltage about twice that of the
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r e f e r e n c e diode. This regulated voltage was used to power the reference
diode. A precision resistive voltage divider, across the diode produced
the 1.018 and 1.019 volt outputs. This arrangement gave an overall
regulation, at the output terminals, of a few ppm for a 10% change in
line vctltage. By 1965 there were a number units on the market, and in
fact, two were used in the 1965-66 round robin conducted by the National
Con-f e r e n c e  uf Standards Laboratories and reported by Richardson C153.
Each was measured at NBS before and after the round robin. The net
change for one was 11 ppm (three measurements) during the year required
for the the unit to be measured at 19 laboratories east of the
Mississippi River. 'The other showed a change of 75 ppm traveling to 19
laboratories west of the Mississippi River. A review of other data for
the latter unit suggest that the unit was drifting with respect to time
(about 1 yr.).

8-i 19&C, commercial units with reported stabilities of 10 ppm/month
appeared. In addition to the 1.018 and 1.019 volt outputs they also
provide crutputs o f l.crOO volt and 1000 microvolt. The Zener
preregulator was replaced by regulated power supplies and all critical
elements including the resistive voltage divider were temperature
controlled. With improved device selection and proper design, the
short-term performance of the unit was comparable to that of the
saturated standard cell. Using the data given in reference Ll31, for
seven units the mean drift rate was -3.9 ppm/mo over a period of 209
days. The standard deviation of a single point for a linear fit of the
data wa5 about 0.9 ppm, clear indication that the unit could serve as an
excellent working standard or a transport standard at the 2-3 ppm level.
In spite of many possible applications for such a voltage reference
unit5 many metrology laboratories were reluctant to use solid state
voltage references.

In addition to the development of solid-state voltage reference units,
Zenei- diodes are used in a wide variety of precision instruments. For  a
period of t i me, more interest was shown in this latter application than
in developing a stand-a-lone voltage standard. Looking back, it is
clear that the availability of good Zener reference diodes made possible
many of the electronic instruments now routinely used to make high
accuracy measurements. Other advances in the development of the
sol id-state voltage reference include the use of operational amplifiers
in the output; operating the reference device at its zero temperature
coefficient; and batteries to maintain continuous power. The
advantages operational amplifiers are:

(11 the output voltage can be adjusted to any desired voltage, usually
10.0 volts; and

(2) allowing the unit to supply a small current without affecting is
output voltage.

These two characteristics are particularly useful when calibrating
automatic test equipment and other electronic instruments. By operating
the diode at it point of zero temperature coefficient the need for
special temperature control is eliminated and power requirements are
reduced to the level that make battery operation practical. The last
two types of solid-state references are in the the 3 to 10 ppm class.
Voltage r e f e r e n c e s  o f t h e type  just d i s c u s s e d  a r e  m o s t  a d v a n t a g e o u s l y
fused a s s e c o n d a r y s t a n d a r d s ,  a s t r a n s p o r t s t a n d a r d s , and working
standards at remote locations such as the production line.
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Each stage of the development of solid-state voltage reference seems to
require about a decade. The sixties saw studies of devices and the
replacement of the unsaturated standard cell. The seventies saw a
maturing of the use of Zener diodes, the development of reference units
in the 3-20 ppm stability class and the extensive use of stable Zener
d i o d e s in high accuracy digital instrumentation.

when the
The eigthies begin the

et-a solid-state reference seriously challenges the saturated
standard cell. Today there are four solid-state voltage references for
which the makers claim performance of 5 ppm or better.
seem to be, in order of

The major goals
present priorities;

transportable
the development of a

solid-state reference to eliminate, the need to ship
saturated standard cells; to serve as a working standard at accuracies
approaching the saturated cell; and ultimately as a replacement for the
saturated standard cell. All four voltage reference manufacturers have
utilized the data accumulated over the past 20 years but interestingly
each arrived at a reference unit that differs in overall design
philosophy.

Both Koep Cl63 and Huntley Cl73 control the temperature of critical
elements, keep the unit ,under power at all times, and use operational
amplifiers to buffer the output. The former has opted to have an output
voltage near the voltage of the reference diode, approximately 6.5
Volts, while the latter provides a 10 volt output. Both have a 1.018
volt output for comparing directly against saturated standard cells.
Data on commercial units show that day-to-day variations are comparable
to saturated cells and drift rates in the order of a few tenths of a ppm

per month have been reported by Huntley Cl7bl. Spreadbury Cl81 also
uses an operational amplifier in the output stage and controls the
temperature but only applies power to the reference diodes when actually
using the unit as a reference. His reported data indicate performance
in the 5 ppm region over a period of several months Cl8bl. Murray Cl91
reported on a unit that did not control the temperature of critical
elements and reported similar results.

Both Huntley and Koep have used solid-state units as transport standards
with excellent results. Huntley C261, C17bl implies that, using NBS
Volt Transfer Program techniques, one can achieve a transfer
uncertainty, at the ten volt level, comparable to that attained by the
NBS VTP. Huntley Cl91 further discusses the feasibility of establishing
a network of laboratories, maintaining the volt at the ten volt level,
that are monitored using solid-state voltage r e f e r e n c e s . Koep 1201
reported the results of df* international round robin in which the
corrected difference between four national laboratories (NBS, NPL, NRC,
and PTB) b.,ere approximately -1 ppm when referred to the original NBS
measurements. This agreement is very good for a test requiring about 7
months. Finally, NBS II211 now offers a service to calibrate solid-state
voltage r e f e r e n c e s  a t both the standard cell level and at higher
voltages using the measuring circuit developed by Field ClOl.

CONCLUSIONS

In the past 30 years the Zener diode and diode based commercial
solid-state voltage reference standards have evolved to the point where
they perform at a level comparable to the saturated standard cell.
Even so,. some of the problems that remain are:

(1) more field data to support the results already in
that only time will resolve;

(2) the reluctance of standards laboratories to use these
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(3) their relatively high cost.

However f t h e a d v a n t a g e s far out weigh the problems just mentioned.
Specifically soild-state voltage referenceas:

(1) can be constructed to provide voltages in the range of 1 to 10
vo1t5;

(2) can provide current to an external 1 oad w i t h little or no
degradation in accuracy;

(3) are far more robust than the saturated standard cell; and

14) are more more readily used by unskilled personnel.

Finally, as one of the earliest investigators in the field, the author
is gratified to see that the solid-state voltage reference has come of
age and will add a new dimension to accurate voltage measurements.
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AUTOCAL  - FWM INSTRUMENTS TO PORTABLE SYSTEMS

JOHN R PICKERING
DATRON INSTRUMENTS INC.

3401 SW 42nd Ave.
Stuart, FL33497

INTRODUCTION

As more and more instruments, ATE's and
calibrating devices incorporating Autocal are
becoming available the full potential of
automatic'calibration systems is being
realised.

It is.most important to emphasise that the
advantage of Autocal is not merely that it
improves efficiency but that it also enhances
the quality and accuracy of our calibrations,
and therefore of our measurements. As will be
finally discussed it also opens up significant
opportunities to re-think many of our
traditional approaches to calibration
problems.

AUTOCAL - WHAT IS IT?

Autocal provides electronic, usually software
controlled, calibration of measurements. It
replaces calibration charts with data-bases,
potentiometers with digital computations, and
in some cases true manual adjustments with
Automatic ones. It does not remove the need
for traceability and the controlled systematic
transfer of measurements. It does vastly ease
and simplify the transfer process whilst
greatly improving transfer accuracy.

LINEAR AUTOCAL

In the example of fig. 1 a simple DlvM gain
correction pot. is replaced with processor
controlled arithmetic. As can be seen the pot
is replaced with a multiplier and calibration
data stores in RAM. The mathematical form of
the correction is identical.

SECOND ORDER AUTOCAL

In an AC calibrating instrument incorporating
Autocal it is possible to provide a second

order frequency response correction since the
calibrator "knows" its output frequency at all
times.

It can be shown that provided poles and zeros
in the frequency response are well above the
frequency of interest (say five times hi her)
then the error is proportional to (f/fo) 9
where fo is the effective -3dB point of a
single pole response. In practice, during
calibration the HF error is measured and the
system pole fo calculated and stored in
calibration memory. Subsequent operation uses
this data and the actual frequency to compute
(f/fo)2 and make an automatic output
correction. See Fig. 2.

AUTOMATIC PARAMETRIC ADJUSTMENT

In some circumstances the correction law is
far too complex and yet the traditional
mechanical adjustment is trivial. It is then
sometimes possible to provide an "electronic
servo" adjustment as in the example of
trimming a DMM's frequency response. See Fig.
3.

MULTIPLE CALIBRATION POINTS

Autocal is so economic that it is possible to
simply increase the number of calibration
points - perhaps even to the extent of having
one point for each increment of output. This,
of course, has implications in the cost of
calibration but can be very useful in
overcoming unpredictable errors such as the
frequency response of an AC calibrator in
Fig. 4.

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

All the above calibration corrections can be
performed with covers on and therefore with
the units in their normal use condition. The
corrections can allow for high order variables
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that would be impractical with analog
adjustments.

ia
The net result is that high performance
products owe their capabilities substant
to Autocal and would have to be degraded
without it.

HISTORY OF AUTOCAL

Computer controlled sytems have incorporated
software measurement "corrections" for some
time but the first instrument (to my
knowledge) with the self contained ability to
provide calibration adjustment was the Fluke
8502. However, this was an option and
therefore not an integral part of the
instrument design or operation. The Datron
1061 was the first DMM to provide Autocal on
all its calibration, requiring no manual
adjustment at all for at least 5 years.
Unfortunately although such instruments have
been around for several years there has been
no fully programmable multi-function
calibrator of sufficient accuracy to provide
the "hands-off" calibration that the DMM was
designed for. Recently appropriate
calibrators such as the Fluke 5440, Datron
4000 and 4200 have become available. Such
instruments have been combined in a stand
alone PC controlled package to provide total
hands off calibration of Autocal DVMs and
semi-automatic calibration of conventional
products.

1Y

Some calibration equipment is now designed to
give good performance over a wide temperature
range. The result is a much more stable

environmental performance than the typical
instrument to be calibrated.

Since such calibration equipment can be
software controlled then the skill factor in
calibrating the instrument is removed. The
result is the ability to take the calibration
to the ATE or other unit to be calibrated.
This has several advantages.

CALIBRATION SYSTEMS

Computer controlled calibration systems‘such
as the Fluke system 10, Julie Lo-cost, and
Fluke 7405 span many years. They have
generally been expensive complex systems w
limited accuracy and difficult programming
Certainly the system cost has been a
substantial "overhead" on the cost of the
calibrators providing the basic performanc e_.
These first generation system have not been
portable nor designed for the new range of
Autocal instruments.

th

.

PORTABLE CALIBRATION

Traditionally calibration has been performed
in the Calibration Laboratory by highly
skilled personnel. The environment is
controlled so that we can define and control
the transfer uncertainties and the performance
of the calibrating equipment. However, the
instrument is normally operated in an
uncontrolled environment which may be
substantially different from that in the cal.
lab. A classic example of this is the use of
Instruments rack mounted in shop floor ATE
systems.

1. Direct calibration of system resulting in
better traceability.

2. Reduced transfer uncertainties

3. Reduced overall sensitivity to
environmental differences

4. Possibility for system software to check
and certify its own calibration.

5. Vastly reduced system downtime.

A highly accurate portable calibration system
covering DC volts-and current, AC volts and
current and resistance is shown in Fig. 5. It
is capable of "shop floor" calibration under
the control of it's IBM PC to accuracies of a
few parts per million.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROJECTIONS

Until now the greatest problem in a
Calibration hierarchy has been in ensuring the
accuracy of transfers. Autocal, through its
lack of reliance on operator skills and its
inherent capability of transfers to noise
levels, removes this dependence.

This leads to a change of emphasis from
specific calibration skills, which leads in
turn to a complete re-appraisal of our overall
calibration maintenance systems and programs.

The example discussed is in creating portable
calibration but imaginative thinking unbounded
by blind dogma can result in much better, more
reliable measurement systems.

11
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A 50 PPM 47 HZ TO 63 HZ POWER STANDARD

Duane Brown,
Technical Support, R & D Department,

Guildline Instruments Ltd.

ABSTRACT

A micro based thermal wattmeter for the precision
measurement of power over the 47 hertz to 63 hertz
spectrum is described. It will operate up to 1000
hertz with reduced accuracy covering the power
factor range of -1 through 0 to +l. The principle
used is that of the AC/DC transfer principle, the
main element being the differential multijunction
thermal converter. The design has a resolution of
1 ppm and a direct reading full scale accuracy of
50 ppm.

The design has both current transformer (lA/5A),
potential t'ransformer (120 V/240 V) and direct
1 mA inputs. Methods may be employed using the
direct 1 mA inputs to obtain the best results when
measuring less than full scale inputs. The desiqn
is directly calibrated against an external 1 mA dc
signal or an external 1 nA ac signal. Phase angle
calibration is performed against a known
capacitor.

INTRODUCTION

The measurement principle of the thermal wattmeter
is described in a paper by N.L. Kusters (1) and L.
Cox (1) of the National Research Council of
Canada. The main element of the thermal wattmeter
is a differential multijunction thermal converter
(from here on referred to as DMJTC) from a design
by F. Wilkins of the National Physical Laboratory
in England.

The DMJTC has 400 thermocouples and two heaters as
shown in Figure 1. The group of thermocouples on
one heater are wired in series opposition to the
group of thermocouples on the other heater. Thus
if both the heaters are at the same temperature
the output from the thermopile is zero. This
design makes use of heater interchange to
eliminate heater mismatch. The heaters are
interchanged simultaneously to achieve a
differential thermal multiplier.

Each heater responds to the square of the rms
current flowing through it. The large number of
thermocouples gives hiqh output levels, (typically
40 mV for a 20 mA rms ‘input). By keeping the
current at a lower level it reduces the power
levels in the two heaters and therefore reduces

the temperature, approximately a 15K rise. The
low current also reduces the output noise from the
DYJTC.

This lower temperature rise plus the bifilar
heaters with distributed thermocouples results in
lower dc reversal errors and lower ac/dc transfer
errors.

Other features of this thermal wattmeter are:

1) Automatic dc reference reversal.

2) Direct reading self balancing operation.

3) 4 ripple cancel circuit to improve the acldc
transfer error.

4) Built-in input transformers.

AC/DC TRANSFER CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The thermal wattmeter is basically an AC/DC, 1 mA
full scale input, transfer instrument.

It measures an unknown ac signal by subtracting a
known dc signal from the unknown ac signal in the
thermal converter. A feedback circuit adjusts the
known dc signal to drive the thermal converter to
null.

Ifthethermal converter was perfect with
identical responses then the output as stated in
(1) would be as follows:-

Vdc = K/T:~[(x+y)‘-(x-y)‘]dr (1)

= iiK$;fxydr (2)

which is by definition real power.

The circuit diagram of the thermal converter
multiplier is shown in Figure 2. The main element
is the DMJTC with two heaters Hl and H2. The sum
(x + y) is applied to heater Hl
(x - y) is applied to heater
output from both heaters is a
heater power.

and the difference
HZ. From (1) the
function of the



(x+y)2 =  XZ+YZ+2(xy)

( x - y )  * =  XZ+YZ-Z(xy)

where (xy) denotes the time average product

LIT
TO xydt

The output of the thermal converter is no longer a
function of (xy) but also depends on the operating
point (X' + Y'). This operating point makes the
DMJTC ideal for measuring all power factors. The
operating point of the thermal converter is set by
superposition of Vref on the x input.

When the average input product is zero ((xy) = 0)
the output of the DMJTC is not necessarily zero.
This is due to heater mismatch. This heater
mismatch or zero offset is eliminated by taking a
second output 0, after reversing the Y input and
taking as the final output the variation of the
multiplier between normal and reverse settings.
By taking the average of the two outputs

(ON - OR) /2

a thermal multiplier with zero output is realized.

Due to the long time constant of the thermal
converter the reversing rate of the circuit is
fairly slow. The thermal response is reduced by
incorporating dc feedback (figure 3) to maintain
thermal balance. Another advantage of the
feedback circuit is its linear output, and it is
this feedback which is actually measured.

CIRCUIT UETAILS

From Figure 4 we see that the ac and dc signals
are superimposed on the x and y inputs. Xref is a
constant 10 Vdc and Xvar is the variable dc that
is adjusted to obtain a null from the thermal
multiplier. The average ac input product is then
equal to the dc input product since ac and dc
signals do not correlate.

All associated amplifiers are rated for one
milliamp rms full scale. The feedback path
(Figure 4) consists of a proportional plus
integral path. A delay switch is incorporated in
front of the integrator which opens at
approximately 100 milliseconds before the heaters
reverse and closes l/8 second after the heaters
reverse. This allows the proportional or fast
path to almost null the thermal converter without
introducing a transient into the integrator thus
allowing the integrator to settle quickly.

Unfortunately, the feedback is not always purely
dc. There is some fundamental frequency. This
fundamental frequency gets added to Y just as the
dc part of the feedback adds to Y. The component
of the feedback in phase with X gets multiplied'
with X to give apparent power. A ripple cancel
circuit was necessary, to subtract away any
fundamental frequency ripple, to improve the ac/dc
transfer error (Figure 5).

The phase of the fundamental ripple frequency
reverses every time the heaters reverse or when
the dc polarity reverses but not when both reverse
together. This phase reversal gets demodulated by
interchanging the positive and negative x inputs
of an integrated circuit multiplier. This
multiplier acts as a phase sensitive detector
producing a signal whose dc average is
proportional to the amount of fundamental ripple
fed back in phase with x. An integrator takes the
dc average and controls an automatic gain stage to
input enough of the -x signal to subtract the in
phase ripple in the feedback.

The dc reference (Figure 6) is derived from an
internal solid state supply. The variable dc
reference is a precision D/A converter operating
on the pulse width principle. The logic produces
a pulse from 0 to 999 micro seconds wide in one
micro second increments producing an output
voltage from 0 to 999 with each step equalling
10 mV dc.

The setting of Xvar is determined by switching the
A/Dto look at a 0.2% accurate integrated
multiplier. The input to this multiplier comes
directly from the x input of the thermal
multiplier. The dc component is subtracted to
leave only the ac component. Thus the output of
the multiplier represents the first three digits
of the seven digit reading.

Polarity reversal of the dc voltage reference
averages out any dc offsets in the IC amplifiers.
This eliminates any zero instabilities in the
thermal multiplier circuit.

The clock signals that do the reversing are
generated from a precision one second clock. This
accurate clock signal becomes very useful for
calibrating less accurate wattmeters. The
Normal/Reverse and Plus/Minus clocks reverse every
one second and two seconds respectively. These
reversals are sinked to an input frequency zero
crossing circuit. This reduces the possibility of
internal clocks heating against any external
inputs.

The A/D is a +20,000 count +2 V full scale
converter. It is triggered to start a conversion
only after the thermal converter has settled. The
input integrate period of the A/D finishes
measuring the feedback signal from the thermal
multiplier just before the heaters reverse.

The input gain to the A/D is set up to equal a 500
millivolt difference between normal and reverse
settings. This represents a 0.1% ac/dc difference
which has the same weight as one step on the
variable dc reference. Thus the ac/dc difference
may reach 0.4% before the A/D will overrange
asking to have the variable dc reference
readjusted.

SOFTWARE

The program begins by setting the variable dc
reference to output 5.00 Vdc. If the ac/dc
difference is greater than 0.4% it will cause the
A/D to overrange. The micro senses the overrange
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signal and switches the A/D to look at the 0.2%
integrated circuit multiplier. This reading is
then used to adjust the variable dc reference to
within 0.2% of the ac/dc difference.

After the variable dc reference is set then the
A/D returns to looking at the feedback circuit.
All four readings (Normal plus, Reverse plus,
Reverse minus and Normal minus) must then fall
within the 0.4% level. Each of these four
readings are stored in its own location as a five
digit number, overwriting any previous similar A/D
reading made four seconds earlier. After taking a
reading the microprocessor subtracts Reverse from
Normal readings and averages the two dc polarities
giving the ac/dc difference.

Should the ac/dc difference be greater than 0.1%
of full scale but not enough to overrange the A/D,
then the program adjusts the variable dc by a few
steps. It then subtracts this change from all four
input readings such that the next A/D reading will
fit in. This procedure allows tracking sampling
inputs up to 0.2% of full scale per second without
overranging.

The known dc setting of the variable dc gets added
to the ac/dc difference as determined by the A/D
to give a reading in the range of 1. This six
digit reading can then pass through a switch
selectable low pass digital filter having a 10
second time constant. This filter is intended for
use when calibrating low noise! low drift ac power
supplies or wattmeters. The digital filter takes
nine times the old reading and adds the new
reading to give it its 10 set time constant.
However, if the difference between the two
readings new and old is greater than 100 ppm then
the new reading is passed directly to the display.

CALIBRATION

The calibration of the wattmeter (Figure 7 and 8)
involves adjusting the dc reference voltages Vref
and Vvar. These two references can be calibrated
either against a known 1 mA dc input or against a
known 1 mA ac input.

To generate 1 mA dc requires a stable known dc
source and known resistor to generate a known 1 mA
dc signal. The output of the resistor is fed into
the current input of the thermal wattmeter. At
the same time the reference multiplier output,
which sets the variable dc reference voltage, is
set to 1.0 V *lOOO ppm. The variable reference is
then adjusted to equal full scale +lO ppm. With
the variable reference calibrated the 1 mA dc
input is removed. The fixed reference now gets
calibrated against the variable reference such
that the thermal wattmeter display also equals
full scale +lO ppm. The unit is now calibrated.

To calibrate the thermal wattmeter against a 1 mA
ac signal requires the use of a precision 6-l/2
digit voltmeter, a known ac source and two known
equal value resistors. First the precision
voltmeter is connected between the Vref input and
star ground on the thermal multiplier. Vref is
then adjusted such that the voltmeter display
indicates +lO V +lO ppm. The fixed voltage

reference is then calibrated. The digital
voltmeter is then removed. The output of the two
known resistors are connected to the V and I
inputs and the ac source is set to generate 1 mA
ac through the resistors. The variable voltage
Vvar then gets adjusted such that the thermal
wattmeter display indicates the calculated value
from the resistors and the ac source. The unit is
then calibrated.

Phase angle calibration of the design requires the
use of a known capacitor and a known resistor.
The impedance of the capacitor should be
approximately equal to the value of the known
resistor. The dissipation of the capacitor should
be zero or known. By connecting the output of the
capacitor and resistor to the I and V inputs
respectively and applying full scale voltage, the
phase angle can be adjusted such that the thermal
wattmeter display equals zero or the value of the
known dissipation of the capacitor.

INPUT TRANSFORMERS

The thermal wattmeter uses amplifier aided current
and potential transformers. Both the current
transformer and the potential transformer are two
stage amplifier aided devices. Amplifier aided
transformers are well covered in many papers.
This paper will concentrate more on calibrating
the two transformers. This calibration procedure
requires the use of a known power standard 120 V
ac source and 1 A ac source and necessary
equipment to prove the above two sources.

POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER

The potential transformer is best calibrated
against the 120 V ac source and a known 120 kR
resistor and capacitor. Connect the known
resistor output to the current 1 mA input and
apply 120 V ac to it and to the PT input. Adjust
the magnitude of the PT such that the thermal
wattmeter display equals the value of the known ac
input voltage plus or minus the known deviation of
the resistor. Substitute the known capacitor in
place of the known resistor on the current 1 mA
input. The phase of the potential transformer can
then be adjusted such that the thermal wattmeter
display equals zero plus or minus the known
dissipation of the capacitor. The PT is then
calibrated.

CURRENT TRANSFORMER

Current transformer calibration is best done
against a known standard. This requires a known
1A current source with a known 1A quadrature
output. By applying the known 1 A to the CT and
the known 120 V ac to the PT one can adjust the
magnitude of the CT such that the thermal
wattmeter display equals the calculated known
reading. By switching the current source to its
quadrature output the phase angle of the CT can be
adjusted such that the thermal wattmeter display
equals zero.

APPLICATIONS

The precision clock along with a timer out signal
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makes the instrument ideal for calibrating other
wattmeters. The unit will output a start pulse
and stop pulse over a switch selectable p,eriod of
ten, one hundred or one thousand seconds. In this
mode the readings are accumulated to measure
energy. Dividing the thermal wattmeter displayed
reading by 3600 represents watt hours and by 36000
to represent kilowatt hours.

The thermal wattmeter is well suited for measuring
power in circuits with distorted waveforms of
current and voltage. Crest factors of three in
current and voltage are possible. An additional
area of use is the measurement of power at very
low power factors such as the short circuit losses
in large transformers or the losses in large shunt
reactors.

It is not always necessary to use the CT and PT
inputs. Improved accuracy and resolution for low
level signals are possible using the one milliamp
current and voltage inputs. External CT's and
PT's with voltage outputs can be interfaced to the
one milliamp current and voltage inputs of the
thermal wattmeter through known resistors. These
resistors can be selected such that the current
output is 1 mA or full scale. Thus it is possible
to read full scale even for a 10 V input.

CONCLUSION

The differential thermal wattmeter for the ac/dc
transfer of power is based on the multijunction
thermal converter. The thermal converter heaters
are fully protected against burn out and crest
factors of three in voltage and current waveforms
are permissible without degradation of accuracy.
Accuracy statements of 40 to 50 ppm are achievable
with 100 microwatt resolution for all power
factors.

The accuracy statements are limited to the 40 ppm
- 50 ppm level at this time. This is mainly due
to the drift of the internal voltage reference and
inherent problems within the CT section. At this
time I know of only NRC which can certify the
wattmeter to the 50 ppm level and only for the
47 Hz to 63 Hz range.

The design has two ranges for input volts
(120/240) and two ranges for current (lA/5A) along
with the 1 mA inputs.
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SPACE SHUTTLE TILE AUTOMATED DIMENSIONING

James D. Tostenson
Product Assurance Program Manager

Space Systems Division
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc.

Sunnyvale, California 94086

ABSTRACT

The re-entry of Space Vehicles into the atmosphere
after completing missions in the orbit around the
earth or the moon has been accomplished many times
in the past two decades. Past man rated vehicles
like, Mercury, Gemini and Apollo carried from one
to three astronauts and were quite small and
compact in size compared to the Space Shuttle
Vehicle and required much less of an area to have
re-entry insulation to protect the capsule and its
occupants from the heat during re-entry. Insu-
lation on past vehicles was an ablative type that
actually charred and peeled away the dynamic
heating of re-entry carrying the heat away from
the capsule. These vehicles were used for only
one mission.

Tiles manufactured by the Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company, Space Systems Division, Thermal
Protection System for use on the Space Shuttle
Orbiter as a Thermal Protection System are
designed to last up to 100 missions. The tile
will keep the outer structure from melting and
the internal compartments cool enough to enable
human occupants to perform their duties comfort-
ably during re-entry through the atmosphere.

Since each tile is equally important as another,
the need to dimension them accurately to determine
the best fit and relationship to surrounding tile
is very important.

With the Space Shuttle Orbiter being larger in
size than a Boeing 737 twin jet airliner, this
gives one some idea of the area to be covered with
tile. The Space Shuttle Orbiter cargo compartment
is large enough (15'xl5'x60')  to carry the
Mercury, Gemini and Apollo all at one time.

Since the Manufacturing process cycle is of key
importance to maintaining the dimensional toler-
ance and strength requirements a short review of
these processes will be presented prior to the
dimensional part of the lecture material.

In the conclusion portion of the presentation
several photographs of the vehicle tile Thermal
Protection System will be shown after mission
return to show the effects of dynamic heating and
tile integrity.

The basic raw material is a short staple 99.7%
pure amorphus  silica fiber. The fibers are
derived from common sand. Basic fibers are mixed
into a slurry and cast into a block. From the
block the tile shapes are numerically control
machined. The tile are then coated on the desig-
nated ageas  with a silica frit coating and kilned
at 2300 F to fuse the coating to the tile basic
material.

.
Identification of the tile is then-applied and
they are forwarded for inspection. The dimen-
sional relationship of one tile to the other is
equally important to achieve the proper spacing
for any movement and a breather path to the
atmosphere. Master Dimensional Data is analyzed
and transformed into N/C machining and dimensional
standards computer tapes which are used to machine
and measure the completed tiles.

INTRODUCTION

The dimensional measurement of the tiles are
accomplished by utilizing a Mainframe Computer in
which the tile standards are stored. Interfacing
with the mainframe computer are four (4) Bendix-
Cordax  Coordinate Measuring machines. commu-
nications with the mainframe computer is accom-
plished by four (4) on station computers, Card
Readers (IBM Cards), Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) and
teletypes. IBM cards which are keypunched to
indicate the tile part number and serial number
are read into the card reader and call up the
dimensional standards stored in the mainframe
computer. The Bendix-Cordax equipment is equipped
with a arming probe on the Z-axis which physically
touches the tile to take measurement points.

When the measurement points are completed they
will be analyzed by the computer and a accept/
reject message is displayed on the CRT at the
measurement station. The dimensions are then
stored in the computer file and can be readily
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retrieved and copies obtained for analysis. The
tile are then subsequently placed into Array Frame
Assemblies (tools) and shiruned to meet the tile-
to-tile space (gap) requirements. The Array Frame
Assemblies are then packaged and shipped to the
customers facility for installation on the Space
Shuttle Orbiter.

BASIC MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

The basic raw material used to make the tile is a
short staple 99.7% pure amorphus silica fiber.
The fibers are derived from common sand. The
Silica Fibers are mixed into a slurry and cast
into several different sizes of production units.
The production units are pre-dried in a microwave
oven and then sintered in a kiln at 2250°F  to fuse
the fiber junctions for strength. The production
units are cut into smaller sizes called cubes/
blanks from which specific tiles are numerically
control machined. A masking process is then
performed on the area of the tile to be coated.
A coating consisting of silica frit, borosilicate
and alcohol is used to coat tile specified areas,
of the high temperature black tile. While a white
silica compound with alumina oxide is used to coat
the low temperature white tile.

After coating the tiles are air dried for several
hours and then glazed at high temperature (230O'F)
in a kiln to fuse the coating to the parent
material. The tile are then vacuum waterproofed
to resist moisture and identified on the coated
surface with a part number and serial number.

TILE MEASUREMENT PROCESS

Master dimensional data (MD) is received from the
customer on the tiles to be manufactured. The MD
data is analyzed by the computer programmers and
converted into data to machine and measure the
tile. Engineering forwards this data to the
Numerically Controlled Engineering Group who pre-
pare the N/C tapes for driving the N/C machines to
cut the tile shape. Quality Engineering also
receives a set of measurement standards which are
loaded into the Product Assurance computer to
dimensionally inspect tile. After the tile has
completed the manufacturing cycles, it is forwarded
for inspection measurement.

The automated dimensional system utilized by
Inspection consists of a Mainframe Computer linked
to four (4) on station computers which drive the
four (4) Coordinate Measuring Machines. The
measuring equipment is operated by the use of a
IBM Card Type Reader, Cathode Ray Tube Console
Display and a Teletype. See Figure 1.

When the IBM card is fed into the Card Reader the
tile part, dash and serial number are optically
read and transmitted to the main frame computer.
This information on the IBM card identifies the
measurement standards for that tile and dimensions
taken by the coordinate measuring machine of the
tile will be compared to those in the computer
standards.

The tiles are held in the measurement position by
a vacuum fixture. The Cordax  measurement machine
is equipped with a Renshaw touch sensing probe on
the Z-Axis column to detect the measurement touch
Points without damaging the coated (Ceramic Glass
like) surface. The number of measurement points
taken on a typical tile are 41, nine points on
each side equally spaced and five points on the
top, as shown in Figure 2. These points are
transmitted via the on station computer to the
main frame computer where they are compared with
the stored standards of the tile size. The main
computer then transmits a message to the on station
CRT which informs the operator of the accept/reject
criteria. The operator can also obtain a copy of
the measurements by activating a on station thermal
printer built into the CRT console. This infor-
mation is then utilized by Engineering to evaluate
the tile application if it is under or oversize.
Tolerance bands on the tile sides are plus or
minus . 008"  and plus or minus .OlO" on the top
surface, as shown in Figure 3.

Depending upon the tile configuration the number
of measurement points taken will decrease or
increase. The average time to dimension a simple
tile on the Coordinate measuring equipment is 16
minutes. Tiles with curved sides and compound
angles can take up to 30 minutes to dimension, due
to extra machine movements and touch points
necessary to cover the tile entire surface.

It might be noted that since the first shipset of
tiles were delivered for the Columbia Orbiter 102
on which earlh tile tias  dimensionally checked, the
number of tile now measured has declined. One of
the main reasons for less of the tile being
dimensionally inspected is close control of the
Numerical Control Machining Tapes and alS0
stability in the tile manufacturing processes.
These conditions allow a sample measurement by
family part numbers of the basic same configu-
ration. Since the introduction of this system of
control there have been no adverse conditions  or
reports of large numbers of out-of-tolerance tile
ana savings in dimensional inspection is appre-
ciable.

Anytime a configuration or N/C Machining change is
made the tile are dimensionally inspected to
verify the change. A typical set up of a tile on
the Coordinate Measuring Equipment is shown in
Figure 4. Since the tiles are coated with a
ceramic glass type material they are held in place
for work operations by a vacuum table during the
measurement process. Other key items in the
dimensioning are the Arming Probe, Contact Probe
and the positioning fixture. Each time the probe
makes contact with the tile surface a signal is
generated and sent via the on station computer to
the mainframe computer for standards comparison.

The computer system is also utilized to store
other inspected attributes on the tile. This data
is also entered via a CRT console and card readers
at different inspection stations. This data is
indexed in the computer from a IBM card which is
peculiar to each tile identifiable to a part
number, dash number and serial number. Some other
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data entered and stored in the Computer Data
System via the IBM card are visual, weights, dimen-
sions and any special features such as radii,
holes and recesses. Due to the requirements of
having complete records and traceability from
vehicle to vehicle should problems arise, almost
dictates that a automated computer system be
utilized for quick retrieval of all historical
data.

The IBM (MB-09) card is actually the Shop Order
Traveler which accompanies the tile through the
entire Manufacturing and Inspection Cycle. The
back side of the card is utilized to record all
manufacturing processes, while the front side
(shown in Figure 6) is primarily used to record
Inspection data and for Engineering dispositions
as required.

INSTALLATION OF TILE ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE

When the tile are installed on the Space Shuttle
Orbiter vehicle, precise gaps are left between
them to allow for any expansion or contraction and
a breather path to the uncoated bottom and side of
the tile is provided. These requirements estab-
lish the rather stringent plus and minus tolerances
of the tile size. It would have been virtually
impossible to manually dimension tile, due to the
quantity, complex shape, fragility and the number
of measurements required.

With an average of 41 measurements per tile and
32,QQO  tilesrequired  for the Space shuttle that
equates to 1,312,OOU  measurements per ship set
of tiles.

Depending upon the area of the Shuttle Vehicle
where the tile are installed the gaps will differ.
The method by which the tile are attached to the
Orbiter Vehicle is shown in the attached drawing
(see Figure 5). The gap between the tile as
mentioned before provides a breather path to the
atmosphere and allows for movement and keeps them
from making physical contact. If tile tend to be
oversize or undersize it affects the gap distance
and installation positioning. The installation
illustration in Figure 5 shows the typical gap
tolerances for the High Temperature and Low
Temperature reusable tile insulation utilized on
the Space Shuttle Orbiter.

The illustration also shows the method by which
the tile are attached to the Space Shuttle outer
structure, by utilizing RTV-560 and Nomex strain
isolator pad (SIP) between the structure and the
tile. Typical installation of tiles on the
vehicle are somewhat indicated by the color of the
outer surface. The black colored areas indicate
the high temperature tiles. Some of the white
colored areas are the low temperature tile, but
later vehicles will also have thermal blankets
which are white in color. For typical vehicle
re-entry temperatures refer to Figure 7.

TILE CONDITION AFTER RE-ENTRY

A series of photographs were taken after re-entry
and landing at Edwards Air Force Base to show the
tile condition. To highlight the lecture several
photos of key high and low temperature points on
the vehicle will be shown and narrated to show the
durability of the material and need for precise
dimensioning. Since these photographs are in
color they have not been reproduced and made a
part of this paper. Precise color is needed in
the photos to show tile condition. Photos to be
shown will be of the Shuttle Orbiter Nose, Elevons,
Body Flap, Wing Leading Edge, Fuselage Side, OMS
Pod, Cockpit and Engines.

CONCLUSION:

Without the computer driven coordinate measuring
equipment it would have been very costly to
dimensionally evaluate the tile for the Space
Shuttle Orbiter. Considering the number of data
points to be recorded and filed, it would have
been a paper nightmare. Secondly, the copying
errors and transpositioning of numbers would have
also been an error factor of some magnitude.

To manually dimension a tile with conventional
measuring devices such as micrometers, calipers,
height gages and other precision instruments
would have been very costly and even in some cases
impossible due to tile shapes. With a ceramic
glass type coating the handling and instrument
contact would also  cause a hiqh percentage of
damage.'

with millions of pieces of data to be recorded for
historical purposes and the necessity for detailed
traceability and retrieval in a timely manner,
computers were the only answer. Manrated  vehicles
have stringent requirements for safety reasons
and adequate precise data and records of both
hardware and personnel performing those functions
are essential to the program overall success.
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HIGH TREQUENCY  AND STATIC CAPACITANCE KASUREMNT
TECHNIQUE ON LINEAR PARAMETRIC TESTERS

L. Cutai, S. Hylroie, and T. Hazendonk
Philips Research Laboratories Sunnyvale

ABSTRACT

The combined high frequency and static capaci-
tance-voltage technique is a well-known tool in
characterizing metal-oxide-semiconductor MS)
structures. Understanding of the physics and con-
trolling the properties of those structures have a
great impact on the performance, yield and further
development of HDS devices.

Due to the complexity of C-V characterization
techinques and the lack of comnerically  available
dedicated measurement systems the use of this pow-
erful tool has been limited to research and devel-
opment purposes only. Linear (DC) parametric test
systems commonly used for process evaluation and
device parameters extraction in production areas,
however, can easily be adapted to perform those
measurements.

This paper will discuss the additonal hardware and
software required for the implementation of the
high frequency and static capacitance-voltage
technique on a Keithley Linear Parametric Test
system.

The advantages of a C-V characterization tech-
nique built around a general purpose DC parametric
tester over the commercially  available standalone
C-V measurement systems are higher throughput, in-
creased data storage, increased data manipulation
capabilities and integration with standard PCM
testing used in production.

The hardware addition consists of a few items
available off the shelf at moderate cost. The
software architecture allows the use of the power-
ful computational resources, available in such
systems, for process and device parameter exrac-
tion, further statistical analysis and modeling,
as well as process equipment evaluation.

A new technique was developed to correct for mea-
surement errors in the high frequency capacitance
measurement due to the low quality factor of non-
ideal MOS capacitors. Examples of the application
of this system in new process development, process
trouble shooting and process equipment evaluation
will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor process and materials control have
become an integral part of the semiconductor in-
dustry in recent years. Manufacturing more com-

plex integrated circuits has placed increasing de-
mands on technologies employed in wafer fabrica-
tion. Various process steps such as oxidation,
implantation and masking have to be continuously
evaluated in order to maintain the low variations
between wafers and between sites on the same
wafer. A small number of specially designed test
circuits, process control  monitors  (PCM),  are
placed on each wafer and sophisticated measure-
ments are carried out on them to monitor regular
process steps, evaluate equipment performance,
heip in new process development or trouble shoot-
ing (1). Triggered by this demand, the design,
manufacturing and widespread use of a new family
of test equipment, the DC parametric testers have
evolved. The use of parametric testing within the
semiconductor industry has literally exploded
during the past few years (2).

These general purpose parametric testers are de-
signed mainly for steady-state current and voltage
measurements and are used in production areas.
The demand for mre sophisticated or special test-
ing methods such as high frequency and static
capacitance voltage measurements or mobile ion
concentration determination in metal-oxide-semi-
conductor structures stimulated the development of
dedicated testers for use in research and develop-
ment environments.

Our goal here is to show the benefits of combining
the advantages of the high throughput, large data
management and storage capability of the comner-
cial DC parametric testers with the advantages of
dedicated test equipment. With the variety of
available microcomputers and IEEE bus compatible
electronic measurement instruments on today’s mar-
ket, it is relatively easy and economical to cus-
tom build a dedicated measurement set-up around an
existing parametric tester. A further advantage
of such a system is its compatibility with stan-
dard PCM  testing as used in production.

The choice of the high frequency and static capa-
citance-voltage measurement techniques as an addi-
tional process control tool is justified by the
unique properties of MOS  capacitors in process
characterization (3). The m)S capacitor has the
advantages of simplicity of fabrication and of
analysis. Since the fabrication of an MOS  capaci-
tor uses the same processing as the integrated
circuit, it provides direct information on the
actual process. Another  important  feature of
using MOS  capacitors in process characterization
is that while parametric measurements performed on
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T@S transistors provide information on
ed effects of different process steps,
tance voltage measurement reveals the
individual process steps separately.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A) BLOo(  DIAGRAM

the combin-
the capaci-
role of the

The block diagram of the high frequency and static
capacitance measurement system built around a
Keithley Parametric Tester is shown in Fig. 1.
The heavy arrows represent sensitive signal
routes: high frequency measurement signal from
the capacitance meter and low leakage connections
to the elecrometer. The light arrows and the
dashed lines represent the high level analog sig-
nals and the digital control connections, respec-
tively .

A short description of the functions of each
building block is given below.

The METK  SHIELDING box encloses the prober and
the impedance box (which has to be situated close
to the capacitor), providing shielding against
electrical interference, induced static charge and
light.

The PROBECARD  provides mechanical support for the-
electrically shielded and teflon insulated capaci-
tance probe and establishes electrical connections
between the Keithley System and the C-V measure-
ment setup.

The IwEDANaE BOX serves as a Rultiplexer between-
the high  frequency and static capacitance measure-
ment instrumentation, decoupling one from the
other. This also contains the circuitry to mea-
sure the high frequency equivalent series resis
tance of the K)S capacitor.

The KEITHLEY SYSTEM controlled by the LEC PDP ll/
34 mini-computer provides the DC biases for both
the high frequency and static capacitance measure-
ments and measures the analog outputs of the Boon-
ton bridge and the Keithley 616 electrometer.

The ICS COUPLER, used as a listener only in this
configuration, takes IEEE bus commands from the
controller (DEC PDP 11/34) and outputs 10 x 4 bit
TTL signals to set the measurement ranges of the
Boonton  728,  control the relays in the impedance
box and operate the light source on the probecard
necessary for MOS  capacitance measurements in
inversion.

The 1FMt three terminal BOONTON  720 CAPACITANCE
rZTER  measures the parallel equivalent capacitance
of an impedance with an accuracy of 0.25% and lin-
earity of 0.1% provided that the quality factor of
the capacitor is greater than 5. The Boonton
bridge is inherently insensitive to parasitic
capacitances between its high and low terminals
and the ground terminal. These features combined
with the impedance box attachment (described later
in details) makes this measurement suitable for
the high frequency capacitance measurement of a
non-ideal HDS  capacitor.

The KEITHLEY ELECTROMTER  616 is used as a buffer

amplifier (input impedance greater than 1014
ohms and leakage current less than 10-15
aaperes)  to Easure the charge on the HDS  oapaci-
tor in the static capacitance-voltage measure-
ments. The charge is determined by measuring the
voltage drop on a known capacitor connected in
series with the HDS  capacitor.

The FUNCTION 83X contains all the analog and digi-
tal connections organized in a way that makes it
easy to change the circuitry if necessary. A
small power supply and driver circuits for the
relays in the impedance box are placed here too.

El KASDREKNT  CIRCUIT SCHEMATICS

The simplified circuit diagram of the measurement
setup is shown in Fig. 2. for clarity, the digi-
tal control signal and relay drive routings are
omitted.

(1) High Frequency Capacitance Measurement.

When relays RD and RC are closed and relay RS is
open, the Boonton  728  capacitance meter measures
the parallel equivalent capacitance of the t4DS
capacitor .

The DC bias is applied between the terminals ‘!LO
BIAS” and “HI BIAS” . The inductor L decouples the
1 Miz measurement signal from the electrometer
circuitry. The tuned parallel LC circuit provides
a means to apply the DC bias onto the t@S capaci-
tor if the relay RC is open and compensates all
the stray capacitances between the probe and the
ground. (The elecrometer reading can be used to
monitor the DC bias.) The D1 and D2 silicon
diodes prevent electrical breakdown in thin oxides
by eliminating the voltage spikes generated by the
Eoonton between its high  terminal and ground ter-
minal during range changing. For the 15mV 1MHz
measurement signal, the diodes represent a very
high impedance and also limit the spikes to 0.7
volts. (This solution has the advantages Over  the
common clamping diode circuit that it eliminates
the need of an additonal power supply with volt-
ages set every time slightly higher than the maxi-
mum blas voltage.1

(2) Static Capacitance Measurement.

When using a parametric tester, the obvious choice
for quasi-static capacitance measurement is the
charge-voltage technique (4). In this technique,
the electric charge needed to raise the potential
across a previously discharged HOS capacitor ter-
minals to a predetermined value is measured -
either directly with a coulomb meter or indirectly
by measuring the voltage drop on a known (‘stan-
dard’) capacitor connected in series with the MOS
capacitor. This voltage drop can be measured with
a high input impedance low leakage current elec-
trometer. In this case, a Keithley 616 electrome-
ter was used in the buffer amplifier mode to mea-
sure the voltage drop on the CQ  polystyrene capa-
citor terminals. The bias is applied across the
series combination of the MOS  capacitor and the
polystyrene capacitor via the Boonton  “LO BIAS”
and “GROUND” terminals . For high resolution, the
Reed relay RS is used to short the capacitor M
before each step (“true” static measurement). For
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all practical purposes, however, this initializa-
tion is needed only at the start of the voltage

,‘ll-“F!*
If the leakage of the system is less than

amperes, the quasi-static method (waiting
between two subsequent biases only for the elec-
trometer to settle) gives identical results to the
“true” static measurement. During the measure-
ment, the Reed relay RD is open to decouple the
high frequency circuitry. The inductor L blocks
the high frequency signal from the capacitance
meter during the static capacitance measurement.
Using a coulocab  meter makes the measurement sim-
pler because the whole applied bias voltage ap-
pears on the Ho5  capacitor terminals. In that
case, however, one needs an auto-ranging coulomb
meter.

Note that the electrometer input capacitance, the
cable capacitance and CQ are connected parallel,
thus their total “known” capacitance has to be
determined in a separate calibration step. This
is done automatically during the impedance box
calibration (see: “Calibration of the Impedance
Box”)  and the static capacitance measurement is
calibrated to the high frequency capacitance mea-
surement.

C) SERIES RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT

When an impedance bridge is used, both components
of a complex impedance can be determined. How-
ever, the Boonton  728 capacitance meter measures
the equivalent parallel capacitance only.
This disadvantage can be overcome by the use of a
simple passive circuit as is shown in Fig. 3a,
thus retaining the good qualities of the Boonton
728 capacitance meter (price vs. resolution).
A known capacitor (C 1 with a relay across its
terminals is qonnecte d in series with the unknown
impedance (Z2 1. By taking two readings, one
with the relay open resulting in a value CA and
one with the relay closed resulting in a value
CB, both components of the impedance can be cal-
culated.

When the relay is closed, the meter measures the
parallel equivalent capfcitance  of the impedance
of the MDS  capacitor (Z2  in Fig. 3a):

CB = C&l+RS2 CS2 $1, (1)

since stray capacitances from terminal “H” to
ground and from terminal “L” to ground do not af-
fect the Boonton  reading.

When the relay is open, the effect of stray capa-
citance,  Cl (Fig. 311, cannot be ignored. This
capacitance consists of the capacitance between
relay terminal “B” and ground, the capacitance of
the coaxial cable to the probe and the capacitance
of the shielded probe itself.

The effect of this capacitance could, in theory,
be canceled with a parallel LC circuit connected
between node “8” and ground as is shown in Fig.
2. (The capacitor between “HI BIAS” and ground
isolates the DC bias from ground.) If the paral-
lel combination of stray capacitance C

I
and the

LC circuit is tuned to the measurement requency,
then no measurement signal flows from node “8” to
ground. In the practical realization, however,

there always exists a finite impedance between
node “B” and ground. Moreover, this impedance
changes when replacing the probe or the cable.

More detailed considerations show that the effect
of the ohmic component of this impedance can be
ignored. In the following derivation, we substi-
tute this impedance by a capacitance Cl arriving
at the initial circuit in Fig. 3a.

In order to calculate the effect of capacitance
Cl on the Boonton  reading, an equivalent circuit
of the circuit in Fig. 3a is shown in Fig. 3b.
(“Y-Delta” transformation.) It is well known from
linear network theory that the two circuits  are
equivalent if:

ZT=Z2’+Z3’+Z2’Z3’/Zl’.  (2)

The Boonton  reads the parallel equivalent capaci-
tance of impedance Z1 and ignores the impedances
from high terminal to ground and from low terminal
to ground (Z2 and Z3, respectively).

Using the notations of Figs. 3a and 3b, one gets:

ZT = 1/ij+ + l&J) z,’ = l/j&l

z2’= l/j&s + Rs Z3’ = llj4Q.

Substituting  these values into Eq. 2:

C,, = c, = csc o(Cs+C o+c  1) . (3)

From Eqs. (1) a n d  (3), RS and CS can be
expressed in terms of CA, CB, &J,  Cl, as
follows:

cs = (C,+C1)(  (co+cl)‘cf3+’ -‘),
CO/CA  -1

RS = (c&,-1)  li2 ,
"CS

(5)

Typical values of CS and RS are 100 picofarads
and 300 - 500 ohms, respectively.

Parasitic Effects of Adjacent Test Structures

On a typical PCH, there are several test struc-
tures, (transistors, guarding ring, etc) located
close to the M3S  capacitor. These structures are
usually AC grounded-via the probes used for param-
etric testina of these structures (Fig.4). Due to
the non-zero-series resistance of a practical t4X
capacitor , the finite impedance, Zl’, between
the common node of CS and RS and ground will
introduce an error into the series resistance and
capacitance measurement. We can model this impe-
dance at the lt4iz  measurement frequency by a
parallel combination of a capacitance and resis-
tance (Cq and Rl in Fia. 4bl. The equivalent_~ .-
series capacitance and series resistance, CM and
RR in Fig. 4c, respectively, can be caluclated
substiu!ing the. actual values of impedances
Zl, Z1 , etc., into Eq. (2). According to
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Fig. 4b: APPLICATIONS MD RESULTS

Z,=l/j$,i+F+.i

Z+lS

thus:

Zl’=l/(jclcl+l/RB)

Z3’=1/jcrcs),

C,&/(l+RS/Ri), (6)

Rpl=RS(l+Cl  /CS)  . (7)

During the part of the measurement when the MOS
capacitor is in deep depletion, parasitic capaci-
tances of a few picofarads result in a large error
in RS; but since Ri>>RS, the capacitance
reading is less affected. The procedure is then
to use Eq. (4) and (5) to calculate the “measured”
Cs and RS and using their values in Eq. (6)
and  (7) as c(t and 4 to caluclate  the  correc t -
ed values. A simple solution to eliminate the
effect of this parasitic capacitance and avoid the
necessity of this correction is either to include
a high resistor or a tuned parallel LC circuit
between the extra probe and the AC grounded source
or measurement instrument.

Typical high frequency (W) and static (QV) capa-
citance-voltage characteristics of an MOS  capaci-
tor are shown in Fig. 6. The high frequency
capacitance-voltage curve has been corrected for
back side contact effects to coincide with the
static capacitance measurement in the accumulation
region . The interface state density distribution
across the band-gap extracted fro-n those curves is
shown in Fig. 7. Performing these measurements
lot by lot on a few PCMs on each wafer or on
wafers with all-P04  structures, valuable informa-
tion can be drawn regarding process variations or
equipment peformance,  respectively.

Calibration of the Impedance Box

To use the impedance box the values of CO and
Cl have to be determined. This can be done in a
simple and accurate way without using any known
standard calibration impedances.

If we replace the impedance ZZ’ (in Fig. 3a)
by an unknown pure capacitance, then RS=O and
from Eq. (1) we get: CS’CB. Substituting
this value into Eq. (3), a l inear relat ionship
results between the inverse of the two Boonton
readings l/CA and l/CB:

As an expample for process variation monitoring,
the threshold voltage variation over a three month
period is plotted in the uppermost graph in Fig.
8. These data have been extracted from measure-
ments used on large area HOS  transistors. The
plot of this important device parameter indicats
that considerable variations have occurred in cer-
tain process steps. To have a deeper insight to
the underlying causes of those variations, differ-
ent process papameters extracted from capacitance
measurements are plotted in the next three rows in
Fig. 8. These capacitance-voltage measurements
have been carried out on Ho!3  capacitors located
adjacent to the MDS  transistors used for transis-
tor parameter measurements. Comparison of those
plots gives the relative (II) and absolute (a) con-
tributions of certain process parameter variations
to the threshold voltage variation.

l/CB=  [C&CC)+C,)  ](l/CA)+l /(CO+Cl).
(8)

Using‘ different capacitors and plotting l/CB
vs. l/CA  a straight line results, from with  CD
and Cl can be determined. Note that the actual
values of these capacitors are not needed, the
only requirement is that they have to be constant
between the two readings. (Stray capacitances be-
tween the probe and the chuck need not be consi-
dered: they add to the value of these capaci-
tars.)

Examples for equipment performance evaluation are
given in Figs. 9 and 10. Measuring the electri-
cally active dopant  concentration profile with the
pulsed capacitance technique, a modification of
the high-frequency capacitance-voltage method, the
impurity concentration profiles on an implanted
and unimplanted capacitor, located adjacent to
each other, can be determined as is shown in Fig.
9a. The area between the two curves, the net im-
planted dose, was contour mapped in Fig. 9b. In
Figs. 10a and lob interface state distribution and
oxide thickness are contour mapped.

Error Calculation.

The use of the combined high frequency and static
capacitance-voltage techniques helps understanding
the physics and controlling the properties of the
BOS  structures which, in turn, gives a means to
control the performance, yield and further devel-
opment of MOS  and bipolar devices.

Eqs. (4) and (5) can be used to calculate the
errors resulting in CS and RS. Assuming that
the random errors in CO, Cl, CA and CB are
independent and, in this particular case, are
equal to O.l%, the expected relative error in CS
and Q (Q is the quality factor defined by
Q=(RSCSm)-1)  are  plotted in Figs .  5a and 5b
as a function of CO/C, with Q as parameter.
As can be seen from those graphs, this method
gives good accuracy for the series capacitance,
but is less accurate for series resistance mea-
surement. However, in MOS  C-V characterization
the accurate value of the series capacitance
rather than the series resistance is needed.

SUMMARY

Hardware modification and software package have
been developed for performing high frequency and
static capacitance-voltage measurements on a
Keithley parametric tester. This measurement set-
up has the advantages over more sophisticated and
dedicated systems of higher speed, increased data
storage and manipulation capability and compati-
bility with standard PCM testing. The system is
simple to use either by engineers or operators and
has proved accurate and reliable. Data collected
and represented in i various ways both in develop-
ment and manufacturing environment can be very
valuable in process and equipment evaluation, new
process development and trouble shooting.
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Fig. 5a. The relative error in the series capacitance, Cs,
measured with the impedance box, as a function of
Co/Cs with the quality factor, Q, as parameter.
(Q = l/(RsC,W)).
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Fig. 5b. The relative error in the series resistance, Rs
measured with the impedance box, as a function Lf
Co/Cs with the quality factor, Q, as parameter.
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Fig. 6. Typical high frequency and static capacitance-voltage
characteristics of an MOS capacitor.
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Fig. 9a. Implant dose concentration profile measured'
by pulsed high frequency C-V technique on an
implanted and unimplanted capacitor.

N E T  DOSE WAFER I.D. RSCOl

MEAN  - 1.98  x 1011 CM-2 INTERVAZ - 2.3 x 1O1'  CM-~

STD. DEV. - 2.9 x 1ol0  ml-2

Fig. 9b. Net dose variation over a wafer. The profiles
were measured on each site and the net dose was
calculated according to Fig. 9a.
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ABSTRACT

(2The time-i.ndependent,static limit of Haken's ynerg-
etics,the dynamics of pattern evolution out of chaos,
in analogy with material,device,or  system evolution
out of input materials during processing,is used as
a universal,scalable,reversible,mathematical  alnor-
it- experimenmnot  a theory nor pro-
cess(specific)model) to provide a real-time,interac-
& quality assurance (QA) and feedback to quality-
control (QC) to be coupled in parallel to a specific
particular process theory or model. The input to pro-
cessing QA and QC is its output,any  of the complex,
frequency-dependent electronic,electrical,dielectric,
mechanical/viscoelastic,optical  or magnetic property
Functions of the processing produced defectjimperf-
ection disorder distribution Pattern at that partic-
ular moment in the processing,the instantaneous Patt-
ern input of an external radiation diffraction-patt-
ern. The Algorithm provides a flexible versatile tool
to relate processing induced defect distribution Patt
ern universally to Function/functional property per-
formance,as designer and/or user specification,no  ma-
tter however(mode1  physics/chemistry,...specificity)
in the processing the defects are produced,on the
scales of material,device or system/IC. Additionally
the Algorithm can be utilized in forward Pattern
input-Function output, or a backward Function input-
Pattern output to trace back from Function specific-
ation failure to defect distribution Pattern cause.

I
INTRODUCTION

Static Synergetics  is a new subject. Its expression
in a simple mathematical Algorithm provides a new
tool with useful powers of material/devioe/system
yield and quality optimization. It connects Pattern
to Function in a universal,reversible,scalable  math-
ematical algorithm or experimental model(experiment-
al Pattern input - experimental Function uutput(in
the forward direction) versus experimental l&unction
input- experimental Pattern output(in  the reverse
direction),but  is not a specific procees mechanism/
process,defect type/physics/chemistry,...dependent
theoretical model+& thermin lies its advantages of
universality,flexibility and versatility as a univ-
ersal measurement tool of designer specified output
Punotions during processing.

At least four universal phenomena are understood by
this Algorithm unifioation of/synthesis of the uni-
versal generalizeddisorder colleotive-  9 on mode-
softening universality-principle(G...P)t7 ,a gener-
alization of the classic Brillouin(circa 19l'+the
father of solid state physics,and information/comm-
unications theory) concept of symmetry-breaking (Pa-
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ttern 3
\r

ith the universal infra-red divergence prin-
ciple of Wigner and Dyson;

0 Universal Functional Properties(exuerimental)r
@ l/f flicker noise power spectrum
0 l/f dielec

tibilitie3ag(
magnetic,mechanical)  suscep-

@ Universal derived functional nronerties(exnerimen-
&&)t

A.6. electrical conductivity ’
D.C. electrical conductivity
Dielectric castant

(
function(relative dieler

tric permeability
Dielectric dispersion
Dielectric dissipat+on/loss
Dielectric response, susoeptibility
Dielectric loss tangent
Capacitance
Impedance
Admittance
Conductance
Current flioker noise power spectrum
Voltage flicker noise power spectrum
Broadband EM signal-to-noise(S/N) ratio
Optical refractive index
Optioal extinction coefficient
Optical reflectivity

l
l
l

(3) # Universal Anderson looalization(tota1  inter
nal reflection)(TIR)&  Anderson transition

(4) 0 Universal existence of multi-level system &
associated low-temperature/frequency ther-

mal(oonductivity,specific  heat,...) and
acoustic,and...property  anomalies(deviationa
from Debye theory predictions) in glasses,
powders, . ..other disordered systems

!J!he latter two are not utilized here0

How can we use these universal properties,explicit
functions of process introduced defect disorder dis-
tribution Patterns via the Algorithm(to  be oalculat-
ed here)to analyze real-time interactively QA,provi-
ding feedback on ma&erial,device  or system process-
ing immediate testing to asoertain  processed quality?
In other words,oan  process introduced defect distri-
butions be minimized,improved  or even eliminated,
thus optimizing product quality and yield? And,can
this be done during a multi-step process,so  that the
specific defect distribution causing step can be id-
entified,isolated and altered,rather than post-proo-
essing,where the steps are blurred together and non-



separable(for analysis nor alteration)? The key is
the universality of the classic Brillouin symmetry-
breaking that the defect disorder distribution per
forms in the material,device or system(IC) at what-
ever scales(or scale distribution) they occur at,
some set of heterogeneous-disorder/clumping/cluster-
ing heirarchy wavevectors in the external radiation
(X-ray,electron,neutron,microwave,ultrasonic,...)
scattering-diffraction-pattern static-structure fac-
tor S(k) ie.at some configuration-space distribution
of scales in configuration-space Fourier transform
of S(k), &),a photomicrograph of the defect disor-
der.T%s latter will be dominated by the small-angle
-scattering(SAS) diffraction-pattern from the hetero-
geneities/clumps/clusters of defects,Z&S(k)

STATIC SYNERGETICS  AIGORITlR+i

Static Synergetics allows derivation of explicit equ-
ations relating directly defect generalized-disorder
(heterogeneous-disorder of the SAS) scattering(inel-
astic differential scattering cross-section,frequen-
cy averaged or unresolved)-diffractionpttern  morph-
ology ie. static structure factor S(k;8),implioitly
a function of(throu& the particular specific prooe-
ss model) processing parameter set&deposition temp-
erature T,deposition pressure P,deposition voltage V,
concentration of $th solute/impurity species X

1
,dep-

osition current J,grain size R,...in some usua ly un-
known functional form. Static Synergetics embodies
three properties:
UNIVERSALITY-means that the Algorithm can be used

on and is quite generally anplicable to any and
ali defect distribution symmetry-breaking gener-
alized-disorder introduced before,during or aft-
er processing,whatever  type and however produced
-this imparts great flexability and versatility
in the use and application of the Algorithm.

RE~ERSIBILITY-means  that the Algorithm can be used
as an experimental model in either the forward
(Pattern input-Function output) or reverse/back-
ward(Function  input-Pattern output) as a machine,,
-in either direction the Algorithm works!
-input diffraction-pattern S,Am(k;9)-output Fun-
ction F(w) or input _F'unotiofi =F(w) - output di-
ffraction-pattern 5 (k;B),  making Function
also implicitly pro%sing parameter/variable
set 8 dependent: F(k;8)

SCALABILITY-means that the heterogeneous-disorder
(defect distribution heirarchy Pattern)so criti-
cal for the infrs-red  divergence principle part
of the Algorithm(as  seen in the SAS dominated
part of S(k;8)) can be considered as a low wave-
vector(long  wavelength)soale  with respect to
total system,device or material sample size/dim-
ensions/diameter. Thus microscopic defect distr-
ibutions within a material may be treated equiv-
alently to material defect distributions within
a scaled up larger devioe,snd in turn equivalen-
tly to a still further scaled up larger system
(IC)/oirouit,...

We list the Function/functional properties-Pattern
morphology diffraction-pattern/static structure fac-
tor relations given by the Alg
riving them)derived previously~3;$~t;~;;,sd;_
lated to defect configuration-space photomicrograph
Patterg g(r;8) Fourier transform by

S(&;8>-  -&;8) exp(-i & . 1: ) * (1)
and we abbreviate inverse density of states/group

velooity,totally  containing diffraction-pattern/
static structure factor S(k;8) contribution to the
Function/properties factor,

12 k S(k;8) - k2 %(k;8)/3kJ /S2(k;8) = I...] (2)

the critical exponent(universa1) in universal l/f
flicker noise power spectrum,and  in relaxation ns-
ponse susceptibilities(dielectric,mechsnical/visco-
elastic/magnetic ,..,),the orgins of the universal
electrical,dieleotric,optical,...Functions  listed.

n = g(w)/w = l/vg(w) = l/vg(k).(k2/S(k))=l...] (2')

COMPLEX, FREQUZNCY-DEPENDENT  , DIFFRACl?ION-PATTERN

DEPENDElNT , IMPLICITLY DEPOSITION (PROCESS) PARAM-

EI'ERDEPEHDENT :

A.C ELECTRICAL CONDucTIVITY:2

8j;,(w;8);lc(o;8)+~/w(2m'V~ /A2)f4 (3)

DI~CCONS¶!ANT/FUNCTI

e (w;8)Z0Zo  p+(l+i)/w(2mIV'

TIVE PEEMEABILITY):

(4)
DIELECTRI

c DISP-&12/w!12)~...]]
C'(w;8)%$ f l/w (5)

(6)
DIELECTRIC LOSS TANG

DI~~CTRIC  RESPONSE:

x”h*)/&%wJ) 2 cot (nw/2)&w;8)(independent
of w and 0)

DIELECTRIC RELAXATION RESPONSE SUSCEPTIBILITIESt(a)
rC((w;8)Z  ‘,l"/wn(wi8)  ;~"(w;*)="l"/wn(wiB) (9)

n = g(w) / w
CAF’ACITANCF,:

C(w;B) g(A/WEob + (l+i)/w(2m

IMPEDANCEI ,_

Id ‘/A21  L-l] (10)

Iv12,M2~***],z(w;e) r Roi l/iw(A~O/W)[i/w~Zm

f
l+l,w(2mJVIZ/~‘)~...l}l (11)

CONDUCTANCEt

C(w;8)%  (A/W)Eo ,w@mIVl 2/~2V-~J 02)
ADMITPANCE:
Y(w;8)Z  l/ z(w;e) = l/(11) 03)

which for nonzero extinction coefficient becomes

N(w;8)+ i K(w;8) g $2(w;8) +'(w;8) +
/2

iC"(w;8)

causing difficulty in deriving a simple dfunctio 15)
law such as (14)  without further equation relating
N(w;8) optival refractive index to K(w;8) optical
extinction coefficient

l/f FLICKER NOISE UNIVERSAL POWR3 SPEC'I!RUMt
p(w;8)g ,~l"/wn~w~8~~,~l,,/w~*mlVIC/~~~C~~.~ (16)
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l/f VOLTAGE FLIGKlEi NOIS% PO'm SPPETRUM:L L
Pv(w;8)=(4kRT/g)  / w(*~'~' 7;h )L'*'l 07)

in terms of geometrical factor g,where V is the volt-
age applied by electric field +=c,where m&=1 in
atomic units, Very important is the realization that
the approximate o+ sign rather than actual equaliti-
es indicates that the Static Synergetic8 Algorithm is
for EM properties only;the smplitude,the  numerator of
each expression,is not necessari3iy universal in magn-
itude and is not known explicitly as a function of
defect symmetryLbres.king  diffraction-pattern/statio

h-9
ture factor S(k;e),though  putta and Horn,snd  Hoe-
point out that the numerator smplitude/modulus

-Jis a universal constant x=2 x 10 ,dimensionless,and
seemingly universal AM for all semiconductors and me-
tals.

Generally (3)~(17) can be summarized as

Q(k,w;Q)z I 1G$ jo(&cQbQ(  [m. 0’3 bQ@(k;Q)  >=Q(Q>
n (18)

for the generalized Function in terms of generalized
Pattern Fburier transform diffraction-pattern S(k;Q)
and hence in terms of the processing paremeter  set
8=8fT,P,X  ,R,V,I,... ) implicitly. These provide the
coupling 40 process model specifics for particular
processing equipment/systems.

Static Synergetics Algorithm covers the following
frequency bands with P?l Function calculation as expl-
icit function of Pattern(diffraction-pattern)of  synnn-
etry-breaking  and processing parameter/vsxiable set:

very low frequency
low frequency
audio frequency
radio frequency
short wave
microwave-infrmed .

with a conservatively estimated cut-off in validity
and applicability at the quantum/inter-k d transit-
ion threshold limit of approximately 10 ?Hz.,in the
infrHed(IR)  band. The Algorithm spans some 16 dec-
ades/orders of magndtude in applicability to oalcul-
ation of relative FM electtical
(intra-band),noise and optical

dielectrio,electrenic
and magnetic,meohan-

ffraction-pattern. Above approximately 10
ption edges of material specific quantum transitions
occur and are untreatable by the Algorithm,though it
has recently been proposed that local coordination
number Pattern EXAF'S data be tried as input to oalcu-
late higher frequency properties. But we caution that
with no logimal theory of inclusion of quantum proce-
sses in Static Synergetics,an essentially long wave-
length limit approach(valid asymptotically in the
low frequency limit),such  attempts to extension to
still higher frequency must be open to rigorous scru-
tiny;the linear density of states of the infrszred
divergence principle becomes%niversal%aussian  with
n#l for higher energies/frequencies. Yet the possibil-
ity exists for extension out of the low frequency/en-
ergy limit regime since the all important linear den-
sity of states(of the infrared divergence universali-
ty principle)is the low-frequency limit of a Gaussian
density of states in general,first having been utili-

zed(by Wigner and Dyson,and many successors)for nu-
lear energy level struoture in the Mev energy range,
far above those applicable for solids and other con-
densed matter,snd  on the other side of the inter-be
nd transition quanti  limit cut-off.Only the future
will tell if successful extension into the nmer IR
and visible spectral regimes is possible;some band-
structure specificity will have to be introduced,
changing the universal quality of the Algorithm.

Static Synergetica Algorithm summarizing equation
set for generic Function properties as explicit fun-
ctionsof Pattern morphology diffraction-pattern/st-
atic structure factor due to defect disorder symm-
etry-breaking S(k;B),itself  some implicit function
of processing parameter set 8=8(T,P,X.,R,V,J,...)
measured during processing or la-~own fgom some spec-
ific process model on some specific equipment,or  by
trial and error(the usual oase)r

Q(Q)a(w;Q>a(  '(w;(3), “(~;Q))4/~~(~(~;~))(3)-(17)

n(8)n(S(k;8))=~V\2g(w>/w=\V~2/v  (w>.w =lV12/w .

'bw(k;Q)/bk = ~1~~2/,J.b(k2/S(kg;8))/ak 09)
the universal infra-red divergence principle,

w(Q)=w(k;Q)=  kZ/S(k;8)

the G. ..P generalized-Brillouin modulation

S(Q)=S(kQ)=fi&r;8)  e'%i3r=SSAs(k;8)

This will. be__the basic equation set of the. ._

(20)
(211

principle

(22)

static
Synergetlcs  Algorithm,usable as an experimental model
with proper experimental Patrbern  morphology diffract-
ion-pattern S(k;8) input,that dominated by small-en-

reversibly Function proparty  in-
desired designer specifioab‘

ions)resulting in Pattern morphology diffraction-pa-
ttern S(k;Q),this  latter always dominated by defect
clumping/clustering into heterogeneities.

We susunarize equation set (18)-(22)in Figure 1 and
in the following nested parentheses parameteric  eq-
uation sets of the Algoritbmr

OtJT +Q(QMn(Q> bQb(dQ) > bQb(dw(Q))  > bQb(dw(
S(Q>))>) (23)

These form an algebraic heira;rchy of nested but sim-
ple(only algebraio manipulations except for one loc-
al dericitive(in {2)),in the forward direction(mach-
ine)use of the Algorithm. Figure 2 summarizes their
method of Algorithm use in an equation flowchart+
well as the tierse function nested psrentheses equ-
ations of the Algorithm used in reverse/baokward  dir-
ection(maohine)fashion,inputing Function and output-
ing back-calculated (heterogeneous4efect4isorder)
diffraction-pattern Fourier transform of Pattern.Th-
is is obtained by reading nested equation set (23)-
(27)with inverse funotions from bottom to top(inver-
se = backwards machine):
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We must strongly emphasize that this Algcrithm,culm-
imating explicitly in one equation into which these
nested sequences collapse,Function  properties equat-
ion set (3)-(17),depending upon Fun&ion  property de-
sired to monitor continuously as function of process-
ing variable/parameter set B,always contains term (2)
so that only two multiplications and one derivitive
need be done with input data reducing data manipulab
ion to the simplest minimum,facilitating rapid data
processing through Algorithm. The input diffraction-
pattern S(k;8)  may be utilized whatever the external
radiation wavelengths chosen to resonate geometrica-
lly with aver&e inter-defect clump,fcluster/heteroge-
neity size scale;X-rays,electrans,neutrons,laser  phot-
ons(beam),microwaves,even  ultrasound,...synchrotron
radiation source photons(bearn);all  are candidates for
external radiation diffraction-pattern source,depend-
ing upon the material/device/system(IC),and their av-
ailability for in-process utilization,and of course
expense. However,since  the SAS pact of the diffract-
ion-pattern will dominate the dlgorithm(throu&  its
produced linear density of states),it must be prefer-
entially experimentally measured,entailing  the requi-
rement of external radiation beam inteasity(to make
diffraction-pattern both local and intense enough to
minimize diffraction-pattern detector counting times,
and increase detector signal-to-noise(S/N)ratio to
its maximum possible value,to  minimize detection time
for diffraction-pattern counting.Thus besms,especia-
lly synchrotron radiation and,mcre portably and less
expensively,laser  radiation(CW) in the appropriate
geometrical resonance wavelength regime,ad  perhaps
X-ray sources suitable for X-ray photolithography,
should optimize use of the Algorithm since S (k;‘J)
at the small-angles,in  the most forward-scat%&ng
direction,is hardest to resolve with the poorest sign
nal-to-noise(S/N)ratio in detection. But with the dev-
elapment of small X-ray sources(Aracor,Micronit)and
diffraction-pattern cameras for in-system ambient real
-time use,currently being done for a host of process-
ing deposition system types,such sources may socn be
readily available "off-the-shel.f"accessories to proc-
essing systems, Very positively,the time scales invol-
ved can be exceedingly short;with current state-of-
the-art synchrotron light sources(exrSSRL at Stanford)

%%
(k;81 is measurable within a millisecond,with po-

s le extension into the microsecond regime with
the new wiggler magnets. Since the mathematical algo-
rithm (23)-(27) in the forward direction or in the re-
verse direction (28)-(32) collapses into single expr-
ession (3)-(17) depending upon desired Function pro-
perty to be calculated,and  sinue all of these Functi-
ons involve calculation of function expression (2)
with only simple algebrair and one derivitive numer-
ical manipulations of input data S (k;B) diffract-
ion-pattern Pattern,data processinYsimes of just a
few milliseconds are contemplated,totally  sufficient
for repeated sampling during material/device/system
processing of minutes to hours.Development  of the in-
system X-ray cameras mentioned earlier should open
the use of the Algorithm to a wide-spectrum of in-pl-
ant processing QA and QC applications. Caution will
have to be exercised to prevent intease beam radiation
damage of the material/device/system being prooessed,
and of course safety shielding considerations will be
mandatory.

PROCESSING FLOWCHART AND MATREMATICAL ALGORITHM

We now flowchart the Static Synergetics Algorithm
used as a mathematical algorithm of an experimen-
tal model with universal,reversible  and scalable
features,as  a computation machine,and with appli-
cability as a new, versatile flexible tool in pro-
cessing quality assurance(&gj with real-time feed-
back,and when used in parallel with specific pro-
cess model,as an interactive process quality con-
trol(QC)  leading to optimized processing yield
and quality in designer specification electrical,
dielectric,electronic,optical,magnetic  or mechan-
ical Function properties. The flowchart,shown in
Figure 3 is merely a different organization of the
Static Synergetics Algorithm universal principles
synthesized into the Algcrithm,and thePattern-Fu-
n&ion connection they provide,as shown in Figure
1,reexpressed  as the experimental model inputcut-
put mathematical algcrithm  of Figure 2. For this
reason we have put all three figures close togeth-
er at the end rather than in the text;their basic
identity end equivalence,similarities  and differen-
ces can be seen more clearly in juxtaposition.

Given the universal,scalable,reversible  properties
of this Static Synergetic8  Algorithm flowchart,how
can we utilize it in a practical processing applic-
ation,to optimize quality of materialfdevice/syst-
em being grown/processed,while  simultaneously opt-
imizing acceptible quantitative yield,by optimizing
processing real-time? Zach processing step at each
scale(micro  to macro) should be amenable to the un-
iversity of the Static Synergetics Algorithm used
as am experimental model real-time a8 an internal
form of quality assurance (QA) leading ti interact-
ive processing quality control(QC).  This should be
applicable to optical,semiconductor,dielectric/ce-
remic/insulator,metak,alloy,magnetics,integrated
circuits,inte&ated  optics,fiber  optics,optical
storgaz memory,ferrite,microwave  material/device/
MIC ,...material/device/system  processing. How can
the flowchart of the Algorithm in Figure 3 be used
and applied to real,practical processes,to yield
real-time feedback QA and interactive QC,monitor-
ing of designer specification Function properties
of thin film processing quality and yield optimiz-
ation? How can the forward Pattern-Function  or rev-
erse Function-Pattern connection of the Algorithm
(in the latter,change in specific Function proper
ties being real-time feedback Q4 monitored from de-
signer specifications allows backcalculation of the
defect heterogeneity/clumping/clustering responai-
ble,its phototicrograph in configuration-space(its
Pattern)or Fourier transform diffraotion-pattern
change in k-diffraction-space)by triggering a rev-
erse calc&tion  &Lagnostio  of defect distribution
Pattern responsible for deviation from desired sp
ecifications of Function properties,the deviation
from acceptable property tolerances (range)/varien-
ces,be utilized as a flexible,versatile  tool for
real-time feedback QA and interactive QC via proce-
ss model and numerical/computer control and/or the
motivated experienced fabrication technician/proces
s sustaining engineer?

PROCESSREBGTIMEFEEDBACKLNTEBA~IVE~ANALYSI~
QC CONTROL

Figure 3 figuratively illustrates this proceedure,
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utilizing the mathematical Algorithm as an experimen-
tal model,with  diffraction-pattern input yield Funct-
ion properties output(in the forward direction) or r-
eversibly Function properties input yielding diffrac-
tion-pattern output(in the reverse direction
ttera deviation from earlier(in the
ble fon(ex:defect cluster growth,ageing,recrystall-
ization heat treatment,annealing,graingrowth,nucleat-
ion,... . As Figure 2 illustrates,forwaxd  directionI
use(from bottom to top)relates processing parameter/
variable set 8 dependent defect morphology/Pattern
via its diffraction-pattern S, .,(k;01  or Fourier tr
ansform configu$ation-space  P&?ern g(r;8) photomicro-
graph,to processing parametea/variable  set 8 dependen
-t Function properties Q(8). In the reverse direction
(top to bottom) processing parameter/variable set 8
Function properties Q(8)are used as input and related
to calculated (deviations) in small-angle-scattering
(SAS) diffraction-pattern S
efect size distribution int

p_(k;8),from  wh$h the d-
oauced detrimentally in

processing since the last forward direction applicat-
ion of the Algorithm using the last S (k;8)
rement has deviated from an acceptabl%.?ensitym~~-
distribution morphology to stop producing acceptable
designer specification Function properties Q(8) with-
in the &!A specified required processing/designer/end
user Function specifications variance allowable. Figu
-re 3 merely rewrites Figure 2,which in turn symbol-

of Figure l,in standard processing
Reading the mathematical Algpri-

thm pact of the flo&ohact,itsel.f  in parallel with a
processing specific process model(machine specific)
physics/chemist

7
theory model,from bottom to top (f-

orward direction :external processing variable/pax-
eter set 8 determine(implicitly)any  of the F'unction
properties Q(8) via their effect upon Patternmorph-
ology photomicrograph  E(8),hence upon diffraction-p-
attern S (k;8) through the(unkcown)complicated  ph-
ysics/ch&!&ry  of that particular (deposition,heat
treatment&y etch,...)process. Working up the Algo-
rithm (in the forward direction use) step-by-step,or
alternatively jumping to collapsed Function propert-
ies expressions (3).(17) ,one arrives at the Function
properties Q(8) that the processing will impartto the
particular material/device/system being processed,
in that process step,it it continues in steady-state
processing operation. The user of the Algorithm then
evaluates whether the desired Function property set
{&(8)](any combination of (3)-(171)lies  within the
allowed variances from the designer specifications of
FunctLon properties. If satisfactory,all  is allowed
to proceed stead -state with occasional QA checks(as
deemed necessary via3 another group of diffraction-
patterns(later  on). If not satisfactory,or  if the pr
ocessw develops non-steac+state  fluctuations/gli-
tohes(ex:power  fluctua.tions,voltage  fluctuations,
current fluctuations,...in the fab plant)one then
gingerly modifies some of the processing parsmeter/
variable set[8}to bring the desired Function proper
ty set{Q(8)) back into designer specifications allo-
wed variances lGiits,verified  by re-measuring S
;8) diffraction-pattern or by taking a suries o
nfiguration-space photomicrographs(if  that is feasi-
ble in-situ during processing,which diffraction is!).
Real-time feedback interactive QA and QC have been
achieved!

How does the user modify processing parameter set@'
This question fall outside the parvue of the Algori-
thm,in parallel with the it in the flowchart,and  is
not universal,being  process specific. A proaess with
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a well understood and developed maohine specific
process model(process  physics/chemistry specific;
those details being included only in the model,n-
ot the Algorithm!)can be controllably and systemat-
ically modified by varying processing parameters/
variables in a logical fashion,calculating  expected
results beforehand,and then implimenting  these Al-
gorithm predictions of Function properties/expect-
ed results through the process numerical computer
controller during processFng,real-time.Alternati~
ely,the  observant motivated quality conscious fab-
rication technician/sustaining process engineer
can try different process modifications to keep the

~~~~~~~~t~~~~~~~~~~~o~i~~  Es l$;z;-_

ely indirectly monitoring the desire: material/de-
vice/system final Rrnction properties indirectly.
This is indirect 14easurement without direct measure-
ment! Pre-calibration must be performed,using the
Algorithm.  The latter description of the use of the
Algorithm in converting QA to an interactive QC fu-
nction is more hit-and-miss,but more realistic giv-
en the lack of real-time feedback of Function prop
erties during processing currently "state-of-the-
art". The foxmer,if well understood and broken-in
process model exists,converts QA(of the Algorithm)
into QC in a most systematic,understood  satisfach
ory manner. It can optimize productivity by maxim-
izing yield quantitanively with Function properties
within designer specifications for endeer needs.
The designer and end-user are after all the custom-
er of the processer.

!phe Static Synergetics  Algorithm offers this real-
time feedback QA and interactive QC during process-
ing for the first time!!Phis  can be done without
monitoring the desired Fur&ion  properties directly,
which may be impossible during rocessing,thus  sav-
ing that difficult and processPmachine specific ta-
sk,if the user has a set of target designer specif-
ications mandated,or even guessed at(or even cares
how good the ouality of his output productivity is
as opposed to the obsessive concern with quantitati
-ve yield numbers).80 real-time feedback QA and in-
teractive QC to optimize processing quantitative
yield simultaneously with optimizing processing
quality of product,is now possible with proper use
of the Algorithm.as  a flexible,versatile  tool qui-
te universally&if the desire is there in the user>.
Static Synergetics  Algorithm embedding within a
scheme in parallel with a specific process model&
-0m process start-up to process scale-up,can perfo-
rm these desired functions uniquely and very adequ-
ately,with indirect end-point Punotion monitotiing/
measurement. In actual in-process,i diff-
raction-pattern measurement is not feasable,the  ~a.-
mple ma.y be removed periodically for diffraction-
pattern measurement/monitorf,to  indirectly mase-
ure/monitor desired final Function properties des-
igner specifications compliance. This latter is im-
practm,but is still superior to to repeated set
of Pun&ion properties measurement if many are des-
igner specified foe end-user/cu&omer  use. The Alg-
orithm can be applied on any scale processing,or  On
several scales simultaneously,if desired.Its  Use is
up to the inginuity,snd needs,of the processer!

APPLICATIONS

PLASMA D~SITION/EEHlXG:
plasma striations/inhomogeneities  during plasma



deposition,etching,CVD,LPCM,...can  be s.@yzed end
optimized/eliminated using the Algorithm
SZXICONDU R ELECTRONICS:
As Siegel@? has stressed,the Kolbessen-Strunk(')em-
phasia on empirical silicon(and extendable to 111-V
and ll-Vl compound)semiconductor  material/device/IC
Function properties correlation with microscopic de-
fect clusters/clumps/heterogeneities types and dens-
ities(end implicitly Patterns),can be borne to frui-
tion via the Static Synergetics Algorithm,replacing
correlation with analytic mathematical calculation
ability.,independent  of defect/process physics/chen-
istry specific processes/mechemisms/models.It  reinf-
orces&proves upon systematically and supplants em-
pirical correl.ation(hit-end-miss)if  used properly,in
a total strategy of,process  QA and QC quality and yi-
eld optimization.~l"~ Compound Ill-V's requ&ce this I
mm OPTICS: I*\
Intrinsic fiberlosse.'Yirefractive  index(core,...),
extinction coeffieient,reflectivity,...cs.n be real-
time determined from inhomogeneity S (k;@),optim-
izing quality in real-time feedback @'and interact-
ive QC,and optimizing numerical yield.
ACOUSTD-OPTICS(&  ~EGECTRo-opTICS):

!jZf;es@)
Zstributions in signal-processing applicat-
,surface-acoustic-wave(SAW)delay~lines  and de-

vices, Bragg diffraction convolvers  involving corre-
lation and matched fiber detection,multiohannel  op-
eration and chirp Fourier transform processors,acou-
sto-optic memory devices(via  acousto-phatorefraotive
effect),memory-correlator  devices,incoherent-light
time-integrating,processors...can  be treated in fab-
rication with the Algori

"f"
at all scales,from  mate-

rial to device to circuit system,to be real-time
quality-assured and interactively quality-controlled
to minimize loss/dissipation and maximize signal-to-
noise(Sfi)ratio,in operation of these defect domina%
ed acousto optio(smd electro-cptic)produots.
INl!EG~TED OPTICS:
Dielectric waveguide materials and devices,defect
driven residual Rayleigh scattering losses,other
loss processes(microbending,bending,twist,interface,
. ..).snd S/N ration can be optimized in their Funot-
ion properties,most importantly being loss minimiz-
ation/transmission msximization. Total internal ref-
lection,planar  optical waveguides,chsnnel  optical w-
aveguides,cou$ling  to optical waveguides via prism
couplers&rating couplers,tapered  film couplers,end-
fire or butt couplers,waveguides,waveguide  lenses,
(luneberg,grating  or l?resnel,geodesic,...),waveguide
mirrors,beam  splitters,acousto-optic  trsnsducers(st-
epped-frequency,tilted-array,phased-array,chirped
frepuency,...);transducer  arrays,detector/sensor  sr-
rays&F spectrvln  analyzers,A-to-D  converters,time
integrating converters,hi&  speed optical switching
devices,dieleotric wavegcides,Bragg refleotion per-
iodic waveguides,frequency  multiplexers(chirped,gr-
atings,grating  directional couplers,...)
veguides(metal-olad,Bragg  reflection,... . ..are am-!

planar wa-

enable tc Static Synergetics Algorithm Q,A and inter-
active process model specific QC to msximiae yield
and S/N ratio,as well as numerical quantitative yi-
eld productivity.

In oonclusion,the correct application of the Static
Synergetics Algorithm to QA and QC in processing of-
fers a new flexible,versatile  tool to optimize qual-
ity and yieldsin  a plethora of processing applioat-
ions.

‘i”“““”.H.Haken,,Series  in Synergetics,Springer-Verlag(1970)
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MOBILE AUTOMATED CALIBRATION SYSTEMS

FOR ON-SITE TESTING

Milton J. Lichtenstein
Vice President, Marketing

Ballantine Laboratories, Inc.
Boonton,  NJ

ABSTRACT

Calibration laboratories face some special prob-
lems in supplying calibration services to instru-
mentat ion  f ixed  in  p lace  in  test  stat.ions  or
stationary ATE in manufacturing areas. The same
problems apply when instruments are secured in
racks at large, complex test installations remote
from the “Cal lab”. Dismantling instruments from
these fixtures for transport to the calibration
laboratory introduces unacceptable work stoppages
and extra costs. To resolve this, cal labs often
bring individual calibrators to the work location
and make a temporary setup to perform the
calibration. The recent. int.roduction  of a series
r. f mGh; 1.7. ?I i+nmat rd 75~7 1.1 n.5 mp and n-.t  ,=r
calibrators, named CALCART b y Bailantirre
Laboratories, Inc., provide the calibration labo-
ratory faced with such requirements with a group
of easily transportable configurations of calihra-
tors with associated controllers, color displays,
disk storage, and calibration software. These
turnkey systems provide the calibration laboratory
with the mobility needed to bring the cal lab
on-site easily, to perform fast, efficient auto-

, mated calibration on the largest population of
instrumentation commonly in use in most facilities

- oscil loscopes, voltmeters, current meters,
ohmmeters, and multimeters. This paper describes
a typical meter CALCART  and discusses some of the
direct and indirect benefits of mobile on-site
automated calibration.

INTRODUCTION

Ballantine Laboratories, Inc., designs and manu-
factures a wide range of electronic instrumenta-
tion and calibration standards, many of which are
interfaceable to the IEEE 488 Bus for automatic
test applications. In the last two years we have
launched four turnkey automated calibration
systems, all driven by Ballantine COMPUTEST soft-
ware run on bus compatible personal computers.
The two most recent systems use an IBM PC and
color CRT monitor as the controller and
information display. These automated systems
provide fast, quality controlled calibration of
oscilloscopes and meters, verifying and
documenting instrument performance versus
published specifications, The free standing
individual components are generally configured as

conventional bench or work stations and used in
fixed installations within the calibration
laboratory. Units to be tested are brought to the
system for calibration. When those units that
reside in fixed installations are disemboweled
from location and transported to the cal lab for
this work, consternation reigns. The pragmatic
s o l u t i o n  i s one that will accomplish the
calibration task rapidly, directly on-site, and
with optimum efficiency.

TRENDS IN AUTOMATED CALIBRATION

The contributions to company performance and
profit made by any in-hnuse  calibration laboratclry
kre rlifflr’_llt tlr value. Assurinq meas\lrr?ent
integrity ciuar-ly  ,nakes  a major impact on control-
ling the quality of design, manufacture, and final
product. But, since a hard number cannot be put
on th is  serv ice ,  calibratzion  i s  t r a d i t i o n a l l y
considered a necessary but non-productive  overhead
expense. Any action by a calibration laboratory
manager that reduces this cost by savings in time
or people, without degrading effectivity, is well
received by management and shareholders alike.

In recent years, automating the calibration pro-
cess has proven tG be a viable way to achieve such
savings. Automated calibration systems provide
several advantages compared to manual methods.
They speed the process, raise productivity,
control the quality of the test, and can be Gper-
ated by semi-skilled personnel where appropriate.
They record data at quicker rates, and produce
clear, well formatted documentation and calibra-
tion certificates immediately.

Many calibration laboratories have designed auto-
mated calibration systems and written the software
in-house, but turnkey systems are now commercially
available that save users countless hours of pro-
gramming.

We entered this field with a series of automated
systems designed to handle oscilloscopes and
meters. Figure 1 illustrates a typical Ballantine
computer controlled oscilloscope calibration
system configured as a work station. The system’s
components are free-standing, and are moveable
from the station to sites outside the laboratory
with a reasonable amount of ease, if  desired.
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When taking this option, adequate bench space,
often in short supply at a test site, needs to be
found, and non-productive time must be spent in
assembling and cabling the system before start-up.

Moving the calibration system to the site is often
necessary when instruments are fixed in place in
large test facilities structured to collect and
process masses of data. Further, many ATE systems
secure test instrumentation in stationary
cabinetry. In such instances, the availability of
a well designed, conveniently mobile automated
calibration system eliminates costly, time-wasting
removal of test gear and its transport to the cal
lab, and the added expenses from test bed
shutdowns, or, substitution of backup equipment.

AUTOMATED ON-SITE CALIBRATION SYSTEMS

Ballantine's "CALCART" concept responds to the
increasing requirements for mobility in automated
systems. Principal design requirements were that
our COMPUTEST calibration systems be packaged into
a cart on roller bearing casters allowing the
system to be wheeled to a test site for in situ
calibration tasks. The cart had to be rugged, and
its weight, stability, and steerability suited to
easy handling.by one technician when moving the
CALCART  through doorways, aisles, and around
corners. Large, lockable, rubber-tired swivel
casters were chosen to minimize shock when
negotiating door sills or rough floors. Adequate
ventilation was necessary to assure the proper
environment for the on board calibration gear.
Slidinq  printer shelves and drawers had to be
secure during transit, and the system had to plug
into a power outlet and be ready to operate within
minutes of being rolled into position at the site.
A CALCART  configuration of our COMPUTEST Automated
Meter Calibration System is shown in Figure 2.
This version includes the following sources:

Current:

,Ballantine  1620A AC/DC Transconductance Amplifier
2 dc and ac current to 1OOA
AC signals to 1kHz B 1OOA and 1OkHz  on low ranges
Basic accuracy: (dc)+(0.02%  setting + 0.1% range)

(ac)+(0.15%  setting + 0.1% range)

AC Voltage:

Fluke 5200A AC Voltage Calibrator
1mV to 1lOV (30Hz to 100kHz)
Basic accuracy:

+ (0.05% setting +0.005X range) + 1OuV

DC Voltage:

Valhalla 27018 DC Voltage Calibrator
1uv to 1200v
Basic accuracy: 5 (10ppm  setting + 4ppm  range)

Other CALCART  versions include ac voltage sources
to 1000 Volts, and resistance sources. The sys-
tem's COMPUTEST software automatically reconfig-
ures itself for any combination of sources used.
Completing the equipment inventory is an IBM PC
with dual drive, an IBM Color Monitor, and a bi-
directional printer. All components operate on
the IEEE 488 Bus.

A companion CALCART  (Figure 3) provides automated
oscilloscope calibration capability, The calibra-
tor in this system is a Ballantine 61278 Program-
mable Oscilloscope Calibrator, a unit that can
check scopes with bandwidths up to state of the
art 1GHz  operation.

CALCART SOFTWARE

The COMPUTEST software provided with the system is
designed for flexibility and ease of use.
Operation is menu oriented, and graphics, prompts,
and operator guidance are straightforward with
color displays enhancing the man/machine inter-
face. Calibrations can be performed on meters
that are IEEE 488 talkers or talker-listeners; BCD
talkers or talker/listeners; or non-IEEE/non-BCD
(manual) units. Closed loop calibrations can be
run on talker-listener instruments with minimal
operator interaction. Figures 4 and 5 are typical
displays available to the operator when the
"view/edit" mode is selected. They review a
previously prepared calibration sequence checking
4 DC voltage ranges on a 5% digit multimeter, and
within one of those ranges 3 different scale
values. Figure 6 is the operator's calibrate menu
shown before commencing a check, and Figure 7 is
the display on completion of a series of checks.
The UUT checked on this procedure was a 5$ digit
system voltmeter, and the time taken to verify the
calibration of 8 points on 4 ranges on dc voltage
was approximately 8 seconds. A sample calibration
certificate produced by the system is illustrated
in Figure 8.

The software allows test procedures to be gener-
ated by the calibration engineer to any level of
detail required by selecting functions to be
checked from menus, and responding to information
prompts and completing tables. Procedures are
saved on disk for future recall when required.
Tests can be full verifications, or limited to
only those parameters used in the particular test
setup being calibrated. Technicians can opt to
make calibration adjustments on a "fail"  flag if
operating conditions and time permit, or the data
can be stored for lab use when the unit is
scheduled for removal and correction.

BENEFITS OF ON-SITE CALIBRATION

Servicing test sites with mobile automated cali-
bration systems frequently allows calibration of a
complete test station or ATE installation in a
single visit. Although on-site calibration shuts
d o w n  t h e  t e s t  s t a t i o n ,  t h e  t i m e  o f f - l i n e  i s
substantially less than would be spent if units
were disassembled from cabinets or racks and
transported to the cal lab for conventional bench
calibration.

When a calibration technician is on-site, many
opportunities are available to evaluate the integ-
rity of the measurement process at the location.
Direct contact with floor test personnel allows an
accurate review of the quality of the testing, and
misapplication or improper measurement techniques
can be corrected quickly. When isolated within
the calibration laboratory, this kind of transfer
of measurement skills is difficult to affect. A
second order benefit can result from these on the
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job training sessions.,. the number of instruments
returned with “problems” may be reduced.

Fault reports that accompany units returned for
regular cal lab maintenance are frequently short
and incomplete, Face to face discussions can more
clearly define an operational problem and shorten
troubleshooting and calibration efforts.

C0NCLUS10N

Mobile automated calibration systems provide a
practical solution to the problem of providing

fast, efficient calibration service to fixed in
place instrumentation. Downtime at test installa-
tions is minimized since test instrumentation can
remain in place when calibration is performed
on-site. Automated calibration procedures control
the quality of testing, and speed record keeping
and printout of calibration certificates. Faster
calibrations reduce cal lab expense. Additional-
ly, mobile systems can be transported in conven-
tional small vans, to extend the availability of
the calibration laboratory’s services to distant
divisions without investment in satell ite
laboratories.
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FIGURE 1. BALLANTI  NE COMPUTEST 4003A AUTOMATED

C)SCILLOSCOPE  CALIBRATION SYSTEM.
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FIGURE 2. BALLANTINE CALCART 405DA-MOD101
MOBILE AUTOMATED METER CALIBRATION SYSTEM.
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FIGURE 3. BALLANTINE CALCART 4OD3A-MOD101
MOBILE AUTOMATED OSCILLOSCOPE CALIBRATION SYSTEM.
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C E R T I F I C A T E  OF c~LINR~TION

S c h e d u l e d  r e c a l l  calibratian(6  mos.)

Manufacturer.....Rall,ntine
Mode l  No . .  . . . . . . .9635M
S~rl a l  N o . . . . . . . .54:21

F’rocedure No.. . .M0102
Operator . .  .  .  .  .  .  .M.  S m i t h
Date............lZ-20-1984

T E S T ACTUAL A C C U R A C Y  UUT PASS/  C O R
F’ANGE VALUE U U T  R E A D I N G L I M I T ERROR F A I L ACT
===_======r=========== z$xEIE=~z* I==IP==III=113PPIPII~~==------..--=----=--*=-==

DC tl LS 2V +0. 1 0 0 0 0 +0. 10589 0 . 0 3 0 % 5 . 0 9 0 % Fni 1 DVl
DC tl L; 2V + I . ~lI:l~:lCJI:l + 1 . 00z77 0 . 0 1 2 % 0 . 3 7 7 % Fai 1 D V 2
DC M LI: Z’/ +, .  90000 + 1 . 90058 0 . 0 1 1 % Cl.Ofl% F a i l  DV3
D C  M L: 2OV + 1 0 . no,:,,:3 +1O.lxll~7 9,Olly. 9.907% Pas5
D C  t l  L; 2’:W +19.9990 +:o. OO 19 O,Oli% 0.014x Fai 1 DV5
D C  M LI XICIV + I00. 1:,c,Q +l~O.rJOs 0 . 0 1 1 % 0, 005% Pass
D C  M  Ll  ?:wV +199.990 +199.991 0. 0 1 1% 0 . 0 0 0 % F a s s
DC PI L 1 1 WjrW +999.90 +999.91 0 . 0 1 1 % 0.001% PISS
---_-_----_--_-------~-__-_________________________-___~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~‘~

COMMENTS:
R e t u r n  f o r  recal c h e c k  6/X/65.

t Indlcatos  r e s u l t s  a f t e r  ad.iustments.
Y lndlcates  marqlnal  p a s s .
L o w  pas.5 f i l t e r  c o d e s : Ll=norm Lz=LPl L:=LFZ L4=LF3.
L o w  f r e q u e n c y  r e s p o n s e  c o d e s : Fl=norm F:=LFi F3=LP2  F4=LP3.

Range  c o d e s : M=Manual A=Auto.

T o t a l  C a l  lbration  Time: rJ0:00:08
Falled o n  4  tmst(s).

F’r-educed  on a B A L L A N T I N E  C O M F U T E S T  c a l i b r a t i o n  s y s t e m .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . .

C O M P U T E S T  S Y S T E M  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

TlINCTION % RANtiE

DC VOLTS

VALUE % S E T T I N G

1 v- 1200V + / - 0 . 0 0 1 + / - 0 . 0 0 0 4

AC VOLTS
JI3-3,jHz  .

1 +-sOHz  .
31jHz.  -2WHz  .

T.tjHr . -2WHr  .
2Q- 1 ~lOt::Hz  .

X- 1 OOt_Hz .
0. I-IMHz.
0 .  l-1MHr.

V O L T  FREQ.

lmV-1V
IV-1000v
lmV-1V
1 v- 10cw
ImV-1V
IV-  1000V

lmV-IV
1 V-  1000V

100Hz  . - 100KHz .
1MHz.

+/- 0 . 1
+/- 0 . 1
+ / - il. I:,2
+/- I>.02
+/- Cl.  t:ly$
+/- l>.lllJ
+,- 0.3;
+/- 0.33

‘+,“,.y)

+/-  9.005

. -
+/- 0. 002

+/- 0. 005

+t- 0.033
+/- 0. 1

+/- 0.3

DC CURRENT O- 1 OOA

AC CURRENT O-  I00A
+/- 0.0”
+/- 0. 15

+ / - ,:, . 02
+/- 0. 1

( C u r r e n t  spec i s  r e l a t e d  t o  i n p u t  voltaae spec)

OFFSET
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A NON-SYSTEMS APPROACH.-

TO AUTOMATED CALIBRATION

John R. Innis
Electrical Department

Newport News Shipbuilding
Newport News, VA

ABSTRACT:

Calibration of Test and Measuring Equipment (TME)
has evolved from standard manual techniques to
the use of highly automated calibration equipment
and procedures. Several companies now manufacture
such automated "stand alone" equipment with the
needed software to perform calibrations of
specific types of TME. More importantly, these
basic packages can be supplemented, at a modest
investment, with other ancillary equipment and
additional software, to perform Automated
Calibrations on a much wider selection of TME.
The manufacturers have not, however, provided
instructions  and software I'or this expanded ca-
pacity, and as a resuit  many well equipped
laboratories which now have this equipment at
their disposal are not using it in the most cost
and tine effective manner, The users of TME
want their equipment back in the field as soon as
possible - tine is money - and Automated
Calibration extended to its practical limit can
be the best answer to that need.

INTRODUCTION:

Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
(NNS) first embraced the concept of Automated
Calibration in 1979 with the purchase of a Julie
Research Labs LOCOST  106. It became readily
apparent that Automated Calibration was the way
of the future and we have since purchased another
Automated Calibration System, the Ballantine
Laboratories 4020A Oscilloscope Calibration System,
installed in 1982.

The experience gained using the LOCOST  106 and
the 4020A has convinced us to further automate
our calibration facility. As part of this effort,
all purchases of calibration equipment specify
the IEEE-488 bus interface be included. The
IEEE-488 bus is the standard adopted by instru-
ment manufacturers.

Automated Calibration of the more common types of
TME; voltmeters, ammeters, VOM, etc.; has proven
to be cost effective. However, other types of
TME are even more advantageously suited to
Automated Calibration. Routine and time consuming
calibrations are well suited for this concept.
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The first attempt, at NNS, to implement this idea
was to supplement the LOCOST  106 with an AC
voltmeter and a non-IEEE-488 distortion analyzer.
(The LOCOST  106 does not have AC voltage measure-
ment capabilities.) With this ancillary equipment
and the LOCOST  106 we were able to partially
automate the calibration of Instrumentation Tape
Recorders. The LOCOST  106 was used to source the
AC voltage levels used as inputs to the input of
the recorder channel under test. Output levels
were monitored with the supplemental voltmeter,
via the IEEE-488 bus. Distortion was measured

manualiy  and entered as a keyboard input. While
not completely automated, the concem was used
satisfactorily for several months. The scheduled
use of the LOCOST  106 as a standard system pro-
hibited further development.

The Ballantine Labs 4020A Oscilloscope Calibration
System has the capabilities, among others, of
sourcing, under IEEE-488 control, precise DC
voltages. This has been used to calibrate DC
voltmeters. Although not specifically designed
for this function, it has had limited use. Again,
further development was suspended due to use as
a oscilloscope calibrator. These two trials, while
not completely successful, has proven that the
concepts of Automated Calibration should be
further developed. To illustrate this method of
expanding Automated Calibration, two different
types of TME are to be discussed. These two
types were chosen because of the repetition and
tine required to do a manual calibration.

AUTOMATED CALIBRATION INSTRUMENTATION TAPE
RECORDERS:

The application of Automated Calibration to
Instrumentation Tape Recorders, for instance, has
proven to be very cost effective without loss of
quality. Instrumentation Tape Recorders typically
have 4 to 14 channels. Each channel must be
checked at each of the operating speeds of the
recorder, for frequency response, distortion, S/N
ratio, etc. Newer Instrumentation Tape Recorders
are capable of being controlled remotely via the
IEEE-488 bus. (With or without the IEEE-488
Interface, Automated Calibration of Tape Recorders



is time saving.)

Four models of tape recorders have been adapted
to Automated Calibration at NNS. Two of these
models have IEEE-488 bus control; the Racal Store
4DS and the Store 141. The two remaining recorders,
the Ampex PR-2200 and the PR-2300 require manual
switch positioning to control speed.

The minimum equipment required to manually cali-
brate the tape recorders is as follows:

o Signal Generator
o Distortion Analyzer
a Voltmeter

For Automated Calibration of Tape Recorders the
following equipment was selected:

a Signal Generator H-P 3325A
' Voltmeter H-P 34558
' Switch Driver H-P 11713
' Scanner (lab built)
' IEEE Controller H-P 86A, disk drives, printer

(See Figure 1.)

All equipment listed above or an equivalent is
available in many calibration labs, except the
scanner which was lab built at NNS. (See Figure
2.) A substitute scanner may be available. The
Switch Driver and scanner serve to route the
inputs and outputs of the Tape Recorder under test
to the proper locations. The scanner consists of
two separate but similar sections. Each section
consists of sixteen (16) SPDT relays driven by a 1
of 16 decoder (74154 IC). Each section is
separately controlled by the 11713. The operating
power is also derived from the 11713. Each section
is identical except that the relays used on the
inputs of the UUT ground the non selected input.

Signals are routed, via the scanner, to the channel
under test and to the required measuring equipment.
All data is taken by the controller and values
obtained by the voltmeter under bus control are
compared with stored constants. Data is printed
with out-of-tolerance conditions noted on the
printout.

The program which controls the equipment also
monitors the status of the Tape Recorder under test.
When close to end of tape, the operator is prompted
to change the tape and the calibration continues.
For the Racal Recorders this is the only operator
action required.

Operation is similar for the Ampex Recorders. The
operator is prompted to make the necessary oper-
ations on the Recorder. Again, all data is taken
under computer control. (See Figure 3.)

Other types of recorders can be adapted to this
type of calibration. Here at NNS, the next step
is to include the H-P Tape Recorders in this
program.

Like all automated systems, developing the software
is the major time consuming effort in putting
together an automated system. We, at NNS, have

elected to write all computer programs in BASIC,
which although slower than other languages, is well
suited for this application because it is "user
friendly". Technicians find the commands are
easily understood and the programs simple to
modify. Only about 650 lines of code are necessary
for the Racal Recorders and 550 lines for the
Ampex.

Experience over the past year has proven to us at
NNS that the time required to calibrate a typical
14 channel recorder has been reduced by 80%
without sacrificing quality.

AUTOMATED CALIBRATION
PANEL METER CALIBRATOR:

The Arbiter Systems Model 1040A Panel Meter
Calibrator (PMC) is another prime candidate for
Automated Calibration. While several specialized
pieces of equipment are required, Automated
Calibration is still cost effective. The PMC is
capable of generating DC volts from 0.01 to
1000 volts, AC volts from 1.5 to 750 volts at 60
or 400 Hz, DC current from 0.0001 to 10 amps, AC
current from 0.15 to 5 amps and is capable of
generating phase shifted signals for use in
checking synchroscopes, power factor and wattmeters.
This is a very versatile unit.

To check all of these functions manually and to
make the necessary adjustments and rechecks can
take many hours. The purchase from Arbiter Systems
of a Model 1048 PMC Calibration Unit, a 1040-950
Auto-Cal  Module and a 1040-900 IEEE-488 Interface
Module made Automated Calibration simple to
achieve. The 1048 supplies loads and signal
routing to the system voltmeter via the 1040-950
Auto-Cal Module. The 1040-900 IEEE-488 Interface
Module allows the serial data bus of the PMC to be
commanded and read by the IEEE-488 controller.
(See Figure 4.)

Preliminary checks of the 1048 PMC Calibration Unit
must be made prior to use to verify accuracies of
internal resistors. This is done prior to each
use of the 1048 and is included in the PMC soft-
ware.

The program again is written in BASIC. The system
is unique in that all calibration constants for the
PMC are stored in non-volatile RAM. The software
is written so as to update the stored constants
on any function that is determined to be out-of-
tolerance, and to recheck that function to verify
accuracy.

Equipment required to manually calibrate the PMC is
as follows:
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Digital Multimeter
Decade Power Resistor
Decade Resistor
Shunt Box
AC Differential Voltmeter (2 req'd)
Distortion Analyzer
Electronic Counter
Current Shunt 0.1 ohm
Phase Meter



' Current Shunt 0.1 ohm
' Phase Meter

The following ancillary equipment was selected for
automating this procedure:

' H-P 86A Computer, disk drives, printer
' H-P 34558 Digital Multimeter
' H-P 339D Distortion Analyzer (not IEEE-488)
o Drantz 305 Phase Meter with 3008 plug in (not

IEEE-488)
' Arbiter 1048 PMC Calibration Unit
o Arbiter 1040-900 IEEE-488 Interface Module
' Arbiter 1040-950 Auto-Cal Module

Note that some of this equipment is not IEEE-488
ccmpatable but can be read by the system voltmeter
via the 1040-950 Auto Cal Module.

The PMC calibration time has been reduced by 85%
using the Automated Calibration System.

SLJMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS:

Both of the procedures presented here as illus-
trations were put together with equipment that
was available in our lab, with the exception of
the 1040-900 and the 1040-950. The cost of these
two units was minimal and proved to be a worth-
while purchase. These concepts were tried, to
prove or disprove, that Automated Calibration was
adaptable to most any calibration procedure and
that Automated Calibration is cost effective. The
answer is a definite YES. Time savings were very
significant even after software development time.
The breakeven point on the Tape Recorders was on
the forth unit and on the PMC, the third unit.

Automated Calibration should not be limited to
those calibrations that are done by "dedicated
systems" but should be limited only by
imagination and equipment available. Think about
your calibration efforts. Can you save time with-
out loss of accuracy? Quality calibration should
be foremost.

During development of the software to perform
these tasks, much time and effort was spent that
could have been avoided if instrument manufacturers
would standardize the IEEE-488 commands. The
IEEE-488 bus is well defined, now let's
standardize the commands used.
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CHANGES AND CHALLENGES IN AUTOMATED METROLOGY
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ADVANCED APPLICATIONS OF AUTOMATION
IN THE CALIBRATION LABORATORY

Charles E. Weber
Engineering Supervisor

Measurement Standards Section
Corporate Quality and Safety Operations

Grumman Aerospace Corporation
Bethpage, New York 11714

CHANGES AND CHALLENGES:

The, decade of the 80s is indeed a time of changes and
challenges for the Grumman Aerospace Corporation. A
massive investment of the resources of capital and talent is
positioning the company in a leading role in aerospace
technology. New aircraft programs such as the X-29 Advanced
Technology Demonstrator, the F14D and A-6 update with
virtually all new avionic systems, along with continuing im-
provements on the EA-6B,  EF-111 and E-2C aircraft have
demanded new and improved manufacturing, testing, and
quality assurance methods. New business areas, such as the
automatic test equipment field, where Grumman has become
a major factor, and atomic fusion research have also
presented the challenge of measuring, inspecting and testing
new devices under new conditions.

The impact of new and changing programs on the company’s
calibration program has been a major challenge to meet. In
addition, a further calibration challenge has been cost con-
trol. Meeting the calibration requirements of new technology
at any cost is not acceptable in today’s competitive environ-
ment. This statement is doubly true in Grumman Measure-
ment Standard’s case since this section not only supports
corporate calibration needs but is also a major factor in the
quality commercial calibration and repair services field.
High costs would soon stop the company’s growth in this
area.

MEETING THE CHALLENGES:

Grumman Measurement Standards has met the technologic
and economic challenges by implementing its own changes.
New methods of calibration, new calibration systems and
new standards of higher accuracy and broader range have
been implemented or acquired. The results of our response
to the challenges are clearly evident in the area of produc-
tivity. Productivity gains have averaged 7% per year over the
last few years. At the same time quality levels have im-

proved. Many of the technologic gains and a substantial
portion of the economic and quality gains are directly attri-
butable to the application of automation to the calibration
process.

Basic Rules For Automation:

Grumman’s approach to calibration automation has been
guided by a few basic rules:

Automate where it is an economic or technologic
advantage
Utilize “turnkey” systems wherever possible
Work closely with system manufacturers
Maintain diligent technical oversight and control over
system operation to assure a high quality level
Innovate and be creative - but be practical!

Prior Success:

Grumman Measurement Standards has a long history of
successful calibration automation. Presently operating
systems, which have previously been reported on1 include
those for calibrating:
. Pressure Transducers
. Thermocouples
l Digital and analog meters
. Voltage calibrators
l Current calibrators
. Resistance decades
. Resistance bridges
. Potentiometers
. Temperature indicators
0 Current shunts

----_--

1. C. E. Weber, “Calibration System Automation at Grwnman
Aerospace Corporation”, Proceedings of the Measurement
Science Conference, Palo Alto CA. January 1983.
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Voltage dividers
Amplifiers
Oscillators
Function generators
Pulse generators.

Continual upgrades have kept these systems in effective
service.

NEW SYSTEMS

Grumman Measurement Standards has, during the past two
years, purchased and/or developed 6 additional automated
calibration systems for calibration of the following types of
instruments:
l Surface plates
l Load cells
l Microwave components
0’ Microwave signal generators
l Microwave power sensors
l Oscilloscopes
l Standard resistors
l Standard cells
l Shunts.
In many instances the calibration process has been fully
automated. In others the calibration process has been
significantly aided by automation.

Surface Plate Calibration System:

Calibration of surface plates has been a challenge for a long
time. Most are calibrated on site due to their size and
weight. Using conventional techniques a series of measure-
ments are made and data acquired. Processing and analyzing
the data back at the laboratory takes considerable time. If
some data seems questionable the field calibration crew has
to return to the site and repeat the calibration.

An automated technique, presented in Fig. 1, is now
employed utilizing a laser interferometer tied into a small
computer. Data can now be acquired and analyzed in real
time. Simple but costly measurement errors, such as picking
up a bit of grit under the footpad of one of the reflectors,
are quickly noticed and may be corrected immediately thus
greatly reducing the need for repeat calibrations. The system
utilizes a Hewlett Packard 5526A Laser and a Hewlett
Packard software package run on an 85A computer. Data
plots are provided both in numeric and contour form for the
surface plate, see Fig. 2 and 3.

Laser interferometer measuring techniques are also utilized
for calibration of precision linear devices such as the 100 in.
Schwein barometer. Future applications, using an improved
system, will extend automated laser calibration to multi-axis
machine tools and measuring machines.

Load Cell Calibration System:

Load cells and other force measuring transducers are widely
used in the aerospace industry. Strain gage type load cells
predominate in Grumman’s applications and are used exten-
sively for static and fatigue testing of airframes.

Manual calibration of load cells involved a lengthy sequence
of operator actions which necessarily had to be performed in
the proper sequence to arrive at the correct results. All too
often one or more steps were missed or done out of sequence
resulting in erroneous data. This led to needlessly repeated
calibrations.

Automating the calibration of load cells was a case of taking
exception to the usual rules for automation. With no “off-
the-shelf’ systems available for this application, Grumman
was forced to develop both hardware and software to ac-
complish this task (see Fig. 4).

The system, as presently configured, is automated to the ex-
tentof  prompting the system operator to perform a specified
test sequence while the system is automatically acquiring and
processing the test data.

The computer directs the operator to select a standard of
comparable range and sensitivity to the test article and to
mount the units in the test fixture. A force range of 0 to
10,000 lb can be applied in either tension or compression
mode. A series of zero load measurements and resistance
calibration equivalent value (RCEV) tests are performed
automatically to assure that the circuits are electrically
operational. By responding to “touch screen” commands, as
illustrated in Figure 5, the operator exercises the transducers
to prepare them for calibration and then performs two cali-
bration runs from zero to full scale and back to zero. At
each test point, the system samples the excitation voltage and
output voltage of the transducers. A least squares solution is
performed on this information which provides the sensitivity,
deviation, repeatability and hysteresis data necessary for the
user of the transducer.

System uncertainty is still under evaluation. However it
appears to be better than 0.2 % .

Microwave Component and Signal Generator System:

A custom designed system for calibration of microwave com-
ponents and active microwave devices was purchased from
Microtel, a division of Adams-Russell (see Fig. 6). The
Microtel System designed for Grumman provides the follow-
ing capabilities:
l Attenuation measurement to 100 dB from.10 MHz to 18 GHz !
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l VSWR measurement
l Frequency measurement
l Power measurement
l Modulation measurement.
The system consists of a Microtel 1295 Receiver and a
Microtel SC-811 Signal Generator, each frequency controlled
by a Microtel FS-1000 Synthesizer. A Boonton  82AD
Modulation Meter, Hewlett Packard 436A Power Meter and
an EIP 548A  Frequency Counter provide the modulation,
power and frequency measurements necessary for signal
generator calibration. For component calibration, a set of
special Wiltron  bridges is employed for VSWR measure-
ment. Considerable effort was put into selecting special, well
matched attenuators, adapters and cables to minimize the
measurement uncertainties.

Initial software was provided by Microtel. Grumman has ex-
tensively modified it to meet our particular requirements.
This system is performing exceptionally well. Calibration
times for broadband microwave components have been re-
duced by up to 90%. Signal generator calibration times have
been reduced by over 50 % .

A set of check standards is being used to monitor the per-
formance of the system. Attenuators of 3 and 60 dB and
reflection coefficient standards of approximately 0, 0.2 and
0.34 are available in N, SMA and APC7 connector styles,
both male and female where applicable to validate system
performance. Repeatability and measurement agreement with
traceable standards have consistently been better than 0.05
dB/lO dB over the short time the check standards have been
available. It is anticipated that longer term testing will allow
us to significantly reduce system uncertainties.

Microwave Power Sensor System:

The Weinschel System II Power Meter System presented in
Fig. 7 was purchased for calibration of power sensors. This
system came complete with software for use with power
sensors utilizing power meters having GPIB capability.
Power sensors requiring power meters having an analog
voltage output can also be calibrated with this system.
However, accomplishing this did require software revisions
by Grumman. At present, thermistor, bolometer  and ther-
mocouple type sensors are calibrated with equal ease.

Calibration time has been cut in some cases by up to 95%.
The average time for a calibration, which consists of three
runs with the unit connected in different positions, is ac-
complished in approximately 20 minutes.

The stability and repeatability of the system have been very
good. Two Hewlett Packard 8478A Thermistor Mounts have
been used as check standards on a monthly basis. The data
shows a spread of less than I % in the measured calibration
factors.

Primary Resistance/Voltage System:

The success of Grumman’s commercial calibration service
venture has brought with it an increasing workload of basic
electrical standards. This raised the challenge of calibrating
such units at a reasonable cost, using a minimum of increas-
ingly scarce “primary laboratory” labor.

The’Julie Research LOCOST  “Mini System”, utilizing the
same software as its big brother, has been successfully ap-
plied to the calibration of standard resistors, shunts, thermal
converters and standard cells.

The system, when applied to basic standards, provides a
quick, accurate means of comparison between NBS
calibrated reference standards and units submitted for test.

In its low resistance comparison configuration (see Fig. 8)
resolution of 0.01 parts per million are achieved with un-
certainties shown to be approximately 0.5 part per million at
the Thomas one ohm level.

Achieving this accuracy level was a trial and error task dur-
ing which a number of digital multimeters, current sources,
switches and other components were tried and found wan-
ting until the final configuration was arrived at. The present
system, when used for resistance comparisons below 100
ohms, utilizes a JRL DM1060 digital multimeter fed by an
extremely stable JRL 100: I gain buffer amplifier. A very
high quality transfer switch was found to switch the input
connections to the amplifier. Since the low resistance
measurements are performed over a short but still signifi-
cant timespan  a very stable current source is required. A
JRL DCS106 100 ampere unit was found to be sufficiently
stable to allow comparisons to less than 1 part per million.

For 100 ohms and higher resistance comparisons, the DMM
is used as a direct reading, 4 wire ohmmeter. Resolution
again is 0.01 PPM with transfer uncertainty of approximate-
ly 1 PPM.

Oscilloscope System:

Oscilloscopes and their related plug-ins represent the single
largest group of instruments in the workload of the
Measurement Standards electrical calibration section.

Automation of a large workload such as this is always an
attractive endeavor economically. Unfortunately the metrol-
ogist’s road to automating oscilloscope calibration has been
long and rough. Over the years a number of different
systems have been proposed to meet this challenging task
and abandoned by various companies or agencies. Finally,
hardware designed for the Navy MECCA program, teamed
with user friendly software, made automation of this task
feasible.
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Following an evaluation process, Grumman obtained two
Ballantine 4002A Automated Oscilloscope Calibration
System (see Fig. 9). After overcoming some early hardware
and software problems, the laboratories have found the
system to be very effective. Calibration times have been
reduced by 25 to 50% for most models calibrated.

Software was provided with the system and in its present
configuration is very easy to use for the system operator.
Unique calibration programs have been generated for ap-
proximately 300 oscilloscope or plug-in models.

HOW FAR CAN THEAUTOMATIONOFCALIBRATION
GO?

At last count, approximately 37% of the calibrations per-
formed by Grumman Measurement Standards have been
automated (see Fig. 10). The remaining 63% of the
workload would seem to be an inviting target for automa-
tion. However, there are many items for which no practical

automated calibration methods have been developed. For ex-
ample the largest segment of the remaining non-automated
workload is an assortment of small inspection tools such as
micrometers, calipers, thread gages, hole gages, etc. It is
anticipated that the use of such instruments will decrease
due to the emphasis on quality. assurance methods built in as
integral parts of automated manufacturing and assembly
processes rather than traditional inspection methods of prod-
ucts. In spite of this trend, there is no doubt that a large
volume of these tools will remain in the calibration
workload for the foreseeable future.

The answer to the question therefore is not clear. Certainly,
some of the instrument types presently not calibrated by
automated methods will be picked up as existing systems are
upgraded in performance. However, many other types are
waiting for those new or better ideas which undoubtably
will come along. One need only look back 10 years to see
the great strides made in automated metrology by people
with imagination, to conclude that such progress will
continue.
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Fig. 1 Automated Surface Plate Calibration
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COPING WITH NON-EXISTENT NATIONAL STANDARDS - AN NBS PERSPECTIVE

Brian Belanger
NBS/DOD Liaison

US Natl. Bureau of Standards
Gai thersburg, MD 20899

ABSTRACT

The act establishing the US National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) lists as a principal function to
undertake “The custody, maintenance, and devel-
opment of the national standards of measurement
and the provision of means and methods for
making measurements consis  tent with those s tan-
dards.. . .‘I For many common measurements, cali-
bration labora tories can achieve traceability to
national standards by utilizing measurement
services provided by NBS. High-level cali-
bration laboratories typically provide calibra-
tions for lower level laboratories in a hier-
archical fashion so that measurements at the
working level can ultimately be related to
national standards. Measurement inconsistencies
may develop where national measurement standards
do not exist or where measurement services are
unavailabLe  from NBS. This paper outlines from
NBS’ perspective the nature of the resulting
problems and discusses how they may be resolved.

INTRODUCTION

The act establishing the US National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) lists as a principal function to
undertake “The custody, maintenance, and devel-
opment of the national standards of measurement,
and the provision of means and methods for
making measurements consistent with those stan-
dards.. . .'I For many common measurements, cali-
bra tion labora  tories can achieve traceabi li ty to
national s tandards by utilizing measurement
services provided by NBS. High-level  cal i -
bration laboratories typically provide calibra-
tions for lower level laboratories in a hier-
archical fashion so that measurements at the
working level can ultimately be related to
national standards. Measurement inconsistencies
may develop where national measurement standards
do not exist or where measurement services are
unavailable from NBS.

CONTRIBUTION

Measurement services provided by NBS to facili-
tate traceability to national standards include

o Calibrations and Special Tests (1)
o Standard Reference Materials (2)
o Measurement Assurance Program Services

(1,3)

For many types of common measurements, e.g.
mass, length, temperature, and dc voltage. NBS
maintains national standards and provides con-
venient measurement services. Reference 1 lists
several hundred different calibration and spe-
cial test services available from NBS, and
reference 2 lists over 900 different Standard
Reference Materials (SRMS)  available from the
Bureau.

In spite of this plethora of available NBS ser-
vices, there are a variety of measurements for
which NBS, in most cases, does not provide ser-
vices. Examples are:

Workplace Measurements:

NBS generally focuses its attention on providing
services to support the highest level standards
labora tories rather than working level measure-
ments. Thus, for example, NBS does not cali-
bra te torque wrenches or bench volt-ohmmeters,
since such devices can easily be calibrated to
the required level of accuracy by laboratories
that utilize NBS services to calibrate primary
s tanda rds. Similarly, NBS provides accurately
analyzed gas SRMs to the pollution control com-
munity to facilitate quality control in the
production of large quantities of commercial gas
reference materials used on a daily basis to
calibrate air pollution measuring instruments.

Highly-derived Units:

There is no need for NBS to provide services for
units easily derived from base units. For
example, NBS does not need to provide ve l o c i t y
calibration services because NBS does provide

OF THE NATINNAL  BUREAU OF STANDARDS - NOT SUBJECT TO COPYRIGHT
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services for length and time, two fundamental SI
units that can be measured to very high accur-
acies . Those who must calibrate speedometers
can utilize these length and time services to
derive velocity calibrations.

Certain Ranges of Parameters:

Where a given quantity must be measured over
many decades, NBS of ten provides services at one
or a few reference points. Thus, while NBS does
provide calibration services for microwave para-
meters such as power and attenuation, these
services are only available for certain power
levels and for certain ranges of frequencies.
NBS SRMs for trace elements in a ma trix may be
provided only at one level of concentration.

PRIORITIES FOR NBS SERVICES

At no time in its history has NBS ever attempted
to provide measurement services for all types of
measurements nor would we ever expect to do so
at some future date. The number of different
kinds of measurements is simply too great. NBS
must continually reassess the current mix of
services that we do provide and strive to opti-
mize it,

Because of the time required to develop new
measurement services, NBS must anticipate future
developments. The Federal budget process is
such that when a need for a new measurement
standard is identified, it typically takes a
minimum of 2-3 years before new funding actually
becomes available. Where a problem is deemed
sufficiently important, reprogramming may be
used, that is, work in some existing measurement
service area will be terminated in order to free
up resources to attack the new requirement, In
some cases funding from some other government
agency may become available to develop a new
standard. Once work begins, it may take 2-3
years of R&D to develop a new standard and
verify the technical integrity of the associated
service. Thus NBS must anticipate now what
services will be needed 5 or 6 years hence if
they are to be available when needed.

Often NBS is successful in anticipating needs.
For example, several years ago NBS decided that
optical fiber measurements were likely to become
important and we were able to reprogram a small
amount of resources. A research program was
begun to develop optical fiber measurement stan-
dards and services. This work is now bearing
fruit, and it is clear that the decision to
pursue this course was a good one. Some times we
fail to identify a standards need early enough,
but more often, we identify the need but have
difficulty locating funding to carry out the R&D
required to address the need.

NBS strives to gather up-to-date information
from the communities it serves in order to plan
future services. Documents such as the NCSL
National Measurement Requirements Survey (4) are
invaluable for this purpose.

COPING WITH NON-EXISTENT NATIONAL STANDARDS

The ultimate purpose in having national s tan-
dards of measurement is to minimize measurement
errors so that different organizations or in-
dividuals measuring the same item will achieve
consistent results and produce credible data.
The significance of NBS reference standards
becomes more clear when we consider how errors
affect measurements.

The errors associated with any measurement
can be divided into two categories:

o Random error (imprecision)
o Systematic error (bias or offset)

(References 3 and 5 provide more detailed infor-
ma tion on these two types of error.)

National measurement standards and NBS measure-
ment services provide a means for quantifying
(and usually for reducing) the uncertainty of
measurement arising from systematic errors, but
the random error contribution of a given labora-
tory’s measurement process to the uncertainty of
its measurements will be present whether or not
na tiona 1 s tanda rds exist. Figure 1 and the
example described below, which it illustrates,
c lari fy  this  point .

Consider a hypothetical case that is a simpli-
fied version of an actual situation. Suppose
industry is interested in measuring micro-
wave/millimeter wave attenuation in some fre-
quency band for which NBS services are not
available. Because it is not possible to send a
standard attenuator to NBS for calibration in
this band, some other approach to achieving
consistent measurements must be found. A logi-
cal first step in determining how large measure-
ment disagreements between companies are would
be to select a high quality attenuator thought
to be stable and reproducible and circulate it
to interested labora tories to be measured in an
interlabora tory “round-robin”.

Figure 1 illustrates how the data might look if
4 companies took turns making a ttenuta tion meas-
urements on this standard attenutator. Each
firm measures the attenutation at the specified
frequency or frequencies several times, con-
necting and reconnecting the attenuator for each
measurement. (The data might well differ if the
measurements were repeated at a different fre-
quency or at much higher or lower power levels.)

There is a certain amount of scatter in the
measurements of each company (random error) but
the size of the random error varies considerably
among the 4 companies. The mean of the measure-
ments of each company would normally be reported
as each company’s best estimate of the value of
the a t tenua tor. The true value of the attenua-
tion is shown by the dashed line, but of course
none of the participants in this experiment has
any way of knowing what that true value is.
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A logical approach to solving the problem of the
lack of NBS services for this measurement would
be to define the accepted value of the attenua-
tion of the attenuator as the group mean or
average of the values determined by the 4 parti-
cipants. The uncertainty statement would, of
course, have to reflect the wide varation in
values obtained by the laboratories. In this
example, it is clear from the figure that the
group mean would be higher than the true value.
If a second round of measurements were carried
out, each participant could correct the new
values obtained by the offset of that partici-
pant’s previous measurements from the group mean
determined in the first comparison. Presumably,
this would lead to considerably better agreement
in the second experiment, although the entire
group would be offset from the true value. For
actual situations of this kind, guidelines are
available for determining how to weight the data
from the various participants, how to treat
ou tliers,  e tc.

If the measurement process in each laboratory is
stable , the group’s results should quickly con-
verge so that each member would get nearly the
same answer when measuring an attenutator of
this type at this frequency and power level.
The magnitude of the random error or scatter in
the measurements of each company would be ex-
pected to remain about the same if the experi-
ment were repeated several times.

Note that the previous paragraph begins with “If
the measurement process in each laboratory is -
stable. ..‘I. In fat t, a key step in this ap-
proach is to ensure that each participating lab-
oratory has achieved a state of statistical
control within the laboratory before the round-
robin with the other labortories begins. The
term “ s t a t e  of statistical control” means a
condition where the precision achieved in a
given laboratory is stable and predictable from
one set of measurements to the next and where
sudden unpredictable shifts in the mean do not
occur. Reference 3 describes how one determines
whether or not a state of statistical control
has been achieved.

Note that in the example above, it is pas-

sible for the group to achieve consistent meas-
urements of attenuation even though the whole
group may be offset from the true value.
Whether or not this offset is a problem depends
on the nature of the measurements being made.
For some types of measurements, it iS Only

necesssary  to have consistency within a given
organization or  group of  laboratories .  I f  S O,

the method for obtaining a group consensus des-
cribed above, might be all that is needed. Such
an approach works rather well for small groups
of participants, however, it would quickly be-
come unwieldy if there were 150 companies that
needed to have consistent measurements for this
kind of attentuator. If these measurements also
needed to be consistent with attentuation meas-
urements made in other countries, the small
group consensus method would also be difficult
to use. In such circumstances, it is clearly
advantageous to have a central organization such

as the National Bureau of Standards take respon-
sibility for determining what the true value is
and coordinating these measurements with
national standards laboratories in other coun-
t r i es .

The example described above is very close to an
actual situation. NBS does not currently pro-
vide calfbra tion services in the mi Llimeter  wave
band from 40-50 GHz. Several defense contrac-
tors who must make measurements in this range
have banded together to carry out experiments to
achieve measurement consistency within the
group. NBS is helping with the design of the
experiments, the analysis of the data , and the
selection of measurement methods. There is a
consensus among the participants that this
approach is the best available given current
constraints.

For some types of measurements for which
national standards do not exist in the U.S., it
may be possible to utilize measurement services
from other friendly nations such as Canada or
the U.K. NBS can provide addresses and phone
numbers of national standards laboratories in
other countries for those who wish to explore
the availability of particular services. Some
countries attach surcharges (e.g. 100%) to ser-
vices provided to parties outside the country,
but even when these surcharges are considered,
the cost of services from other countries is
of ten comparable to that of NBS services since
some other countries subsidize the cost of
measurement services provided by the national
laboratory.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

0 It is unlikely that NBS could ever pro-
vide all of the measurement services that people
need nor maintain all of the national standards
that might be convenient.

o It is important to communicate standards
needs to NBS so that NBS plans can realistically
reflect the current needs of the measurement
community. NBS needs to know what standards you
need, why you need them, and wzthe  impact
will bef these standards are not available.

o Industry and government laboratories
that must make measurements for which national
standards and/or services are unavailable must
still find ways of achieving measurement consis-
tency . In some cases services from other coun-
tries may be an option.

o Laboratories that wish to achieve meas-
urement consistency for a given type of measure-
ment for which no standards exist should con-
sider banding together to carry out experiments
of the kind described in this paper. Organiza-
tions such as IEEE, ASTM, NCSL, EIA, and others
can play a role in sponsoring such groups. NBS
should be invited to participate in such groups,
and within the constraints of available resour-
ces can often provide consulting services to
help ensure the success of the experiments.
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o National measurement standards provide a
way of reducing systematic errors or offsets to
acceptable levels but do not directly provide a
way of reducing random error, which can only be
done by each labora tory. Group interactions of
the kind described in this paper can help group
members achieve measurement consistency , but
persistent offsets from the true value may still
ex i s t .

o Data generated by interlabora tory round-
robins should be carefully documented for future
reference. Statistical control methods should
be utilize to analyize  the data and establish
realistic uncertainty statements for each parti-
cipant.
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STATUS OF THE INTERNATIONAL TEMPERATURE SCALE

Robert J. Soulen,  Jr.
Temperature and Pressure Division

National Bureau of Standards
Gaithersburg, MD 20899

ABSTRACT

In June 1984 the Consultative Committee on
Thermometry met in Sevres, France. Repre-
sentatives from many laboratories throughout the
world reported on recent developments in high
accuracy temperature measurements. Significant
progress has been made in many areas, including:
(1) improved realization of the thermodynamic
temperature scale; (2) improved fixed points; and
(3) improved fitting techniques for platinum
resistance thermometers. This article will sum-
marize these results and thus indicate the status
of the international temperature scale presently
in use.

INTRODUCTION

The ultimate responsibility for international
standards of measurement rests with the General
Conference on Weights and Measures (GCWM).  It
meets at the International Bureau of Weights and
Measures, which is located on a heavily wooded
hill overlooking Paris. To assist it in assess-
ing developments in standards, the GCWM sponsors
several consultative committees which generally
meet every two years. The Consultative Committee
on Thermometry (CCT)  last met in June 1984 and I
was honored to serve as the U.S. Delegate. This
article contains a brief report to the attendees
of the Measurement Science Conference on several
topics in temperature standards that were dis-
cussed at the 1984 CCT meeting. It is intended
to provide some perspective on the status of
temperature scales to the practitioners of ther-
mometry in science, engineering, and standards.

The GCWM currently acknowledges two international
temperature scales. The mature IPTS-68 enjoys the
full and formal sanction of the GCWM; it begins
at 13.81 K and has no upper bound. The EPT-76 is
a provisional scale, designated by the GCWM to
serve as the basis for international thermoinetry
from 0.5 K to 30 K until the IPTS-68 is replaced.
The logical structure of both scales is the same:
values of temperature are assigned to a set of
well-defined fixed points and a prescription is
given for calibrating specified interpolation
devices using the fixed points. The third and
very important feature of the scales is that they
be as close as possible to the thermodynamic

Kelvin (i .e. , the  “absolute”) scale as other
conditions (e.g., “smoothnessl’,  “high precision”)
permit. This last feature imposes on the scien-
tific community a continuing responsibility for
conducting thermometry experiments with the best
possible thermodynamic accuracy so that the re-
sulting scales are meaningful.

This report on the 1984 CCT meeting will address
specifically the latest developments in these
three salient features of the temperature scales.
We will start with a discussion of the thermody-
namic accuracy of the two scales as we now under-
stand it, then proceed to a treatment of the
fixed points, and finish with a discussion of
interpolation devices.

THERMODYNAMIC ACCURACY OF IPTS-68 AND EPT-76

Ultimately, a thermodynamically accurate measure-
ment of temperature must rest on the application
of a physical law which unambiguously relates
some measured quantity to temperature. Such laws
are surprisingly sparse; to date only a trio has
been used in careful temperature measurements.
These are the ideal gas law, black body radia-
tion, and Nyquist noise.

A recurring question at the CCT meeting in as-
sessing the thermodynamic accuracy of the inter-
national temperature scales is: How do the latest
results using these different laws compare?
Secondly, if there is a consensus among these
results which can be believed, how do the scales
being used now (i.e., IPTS-68 and EPT-76) deviate
from that consensus?

With the help of documents presented during the
CCT meeting, we can phrase eloquent answers to
these questions in graphical form. In Figure 1
we display the results for the region extending
from 0 K to 273 K, while the data from 273 K
(0 OC)  to 1337 K (1064 OC)  are shown in Figure 2.
We have chosen to present the results in two

graphs because the ordinates differ by about a
factor of 50 in the two different temperature
regions. These figures represent my somewhat
imaginative attempt to include information dis-
cussed at the CCT meeting as well as some previ-
ous results reported  in the literature.
Individual data points are not shown; instead the
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shaded band in each figure defines the region
into which all the data fall. Individual con-
tributors and their institutions are not identi-
fied because much of the work is in press and
because proper acknowledgement would unduly
lengthen this article. The figures will be dis-
cussed instead in terms of the physical laws used
to obtain the data. These two figures are in-
tended only to serve as a rough indication of
the status of the temperature scale. More accu-
rate summaries will undoubtedly appear (1). The
reader may be assured, however, that the likeli-
hood is small that the figures will change sig-
nificantly in subsequent treatments.

Consider now the temperature region described in
Fig. 1. On the ordinate we plot the difference
T-Ti, where T is taken as the best estimate to
the thermodynamic temperature scale and where T.
refers to temperatures defined by t h e  EPT-76
(i=76) or by the IPTS-68 (i=68).  The consensus
of the measurements is immediately apparent
( i . e . , the black band) as is the inaccuracy of
these temperature scales. In the region defined
by EPT-76, measurements were made using gas ther-
mometry at one national standards laboratory from
2.4 K - 28 K, gas thermometry at a second from
14 K - 100 K, gas thermometry at a third from
14 K - 300 K, and noise thermometry at a fourth
institution from 2 K - 4 K. The region below 2 K
was defined by extrapolation and by
consistency of the vapor pressure of He3

se1 -
and He E .

There has not been much recent activity in this
region, so that only one paper was submitted to
the CCT in 1984 and it concerned itself with the
agreement of the EPT-76 with preceding Scales.

In the region in Fig. 1 defined by the IPTS-68, a
truly impressive amount of data has been taken
and compared. The results are based - with the
exception of a single data point near 83 K taken
with a noise thermometer -entirely on gas ther-
mometry . Data from four laboratories fall within
the shaded band in Fig. 1, which is a remarkable
consensus indeed. The only improvement to these
data which might be achieved would be to include
more measurements based on noise thermometry. We
argue that measurements based on two physical
laws can inspire more confidence in the accuracy
of the results than can measurements based on a
single physical law, because systematic effects
are varied more significantly in the former case.

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the estimated thermody-
namic inaccuracy of the IPTS-68 at high tempera-
tures. Note that the vertical scale for Fig. 2
is coarser than that of Fig. 1, reflecting the
fact that the discrepancies increase at higher
temperatures. Note also that convention speci-
fies the use of a capital T as an abbreviation
for temperature when the unit K is used, while t
is used for OC. From 0 OC to 460 “C the curve
was defined until very recently by only one labo-
ratory’s gas thermometer measurements. At the CCT
meeting, confirmation of these gas thermometer
results from 0 OC to 140 OC (defined by the black
band) was achieved using a total radiation ther-
mome ter . In the temperature region extending from
140 Oc to 460 “C, the gas thermometer results
stand alone; the dark band indicates the internal

consistency of the gas thermometer data. In the
region from 460 ‘C to 630 OC, new measurements
from two laboratories using spectral radiation
thermometers were reported to the CCT and were
used to define the curve in Fig. 2 for that
region. Finally, data using two radiation ther-
mometers and one noise thermometer were used to
define the curve appearing in Fig. 2 at its upper
extremity. All of these measurements had been
reported much earlier than the CCT meeting; no
new measurements in this range were reported.

FIXED POINTS

In Table I, we list the fixed points used to
define the EPT-76 (01, those used to define the
IPTS-68(*)  and certain other fixed points (un-
designated) which are under consideration for use
in a future international temperature scale.

The five superconductive transition points, a
relatively new entry into the list, have stimu-
lated a question: Since samples of these materi-
als have been generated to date by only one
laboratory, what would be the reference tempera-
tures obtained from samples generated by an-
other? The question may be phrased alternatively
as: How closely do the samples measured thus far
represent the natural superconducting transition
temperature for each material? During the CCT
meeting, results were presented for several sam-
ples of each material made in the U.S.A., the
USSR, and Czechoslovakia. With the exception of
one sample exhibiting a broad superconductive
transition (and thus discountable), the spread in
the transition temperatures was found to be less
than 0.5 mK for each material. These data repre-
sent a partial answer to the question posed, but
clearly more data will be needed before a conclu-
sion can be reached as to how satisfactorily
superconductors can provide temperature fixed
points. At the same meeting, a few other papers
discussed the influence of impurity and of mea-
surement technique on the measured transition
temperatures of superconductors.

Another issue regarding fixed points that con-
fronts the CCT is the evaluation of triple points
and the replacement of the boiling point of a
given material by a nearby triple point of an-
other substance. In general, a triple point is
to be preferred for reasons of precision and
convenience over a boiling point because a pres-
sure measurement tube must be provided for mea-
surement of the latter while the former may be
contained in a completely sealed cell. The CCT
sponsored a six-year study in which forty-one
sealed cells containing seven different materi-
als were measured by thermometrists in nine labo-
ratories. Three of these materials (Ar, O2 and
equilibrium H2)  are already defining fixed points
on IPTS-68, and this study indicated the quality
of results achievable with sealed cells,
Broadly speaking, the triple points of different
samples of Ar and H2 were found to differ by as
much as 0.6 mK, while the spread was two times
larger for 02.

Several cells providing the Ne triple Point were
examined; measured temperatures of different
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cells spread by approximately 0.6 mK. The triple
point of Ne is being considered as a replacement
for its boiling point which is only 2.5 K higher
and which presently  enjoys the status as an
IPTS-68 defining point.

A few measurements on N2, deuterium and methane
were obtained, but the results are rather incon-
elusive. It would appear that, if some care iS
taken  t o  assure  the  pur i ty  o f  the  gas ,  these
triple points can come under strong consideration
by the CCT as defining points for the scale.

In addition to this experimental study of triple
points, the CCT earlier commissioned a compila-
tion and critical evaluation of the data availa-
b l e  f o r  m a n y  ( o v e r  3 0 )  m a t e r i a l s  w i t h  p h a s e
transitions occurring in the temperature region
from 13 K to 3700 K. The CCT has now received
th i s  repor t and has asked t h a t  i t be pub-
l ished (2) . In addition to this document, sepa-
rate papers submitted to the CCT reported on new
measurements of In, CH4, Ga, Hg, 02, Ar.

INTERPOLATION DEVICES

A discussion of  this  topic  divides itsel f  natu-
rally into four categories corresponding to four
temperature ranges.

The first is defined by EPT-76. Debates as to
the proper or  most  useful  interpolation device
for  this  region have persisted almost  from the
day EPT-76 was inaugurated. For the past eight
years the CCT has discussed various options which
have included gas thermometers,
thermometers,

paramagnetic
and vapor pressure of He3 and He ,

as well as RhFe  alloy resistors. No one candidate
seems to stand above the others when all desira-
b l e characteristics (thermometric  precision,
small  s ize , simple measurement instrumentation,
simple interpolation equation, commercial availa-
b i l i t y , . . . ) are considered. At the last CCT
meeting the only discussion of  this  topic  cen-
tered on a paper which proposed specific proper-
t ies  envisioned for  the gas thermometer. The
debate seems far from over, but clearly all can-
didates are possible and any one may be adopted
with confidence by a laboratory desirous of es-
tablishing EPT-76 in situ.

In the second temperature range, 13 K to 273 K,
the situation is very much different. The stan-
dard platinum resistance thermometer has reigned
as the interpolat ion instrument of  choice for
many years. Four papers at the CCT meeting em-
bellished the reputation of this device even more
and indicated that still better precision may now
be achieved with standard platinum resistance
thermometers. Arranging the papers in a logical
sequence, the f irst  took the temperature scale
defined by Fig. 1, smoothed it and showed that a
particular thermometer could be f i tted to  the
data with a maximum deviation no larger than
0.3 mK over the full range. A second paper indi-
cated that, when several other platinum resis-
tance thermometers were cal ibrated versus the
f irst  using only eight f ixed points ,  the f i tted
deviations corresponded only to +0.2 mK.  Leaving
out one s t r a t e g i c  f i x e d  p o i n t increased the
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residuals  t0 f1.0 mK, as was shown in a third pa-
per. A fourth paper indicated that platinum
resistance thermometers made by five different
manufacturers, when compared, showed greater
deviations in the behavior (perhaps a factor of 2
or 3) than those reported in the third paper.
This last result notwithstanding, it appears that
platinum resistance thermometers a l l conform
incredibly well to a universal function of tem-
perature and that differences are equivalent at
most to +l mK throughout this range. The plati-
num resistance thermometer in this temperature
range is undisputably the most precise thermomet-
ric instrument available.

In the third temperature range, 273 K to 903 K,
the same standard platinum resistance thermometer
is also recommended for interpolation. I t s  ex -
cellent precision in this range has been demon-
s t ra ted  by  many  ear l i e r  s tud ies  and  has  no t
received attention in recent years. No informa-
tion was therefore discussed at this CCT meeting.

We pass finally to a discussion of the range from
904 K to 1330 K. IPTS-68 is defined here by stan-
dard thermocouples. It has been an interest of
the CCT for several years to consider redefining
this range with an instrument possessing better
precision than the standard thermocouple (-0.1 to
0.2  K).

At this CCT meeting an impressive amount of data
(11 papers) was  repor ted  on  the  s tab i l i t y  o f
several platinum resistance thermometers prepared
especially for high temperature service. Most of
the  r es i s t o r s  t e s t ed  were  supp l i ed  by  Ch ina
following the CCT meeting two years earlier, in
response to a request by the CCT for more de-
tailed study of the thermometers. The studies
also involved a few thermometers that were pro-
duced in the U.S.A. A number of problems were
identi f ied, including contamination, e l e c t r i ca l
leakage, and the fact  that  not  al l  laboratories
observed  the  same  types  o r  ex tent  o f  ins ta -
bilities in their thermometers. In studying the
data, one has the impression that it is a some-
what premature, but not an especially bold asser-
tion that high temperature platinum resistance
thermometers, owing to their superior performance
(by a factor of lo), eventually will supplant the
standard thermocouple in this temperature region.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It will be the prerogative of the GCWM to con-
struct the next international temperature scale
based on data such as we have discussed in this
a r t i c l e . Unconstrained, however, by the formal
responsibilities and obligations of this body, we
may advance a few predictions as to the probable
features of the new scale. As for thermodynamic
accuracy, most of the research (except possibly
fop noise thermometry) has been completed below
273 K, while more experiments are called for in
regions above 273 K. Further studies of some
superconduc t ive  t rans i t i ons  and  t r ip l e  po in t s
will be necessary before a complete set of refer-
ence points can be chosen. Though choice of a
single interpolation device below 30 K may yet be
d i f f i c u l t , the platinum resistance thermometer



appears to be the undisputed choice from 30 K to
1337 K.
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It would thus appear that the main body of the
next temperature scale has already been cast;
what remains is a careful crafting of some of the
details.
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TABLE I. Defining fixed points of IPTS-68 and of EPT-76, and some secondary
reference points.

Equilibrium State Ted(K) T76(K)

@Cd superconducting
l Zn superconducting
l A1 superconducting
l n

4
superconducting

l He boiling point
l Pb superconducting

transition point
transition point
transition point
transition point

transition point
*oTriple  point of equilibrium hydrogen
*oBoiling  point of equilibrium hydrogen at

25176  standard atmosphere
*oBoiling  point of equilibrium hydrogen
l Ne triple point

*oNe  boiling point

*02 triple point
N2 triple point
N2 boiling point

*Ar  triple point
*02 condensation point
Kr triple point

*H 0 triple point
6a triple point

*H20 boiling point
*Sn freezing point
*Zn freezing point
Sb freezing point
Al freezing point

*Ag freezing point
*Au freezing point
Cu freezing point
Ni freezing point
Co freezing point
Pd freezing point
Pt freezing point
Rh freezing point
Ir freezing point
W freezing point

13.81
17.042

0.519
0.851
1.1796
3.4145
4.2221
7.1999

13.8044
17.0373

20.28 20.2734
24.5622 24.5591
27.102 27.102

t68( ‘C)

54.361 -218.789
63.146 -210.004
77.344 -195.806
83.798 -189.352
90.188 -182.962

115.764 - 1 5 7 . 3 8 6
273.16 0.01
302.924 29.774
373.15 100
505.1181 231.9681
692.73 419.58
903.905 630.755
933.61 660.46

1235.08 961.93
1337.58 1064.43
1358.03 1084.88
1728 1455
1768 1495
1827 1554
2042 1769
2236 1963
2720 2447
3695 3422

*Defining point on IPTS-68.
@Defining point on EPT-76.
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USE OF TRIMMED MEANS IN MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION
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ABSTRACT

Line enqineers want to use techniques whose
statistical properties remain reasonably constant
for data typical in manufacturing production
(outliers in the data). Identifying and trimming
outliers from each side of a data-distribution
curve has been an approach used intuitively by
line engineers for a long time to analyze data.
The trimmed mean is obtained from a data set by
removing a specified percentage (e.g., 10%) of
observations from each side of the distribution.
An application of trimmed means to a manufacturing
process will be examined in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

To optimally control manufacturing processes, line
engineers are continually faced with the
responsibility of making decisions based on
manufacturing process data. This paper will
analyze the case of data distributions that have
outliers (long-tailed distributions). Beckman and
Cook (1) have written an excellent article on the
history of statistical work done in this area.
Outlier distributions are common in manufacturing.
This paper proposes a statistical technique based
on trimmed means to apply to these distributions.
The trimmed mean obtained by removing a specified
percentage of observations from each side of a
data-distribution curve.

Line engineers want to use techniques whose
statistical properties remain reasonably constant
for data typical in manufacturing. In statistics,
a technique is evaluated on the basis of two
criteria: validity and sensitivity, and the
evaluation is made relative to a specific model,
usually the normal distribution. However, in
manufacturing process data where outliers are
common, the validity and sensitivity of the
techniques will sometimes differ greatly from the
values calculated based on normal distribution.
Techniques whose statistical properties remain
reasonably constant for distributions that differ
from the normal are called robust. The trimmed
mean is a robust statistic. An analysis of robust
statistics is given by Huber (2).

Identifying and trimming outliers from each side
of a data-distribution curve to analyze data has

been an approach that line engineers have used
intuitively for a long time. It is only within
the last 20 years that this technique has been
formally evaluated and shown to give results that
are robust for validity and sensitivity. This
paper will examine an application of trimmed means
to a manufacturing problem. A comparison between
statistical techniques based on all the data
available and trimmed means will be made to show
how different conclusions can be drawn from the
data and how results based on trimmed means more
closely match the results line engineers might
expect to obtain.

BASICS OF TRIMMED MEANS

The trimmed mean is defined as the mean obtained
from trimming off a % of the observations from
each side of a data-distribution curve. We will
use the notation T(a) to denote the a% trimmed
mean, for example, T(10) will denote 10% trimmed
mean. The mean of a data distribution is defined
as T(0) and the median as T(50). We will use the
following set of 20 numbers to show how the
trimmed mean is calculated: 30, 32, 33. 35, 40,
42, 43, 45, 50, 52, 56, 60, 63, 65, 70, 72, 73,
78, 79, and 80. To calculate T(a) for various
values of a, the data has to be arranged in
numerical order first. Table 1 shows the value of
the trimmed mean for the following trimming
percentages: 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50. The
trimmed mean, therefore, is simply calculated as
the usual arithmetic mean after a% of the
observations has been removed from the tails.

The standard deviation of the trimmed mean, ST, is

defined to be:

ST = J[(n-l)SWz/(h-1)]

where n is the original sample size, SW is the

winsorized standard deviation, and h is the
trimmed sample size. Tukey and McLaughlin (3)
explain the use of the winsorized standard
deviation with the trimmed mean. The winsorized
standard deviation is obtained when the values of
the trimmed data are replaced by the values of the
data points next in line for trimming, after one
or more points are removed from each side of the
distribution. This set of values is then used in
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the common way to calculate the standard
deviation. The following example illustrates the
calculation of the trimmed standard deviation.
The lo", trimmed standard deviation, SIO, is

calculated for the data shown in Table 1. As you
can see, the following values remain after
trimming IGo,: 33. 35, 40, 42. 43. 45. 5C. 52, 56,
60. 63. 65. 70. 72. 73, and 78. To determine the
winsorized standard deviation, we must first
winsorize the data set by adding the values 33.
33, 78, and 78 to the above values; then deviation
is calculated in the usual manner, which gives
SW = 16.446. Therefore,

S = J[19(16.446)'/16]

= 17.937

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS USING ALL THE DATA

Let's assume that a line engineer has to evaluate
three different mixtures (concentrations) of raw
materials to determine if any of the mixtures is
capable of producing an average viscosity between
22.5 and 23.5 centipoise (cp), based on the data
shown in Table 2. [Cornell (4) and Snee (5)
explain how to conduct mixture experiments.]
Figure 1 is a box plot [Tukey (6)] of the data
showing that an extreme observation (a possible
outlier is the value in the circle) exists for
mixture 3. At this point, the engineer should
determine whether this value is an outlier or not,
but, for comparison purposes later, we will use
all the data to perform the statistical analysis.

We performed a one-way analysis of variance
[ANOVA--Snedecor and Cochran (7)] using the
figures listed in Table 2 and the result is given
in Table 3. Using a 5% significance level, the
three mixtures were'declared significantly
different. We then used the Fisher
least-significant difference [LSD--Snedecor and
Cochran (7)] multiple-comparison test to determine
how significantly different each mixture is from
the other two. Although many multiple-comparison
tests exist in the statistics literature, we chose
the LSD test because it is relatively simple to
calculate and is a powerful test [Carmer and
Swanson (8)]. This test is a two-step procedure,
in which individual pairs of population means are
compared. In the first step, a one-way ANOVA is
performed. If its result does not reject the null
hypothesis (no difference between mixtures) at the
5% significance level, the procedure stops and we
conclude that there is insufficient evidence to
support differences between population means. If
the result of the first step rejects the null
hypothesis, we proceed to the second step of the
procedure, called the protected LSD procedure).
In this step, we apply the two-sample t-test to
every pair of means. The LSD statistic is then

LSD = ta n_K J[Z(MSE)/r]
,

where t
a. n-K is defined in a table of critical

values that correspond to a significance level of
a% and to degrees of freedom equal to the total
number of samples minus the number of treatments,
MSE is the mean square error obtained from the
appropriate ANOVA table, and r is the number of

replicates per treatment. Calculating the
equation yields

LSD = tO.O5,2I  J[2(1.763)/8]

= 2.080 /[2(1.763)/8]

= 1.38

We then arrange the means of the three mixtures
shown in Table 2 in descending order: 24.71,
23.32, and 21.96 for mixtures 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Next. we calculate the difference
between the means and if it is greater than the
LSD value of 1.38, the two means are declared
significantly different at the 5% level. In our
example, because the difference between mixtures 1
and 2 is 1.39 (24.71-23.32), the two mixtures are
significantly different at the 5% level. A
similar calculation for mixtures 2 and 3 shows
that the difference is not.

A better method to illustrate the results of
multiple-comparison tests is using graphics.
Andrews, Snee, and Sarner (9) discuss this method.
For the purpose of graphically showing our test,
we define the least-significant interval (LSI) as

LSI = X 2 LSD/2

where X is the treatment mean and LSD is as
defined above. In our graph two mixtures are
declared significantly different if no overlap
exists between their respective LSIs. Figure 2
shows the LSIs for the three mixtures, from which
we note that mixtures 2 and 3 are not
significantly different at the 5X level. To
determine if any mixture satisfies the
specification that the average viscosity be
between 22.5 and 23.5 cp. we draw a
standard-interval line on the chart at 22.5 and
23.5. If a comparison between the standard
interval and the LSI for each of the three
mixtures shows that the LSI does not overlap the
standard interval, the mixture does not meet the
specification; otherwise, it does. Figure 3
illustrates graphically that mixtures 2 and 3 meet
the specification.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS USING 10"; TRIMMED DATA

As you will recall from Figure 1, we labeled as an
extreme observation the value in the circle for
mixture 3. For this analysis, we used a trimmed
mean with a trimming percentage of 10% [T(lO)].
Hoaglin, Mosteller, and Tukey (10) have conducted
studies to determine what effect trimming
different percentages has for different data
distributions. Table 4 shows the result of
trimming 10% (one observation) from each side of
the data distribution given in Table 2 after it
has been put in numerical sequence. The trimmed
mean, x t (i=1,2,3),  for each of the three

i
mixtures is
4 is a box
data shown
immediately
mixtures is
Figure 2 (a
and 3.

given at the end of the table. Figure
plot of the viscosity for the trimmed
in Table 4, from which you can
'see that the difference between
more pronounced than that shown in
11 data), especially between mixtures 2
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A study by Yuen and Dixon (11) using the Monte
Carlo simulation shows that a two-sample,
trimmed-t statistic can be approximated by a
student's distribution with degrees of freedom
corresponding to the reduced sample. The loss in
power when trimmed-t is used is small under exact
normality, but the gain may be appreciably larger
for long-tailed distributions. If we extend the
results of the study to more than two means, then
the ANOVA technique based on trimmed means yields
satisfactory results.

Table 5 gives the results of the ANOVA for 10%
trimmed data. As in the earlier analysis, the F
test is significant at the 5", level. AS
previously, the LS@ test is employed to determine
which mixtures are significantly different. The
LSD value is calculated to be:

LSD = 2.131 @(0.71)/6]

= 1.04.

The LSI is defined as:

LSI = Xt t LSD/Z
i

= x t f 0.71,
i

where X t. is the trimmed mean for each of the
1

three mixtures. Figure 5 is the graph of the LSI
for the 10% trimmed data. The results of this
graph show that all three mixtures are
significantly different from each other. Figure 6
is a comparison of the LSIs and the
specifications, showing that only mixture 2 meets
the specification.

COMPA\RISONS OF THE TWO STATISTICAL APPROACHES

A comparison of the LSIs for all the data (Figure
2) and for the 10% trimmed data (Figure 5) shows
that mixtures 2 and 3 are significantly different
at the 5% level for the trimmed data but not for
all the data. The reason for this difference is
the outlier that exists in the untrimmed data for
mixture 3, as shown in Figure 1.

A comparison of the LSIs and the specification
also shows different results: using all the data
shows that both mixtures 2 and 3 meet the
specification, while the 10% trimmed data shows
that only mixture 2 does.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The example presented in this paper has shown the
different results obtained when using trimmed
means instead of means based on all the data.
When outliers are present, they affect the results
of the analysis if they are not taken into
account. Trimming the data before any statistical
analysis is performed eliminates this problem
while keeping the analysis fairly robust. The
results so obtained will usually match the
engineer's intuitive results more closely than
those based on all the data when outliers exist.
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Observation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Trimming Percentage Mixture 1 Mixture 2 Mixture 3

0 5 10 20 30
- - - -  -
30
32 32
33 33 33
35 35 35
40 40 40
42 :: 42 42

43 43 43

56 56 56
60 60 60 60 60
63 63 63 63 63
65 65 65 65 65
70 70 70 70

79 79
80

40 50
- -

50
52

;: 56
60

T(a) 54.9 54.89 54.81 54.83 54.25 54.5 54.0

Table 1. Trimmed Means for Various Trimming
Percentages

Mixture 1 Mixture 2 Mixture 3
(in CP)

22.02 21.49 20.33
23.83 22.67 21.67
26.67 24.62 24.67
25.38 24.18 22.45
25.49 22.78 22.29
23.50 22.56 21.95
25.90 24.46 20.49
24.89 23.79 21.81

Treatment
mean: xl = 24.71 x2 = 23.32 x3 = 21.96

Table 2. Viscosity Results for All Data

Degrees of Sum of Mean
Source Freedom (df) Squares Square F

___-
Mixture 2 30.306 15.153 8.59
Error 21 37.030 1.763

where df is the degrees of freedom, the mixture df
equals the number of mixtures minus l! which
equals 2 (3-1=2), and error df is equal to the
total df (24-1=23)  minus the mixture df. which
equals 21 (23-2=21).  The value of the F ratio is
found by dividing the mean square of the mixture
(15.153) by the mean square df error (1.763),
resulting in an F value of 8.59.

Table 3. ANOVA for All Data

23.83 22.67 21.67
25.38 24.18 22.45
25.49 22.78 22.29
23.50 22.56 21.95
25.90 24.46 20.49
24.89 23.79 21.81

Trimmed
mean: 'T2 = 24.83 xT2 = 23.41 xT3 = 21.78

Tab e 4. Viscosity Results for 10% Trimmed Data

Degrees of Sum of Mean
Source Freedom (df) Squares Square F

Mixture 2 28.041 14.02 19.88
Error 15 10.577 0.71

where the error df is equal to the total df
(18-1=17).

.able 5. ANOVA for 10% Trimmed Data

(Maximum) 26.67 20.33 (Minimum)

I I
X I

Mixture 1 X

Mixture 2

X
1

-a-

/ I
IT1

I
X

Mixture 3
A box plot is obtained by calculating the lower
and upper quartiles and the median of each
mixture, and then plotting these values as shown.
In the box plots, the ends of the rectangular box
represent the lower and upper quartiles (this
distance is called the interquartile distance) and
the horizontal line in the box represents the
median. The crosses represent the largest and
smallest data values that fall between the edge of
the box and the interquartile distance measured
out from the side of the box. Box values outside
1.5 times the interquartile d!'stance are denoted
with a darkened circle.

Figure 1. Box Plot of Viscosity Results for All
Data
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Figure 2. Least-Significant Intervals for All
Data
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Figure 3. Least-Significant Intervals for All
Data--Comparison with Specifications

(MaxImum) 25.9 20.49 (Minimum)
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Figure 5. Least-Significant Intervals for 10%
Trimmed Data
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Figure 6. Least-Significant Intervals for 10%
Trimmed Data--Comparison Kith
Specifications

Figure 4. Box Plot of Viscosity Results for 10%
Trimmed Data



AN AUTOMATED ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND ALARM SYSTEM FOR

METROLOGY LABORATORIES - A WAY TO DO WHAT YOU SAY!

David R. Workman, Group Leader - Metrology Engineering
Martin Marietta - Denver Aerospace (MMDA)

ABSTRACT

Operation of a metrology system in conformance
with MIL-STD-45662 and other applicable spec-
ifications requires that calibration environment
conditions must either be maintained within
specified tolerances or reported as a part of the
test instrument performance data. Because it is
not practical to record environmental data on
all workload, a common practice is to establish a
laboratory "normal" environment specification
with proviso that calibrations may be performed
only when the laboratory meets these requirements.
When exceeded, environment must be noted and
judgement made as to whether or not conditions
will adversely affect the calibration process on
an individual item basis. The calibration tech-
nician is normally held responsible for monitoring
the environment and assuring that subject mandates
are being maintained.

With common methodology, it is virtually
impossible for technicians to know for sure if
working conditions meet specifications. This is
particularly true in regards to the critical
parameters of temperature and humidity which can
contribute significant process errors and result
in equipment damage under extreme conditions.
It has been noted during tours of many metrology
laboratories that instruments used to monitor
these parameters were incapable of either
assuring specifications or alerting technician
personnel when "out of spec."  conditions exist.
This results in situations where high probality
exists that calibrations are being performed
under conditions which are in direct violation
of both MIL-STD-45662 and company policies.

This paper describes a solution for the specified
problems which has been installed at the Martin
Marietta-Denver Aerospace (MMDA) Metrology
Laboratory in the form of an Automated Environ-
mental Monitor and Alarm System.

DISCUSSION

The subject of environmental control problems is
an aspect of Metrology System operation which is
seldom publicized outside of an individuals' own
company. On the other hand, it has been noted
to be a popular "off the record" topic during

unofficial meetings of metrology personnel.
Observations and experience have indicated that
virtually all metrology systems exhibit similiar
problems relative to maintaining adequate system
environment. While metrologists are righteous
and verbose concerning their calibration method-
ology, standards and traceability, indications
are that virtually all organizations have some
kind of "dirty linen" where the integrity aspects
of their process is related to the environmental
system and specifications. This anomaly is not
due to lack of cognizance on the part of metrol-
ogists as much as it is the result of conditions
which are usually beyond their control.

In a typical metrology situation:

a.

b.

C .

d.

e.

f.

Metrology engineering establishes specifi-
cations for environmental system operation
based on standards and contractual require-
ments, which are designed to minimize adverse
effects on the calibration process.

Company facilities engineers, who are not
normally cognizant of metrology system
requirements, design and arrange for con-
struction of the system; usually on a "lowest
bidder" basis.

Metrology system standards for company
operation are written on the basis of agreed
upon requirements and design specifications
deemed necessary for contractual conformance.

The "low bid" contractor installs a system
which functions but is either incapable of
proper performance without re-work or else
marginally meets specifications.

Due to combinations of bad design, inadequate
control systems, malfunctions and periodic
plant maintenance shutdowns, the metrology
lab must function under conditions which
are less than acceptable for sustained
legitimate operation.

Metrology supervision "dumps" the problems
in the lap of the technician by assigning
responsibility for assuring integrity to
the individual performing the calibration;
but often does not provide the training or
equipment necessary to accomplish the assign-
ment.
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g- As an overall result, the metrology labora-
tory must attempt to maintain a productive
and legitimate operation under conditions
which are ofttimes in direct violation of
of their written mandates.

From an honest standpoint, there are no "bad
guys" in the above scenario in that all parties
are serving the company interests to the best of
their abilities. On the other hand, the situation
results in conditions under which it can be
reliably predicated that periodic environment
control system malfunctions are inevitable. While
lacking control of the situation, responsibility
must still be borne by metrology personnel to
assure that knowledge is maintained concerning
what the conditions are and respond as required
in conformance with their documented procedures.

At present, the mainstays of environmental
monitoring in most laboratories are Temperature/
Humidity recorders in circular or strip chart
formats. For the most part, these devices have
measurement accuracies of r 2% of span on a 0 to
100 degree F scale (+ 2 degrees F or 1.11 degrees
C). Typical laboratory operating environment
specifications range from + (0.5 to 2.0) degrees
C. It has been interesting to note that
metrologists who would be righteously indignant
at the suggestion of calibrating with standards
having the same or less accuracy than the device
they are testing, routinely base the environ-
mental validity of their operation on instruments
having accuracies the same as or worse than the
specifications they are attempting to maintain.

Beside the fact that doubt exists relative to the
ability of many observed laboratories to measure
their specifications, an equally important problem
relates to whether or not individuals working
within a given system are aware when an out of
tolerance condition exists. It has been further
noted that many individuals are not cognizant of
the performance specifications they are directly
responsible for and often do not know what to do
when tolerances are exceeded. From a practical
standpoint, it has been observed that unless
individuals are made aware of the fact that they
are calibrating under conditions which do not meet
specifications and given specific directions as
to what to do, they will not respond or react to
environmental changes, unless the conditions
produce personal discomfort. This statement is
not made in criticism as it is simply the result
of the fact that technicians are normally engross-
ed in productive efforts and oblivious of their
surroundings.

In the Denver Aerospace Metrology Laboratory,
the stated problems were addressed in 1980 with
steps taken to correct them in the new metrology
lab then scheduled for construction. An overall
solution was indicated to be a computer control-
led environmental monitoring system with alarm
provisions to alert employees when out of toler-
ance conditions exist. Despite high levels of
management support and problem awareness, budget
limitations resulted in the cancellation of the
needed capability from the original construction.
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As such, the required system was not made
available for use when the new lab was made
operational in April, 1983. Despite this set-
back, funding was again requested with procure-
ment and installation made in the mid-year 1984
time frame.

SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

At the outset, it was realized that a system
of the type required to sustain the subject
requirements would not be inexpensive. Because
"integrity" is difficult to sell as a sole
justification, economic factors would be
necessary considerations. Analysis of prevailant
operating practices and the fact that the design
of the new facility required the monitoring of
12 specific areas, gave proof to the fact that
not only would the requested system provide
the technical capability necessary for legitimate
operation, but would actually save enough in
terms of supplies and technician maintenance
time for chart recorders to pay for the system
in short order. It was further realized that
when procured, a powerful tool would be available
which offered potential for numerous other
laboratory support applications. While the
system was requested and justified solely on the
basis of environmental monitoring requirements,
other applications were considered in the design
stage in order to provide the company with
maximum utilization potential.

Fundamental environmental monitoring requirements
for the metrology system include the following:

1. Temperature
2. Humidity
3. Ambient Pressure
4. Light Levels
5. Radiation
6. Dust Count
7. AC Power Systems
8. Vibration
9. Acoustic Levels

While theoretical capability exists to monitor
all of the listed parameters with computer
access and data analysis, from a practical
standpoint it was realized in the design and
procurement stages that attempting to activate
all of the indicated capabilities at once would
be both technically and economically infeasible.
For this reason, it was determined that only the
critical areas of temperature and humidity
monitoring would be initially addressed; with the
understanding that inherent capability existed
in the system, given adequate transducers, to
establish monitoring capability for the other
parameters at a future date.

Because critical temperature parameters include
voltage and resistance reference baths, along
with area ambient measurements, it was decided
to locate the Data Acquisition System in the
Electrical Standards Reference Laboratory to
provide bath access. Likewise, this was
necessitated by the fact that reference bath
stability resolution of 0.001 degrees is re-
quired; which could only be tested with Platinum



Resistance Thermometers (PRT's)  and this type
sensor does not function well with long lead
wires.

Temperature and Humidity specifications for
normal laboratory operation are as follows:

General Laboratory Areas

Temperature 23 + 1.5 degrees C (73.4 2 2.7
degrees F)
Humidity 20 to 55%

of operation and normalized at the nominal levels,
overall system accuracy of ? 0.2 C would be
obtainable. This rationalization was later
proven to be correct during system verification
tests.

An important problem which needed to be solved
in the design stages was how best to mount the
transducers in order to verify the actual work-
ing level temperature environment. Because of
temperature gradients, it is accepted that the
temperature where a transducer is mounted may
or not be the same as where the technician is
working. As a result, - it was determined that

Reference Laboratory and Balance Room

Temperature 23 ? 1.0 degrees C (73.4 + 1.8
degrees F)
Humidity 35 to 55% with a 45% nominal setting

regardless of mounting location, the transducers
would be adjusted to read the temperature at a
designated reference location working level.
Two types of mounting are used, Ceiling Mount

Alignment Laboratory (Fig.2) and Wall Mount (Fig.3).

Temperature 20 2 1.0 degrees C (68.0 ? 1.8
degrees F)
Humidity 20 to 55%

TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY TRNASDUCER SYSTEMS

As an afterthought, it was realized that it
would be desirable to have monitors at all
locations so that the temperature and humidity
environments could be verified at the work
stations. This is easily accomplished with the

Analysis of temperature requirements indicates
that on a 4:l ratio basis, in order for the
subject specification to be verified, a temp-
erature measurement system with uncertainty no
greater than + 0.25 degrees C would be required.
While not specified except for limits, it was
determined that a t 5% overall humidity measure-
ment capability would be acceptable.

selected type of transducer and consists of
adding only a low cost dual digital meter
assembly, calibrated and scaled to read out
directly in temperature and humidity as shown in
Fig. 3. Efforts are currently being made to
fabricate and install these monitors in all
referenced areas.

SUPERVISORS PANEL

As previously indicated and illustrated on the
Metrology Laboratory layout (Fig. l), there are
12 identified areas which must be monitored.
Two important considerations requiring address
were:

1. Selection of a transducer system which
would verify system specifications.

2. How to mount the transducers to provide
the best approximation of temperature
environment at the work station.

The selected course of action was to procure
zone monitor transducers which would be capable
of both temperature and humidity monitoring
with built-in signal processing electronics to
simplify data analysis. The device selected was
a VAISALA Model HMP 112Y having the following
specifications:

All zone transducer outputs are fed to the
Supervisors Panel shown in Fig. 4. This
assembly acts as a selectable readout for all
lab areas. The panel is located adjacent to the
control box for the Reference and Balance Lab-
oratory air conditioning systems to facilitate
ease of test and adjustment by maintenance
personnel. The assembly also acts as a junction
box for all signal leads; which are fed from this
location to the data acquisition system in the
Electrical Reference Laboratory. This panel also
is the location of the environment status lights
and audible signal system alarm.

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Temperature Measurement

Temperature Sensor: Pt 100 l/3 DIN 43760
Temperature Range: -40 to +80 degrees C
Output Voltage: 10 mV/degree  C
Accuracy: 2 0.3 degrees C

Humidity Measurement

Humidity Sensor: Humicap
Humidity Range: 0 to 100%
Output Voltage: 10 mV/ %
Accuracy: 2 2.0 % RH (0 to 8O%RH)

The Data Acquisition System, shown in Fig. 5 is
a HP 30548 mounted in a desk console along with
a HP 87 Controller and a HP 9133XV Floppy/
Winchester Disc Drive for data storage. The
system has a storage capability of 10.5 Mbyte,
of which approximately 7 Mbyte is required for
a years environmental performance data. An
overall diagram of the entire system is shown in
Fig. 6. As indicated, the system not only
monitors the laboratory environment and critical
reference baths but also acts as the controller
for the automatic voltage reference test setup
for comparing Saturated Cell and Zener Voltage
References. While this portion of the system
has not been fully activated, system software is
being prepared and when operational, it will
perform all critical comparisons automatically
at night to avoid the effects of personnel in
the area. Preliminary evaluations of the

While the + 0.3 C temperature accuracy did not
meet the indicated requirement of ? 0.25C  it
was rationalized that when adjusted for system
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automated cell comparator have indicated capabi-
lity for 3 Sigma uncertainties in the region of
1 nV with the developed configuration.

While it is theoretically possible to continuou-
sly scan and monitor the area transducers, it
was determined that 15 minute scanning intervals
would be adequate to verify environmental system
operation. This interval was selected in order
to minimize wear on the scanning system relays
and allow time between tests to perform other
operations.

As shown on the attached 24 hour system report,
hourly reports are provided for all identified
areas which indicate the Mean, High and Low
temperatures and humidities plus a 24 hour
summation. All data are derived from the scanned
4 test per hour series.

Besides a daily operations report, the system has
capability for real time identification of zones
and parameters which are not meeting tolerances.
Notification of out of tolerance conditions is
given to laboratory personnel by activation of
a timed audible alarm, visual change from Green
to Red light condition at the Supervisors Panel
and computer readout of the zone and parameters
which are not neeting specifications. Alerts
are also provided when the system out of tolerance
condition is corrected.

An ongoing concern relative to operation of the
subject capability is that knowledge of the
calibration system environment is required
during both work periods and times when the
laboratory is unattended. This is particularly
true when related to scheduled and unscheduled
system air conditioning and power shutdowns. A
primary requisite is that the monitoring system
must maintain operation during these shutdowns
in order to obtain data for evaluation of their
affects on system performance. This is another
reason why the Data Acquisition System was
installed in the Reference Laboratory, as it is
powered, along with the Master Voltage Reference,
from a 2500 VA battery operated UPS system.

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

While it is felt that the described capability
meets all of the instrumentation requirements
necessary for support of critical environmental
specifications in the Martin Marietta - Denver
Aerospace Metrology Laboratory system, it must
be emphasized that without an operating system
which is capable of properly using the achieved
capabilities, its value would be minimized. What
has been found to be of equal importance is the
achievement of a state of "Environmental Aware-
ness" on the part of all laboratory personnel.
Even with the described capabilities, it has been
determined that achievement of this awareness is
an ongoing process which requires both technician
and supervisory cognizance. In summation, even
with what is believed to be a "State of the Art"
Environmental Monitor and Alarm System, mainten-
ance of a legitimate metrology system remains an
ultimate responsibility of the metrologist.

DISCUSSION OF OVERALL INDUSTRY REQUIREMENTS

As previously indicated, it is believed that
conformance with documented environmental spec-
ifications is an industry wide problem which
affects not only metrology systems but also test
and receiving inspection areas. The overall
problem stems from the fact that cognizant in-
dividuals know what is supposed to be done and
their documentation reflects the fact that they
are doing it. In practice, because of facility
limitations, inadequate environmental monitoring/
alarm systems and lack of individual awareness
coupled with schedule and productivity require-
ments, there is likelehood that large quantities
of workload are being processed industry wide
in direct violation of specified contractual
requirements.

A fundamental rule of both metrology and quality
control systems is that "You must say what you
do and do what you say". If the problems assoc-
iated with test environment are as widespread
as believed, the situation is a "Sleeping Giant"
which awaits only higher inspection cognizance;
because indications are that many organizations
are not "doing what they say".

It should be noted that, while technically and
economically justified for the Denver Aerospace
operation, a computerized data acquisition system
is not a mandatory requirement for legitimate
operation. On an overall basis, the industry
solution lies more in the development and imple-
mentation of programs which are carried out as
documented.

Using MIL-STD-45662 and MIL-HDBK-52A as base
requirements, the following are mandatory en-
vironmental requirements for metrology systems:

MIL-STD-45662

5.3 Environmental Controls. Measuring and test
equipment and measurements standards shall be
calibrated and utilized in an environment con-
trolled to the extent necessary to assure cont-
inued measurements of required accuracy giving
due consideration to temperature, humidity,
vibration, cleanliness, and other controllable
factors affecting precision measurement. When
applicable, compensating corrections shall be
applied to calibration results obtained in an
environment which departs from standard condi-
tions.

In simplified interpretation, this states that
a metrology operation must establish and maintain
environmental standards of performance which will
not adversely affect the performance of cali-
bration. It further states that if the environ-
ment differs from what is deemed to be a standard
environment corrections will be applied as
required.

MIL-HDBK-52A Paragraph (C) further states "The
Government representative shall ascertain that
all measurement standards and measuring and test
equipment applicable to the contract are cali-
brated and/or utilized in an area in which the
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contractor has provided controls for environ-
mental conditions to the degree necessary to
assure measurements of the specified accuracy."

It is interesting to note that if this statement
is taken verbatum it would indicate that if a
given level of control is required and mandatory
to accomplish a legitimate calibration, the same
level would be required in the area where util-
ized. It is further interesting to note that
because on-site calibrations are normally made
in areas lacking environmental control, by de-
finition, the whole concept of on-site calibra-
tion is not in conformance with the precepts of
MIL-HDBK-52A. Carrying the situation to the
ridiculous, it could be interpreted to mean that
it is illegal to make measurements outdoors
because there is no environmental control.

Despite the possible range of interpretations
relative to Government Standards, the situation
breaks down to the fact that given the basic
guidelines outlined in MIL-STD-45662, a con-
tractor must document what he believes to be a
legitimate standard of performance and if the
supervising inspection agency concurs that the
company specifications are acceptable, these are
what the contractors performance will be judged
on. As such, companies are far more prone to
"hang" themselves with their own documents than
is the customer with a governing standard. As
a general comment, many metrology systems place
themselves in jeapordy by documenting environ-
mental specifications of performance based more
on what they would like them to be than what they
are and compound the situation by stating re-
quirements they have no capability to test. A
prime example of this type of specification is
temperature rate of change which is often
specified but, seldom evidenced as an operational
test capability.

As an overall suggestion, it would seem advis-
able, if an organization wishes to avoid trouble,
to closely examine their own specifications and
assure that it is both possible to meet them and
conformance exists to what is stated. It must be
noted that it is far easier to add requirements
as needed, than it is to explain items which are
claimed but not supported.

In addition, because it is recognized that there
will be times when the system will not meet
specifications, a fallback plan is necessary to
relate what can and what can not be done under
adverse conditions. As specifically related to
temperature, it is recognized that not all
calibrations require a tight reference laboratory
specification. As an example of this situation
is the general purpose power supply which may
have low accuracy specifications and because of
non-critical standard requirements can be re-
liably calibrated in a ? 5 degree range from
standard environment. In other cases, it is
possible where calibration reports are issued,
to merely document the test temperature. In
other words, in order to accomplish a legitimate
program, more is required than the establishment
of simple environmental specifications, as it is
necessary to look at all workload, considering
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both the effects on the test instrument and
standard and establish realistic environment
requirements based on the type of work being
accomplished.

The second factor of legitimate performance,
assuming that a realistic company standard and
fallback  plan are in existence, is that it must
be known at all times how the operating condi-
tions relate to the specifications. In order to
accomplish this action for critical parameters,
equipment must be available that is capable of
measuring the designated parameter to the
required accuracy. Because it is recognized
that technicians can not spend their time pro-
ductively and stare at environmental monitors,
subject devices should also include provision
for HI and LO limit alarms to provide indications
when a system exceeds standard specifications and
when it returns to an in tolerance condition.
This coupled with proper company standards and
employee indoctrination will, for the most part,
satisfy the requirements for sustained legitimate
operation.

An example of the type of device required is the
Temperature Monitor / Alarm system shown in
Fig. 7. It should be noted that it is this
instrument which allowed for legitimate temp-
erature system operation in the Denver Aerospace
Metrology Laboratory from the 1980 time frame,
when anomalies were discovered, until 1984 when
the automated system was installed.

The third accepted requirement for maintenance
of a legitimate metrology system is that cust-
omers usually require records of system perform-
ance. Existing temperature and humidity record-
ers are usually more than adequate to sustain
this function so long as it is clearly under-
stood that, if existing systems are not capable
of verifying tolerances, they are used only for
the purpose of indicating long term trends in
system operation. Where other less critical
parameters are concerned, log books of perform-
ance tests will normally suffice.

In summation, the following check list is given
for establishment of a legitimate laboratory
environment system:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Examine system documentation and assure that
stated requirements are realistic and can be
supported.

Develop a "Fall Back Plan" and document what
can and can not be done under out of toler-
ance conditions.

Obtain instrumentation that is capable of
monitoring critical parameters and providing
alarm when conditions exceed tolerances as
determined by local needs.

Keep comprehensive records of system perform-
ance.

Assure that all involved individuals are
adequately indoctrinated relative to system
requirements and know what is required for
maintenance of legitimate system operation.



CONCLUSION

Because of the design and complexity of the
MMDA Metrology Laboratory, installation of the
described system was deemed to be the only course
of action which would provide a legitimate and
cost effective long term solution to local
environment monitoring and alarm requirements.
Upon examination of one's own requirements, it
is possible that others may require similiar
systems to sustain operation and if such is the
case, the MMDA Metrology System offers proof of
benefits for having such a capability.

As a final note and point of concern, because
observations of questionable integrity have been
noted industry wide relating to environmental
system specifications, it is strongly suggested
that all concerned should take a close look at
their own systems and assure that they are
"Saying what they do and doing what they say".
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a system developed to calibrate
thermometers at cryogenic temperatures. The temperature
range of the system is from 1.2 to 330 Kelvin. The techniques
used for automation of the system data acquisition and data
reduction are described as well as future plans to provide
improvements to the system.

INTRODUCTION

Rockwell International Corporation has entered into a
significant new business area requiring the production of
state-of-the-art devices that detect (sense) radiation at low
energy levels. These devices perform most efficiently at
cryogenic temperatures. A critical factor in their performance
is the ability to sense and control their operating temperature;
hence, the importance of the capablity to calibrate
temperature sensors at the product operating temperature.

BACKGROUND

The need for a low temperature calibration capability was
recognized during the Company’s 1978-79  annual forecast of
new capital equipment requirements because of the vigor of
the R&D programs beginning to surface and the requests for
calibration being received by the Metrology Laboratory.
Temperature calibration depends upon the ability to produce a
suitably stable environment. Without this ability it was not
possible to comply with the early requests for low temperature
calibration. However, it soon became apparent that there
would be a continuing need to have a complete capability to
calibrate thermometers at very low temperatures. The forecast
for capital expenditures was amended to include funds for
“Cryogenic Temperature Calibration” and studies were made
to define the essential characteristics of a system for
producing the temperatures required, including the standards
and complementary instrumentation essential for calibration.

A significant result of the initial user surveys was that an
inordinately large quantity of sensors would require calibration
and subsequent re-calibration at periodic intervals. Limitations
of the range of temperatures to be spanned by a given usage
would aid in the efficiency of calibration; however, the time
required for each sensor to be individually calibrated would still
be excessive. Therefore, the ability to calibrate groups of
sensors was included into the specifications for a calibration

system. Further, the system was to be automated to the
greatest possible extent to permit the accumulation of the data
necessary for the generation of fitted functions that represent
the performance of a sensor throughout a range of
temperatures.

Procurement of the system was authorized for the 1982 Fiscal
Year. The order was placed in April of 1982 and the system
was delivered to Rockwell International in January of 1983.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Preliminary discussions with potential suppliers had shown
that only one of the qualified sources had indicated a firm
interest in providing the system envisioned by Rockwell. A
“turnkey” system concept resulted from the ensuing
negotiations to define the system specifications. This system
(Figure l), which has been in operation since early 1983, is
capable of calibrating up to 20 sensors with four-terminal
connections over a temperature range from 1.2 Kelvin (K) to in
excess of 300 K. The system is manually controlled from 1.2 to
4.2 K and automatically controlled from 4.2 to 300 K. Helium is
used as the cryogen for temperatures from 1.2 to -80 K and
Nitrogen is used from 80 to 300 K.

SYSTEM OPERATION

Control of the system (Figure 2) is provided by a dedicated
HP9836 Computer that collects the data required, using an
HP3497 Data Acquisition Control System. Individual setpoint
temperatures are selected by the computer in ascending order
as a calibration progresses, then delivered over the IEEE-488
bus to a Lakeshore Cryotronics Model DRC80C  Temperature
Controller that applies power to heaters in the Cryostat to
establish the calibration temperature of the sample probe.
Once the temperature has stabilized sufficiently, computer
controlled data acquisition begins. A constant current source,
a digital voltmeter, standards and the sensors being calibrated
are the sources for data.

A significant feature of this calibration system is the manner in
which the software and instrumentation interact to derive a
data package (Figure 3). After a temperature is established, it
is monitored continuously until a predetermined stability is
verified; a stability of + /- 10 milli-Kelvin (mK) is the criteria
used in the software at this time. When the system is stable,
the control remains with the DRC80C  but is no longer
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monitored by the computer. One of two internal temperature
standards, using the constant current source at the proper
current, is monitored by the digital voltmeter. Using an .
algorithm stored in the software, the temperature of the
sample is established. While this temperature may vary
slightly from that displayed by the controller, +I- 0.5 K, it will
be sufficiently close to the desired calibration temperature to
be satisfactory. Another factor that is monitored is the drift rate
of the sample probe temperature. This also must be within a
preset value, typically less than 10 mK per minute. When the
drift rate has been satisfied a required number of sample
times, the characteristics of the sensor being calibrated are
measured. The standard readings, using both forward and
reverse currents, are saved; then the current is applied to the
sensor, in the forward and reverse directions, and either the
resistance or voitage measured according to the kind of device
being calibrated. In the case of a resistive device; Germanium
Resistance Thermometer (GRT), the voltage drop across the
device is a measure of the resistance if the current is known.
For this reason, the bus-controlled current source incorporates
a unique variation. There are four built-in precision resistors;
100, 1000, 10,000, and 100,000 ohms, that are in-series with
the various constant current ranges of the source. Before and
after each readng of either the standard or the test sensor, the
voltage drop across the standard resistor is taken to calculate
the actual current being applied to the device being measured.
A benefit of this design is that the calibration of the current
source relies upon measurements of the precision resistors
because they are more stable than active devices and may be
analyzed by means of control charts, etc., to assure their
stability. In the case of voltage sensitive devices, diodes, etc.,
the current source is critical; however,the voltage
measurements are only made in one direction. Completion of
the data set for a sensor is accomplished by re-reading the
standard’s forward and reverse current to obtain a second
temperature after the sensor values are stored. At each test
temperature, commonly at 5 K intervals, up to 20 sensors may
be evaluated. The resulting data sets are stored in a file for
data reduction after all of the values are obtained.

The standards, permanently mounted on the sample probe,
consist of a GRT and a PRT that have been calibrated by the
National Bureau of Standards (NBS). The GRT is usable from
1 to 30 K and the PRT is usable from 14 to over 300 K.
Implementation of the NBS calibrations required the ability to
use the measured resistance of the standard to establish the
calibration temperature. For the GRT, the NBS calibration
provides on orthonormal least squares fit of polynominal of the
form:

LOG,,, RN = SUM A.,+,  (LOGlo  T) J

for J from 0 to N, N= P, P+ 1, P+2 . . . .

The NBS polynomial provides resistance as a function of
temperature; therefore, it was necessary to generate a similar
Polynomial giving temperature as a function of resistance. A
Polynomial fiting  rOUthe,  prepared for use with HP9836 for
normal data reduction, was first used with the original  NBS
data to reproduce the 15th order polynomial supplied by the
NBS Report of calibration. This was used to test the
agreement with the NBS solution. When the NBS weighting
was applied to the data, the Rockwell and NBS solutions were

quite similar (Figure 4). Inverting the data, a polynomial of the
form:

LOG,,, TN = SUM Ad,,,, (LOG,,,R)J

for J from 0 to N, N = P, P+ 1, P-t 2 . . . . .

was created using the original NBS raw data. With a 16th
order polynomial, the agreement of the original data has an
index of fit of 0.999 999 999 and differences between the
measured and calculated values equal to or less than 0.6 mK.

The PRT calibration report supplied by the NBS is given in the
conventional IPTS-68 format and is not readily converted into
a usable format for the system software. Therefore, the
polynomial fitting routine was set up using data points
extracted frm the NBS tabular values of resistance versus
temperature at 5 K intervals from 13 to 340 K. The shape of
the function at the lower temperatures precluded a simple
polynomial and the range covered was difficult to fit so the raw
data was separated into two groups. The lower segment was
fitted to a function of the form:

LOGlo  T = SUM AJ,N (LOG10  R)J

for J from 0 to N, N = P, P+ 1, P+ 2 . . . .

and the upper segment fitted to:

T = SUM AJ,N RJ

for J from 0 to N, N = P, P+ 1, P+2 . . .

Tables of T versus R were generated to test the validity of the
fits and found to conform to the original NBS tabulation to
better than 0.1 mK in every point examined.

Use of the polynomials in the calibration system software
involves the selection of breakpoints that direct the
measurement of temperature to the GRT when it is below 25 K
and to the PRT for temperatures from 25+  to 340 K. A
secondary breakpoint is defined when using the PRT that uses
the LOG function from 25 to 80 K and the simpler function from
80 to 340 K.

The calibration probe, (Figure 5), is designed to accomodate
20 sensors in a four-terminal configuration. The removable
mounting block contains drilled cavities suitable for most of the
standard configurations of thermometers and may be replaced
with other blocks to accept special devices. Above the
mounting block is a terminal block for connection of the
sensors to the wire harness. An adiabatic shield with a heater
encloses the mounting block. A helium pot is located above
the mounting block assembly outside of the shield.
Surrounding the adiabatic shield and mounting block
assembly is a vacuum jacket sealed wth Woods metal. During
operation the vacuum jacket is alternately filled wth helium gas
for heat transfer or evacuated to assist in temperature control.
The helium pot is filled with liquid helium and partially
evacuated to control temperatures when calibrations below
4.2 K are to be performed.

Not considering measuring time, loading and unloading the
system with sensors requires about one working day.
Improvements to the mounting techniques are being
investigated with one thought being to revise the connection
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system to the terminals by eliminating the soldering. The
system in use at the NBS has a flexible connector with female
pins as the termination on the mounting block and the device
being calibrated is provided with crimped-on male pins to plug
into the connector. This approach results in significant gains in
the loading process as well as reduction of the incidence of
shorts and miss-wired connetions.

While operation of the system follows well-established
techniques that have been described elsewhere (References
l-5); its effective use requires a familiarization period. Since
the system was received, the Rockwell Metrology Laboratory
has been able to complete the calibration of more than 200
PRT’s  and over 75 Diode’s Unfortunately, the occurrence of
re-calibration has not offered the opportunity to compare
calibrations for the same article enough times to evaluate the
long term performance of the system or to evaluate the long
term trends for devices being calibrated.

DATA REDUCTION

All of the data obtained during the calibration of a set of
sensors is stored in files on floppy disks. When sufficient data
has been obtained to provide a complete calibration, the files
are closed and prepared for data reduction by a second set of
software.

The data reduction software, supplied to Rockwell by the
manufacturer of the calibration system, has been highly
modified by the Metrology Laboratory staff. The resulting
program, THERM (figure 6) collates the data from the original
files, groups it by individual sensor and sorts it to arrange the
data in ascending values of temperature. Each sensor file may
then be examined to delete obviously erroneous values or to
add values obtained from other sources. When a file is
acceptable for further manipulation, weighting functions may
be applied; if the weighting is not changed, the default value
for weight is one. The relative precision of each of the data
points is considered in calculating the relative weight of each
point during the subsequent calculation. A fitting function that
is suitable for the particular type of sensor is selected from the
menu (Figures 6,7,8,9).  Then the sensor data is fitted to the
function to the degree necessary to provide the “best fit”. Best
fit is determined by the program and provided with the display
of the coefficients for the polynomial. Experience with the
calibration of different types of sensors has shown that the
degree of fit required for the sensors is an indication of the
quality of the data taken during the calibration. Establishing
the polynomial for the correct function is the first element. With
the polynomial, sets of tables (Figure. 11) are prepared for the
sensor that show the actual relationship of temperature versus
resistance or voltage in increments of temperature. The
increments are selectable to suit the application. If desired, it is
also possible to invert the data and fit functions that yield
resistance or voltage versus temperature and to generate
tables in appropriate increments. Some of our customers use
their calibrated sensors in automated systems. We are able
then to provide them with the polynomial coefficients (Figure
12) to use in their software directly, thereby eliminating the
need to translate tables while conducting their tests or other
operations.

STANDARDS CALIBRATION

Recalibration of the standards permanently mounted in the
calibration probe will be performed using two standards that

are also available at Rockwell. One of these standards, a
capsule type PRT, has a calibration history, while the other, a
Rhodium Iron Thermometer was only recently calibrated by
the NBS. A second mounting block has been fabricated for the
Rhodium Iron Thermometer (RIT) and the capsule type PRT
(CPRT) for recalibration of the permanently installed standard
GRT an PRT. The recalibration will be manually controlled
rather than automatically because the instrumentation used
for the RIT and CPRT is not capable of interfacing with a
computer. Resistance measurements of the RIT and CPRT
are made with Guildline Model 9975 Direct Current
Comparator Resistance Bridge after stabilizing the setpoint
temperature in the cryostat to within 1 mk. At least 30
measurement temperatures will be required for both the PRT
and the GRT. Other standards available at Rockwell for
verifying the continued validity of calibration data are
SRM-767, Superconductive Fixed Points from the NBS and an
Argon Triple Point Cell, at 83.798 K. Neither SRM nor the
Argon TP have been operated by Rockwell at this time and it is
planned to request the services of the NBS to calibrate the
Argon TP before using it for calibration.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLANS

The calibration of thermometers at cryogenic temperatures is
an expensive demanding task. The equipment is complex and
the skills required to use it are difficult to acquire. However,
with the increasing use of cryogens  to improve the
performance of electronic devices it is necessary to acquire
these skills and to extend the capability to calibrate
thermometers into the cryogenic region. There’is a direct
relationship between the accuracy of a thermometers
calibration and the performance of equipment at very low
temperature. Increasing the accuracy of low temperature
calibration in a industrial metrology laboratory such as
Rockwell’s is not entirely based upon the ability of the NBS to
calibrate the standards. Within the laboratory, there must be a
dedication to the proper use of the standards; and the
application of control techniques are vital to the continued
success of the calibration activity. At Rockwell the use of
control standards within the calibration process is encouraged
and will be applied to this new facility. Further, the acquisition
and use of new additional fixed point standards is in our
planning for the future.

Presently, we are delivering calibrated thermometers with a
stated accuracy of only + /- 0.1 K; due in part to the in-stability
of the system. As we gain familiarity with the operating
characteristics of the system, we are able to improve
temperature stability. This will aid in improving our accuracy
when the system is re-calibrated. Within the next three
months, after a recalibration, we will re-analyze the system
characteristics and, based upon the precision of the data
gathered during system usage should be able to improve our
accuracy statements to at least +/- 0.01 mK.  The reported
calibration accuracy will, however continue to be based upon
the device stabilities, etc. Also, an improved temperature
controller has been provided by Lakeshore Cryotronics that
should help in improving the stability. This new controller,
DRC-82C,  provides variable power modes for heater
operation that improve the temperature stability.
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Figure 1. Cryogenic Thermometer Calibration System
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Figure 7. Main and Fitting Menu
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Figure 9. Functions for Diodes

TYPE MENU

T’YPE I S  2

1 TEMPERRTURE VERSE RESISTRNCE

2 TEMPEHFITURE  VERSE VOLTRGE

R E S I S T A N C E  L’ERSE  TEMPERflTURE

I I4 VOLTflGE  VEFSE  TEMPERATURE I

Figure 10. Options
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PLATINIJMRESISTANCETHERMOMETER
O M E G A
TESTOATA: MAY15.1984
REPORTNO.: 84.120.AT-050

TAELEl. FROMlZTO90K

40514.5 0.817 490 -0.725 838 0.981 380 -0.709 050 3.530 475 - 8.978 269 1.302 971 -1.107 400 5.160 459 - 1.021 651

40514-7 0.756 811 -0.624 733 0.851 965 -0.619 426 3.160 799 - 8.049 840 1.159 550 -0.973 994 4.473 818 - 0.871 275

40514-a 0.929 405 -1.052 448 1.391 528 -0.970 386 4.489 768 -11.189 026 1.628 687 -1.404 186 6.678 271 - 1.353 742

40514-g 1.621 257 -2.969 854 3.939 823 -2.821 434 12.706 030 -34.666 037 6.033 370 -6.795 814 48.110 073 -19.488 040 3.447 150

40514.11 1.696 080 -2.342 259 3.022 430 -2.111 614 9.606 229 -25.679 056 4.352 029 -4.769 858 32.778 699 -12.870 082 2.204 625

R=Ao+ c l1 AiTi

i=l

WHERE: T = TEMPERATURE(KELVIN)
R = RESISTANCE [OHMS)

Figure 12. Matrix for Polynominals



Cryogenic Temperature Calibrations

K. Jaeger

Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
1111 Lockheed Wav

Sunnyvale, CA

ABSTRACT

The Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. has acquired a
closed cycle helium refrigeration system for
calibration of high precision standard thermometers
between 15 and 90 degrees Kelvin. A total of five
triple point cells of high purity gases will be
utilized to realize intrinsic temperature points
for Argon, Nitrogen, Oxygen, Neon, and Deuterium.
Calibrations will be done for Rhodium-Iron and
Platinum resistor thermometers as well as for
Germanium diodes.

INTRODUCTION

A closed cycle helium refrigerator system has been
purchased from Cryosystems, Inc.. By the use of
high pressure helium gas, temperatures below 10
degrees Kelvin will be attainable. It is planned
to utilize five (5) triple point cells of high
purity gases in order to realize primary and
secondary fixed points as defined by the
International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968
(IPTS-68). We are planning to measure resistance
via the 4-wire method for rhodium-iron and platinum
wire wound resistor thermometers using the
intrinsic temperature points of argon, nitrogen,
oxygen, neon, deuterium points only.

With these calibration points, the polynomials
defined by IPTS-68 can be fitted between -18. to
273.16 degrees Kelvin, i.e. regions 2, 3, and 4.
The thermometers so calibrated will then serve as
reference standards in a second cryogenic
calibration station which performs comparison
calibrations of sensors with unknown values versus
the standards.

I . HARDWARE

The refrigerator was manufactured by CTI-Cryogenics
and consists essentially of a compressor unit
connected to a cold head via interconnecting
flexible stainless steel piping. The cold head
operates in two (2) stages thereby reaching
temperatures below 10K. The heat loads are
estimated at 250 mW at lOK, 1.4 W at 15K, and 2.0 W
at 20K. (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2 shows schematically the 2 stage cycle of the
refrigeration taken place inside the cold head with

94088L3504

a single displacer. The He gas is supplied by the
compressor at 240-260 psig to the top of displacer
(piston). When he displacer rises, the gas streams
to the center of the displacer (top end) which
contains regeneration material that behaves like a
good heat exchanger. The gas, somewhat cooled but
still near the inlet pressure, enters the space
near the first stage thermal load cooling it to the
gas temperature. It then continues from the first
stage to the center of the displacer (bottom end)
once again containing a regenerator. The gas is
heat exchanged more and then enters the bottom
space of the cylinder, i.e. the second stage space
where it heat exchanges with the second stage
thermal load. Once all gas space is filled, the
inlet valve closes and the outlet valve opens
causing a rapid pressure drop and hence also a
rapid decrease in temperature. Heat continues to
flow from the thermal loads through the cylinder
walls to the gas streaming upwards through the
regenerators. It picks up more heat from the
regenerators which therefore cool. Next the
displacer is pushed down forcing the remaining gas
through the regenerators. The outlet, low pressure
gas, returns to the compressor slightly cooled.
The cycle is now repeated at a rate ofti200rpm
yielding low temperatures in a very short time,rv30
to 60 minutes.

The cryostat, itself, starts with the vacuum can
which seals to the bottom end of the cold head. A
highly polished can is screwed to the refrigerator
at the first stage. This can serves as the initial
heat intercept especially for radiation. At the
second stage, the isothermal can is bolted. Inside
this can, we have the adiabatic can which is
attached to the isothermal can at the bottom and at
the second stage interface. Inside the adiabatic
can, we support the triple point cell via a weak
mechanical link. The sensor to be calibrated is
inserted into the bottom end of the cell.

Four (4) lead wires from the cell are then soldered
to four (4) copper strips glued to the cell. This
ensures good thermal contact of the sensor and its
wires with the cell. From the top end of the
copper strips, the wires feed to the outside world.
Temperature sensing diodes are attached to the
first and second stage interfaces to allow rough
temperature monitoring. A heater wrapped around
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the top end of the cell allows fine temperature
control (Fig. 3).

The cool-down is preceede_f by an injtial pump down
(Fig. 1) to about 10 or 10 Torr. The
compressor and refrigerator are then turned on and
cool down commenL3s.
vacuum to the 10

Cry_o4,umping  will decrease the
or 10 Torr level. During the

cool-down, the entire subassembly consisting of the
cold head and cryostat is turned by about 30
degrees. Since the triple point cell is only
supported by a weak mechanical link with poor
thermal conductivity, it will follow the direction
of the gravitational field and thereby touch the
adiabatic can with the bottom edge. This contact
point is sufficient to cool the cell down via
thermal conduction. Furthermore, since this is the
only effective contact with the adiabatic can, it
ensures temperature uniformity during the
measurement.

II. INTERNATIONAL TEMPERATURE SCALE

The International Practical Temperatue Scale from
1968 (IPTS-68), amended in 1975, covers the range
of 13.81 K, the triple point of hydrogen, to above
1064.43 K, the freezing point of gold. For the
cryogenic calibration systems, we are interested in
IPTS-68 devides this temperature domain into four
(4) regions:

Region 1: 13.81 K to 20.28 K (Boiling point of
hydrogen.)

Region 2: 20.28 K to 54.361 K (Triple point of
oxygen.)

Region 3: 54.361 K to 91.188 K (Boiling point
of oxygen.)

Region 4: 91.188 K to 273.15 K (Ice point of
water.)

The lowest point (13.81 K) was chosen as the
limiting value for the platinum resistance
thermometers (PRT).

For our station, we will first cover Region 3,
followed by Region 4, and finally a modified Region
2. We will not consider PRT calibrations for
Region 1.

1.) Region 3

The region is bounded by 54.361 and 91.188
K. The update of 1975 for the IPTS-68
allowed the substitution of the argon
triple point t 83.798 K instead of the
oxygen boiling point at 91.188 K. We are
therefore, defining Region 3 between the
argon and oxygen triple points.

The formulism established by IPTS-68 is as
follows: Temperature T is defined as (we
will use T for degrees Kelvin and t for
degrees Celsius)

T = 273.15 + yaj [lnW*(T)li (1)
irr

where the a. 's have been determined by
fitting databf many PRT's over many years.
The W*(T) is defined with

W(T) = w* (T) + Aw(T) (2)

and also

Resistance value at

W(T) =-w = temperature T
Resistance value at (3)

ice point of water

andAW(T) is called the deviation function
and is given as a polynomial for each
region. For Region 3 the deviation
function is given as

AWT) = ~~ + g3 T t c3 ~~

which indicates three (3) unknowns; A3, B3,
c . Hence, we require three (3) equations
t$ solve for the coefficients. We will
make use of three (3) fixed points, namely

T3 = 83.798 K

I

T3 = 63.146 K (Triple point of
nitrogen.)

T4 = 54.361 K.

Only T3 and T4 are recognized as primary
fixed points.
secondary point.

T\ is only considered a
Nevertheless, we will

make use of it in our system.

Using these three (3) fixed temperatures,
we can turn equ. 1 inside out to obtain the
corresponding W* as

W*(T3) = 0.2160570

W*(Tj) = 0.12754708

W*(T4) = 0.09197255.

By measuring the resistances at T3, T;, T4,

we have the ratios R(T3)/R(TO), R(Tj)/

R(TO), R(T4)/R(TO) where R(TO) can be

calculated from (derivation is involved and
not shown here)

RUP)
R(TO) = -

W*(TP)
(5)
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2. Region 4

with TP = triple point of water = 273.16 K.
Once again W* (TP) can be determined from
equ. 1 as equal to 1.0000398651 so that
R(TP) is required only. Equ. 4 can now be
written as

W*(T3) = A3 + B3T3 + C3T;

I I
W*(T3) = A3 + B3T3 + C3T3I2 (4')

R(T3)

R(TO)

NT41 2
- - W*(T4) = A3 + B3T4 t C3T4

R(TO)

so that solutions for A3, B3, C3 can be
found.

To find a particular temperature in Region
3 given R(T), one then uses

W(T) =-+f+$

in equ. 1 by first setting AW = 0. The
initial T so found is then used in equ. 4
to yield a new AW. By further iterations
one can then obtain T to the required
accuracy.

A word of caution is in order at this
point. Solutions for Region 3 are found
according to IPTS-68 with T
continuation of the deriva Ives of theV

T4 and the

deviation functions at point T
Regions 3 and 4 meet. Region 4 ia'tu:,"'fE
fed a constant for the PRT's determined
over many years from Region 5. The
solution proposed with our system makes use
of a third triple point cell thereby
eliminating any need for a PRT constant
from Region 5. However, as mentioned
earlier, we had to make use of the nitrogen
cell which (for whatever reason) has never
been accepted by the International
Temperature Commission. This automatically
means that our results are not traceable to
the high accuracy levels available
internationally. On the other hand we will
be quite content with accuracies on the 1
to 5 mK level.

The deviation function for Region 4 is
defined as

Aw(t = A4 + C4 t3 (t-100). (6)

Note in particular that for ease of

3.

where

Aw3) = w

and

W*(t3) = W"

We also recall

(t3) - W*(t3) (from equ. 2)

(T3).

that

Aw(t,)  = A4t3 + C4t; (t3- loo). (7)

In addition, we make use of the fact that
the derivatives of the deviation functions
of Regions 3 and 4 have to be continuous at

t3' From equ. 6, we have

dC W(t3)l 2

dt3

= A4 + 4t; C4 - 300t3C4. (8)

From equ. 4, we have

dC w(T3)1.
dT3

= B3 + 2C3T3. (9)

computation, we will work in degrees C,
t. We also note that only two (2)

ld:s;ants  have to be determined (A and C )
so that two (2) equations are rtquire c!.
Since there are no accepted triple points
between T3 and 273.15 K, we use the point
at T3, namely

t3 = T3 - 273.15

and write

Equating both derivatives yields

3 2
B3 •t 2C3 T3 = A4(4t3 - 300t3)C4. (10)

Recall that B3, C3, T3, and t3 are known

from Region 3. Equations 7 and 10 can be

solved for A4 and C4 in terms of Aw(t,)

R(t3)

W(t3) =R(t0)

with R(t ) already measured for Region 3
and R(to3) given (measured) via equ. 5.
(Note that tS = Ta-273.15). (Th! reader
should be aw re t at these solutions  are
different from those defined by IPTS-68.)

Region 2

The deviation function in Region 2 is
defined as

A W(T) = A2 + B2T + C2T2 + D2 T3 (11)
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requiring four (4) equations for a
solution. The IPTS-68 utilizes the triple
point of oxygen (T ), the boiling point of
neon (27.10210, ?he boiling point of
hydrogen (20.2810, and the continuation of
the derivatives of the deviation functions
at T4.

For our station, we will use T4, the triple
point of neon (24.56110, the triple point
of deuterium (18.67810, and the
continuation of the deviation functions at

T4' Once again, we have to caution the
reader that only the triple point of oxygen
(T4) has been accepted as a primary fixed
point. The triple point of neon is under
question by as much as 2 mK and the triple
point of deuterium is really not well
accepted yet. Nevertheless, we will make
use of these points since we will be able
to double check the deuterium point with
standards calibrated at national labora-
tories.

We now have

W*U4 = 54.361) = 0.09197255

W*(T5 = 24.561) = 0.00870388

W*(T6  = 18.678) = 0.00340139.

We write equ. 11 three (3) times in the
form

W4) 2 3- -
R(TO)

W*(T4) = A2 + B2T4+ C2T4+ D2T4

RU5)--
R(TO)

W*(T5) = A2 + B2T5 + C2Tg + D2T;

R(T6)
--
R(TO)

W*(T6)  = A2 + B2T6 + C2T; + D2T;

Equating the derivatives of the deviation
functions at T4 yields

B3 + 2C3T4 2=  B2 +2C2T4  + 3D2T4 (12)

where B3 and C3 are already known from
Region 3. The constants A2,
be determined in terms of

B2, C2, D2 can

Aw(T~)  =R(Tq) _
WO)

W*U4)

R(T5)
Aw(T,)  = -n,-r \ -  W*(T5)

Aw(T~)  =*

WO)
- W*ug)

with R(TO) known from equ. 5.

III. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown with the above derivation that
intrinsic point calibrations for the temperature
range from 18. to 273.16 Kelvin can be performed
according to IPTS-68. It still remains to cover
the lower temperature range. In our case, we are
attempting to reach somewhat less than 2 degrees K.
As mentioned earlier, no triple point cells exists
below the hydrogen triple point and because of
practical reasons of manufacture, we will not
attempt it. Instead, we will switch over to
another, the provisional scale of 1976, called
Echelle Provisoire de Temperature 1976 entre 0,5K
et 30K or EPT-76. This scale covers the range from
0.5 to 30K and has been defined by agreeing with
the IPTS-68 at 27.1K, the boiling point of neon.

Since our closed cycle refrigerator cannot reach
temperatures below lOK,  we will for EPT-76
calibrations use another calibration system
utilizing liquid helium. With this system, we will
be able to once again measure the triple points Of
neon and deuterium. Since these points were
already determined with the triple point cell
system, we will use the sensors at these points to
reference the system. Furthermore, we will utilize
superconducting transition points of lead
(7.199910,  and of indium (3.414510. The lower
temperature is reached by pumping on the liquid
helium. This procedure will allow intrinsic point
measurements below 10.K to be tied to the scale
above 10.K (i.e. 18. and 25.K).

A word of caution should be aired here. The
IPTS-68 and EPT-76 agree only at the boiling point
of neon, 27.102K. At the triple point of hydrogen,
IPTS-68 is quoted as 13.81K whereas EPT-76 lists
13.80441(, so that the EPT-76 is lower by 0.0056K;
i.e. over 5mK. We have to keep this discrepancy in
mind during our experiments and realize that
traceability of temperatures in this region cannot
be better than the 6mK by definition.

Data for our two (2) systems will be available
within the next few months. It is hoped that the
calculations can be realized as outlined above and
that the system can then be used on a routine
basis.
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(1) Supplementary Information for the IPTS-68 and
the EPT-76, 1983.
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_
DEVELOPMENT OF UNCERTAINTIES FOR 14mmJMPEDANCE  STANDARDS

ABSTRACT

The development of the uncertainty statements for
a wide range of SWR values became necessary when
this laboratory received impedance standards whose
values exceeded a SWR of 1.50. Normal calibration
support at that time was 1.0 to 1.5 SWR. Standard

MichaelA. V. Cruz
Director Electromagnetic-Standards Division, West

Navy Primary Standards Laboratory, West
Naval Air Rework Facility, North Island

San Diego, California

impedances whose SWR values ranged from 2.0 to 4.0
had to be analyzed for errors since the past analy-
sis had only been used to evaluate SWR values to
1.5. A complete error analysis review was put in-
to action. The methods used to measure SWR were
high directivity bridges (200-400MHz)  and standard
airlines (l.O-8.5GHz). A systematic and short-
term error analysis was performed using propaga-
tion of error techniques and a long-term error
model was derived from past historical customer
data, as well as, from a newly created data base
from in-house standards data. This paper addresses
these systematic, short-term and long-term errors
in the measurement of 14mm impedance standards.

INTRODUCTION

The availability of the desk-top computer has
allowed evaluation of large amounts of historical
data. This data previously had been maintained by
manual systems (history folders) and in some in-
stances evaluation of that data occurred only once
as to demonstrate a "general" response or charac-
teristic of a standard. Today, evaluation of
coaxial impedance standards has taken on a new
look. Instead of fixed uncertainty limits based
upon a one time evaluation of errors the uncer-
tainty limits are being computed for each and
every unit based upon its own characteristics.
Both short and long-term errors are being evaluat-
ed at the time of measurement. It is with this
new computer power that the errors for the 14mm
coaxial impedance standards are now being evaluat-
ed.

MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

Current techniques and measurement systems used
are high directivity bridges used from 1OMHz to
l.OGHz whose measured values are in terms of re-
turn loss (dB) and standard airlines used from 1.0
to 8.5GHz whose measured values are in terms of
SWR (dB). Even though a 6-Port ANA is in-house
only after its evaluation will the above mentioned

systems be replaced. The bridges are used in a
fixed frequency system with a precision attenuation
receiver, synthesized source and are padded by two
low SWR 1OdB attenuators (SWRc1.05).

The airlines are used in a fixed frequency 1KHz
modulated system with a tuned slotted line measure-
ment port and a 1KHz detection system. The bridges
are calibrated using precision airlines and the
airlines are calibrated dimensionally. (see
figures 1 and 2)

SHORT-TERM ERROR ANALYSIS

Note, the following discussion of errors for coax-
ial impedance is in terms of SWR. Return loss
values (dB) and SWR (dB) meter readings and terms
of reflection coefficient are all converted to SWR
values.

Bridge measurement errors: The systematic and
random errorsarecomouted in the followinq manner.
(1) The bridge systematic error ' (Ar) is com-
puted from the relationship Ar = .OOl + 0.1 rl-1'.
The.term .OOl refers to directivity (60dB) and the
term 0.1 ~'u' refers to the output connector mis-
match with the test unit (ru) connected to it.
Table 1 displays results for various values of SWR
for 200 and 400MHz.

(2) Instrumentation systematic errors are contrib-
uted by the precision measurement attenuation' re-
ceiver which has a error of O.O2dB/lOdB. To be
conservative, all measurements below 20dB return
loss are given 0.04dB error all other values are
determined by the aforementioned relationship.
Table 2 depicts errors associated with various
values of return loss (dB) based upon mismatch SWR
values. Propagation of error techniques3 were used
to transform the error in terms of return loss
(dB) to values of SWR. The following describes the
terms used in table 2.

RL(dB) = return loss (dB) based upon mismatch
SWR value.

AR,_ (dB) = error in terms return loss (dB) for
a particular measured value.

ASWR = error in terms of SWR due to error in
ARL(dB).
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The propagation of error technique is used for the
transformation. A SWR c 2 [(.115)(10'sL~6L,,)*
ARL(dB)]  is the relationship used to transform re-
turn loss (dB) to SWR.

(3) Random error in making return loss measurements
of the reflectometer bridges includes operator,
connector, source and instrument error. Again,
propagation of error techniques are employed to
transform return loss variations to SWR values.

example: rjl (dB) = 21.0 dB
;(R (hB) = 0.05 dB

then c(SbR)  = 2 [(.115)(10'"'&).05]
= 0.0010

RL (dB) = average of "N" return loss measure-
ments.

o(RL(dB)) = variation (variance) of "N" return
loss measurements.

c(SWR)  = variation of SWR transformed from re-
turn loss measurements.

a(SWR) c 2 [(.115)(10 'RY!!!!,)  a(R (de)]  this
is the transfer function that relates
the variance in return loss (dB) to
variance in SWR.

Standard Airline Measurement Errors: The system-
atic and random errors are computed in the follow-
ing manner.
(1) Systematic errors due to mismatch of the test
port (rt ), unit under test (T,,,)  and the airline
(r,l)  a& discussed. The test port mismatch was
measured by looking from the measurement plane on
the output port of the slotted line back toward the
generator. The airline mismatch was computed from
manufactures specifications using the following
formula SWR = 1.0013 + (.0013)  F(GHz).  The follow-
ing relationship gives the total mismatch error
due to the airline, test port and unit under test.
ASVR = SWR,,t * C(1+rtp  ruutV + (1+ral  rUut)2-21-
,“;;n; ~~~“,r~~mr~~~e:a~~~sr~~ra~~u~o~~~~~d3v~~ues

const&cted.

(2) Airline length errors evolve due to imperfect
line lengths. Error analysis performed on the
airlines maximize the effects of length errors by
observing the change in voltage at a minimum on the
standing wave.. As the SWR increases the sharper
the minirmm  gets and the slope angle increases such
that small changes in length give rise to large
errors in SWR. Standard airlines have been measur-
ed to be within + 0.02cm  of their specified length.
These airlines are of the beadless  type.
(Note: It was found that by keeping the frequency
to 0.01% produces negligible effects in SWR.) The
following formula describes the voltage level of
the standing wave at specific distances (d) along
the wave at various values of SWR.4

E = L[l+r,,t-2ruut  cos
where:

E = voltage of standing
minimum.

E1 = incident voltage
ruut = reflection coeff

t e s t

( qdd )]‘t
A¶

wave at a distance from

cient  of unit under

d = distance from minimum in centimeters
Xg = wavelength in slotted line

Note the following relationships:
Emax = E&Tuut+2ruut) h, when d=X/4 from

minimum
Em i n  = El(l+ruut-2ruut)k, when d=B (at mini-
““” mm)

Eerror = EJl+r,,t-2ruut  cos (
0>d>U4

qV$)]Q, when

therefore: SWR = Emax/Emin,  but SWRerror  = Emax/
Eerror (near min) so that A SWR is

equal to the error due to airline length in terms
of SWR. Table 4 demonstrates the errors associated
with different values of SWR at different frequen-
cies with an airline length error of 0.02cm.
(3) Systematic instrument errors associated with
the SWR (dB) measurements include errors generated
by the ratiometer, SWR meter and the crystal de-
tector on the slotted line. The ratiometer and
the SWR meter are calibrated as one unit with a
uncertainty of + 0.02 dB for the range of use.
The crystal error is rtr 0.01 dB for non-linear re-
sponse. To convert the errors in the instrumenta-
tion to errors in terms of SWR once again applies
the propagation of errors technique. The follow-
ing relation performs this transformation.

A SWR = (.115)(10  w )(A SWR (dB))
A SWR = error in terms of SWR due to instru-

ment errors
SWR (dB) = SWR values in terms of SWR (dB)

A SWR (dB)  = ?r 0.03 dB error due to instrumen-
tation

Table 5 demonstrates the error in terms of SWR due
to instrumentation error at a given value of SWR.
(4) Random errors associated with the standard
air1 ine method include the following: (1) connect-
or repeatability, (2) operator performance, (3)
instrument instability with time and (4) source
fluctuations. These random components again are
transformed from SWR (dB) readings to values of
SWR. The following relationship describes the
transform.

-
a(SWR) = (.115)(10s~ )( oSWR(dB))
a(SWR) = variance in terms of SWR
a(SWR (dB)) = variance in terms of SWR (dB)

readings
SWR (dB) = average of SWR (dB) readings

Table 6 demonstrates the relationship between the
variance of SWR (dB) to the variance of SWR with
different values of SWR.

In summary of the short term error analysis
(covering both systematic and random errors)
table 7 displays a typical data worksheet for a
mismatch standard with a SWR value of 4.0. 200
and 400 MHz are evaluated by bridge error analysis
while 1.0 to 8.5 GHz are evaluated by standard
air1 ine error analysis.

Table 8 is a comparison of the compilation of
errors between the old method to the new method
in terms of SWR for 1.00 to 4.0 SWR standards.
The new method is a nominal value.

LONG TERM ERROR ANALYSIS

The preceding sections have discussed the short-
term systematic and random errors. Those errors
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relate to the short-term component of the total
error analysis. Now, let's turn to the long-term
error component. The first attempt to characterize
the long-term error was to make a general model to
represent "types" of mismatch standards. Histori-
cal data was gathered over 11 years and a long-
term variance was computed for each frequency
measured. From this data a regression analysis
was performed and a best fit to the data derived.
This general model helped indicate the amount of
variability based upon frequency. This evaluation
gave a fixed value associated with a generic mis-
match standard. In other words, the long-term
error component was based upon a family of "like
items" evaluation and was not based upon the item
being measured. This approach was implemented
because an automated data base for each item had
not been created. This evaluation has been aban-
doned. The second approach involves the use of
desk-top computers which now allows the creation of
data bases. Individual historical evaluation of
the long-term component is now feasible. Means
and standard deviations are now readily available.
(see table 9).

QUALITY CONTROL

Once the creation of the computer data bases had
taken place quality control procedures were im-
plemented. This program has the ability to display
eight control charts, one for each frequency meas-
ured. At the completion of each measurement ses-
sion the current data point is compared with past
historical data. At this point the current data
point is plotted on displayed control charts (see
figure 3a and 3b). This would be the time for
acceptance or rejection of the newly measured data
point. If accepted, the new data point is stored
on the data file; if not accepted, action is taken
to correct the out-of-tolerance condition. Possi-
ble reasons for the out-of-tolerance condition
could be operator error, instrumentation error,
measurement technique, the standard changed or
computer error! This evaluation allows us to re-
view the new data and take corrective action before
new data points are stored on data files. Once
all data points are accepted only then are the
data points stored on file.

TOTAL ERROR

A final error analysis will be performed in a re-
port generation program that combines short-term
systematic and random error and the long-term
historical data variations. Now, each-standard
will be evaluated on its own merit at each fre-
quency measured. Currently, an effort to combine
the data gathering program, the historical data
and quality control program and the report genera-
tor program is in progress. Completion of this
effort is expected soon.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The use of the propagation of error techniques has
allowed the transformation of systematic and ran-
dom errors of measured and computed values to
units of SWR. Computers have allowed individual
error evaluation for each frequency measured and
creation of computer data bases has allowed auto-

mation  of long-term error analysis and historical
data file formation.

The ultimate goal of this laboratory is to trans-
fer all historical data on folders to disk storage
files. This will be a three to five year project.
The quality control features are in a prototype
state, new additions to the basic statistical
calculations are being discussed. New testing of
the means and variances will help evaluate histor-
ical data with current data.

Extensions of calibration cycles with realistic
uncertainties limits will be addressed after com-
pletion of computer data bases.
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TABLE 1. ASWR: ERROR DUE TO BRIDGE

SWR i-U Ar- -

1.005 .00249 .OOlO

1.100 .04762 .OOlO

1.200 .09091 .0018

1.500 .2000 .0050

2.00 .3333 .0121

4.0 .6000 .0370

TABLE 2. ASWR: ERROR DUE TO INSTRUMENTATION

SWR Rj (dB) N_(dB) ASWR

1.005 52.1 0.12 .00007

1.100 26.4 0.06 .00066

1.200 20.8 0.04 .00084

1.500 14.0 0.04 .0018

2.00 9.7 0.04 .003

4.0 4.4 0.04 .005

FRED .00249
(GHz) (1.005)

1.0 !J

2.25 P,

3.0 0

5.0 0

7.0 .OOOl

8.5 .OOOl

TABLE 3. ASWR: ERROR DUE TO MISMATCH

.04762 .09091 .200
(1.100) (1.200) (1.500)

0 .0019 .0052

.OOlO .0021 .0057

.OOlO .0021 .0057

.OOll .0024 .0065

.0026 .0054 .0149

.0029 .0061 .0169

la = denotes error is less than 10m4

ASWR

.0020

.0020

.0036

.OlOO

.0234

.0768

.333
(2.00)

.0117

.0127

.0127

.0144

.033

.037

.60
(4.0)

.042

.046

.046

.052

.120

.136
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F(GHz)

1.0

2.25

3.0

5.0

7.0

8.5

SWR

1.005

1.100

1.200

1.500

2.00

4.0

TABLE 4. ASWR: DUE TO AIRLINE LENGTH ERROR

SWR

1.005 1.100 1.200 1.500 2.00 4.0

B B B P, B .0005

0 0 0 0 .0003 .0027

0 0 0 .00015 .0005 .0047

0 0 .OOOl .00041 .0013 .031

0 .00010 .0002 .00081 .0026 .026

iJ .00014 .0003 .0012 .0038 .037

0 = denotes error is less than 1O-4

TABLE 5. ASWR: ERROR DUE TO INSTRUMENTATION

SWR(dB) ASWR(dB)

.043 .03

.827 .03

1.584 .03

3.522 .03

6.020 .03

12.041 .03

SWR

1.005

1.100

1.200

1.500

2.00

4.0

TABLE 6. ASWR: ERROR DUE TO RANDOM COMPONENT

.005dB .OldB .02dB .03dB .04dB .05dB

.0006 .0012 .0023 .0034 .0046 .0058

.0006 .0013 .0025 .0038 .0051 .006

.0007 .0014 .0028 .0042 .0055 .007

.0009 .0017 .0035 .0052 .007 .009

.0012 .0023 .0046 .0069 .009 .012

.0023 .0046 .0092 .014 .018 .023

ASWR

.0035

.0038

.0041

.0052

.0069

.0138
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TABLE 8.

OLD METHOD

SWR

FREQ(GHz) 1.00

0.2 .008

0.4 .008

1.0 .008

2.25 .008

3.0 .008

5.0 .OlO

7.0 .016

8.5 .018

FREQ(GHz)

0.2

0.4

1.0

2.25

3.0

5.0

7.0

8.5

1.00

.002

.002

.007

,007

.007

-007

.007

.007

1.10

.003

.003

.009

.009

.009

.009

.OlO

.Oll

1.10a-

.008

.008

.008

.008

.008

.OlO

.016

.018

NEW METHOD

SWR

1.20

.005

.005

.OlO

.OlO

.OlO

.Oll

.014

.015

1.20

.008

.008

.008

.OlO

.012

.015

.018

.020

1.50 2.00 4.0

.014 .030 .084

.014 .030 .084

.016 .026 .070

.016 .027 .076

.016 .027 .078

.017 .030 .093

.026 .050 .12

.028 .055 .15

1.50

.OlO

.OlO

.OlO

.012

.014

.018

.020

.022
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LOCAL AREA NETWORKS

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Douglas C. Barlow
Network Consultant

Digital Equipment Corporation

ABSTRACT

There has been alot of activity in the computer
industry over the last several years centering
around the concept of local area networks. Many
computer manufacturers have announced their own
versions of Local Area Networks. Specialized
companies have released their own Local Area Net-
works, tying together various computer vendors'
gear. Also, several standards organizations have
looked closely at local area networks. The most
prominent of these standards organizations is IEEE
with its 802 series of Local Area Network specifi-
cations. This article will discuss the character-
istics of these specifications in more detail.

INTRODUCTION

First, we must be sure we agree on our expectations
for- a Local Area Network (often referred to as
LAN). A LAN is designed to provide a simple, con-
sistant, low-cost scheme for wiring a limited area,
and facilitating the high-speed flow of information
within that wired area. No restrictions are placed
on the type of information flowing in the LAN. The
information may be destined for a single receiver,
or for many receivers. The information may be
computer data, but could just as easily be voice
data for things like telephone equipment, intercoms,
and public address systems, or the information may
be video data, for use with security monitors,
information displays, and video-conferencing. In
fact, the LAN does not concern itself at all with
the kind of information flowing in it. The LAN
leaves it up to the sending and receiving stations
as to how to interpret the data. This is why
multiple computer vendors may all claim to support
file transfer on a particular LAN, but cannot send
files back and forth to each other -- each vendor
may use their own information format to send files,
and might not understand the other vendors' formats.
The LAN does not take notice of these discrepancies,
it merely delivers packets of information, as
requested by the sender.

WHY DIFFERENT LANS?

There are alot  of different LANs on the market.
The reason for this is that LANs,  just like every-
thing else, have trade-offs; speed vs cost, avail-
ability vs bandwidth, access time vs throughput.
Different LANs strike different balances between

the trade-offs, thereby having different character-
istics, and appealing to different segments of the
marketplace.

ETHERNET

Ethernet, also known by its more technical name of
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detect
(CSMA/C!D) is the basis for the IEEE 802.3 specific-
ation. It works by having a potential sender first
listen to see if any other station is sending info-
mation on the cable. If the cable is in use, our
sender must wait for the other sender to finish.
Once, the cable is free, our sender can then send
its message. While it is sending, it also listens
to the cable to make sure no other station sent a
message at the same time. Two stations sending at
the same time is called a collision. If that
happens; each sender interrupts their message,
waits a random amount of time, and then tries again
Eventually, the message will get through uninter-
rupted. Note that since sending stations first
listen to see if anyone else is using the cable,
collisions only occur if two or more stations try
to send at the same time. Once the sender gets
the first few bytes of the message off, no other
stations will attempt to send until the message is
completed.

There are quite a few advantages to this scheme.
The algorithm is easy to implement, providing a
low cost for connection. Stations do not have to
keep track of other stations on the LAN, so it is
easy to add and remove stations, simplifying
installation, expansion, and reconfiguration of
the LAN. The time an individual station must wait
to use the LAN is based entirely on traffic load.
It makes no difference whether the LAN has many
low-traffic stations or just a few high-traffic
stations.

Ethernet has disadvantages, too. The time it takes
a sending station to get access to the LAN is based
on the probability that no other stations are
sending, or need to send. Some critical applica-
tions cannot accept only probability that a certain
sender will get to use the LAN within a given time
frame. They must have a guaranteed maximum access
time. Also, Ethernet works best under light load
conditions. Heavy usage of an Ethernet LAN could
cause station access time to become unacceptable.



Ethernet lends itself best to applications that
provide a large number of stations sending random
sized information packets at random intervals, and
that don't require guaranteed split-millisecond
access to the LAN. An example of this would be an
office automation environment. Ethernet's charac-
teristics make it a good general purpose network.

TOKEN BUS

The Token Bus is the LAN architecture specified by
the IEEE 802.4 committee. It works by having
participating stations take turns controlling the
LAN. After a station is done transmitting, it
sends a token on to the next station in the chain,
notifying the next station that it is its turn to
control the LAN. During the time a station has
control of the LAN, it can send messages, request
responses, and poll other stations to see if they
have messages to send. A timer controls just how
long a station may hold the token. When the last
station in the chain is finished with its turn
controlling the LAN, the token is returned to the
first station in the chain. Provisions exist
within the protocol for adding and removing sta-
tions, and for recovering when the token is lost.
There are also provisions for higher priority
messages to have better chances ofgetting on the
LAN than lower priority messages.

The advantages to this method lie in the ability
to configure the LAN to exactly meet the needs of
the application. Note that not all stations on
the LAN need be in the token chain. Stations not
in the chain may be polled by controlling stations
within the chain. Also, when traffic gets heavy,
the Token Bus LAN can depend on its stations taking
turns controlling the LAN to ensure all stations
have equal opportunity to send messages. Ethernet
cannot guarantee this.

However, there are many disadvantages to this
technique. To pass on the token, stations must
keep track of the next station in the chain. For
error recovery, stations most also keep track of
the previous station in the chain. A significant
piece of the LAN bandwidth is given over to keeping
these pointers accurate. The complexity of this
algorithm drives up the cost per connection. If
too many stations are added to the chain, response
time may become unacceptable.

Token bus LANs are best suited for manufacturing
and laboratory applications. A small number of
stations in the chain can control and collect
data from specialized instruments. Should a
station in charge of polling a group of instruments
fail, a second station can pick up the responsibil-
ity without requiring any re-wiring. Also process
control messages can be given priority over other
less time dependent messages.

TOKEN RING

The Token Ring architecture, basis of the IEEE
802.5 proposal, works on a similar principie  to
the Token Bus. However, the Token Ring LAN takes
advantages of the physical design of the LAN being
in a ring. In the Token Ring, a free token is
passed from station to station around the cable.

When a station wants to transmit, it modifies the
token going by, marking it busy. The station then
appends its outgoing message behind the busy token.
The busy token and message propagate around the
ring, each station checking the destination
address as the message goes by. As the message
goes by the intended receiver', the message is
marked as received, and continues around the ring.
When the sender receives the busy token, he
changes it back to a free token for the next
station on the ring. The sender can then check
the sent message for the flags set by the receiver,
and verify that the message was received correctly.
Like the Token Bus, special consideration had to
be taken to allow recovery from Token loss. How-
ever, unlike the Token Bus, no special considera-
tions are needed for adding and removing stations--
in the Token Ring, stations merely break into or
disconnect from the ring. The next physically
adjacent station will be the one to next receive
the token.

There are two main advantages to this method. The
first is its easy reconfiguration--whole sections
may be brought in or out of the LAN merely by re-
shaping the ring. The second is that, like the
Token Bus, it behaves predictably in saturation
conditions.

The disadvantages are that even in low utilization
conditions, a station must still wait for the free
token before sending, and the cost per connection
is usually higher than Ethernet. Because of the
delay caused by waiting for the token, a smaller
number of stations is recommended.

The Token Ring performs well in the general case,
where offered load approaches the actual bandwidth
of the LAN.

SO WHICH IS BEST?

Which LAN is best usually is based on just who you
are talking to. The labs and manufacturing areas
may prefer the Token Bus LAN, providing them with
distributed control over test gear, process moni-
toring, and process control equipment. The indi-
vidual office departments may prefer Ethernet for
its low cost and easy reconfiguration. MIS depart-
ments may prefer a Token Ring to handle the load
of all the data traffic in the company.

The IEEE 802 project is addressing this problem as
well. The 802.7 committee is looking at specifi-
cations for bridges--devices that will translate
messages from one LAN format to another, making
all inter-connected LAN types behave as one giant
Local Area Network. Using bridges, the Lab can
have one Token Bus LAN, and manufacturing another,
each tuned for that specific application. The
office departments can have their own, inexpensive
Ethernets. And MIS can tie them all together with
a Token Ring.

This set-up provides specialized LANs  where they
are needed, and simple inexpensive LANs where
specialization is unnecessary. Also, this means a
single station per department on the more expensive
high availability company backbone network, where
the bridge connects the departmental LAN into the
company-wide network,
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SUMMARY

Various LANs meet various requirements. There is
no one best LAN architecture. By using bridges
between the various LANs, a network can be created
that gives the best possible fit to every applica-
tion. Also, departments need not put off network-
ing just because other technologies will be avail-
able in a few years. Departmental LANs  based on
IEEE 802 standards will be able to connect to
future standards via a bridge device. Bridges will
provide the means for dissimilar LANs to function
together as a unified network.
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AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION NEW TECHNOLOGY*

Ken Carrington
Computer Sciences Corporation
MS-330 Arnold AFS, TN 37389

Abstract

Automatic calibration and computer data base management
system technology has advanced to enable completely auto-
matic generation of calibration procedures, perform?rlze
of the procedure, and autoreporting of instrument toler-
ances/corrections to users.

An application of this new technology at Arnold Engineer-
ing Development Center, using a network of automatic
calibration systems, relational data base management
systems and remote user-controlled terminals, is de-
scribed. Likely, future developments of these fields
into the area of expert systems is explored.

Introduction

Automatic calibration has two critical information re-
quirements - internal and external. Internal informa-
tion includes specifications, IEEE 488 address, unique
bus codes to activate functions, selection of a finite
set of calibration data points, and a choice of calibra-
tion techniques. These internal information requirements
are data needed to perform the classical calibration
process. External information requirements include

*The research reported herein was performed by the Arnold
Engineering Development Center (AEDC), Air Force Systems
Command. Work and analysis for this research were done
by personnel of Computer Sciences Corporation, subcon-
tractor to Pan Am World Services, Inc., MSSP, operating
contractor for the AEDC base services. Further rcproduc-
tion is authorized to satisfy needs of the U. S. Govern-
ment.
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parameters required to select an instrument for a speci-
fied task, information required by users to correct or
analyze data taken by a particular instrument, and
management of an instrument inventory - instrument loca-
tion, service interval, cost accounting, and laboratory
work flow scheduling. The following discussion presents
solutions to these calibration .requirements.

Definition of the Requirements

Internal information requirements are typically satis-
fied by a calibration procedure written uniquely for a
particular manufacturer/model instrument. For automatic
calibration, this solution generally requires a custom
computer program for each model instrument.

Were it possible to standardize models within an organi-
zation, the custom procedure would work well, However,
in an engineering environment or under competitive pro-
curement policies, the norm is a wide variety of instru-
ment models. Few calibration organizations have the
luxury of a staff sufficient to develop custom procedures.

External information requirements have historically been
the weakest link of the calibration chain. Instrument
users typically have only a basic understanding of per-
formance tolerances and no knowledge of an instrument's
corrections.. Where corrections are required,, a typed
report of calibration often accompanies the instrument.

Most large instrument inventory management functions are
still handled by batch-oriented computer programs with a
multitude of thick listings containing out-of-date in-
formation. The listing may have been correct when run,
but frequent changes can take place in thirty days.

A more general solution to both the internal and external
information requirement is desirable. This perspective
changes the original problem to the question - can .data
be processed in such a manner that they

1. are current:

2. provide users with a means of rational instrument
selection;

3. enable users to manually or automatically correct
and/or analyze uncertainties associated with a par-
ticular instrument;
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4. provide calibrators with ranges, functions and toler-
ances necessary to automatically calibrate an instru-
ment; and

5. enable ad-hoc query of the data .in an unpredictable
format?

Solution to the Requirements

Data base management systems (DBMS) offer numerous ad-
vantages over the.older custom application programs.
Physical data organizations are isolated from‘the logi-
cal data organization.' This permits a change in the
manner in which the data are viewed without affecting
the actual data. A DBMS also manages efficient storage
and retrieval of data, data security, and permits appar-
ently simultaneous data access by multiple users. The
ability to retrieve and manipulate information precludes
the requirement for extensive reports, listings, and
specifications.

A primary benefit to users of a DBMS lies in its ability
to work in real time. Batch-oriented calibration recall/
data systems are often poorly used because of doubts
about their accuracy. In a dynamic organization, i.e.,
high instrument turnover, new tasks and techniques often
make thirty-day-old data useless. We need to know where
an instrument is today, not where it was two weeks ago.

The ability to formulate and immediately obtain answers
to new questions (ad hoc query) regarding instrument
management or data system is highly desired. If one
could preconceive all possible questions to query a data
base, these questions could be coded into the original
system. However, all future questions cannot be antici-
pated. Most managers have experienced the frustration of
asking the computer center for a seemingly simple report
only to wait weeks while a programmer learns someone
else's Ilelegant" undocumented code.

The relational DMBS offers the additional advantages of
very easy design of new applications, simple structural
modification, and some English-like ad hoc query
languages.
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A relational DBMS can easily handle ad hoc queries such
as:

0 Find a meter that will measure 100 VDC within
0.002% and 20 VAC at 30 kHz within 0.03% in
location X, Y, or 2.

l

0

How many instruments did technician "A" cali-
brate on the day following an absence?

Of the instruments with no activity for two
or more years, print the ones belonging to
organization G.

AEDC Instrument Management System

The Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC), an Air
Force Systems Command Laboratory, is installing a system
called IMIS (Instrument Management Information System).
IMIS does all the things conventional calibration recall
systems do, but interactively, in real time. The system
also integrates instrumentation technical data, both
specifications and actual calibration results. Instru-
ment users are thus able to obtain computer-aided selec-
tion of instruments based on technical criteria and to
correct measurements automatically after completing tests.

The calibrating laboratory's procedures are automatically
generated to calibrate ranges and tolerances specified in
the data base. Figure 1 shows the logic for .a multimeter
calibration procedure selection. A single generalized
procedure is programmed for each major calibration sys-
tem. The data base is queried for ranges, limitations,
and tolerances. If the unit under test (UUT)'is itself
automatic, its addresses and a unique hardware handler
are called to customize the calibrator to that particular
UUT. This allows a single high-level BASIC statement to
be used for any UUT to read the digita. multimeter (DMM),
for example, such as READ DMM (Rl). This avoids an inco-
herent stream of ASCII characters which are typically
used.

IMIS Data Structure

Data are logically arranged into a group of tables in a
form called "third normal". Figure 2 shows an example
data base. The ease with which the structure can be modi-
fied or new relations added is a source of the system's
strength.
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User display screens are developed for routine manipula-
tion of the data. For example, referring to Figure 2,
if a user wanted the address of item ID Number I-12345,
the system would match Mfr. 28480 in the ID file and
Mfg. ID file, yielding Hewlett-Packard's address. Fur-
ther inquiry may lead to the fact that Spec No. Al,
B1.l, A2 and B2.1 apply to I-12345.

Uniform maintenance of instrument results and specifica-
tions is another key contribution of the system. Using
principles developed for the ATLAS programming language,
a specification structure is developed.

Referring to Figure 3, the specification file is a two-
tier system. "A" level specifications refer to the
physical quantity with which the unit is concerned.
"B" level specifications refer to a function that the
"A" level is dependent upon. "A" specifications are
sources, sensors, or loads.

Calibration results, where necessary, are linked back to
their specification file for reference. The results are
given in equation form where the attribute "form" de-
scribes the equation. The most common form is an nth-
degree polynomial (form nP) to which the data have been
fit. Other common forms are "POW" for power curve,
y = axb, "LOG" for logarithmic curve, y = a + b In x,
"EXP" for exponential curve, y = aebx.

The example in Figure 3 shows a first-degree polynomial
(FORM is 1P) with equation, y = 0.985 + 3.75E-5 X, with
X in Hz. Solving this equation at 400 Hz, 800 Hz, and
1200 Hz, we can obtain a correction at these points of
1.000, 1.015, and 1.03, respectively, as a multiplier
for the lOO-mV scale for any frequency within its range.

These corrections result in more accurate measurements
than would be realized in a conventional system. A side
benefit is realized where the item is known to be used
only in its autocorrecting mode. Under this condition,
it is not necessary for laboratory technicians to
physically readjust the instruments. This in turn leads
to greater stability since the UUT is not subjected to
mechanical disturbances during recalibration.

Acquisition of calibration data for this data base is
being rapidly automated at AEDC. Automatic measurement
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systems are currently in use for multimeters, pressure
transducers, fuel flowmeters, and temperature trans-
ducers. Additional systems are in various planning
stages for frequency instruments, accelerometers, load
cells, and signal sources. Figure 4 shows the communi-
cation system between the laboratory, central computer
facility, and user facilities.

Artificial Intelligence Systems

The calibration/instrument maintenance field is a clear
candidate for future artificial intelligence systems.
Although not planned for immediate application, CAD/CAM
systems contain the knowledge base of circuit schematics,
components, and their specifications. This base is a
necessary prerequisite to an EXPERT system. Systems
capable of using such a knowledge base to diagnose cir-
cuits and malfunctions are inevitable.

An EXPERT system for troubleshooting electronic systems
was developed in 1975. SOPHIE (Brown and Burton) uses
circuit rules such as Kirchoff's laws, interacting with
students to complete a repair.

Digital Equipment Corporation uses an EXPERT system, Rl,
to aid in the difficult task of configuring VAX computer
systems.

These modest beginnings will likely grow, becoming essen-
tial as an aid to technicians faced with ever-increasing
circuit complexity. EXPERT systems which understand com-
mon English language are rapidly growing. These systems
will allow non-computer-trained experts to easily put
their expertise in the computer.
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ID FILE

Item MFR Model

l-12345 28480 3581A

l-23456 80009 7854

MFG. ID FILE

MFR Name

28480 Hewlett Packard Co,
KrD 80009 Tektronix, Inc.

MFR, MODEL FILE

Serial cost

123-4567 4900

4AB123 14230

Address

1820 Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94303

P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077

MFR Model Spec. No. TO Interval wuc-
28480 3581A AlBl.lA2  B2.1 3-4-595-l 6 XBQGG

80009 7854 A16 8'16.1A17  B17.1 3-4-94-l 6 ‘. XCDMA

Figure 2. Sample Data Structure



SPEC FILE

F u n c t i o nSpec. No. SO/SE R-Min R-Max Unit TOL-PC-RNG TOLPC RDG TOL-Offset

A.1 Volts-AC SE 300 mV 4

B1.l Freq. Resp. 15 50000 Hz

A2 Volts-AC SE 0 1000 mV

B2.1 Freq. Resp. 400 1200 Hz 4

r
4
0 CAL-RESULT FILE

I -No. Spec. -Ref. Degree Form Constant Remarks

1-12345 B2.1 C A 1P 0.985 XinHz

1-12345 B-2.1 C B 3.75E-5

Figure 3. Specifications and Results Example
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TEST RESULTS ON THE MODULAR

LASER CALIBRATOR

Naval

ABSTRACT

Felix Schweizer

Navy Metrology Engineering Center

Weapons Station Seal Beach, Pomona Annex

Post Office Box 2436

Pomona, California 91769

A prototype modular laser calibrator has been
constructed consisting of laser transmitter
modules together with associated modular optics.
The modular laser calibrator is capable of
generating and measuring pulsed laser stimuli for
calibration of a variety of laser related
components, test equipment, and fixtures. All
electro  optical and mechanical components and
fixtures are housed inside an enclosure consisting
of an optical bench and cover. All components and
assemblies are mounted so that no alignment or
adjustment is required by the user or calibration
technician. All settings required in a calibration
procedure can be selected by externally accessible
controls. Units or components to be calibrated
can be inserted into the calibrator or attached to
mating ports with eye-safe light-tight adapters
coupled to safety interlocks. The system,
together with the units under test, is a Class I
laser system that can be used in any laboratory
or shop environment outside specially prepared
laser-safe facilities.

Tests have demonstrated that the system is
compact, easy to use, and provides a capability
for quickly calibrating a variety of equipment and
test sets in support of laser rangefinder-target
designators (LRTD's).

INTRODUCTION

The concept and preliminary design of the
Modular Laser Calibrator (MLC) has been reported
by Schweizer, Miller, and Schumann (1). A
prototype MLC has been constructed and delivered
to the Navy Metrology Engineering Center (MEC).
Tests have been conducted to determine the
performance characteristics of the system and to
evaluate its usefulness in the field. Preliminary
calibrations have been performed. Final calibra-
tions have been initiated at the Navy Primary
Standards Department, West (NPSD). Development
of detailed procurement specifications has been
initiated.

BACKGROUND

Test equipment and test sets have been, and will
be deployed in the field in support of laser
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rangefinders and target designators. Some systems
operate at the 1.064 micron Nd:YAG  wavelength.
Systems employing other wavelengths are contem-
plated.

The test equipment requires calibration support.
Parameters presently requiring support are laser
energy, pulse width, attenuation, and receiver
sensitivity. It is planned to provide the
calibration support at the Type III level either
at the Type III laboratories or by on-site teams
stationed at the Type III laboratories. The
equipment under consideration for the Type III
laboratories is the Modular Laser Calibrator. The
purpose of the MLC is to provide a compact portable
eye-safe calibration system to the Type III's
either at home or on-site in the field. A proto-
type MLC has been delivered to MEC. Most of the
evaluation tests have been completed. The system
is at NPSD awaiting final calibration.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The MLC is designed to be modular, portable, and
eye-safe. It consists of a platform on which the
various modular components are mounted. Also
mounted on the platform is a light-tight cover
with interlocks to ensure eye-safe operation
unless the interlocks are specifically defeated.
Also provided are special adapters to couple the
MLC to test instruments in an eye-safe manner. In
fact, the MLC cannot be operated unless all inter-
locks are actuated by test instruments and
appropriately keyed adapters, or when specially
designed covers are mounted over the exit ports.

PRESENT REQUIREMENTS

The MLC prototype as presently configured is
capable of calibrating the following equipment:

1. AN/AAM-75  Range Simulator, which consists
of a fiber optic attenuation system.

2. EG&G 580 Radiometer, pulse mode.

3. EG&G 581 Laser Energy Meter.

4. EG&G 550 Radiometer, pulse mode.



5. Scientech 38-0101 Laser Calorimeter with
Isoperibol Enclosure.

6. TS-3942/!&&60(v)  calorimeter.

7. TS-3886/PAR  Laser Safety Evaluator (LASE).

8. Laser Precision Rj-7100 Laser Energy
Meter (with silicon probe).

Note: Adapters for items 6 and 8 have not been
constructed. These items can be calibrated by
defeating the interlock system, provided Class IV
laser safety conditions are met. Similarly, most
other equipment for measuring 1.064 micron Nd:YAG
laser pulses can be calibrated by the present MLC
provided pulse width and energy requipments are
met.

CONFIGURATION

The prototype MLC consists of an optical head, a
microprocessor control unit, and a number of
special adapters, and cover plates. The prototype
MLC consists of an optical source system, and a
radiometer mounted in a configuration similar to
that in laser rangefinderltarget  designators the
source system emits pulses of laser energy through
a variable attenuator followed by two beam
splitters. One of the two lateral branches of the
laser beam enters an energy monitor; the other
enters a fixed attenuator-diffuser system to
generate a low level fluence having a magnitude of
the order of 0.01 to 1.0 microjoule/cm2  for cali-
brating the LASE. The main beam passes through
the high energy exit port of the MLC, either raw
or expanded depending on the position of the
internal laser beam expander. The low level
radiometer head is also inside the MLC. It is
capable of detecting received pulses in the range
from 5 to 100 pJ/cm2. The MLC has a microproc-
essor readout and control unit separate from the
optical head capable of collecting data in two
integrate and hold circuits, either of which may
be displayed upon command. For peak power, the
output of the MLC radiometer may be photographed
on a conventional 1 GHz oscilloscope with camera,
or the data may be acquired with a transient
digitizer for analysis by computer. For energy,
the output of the low-level radiometer can be fed
into the second integrate and hold circuit of the
control unit. Mechanical controls for thevariable
attenuator, the beam expander, and for azimuth
and elevation of the low level radiometer are
accessible on the sides of the instrument.

SPECIFICATION

The performance specifications of the MLC
prototype are listed in Table I.

TABLE I. SPECIFICATIONS OF PROTOTYPE MLC

Wavelength: 1.064 uM

Pulse Width: 17 +/- 4 ns

Range of output energy 10 UJ to 100 m.J
(high level port):

Range of output fluence
(low level port): 0.01 to 10 uJ/cm2

Pulse-to-pulse amplitude stability: +/- 3%

Beam divergence:

Beam attenuator:

< 3 mrad

0 to 30 dB
continuously variable

Radiometer range: 100 pJ/cm2  to 10 mJ/cm2
with S/N better than 1OO:l

Weight: < 100 lb. including laser
head

Dimensions: < 14in H x 12in W x 36in L

COMPONENTS

The laser is a KEI LD-82 capable of delivering
150 millijoules per pulse at internally controlled
repetition rates of 5 and 10 pps. It is also
capable of being fired by external pulses as in
the case of the MLC. Control of the firing pulses
is provided by the microprocessor control box
which can fire the laser single shot, ten shots,
or continously at 1 pps.

The monitor photodiode is an EG&G FND-100.

The low-level radiometer consists of a 2 inch
diameter f/2 collecting lens and a Judson 516-188
germanium photodiode.

The attenuator consists of a CVI AAT-50-106H
which consists of a rotatable halfwave  plate and
polarizer.

MEASUREMENTS

Eye safety measurements were performed using a
Laser Precision Rj 7100 laser energy meter with
silicon probe. With all screws removed from the
cover, leaving open screw holes, the maximum
leakage fluence detected was 25 nJ.cm2.  Thus,
Class I operation capability was demonstrated.
Additional tests with all screws in place and
test instruments inserted into the exit ports of
the MLC, showed a maximum leakage of 11.6 pJ/cm2
near the radiometer positioning controls.

The short term stability of the Rj 7100 was
measured using a Power Technology CS-100 LED
operating at 1.064 urn. The stability of the LED
emission was first checked using an EG&G FND-100
silicon photodiode and a Tektronix 7104 oscillo-
scope with 7A22 plug-in amplifier. The instability
of a system where the LED output pulses were
measured by the Rj 7100 was +/- 0.85%. By using
the Rj 7100 to measure the output of the low level
MLC port, the pulse-to-pulse instability of the
laser was found to be +/- lo%, a problem that
requires correction since measurements on other
lasers showed an instability of less than +/- 3%.

Further measurements were conducted with an
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Rj 7100 at the low energy port and a Scientech
38-0101 calorimeter at the high energy port. The
calorimeter was read out by means of the Scientech
Model 362 Power and Energy Meter connected to a
strip chart recorder.

Measurements showed a standard deviation of the
laser output of the order of lo%,  which indicated
that the laser had deteriorated further.

Measurements performed by the contractor prior to
delivery using the laboratory at MEC showed that
when the output of the main port was about 100 mJ,
the output of the low energy port was about
1 uJ/cm2. The useful range of the attenuator was
about 1000 to 1. The receiver radiometer had a
noise level of 5 pJicm2, and a saturation level
of 100 pJ/cm2, that is a dynamic range of about 20.

CONCLUSIONS

Test have demonstrated that the MLC prototype is
portable by two men, compact, very easy to use,
and eye-safe. Due to the monitor, it was possible
to perform trial calibrations of test instruments
despite large fluctuations in the energy of the
laser pulses. The prototype has successfully
demonstrated the usefulness of the MLC concept.

PLANS

A specification has been developed for procurement
of a quantity of MLC's during this fiscal year.

REFERENCES

(1) F. Schweizer,  R. G. Miller, and
L. W. Schumann, "A Modular Laser
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FLEX1BL.E METROLOGY FOR FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING THE PROCESS CONTROL ROBOT
AS PRESENTED TO 1985 MEASUREMENT SCIENCE CONFEREENCE

JANUARY 17-18, 1985
BY DAVID H. GENEST

The concept of Flexible Manufacturing started
in the United States many years ago and moved
to Japan and Europe, who pioneered the basic
principles. Now these concepts are being put
into practice in the United States. This
paper deals with an aspect of FMS which is
now becoming quite popular, and that is the
concept of AUTOMATED FL,EXIBLE METROLOGY.
We are now starting to understand that an
"INDEPENDENT PROCESS VERIFIER" is a key
element in the success of an FMS.

This is an area that Brown & Sharpe its
hoard of directors and senior executive staff
have recognized as a strength and an emphasis
for our future business. The main emphasis
of Brown & Sharpe is metrology. With the
onset of FMS, metrology requires a different
group of applications engineers, different
measurement techniques, and a different over-
all philosophy. Let us begin to understand
what FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING is all about,
what FMS offers the customer, and how The
INDEPENDENT PROCESS VERIFIER AIDS in the
success of flexible manufacturing.

AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING; this simple concept
relates to the automation of your present
processes and parts handling as well as
streamlining the flow of parts through your
shop. COMPACT UNIFIED, CONTROLLED MANU-
FACTURING; a better organization of machine
tools, again a better flow of your manu-
facturing process. LOWER LABOR INTENSITY;
with the cost of labor and manufactured
goods increasing daily, controlling labor
costs is a critical element of any process.
BATCH PROCESS-ABILITY; the "key" element of
FMS. The ability to respond quickly and
efficiently to rapid changes in the
marketplace and run smaller batches of a
wider variety of parts through the same
manufacturing system, are critical to
business success. REDUCED SETUP; which
in conjunction with batch process-ability
reduces the costly changeover when market
demands differ from original forecast, and
REDUCED SCRAP; cbviously  a goal of every
manufacturer in the world today.

The seventh key element of an FMS is direct
feedback for process control. The key
element in this area is the Independent
Process Verifier or the metrology element
of the FMS. Let's look a little closer

into the Direct Process Feedback (DPF) in
order to accurately specify a dimensional
gage that can be effectively intergrated
into a FMS, so that accurate and timely
machine tool offsets can be made.

1. The gage must be LINKED to an FMS Host;
there has to he a two-way conversation with
the Host that is providing guidance for the
overall FMS.

2. The gage must be as FLEXIBLE as the FMS
in which it resided. This means that as
parts and/or designs vary, the metrology
process must be able to handle those
changes in tooling, fixtures, stylii,
probes, etc. without a change in
structure. In addition, being a flexible
gage cannotes the ability to handle a
wide variety of fixtures and palletts
again, without having to employ a wide
variety of gage types.

3. The gage must be FAST enough to keep
up with the FMS part output. Not only are
people demanding to measure the critical
features, but they require more features
per part thus increasing the amount of
features that a gage can measure in a given
time frame, more process information will
bd made available and the ability to
accurately control the overall process
improves.

4. The gage, if it is to be included in an
FMS, must be ACCURATE enough to provide
valuable, concise feedback to the FMS host
so the proper machine tool offsets may be
added. This is a key element of the
Independent Process Verifier. The ability
to provide accurate, timely information
to the FMS Host ensures that the process
remains in control at all times.

5. SELF-SUFFICIENCY in an FMS environment
is an area that must be fully understood
prior to selecting the proper gage for the
FMS. The gage has to be self-sufficient
in that it must operate automatically and
without operator intergration, i.e., the
common task of cleaning bearing ways is
prohibited, since an FMS must run continu-
ously 24 hours a day.

6. STABILITY is an area that must be nn-
derstood in the design of the gage. It
must also be understood in the cleaning of
parts prior to measurement, the pcsitioning



of the gage within the MS, the controlling of
the gages environment and the required gaging
accuracies.

The major areas that we have covered
are LINKABILITY, FLEXIBILITY, SPEED,
ACCURACY, SELF SUFFICIENCY and STABILITY.
These six areas have to be seriously con-
sidered in the design statement before a
gage is designed. These are the areas
that must be addressed in any market re-
search in the area of FLEXIBLE METROLOGY;
and the bottom line, when a gage goes
into an FMS, it must fulfill all of the
requirements of each of these areas to
ensure a successful FMS.

There has been discussion in the past of
measurement being made on the machine tool
via machine tool-touch trigger probes.
There will always be this need and it will.
expand to some extent in the future; but
the main emphasis of the machine tool is
to cut chips, not to make measurements.
Due to the limitations of time and the
expanding requirement of full geometric
software, measurements critical to the
process cannot be made on the machine
tool due to the accuracy required, the
complexity of the features, and the
philosophy of not verifying a part by
the machine that produced it. The infor-
mation for offsets and the state of the
actual process must come from an Indepen-
dent Process Verifier.

Another area that requires a brief comment
and that we have alluded to, is the level
of attention and planning giving the overall
FMS and, in particular, the metrology aspect
of the FMS. This area must be given a place
of prominence in the planning stage of any
FMS because it is this area which will ensure
a successful FMS!

Now, let's turn our attention to a comprehen-
sive survey performed by Brown & Sharpe aimed
at specific customer and OEM FMS needs. This
relates not only to the gage, but supporting
elements such as accuracy, repeatability,
software, electronics and CAD/CAM interfaces.

Today's manufacturing process requires verti-
c&, horizontal arm and high speed measuring
robot configurations. A wide variety of parts
will be automated; thus, a wide variety of
machine configurations are required. Second,
common software for all configurations is
essential so that operators are not required
to utilize a wide variety of software
packages. Third, common electronics for
configurations are

manadatory. Again, to keep elements common
throughout the FMS, if more than one machine
configuration is used, only one "kit" of
repair electronics is required.

Ccmmon  language for machining and measurement ,
is another important area. This could be
APT, COMPACT-2, the IBM AML (A Manufacturing
Language) or it could be as simple as a
CAD/CAM system which provides the common source
of language for machining, design, and
measurment. This brings up the importance of
linking to CAD/CAM  data bases. This area has
been quite vague for years and is now
becoming a reality in many plants today.
The abili.ty  to write gaging part programs
offline with the sophistication of a CAD/
CAM work station frees the gage to execute
programs only, greatly increasing its efficiency.

Networking to dissimilar controllers, e.g.,
AGV, rotary table, machine tool controller
hosts, etc., must be accomplished smoothly
in order to communicate properly. Commu-
nications via DECNET, ETHERNET and/or MAP
is essential. A point that has come out
of our in depth market survey of customer
requirements for an FMS, is that people
will be automating very closely toleranced
parts; thus, the need to repeat to tenths
and hold tenths accuracy is as important
in the FMS as it is today with convention-
al CMM's. The stability of the measuring
machine arises again with the addition of
the nostile  FMS plant environment. This
must be studied very early in the product
marketing, research, and specification,
so that the proper design can be made;
again, the environment must be understood
fully when the machine is installed. The
environment must also be understood by the
end user and the machine tool builder, as
well as the conventional gage manufacturer.

A substantial increase in measurement speed
is the last consideration and one of the key
areas of the flexible metrology issue. The
speed of automated parts manufacturing will
increase with the FMS, and gage speeds must
increase similarly.

These are the nine areas that we have found
from our marketing survey, together with the
understanding of the FMS in the earlier
portion of the program, that forms the
Brown & Sharpe philosophy relative to
dimensional  Metrology in Flexible Manufac-
turing Systems. It is with this philosophy
that Brown & Sharpe has developed a complete
line of Process Control Robots PCR's  (see
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Fig.1.)  The distinction of the PCR from the
conventional CMM is primarily because the PCR
is a new class of machine required for this
very different form of metrology. Process
control in its name refers to the fact that
we are not doing measurement or inspection
per se; we are: in fact, providing information
to help control the process, Robot refers
directly to manufacturing, to flexibility
and high speed motion, which are required
for the Independent Process Verifier. The
PCR must be a very fast device that has
flexi.bility  and provides timely and accurate
data for the proper control of the manu-
facturing process.

This paper is not devoted to expounding
upon the benefits of the Brown & Sharpe
PCR, but a quick glance at the machine's
mechanical structure will give you an
idea of what features are required on a
PCR in order to satisfy the FMS needs and
desires.

Any type of Process Control Robot that will
go into an FMS must take full advantage of
state-of-the-art multi-tasking operating
systems, such as UNIX and DEC's RSX-11M  and
VMS. For multiple arm configurations of
the PCR the multi-tasking operating system,
allows both arms to be operated through a
single microprocessor. This capability is
quite important as it significantly reduces
cycle time. The design of the PCR must be
flexible and modular in concept so it can
be easily customized to adapt to each FMS
OEM's rotary table, pallet exchange
system, and/or transferline. Single and
dual arm configurations (primarily for
conveyorltransferline  applications) are
also reqnired (See Fig.2.) with the dual
arm further reducing the measurement
cycle times. With the single micro, full
part measurement results are made avail-
able through one processor, saving time
and required. networking.

An automatic probe changer is essential in
FMS applications so as to further reduce
cycle times. Requalification between
probe changes is eliminated for a further
increase in measurement speeds. The robot
controller is an essential part of the
PCR in that it provides the high speeds
(20 in/set  velocityand .3 G acceleration
required to get the necessary feature
measurements in the short time frames
demanded in FMS. applications.

The PCR must be designed to operate in a
machine tool environment and thus must be as
stable as possible during temperature changes.
Therefore, it makes sense that it be built
like a machine tool. For this reason, the PCR
is composed of components such as high-speed
rack and pinion drive systems essential for
positive high-speed motion with high accuracy.
The market survey also speci.fies the size of
parts that will be automated and the size of
the required PCR. The PCR measuring ranges
are 5OOmm x 3OOmm x 3OOmm or 1OOOmm x 5OOmm
x 700mm, which will accomodate approximately
80% to 90% of the MS user requirements. This
also supports the marketing done by machine
tool manufacturers in the smaller machine
tools (500mm x 5OOmm x 5OOmn-1) are also becoming
more popular.

Again alluding to the machine tool nature of
the PCR, solid roller and ball bearings are
essential in order to get high speed and high
accuracy in a hostile production environment.
Thus wraparound type, reciprocating, permanent-
ly lubricated roller and ball bearing packs are
key elements of the PCR design. Both a 4
position index, full-contouring and slide
rotary tables are options that need to be
included on the PCR to accomodate a wide
variety of FMS applications. Of course,
the fact that it will be operating in a
machine tool environment means that full
way covers are required. Optional posi-
tively pressurized way covers would be
desirable to protect the drive and measuring
systems from foreign matter. This again
supports the philosophy of the PCR's
self-sufficiency, allowing for a high degree
of accuracy and stability in the hostile
production environment. The controller,
computer: and readouts also must be protected
from the environment. This requires full air
conditioning of those elements.

Another important aspect that supports the
FMS market's requirements is that the
Process Control Robot provides a high degree
of volumetric accuracy (up to t/- .OlOmm).
The PCR, being the Independent Process
Verifier, can take full advantage of improved
environments. In addition, through the
state-of-the-art robot controller, temperature
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compensation firmware or software
can be easily utilized to further
increase measurement accuracies in hostile
environments.

Looking into the market requirements of the
machine tool controller, we find 3m/sec
velocity and .3G acceleration with the accel-
eration and deceleration being customizable.
Using different machines in different environ-
ments with varied probe configurations, users
need the ability to customize the "excel"/
"decel"  to optomize speed. Up to seven axes of
machine motion are needed, with the more axes
being moved simultaneously the higher the
speed of the system. With this controller, on-
the-fly non-contact measurements can be per-
formed for contouring applications. Along
with this capability a very high degree of
straight line motion is required again for
high accuracy contouring such as mold making
aircraft parts, machine parts, etc.

One further area that is having a major impact
in the metrology market is vision. The PCR
accomodates  the Brown & Sharpe/AISI vision
probe. Thus, a PCR installed in an FMS can
use Renishaw touch trigger probes, the
Brown & Sharpe/Diffracto  LaserProbe  and the
vision probe to measure both features and/or
contours, further expanding the level of
flexibility of the PCR (See Fig.3.).

Looking into all of the special needs of
both the OEM and end user, and at available
technology, one comes to the conclusion
that:

(a) The PCR must be a horizontal design.
The majority of machining done on an FMS
will be done horizontally, thus, fixtures
are made for horizontal access.

(b) The PCR must be flexible in its ability
to accept a wide variety of pallet sizes and
fixture types. It must measure a wide
variety of parts and accomodate changes in
part designs without machine restructuring.

(c) It is desirable for the user to have
built in vabration damping so that again
the machine is self-sufficient. The PCR
has its own elastomeric and optional air/
oil vibration damping system built into
its structure.

Cd) The design of the PCR should be
modular and customizable to accomodate
various rotary table/pallet exchange
systems so that large pallets and
fixtures do not reduce the available
measuring space.

(e) A high speed changer that does not
require requalification between probe changes
must be available so that valuable time is
not lost on non-measurement tasks.

All of these characters add up to high
speed metrology essential to I%!!.

We have now looked at the needs of the FMS
manufacturers and studied the extensive
FL,EXIBLE  METROLOGY market survey of the end
users that evaluated the required elements
of the Independent Process Verifier.
Finally, we have looked at the mechanical
structure of a PCR. Another key area is
system support for the PCR. A deep under-
standing of what is required by the FMS
customer and a close working relationship
with major technical groups of the world
to keep abreast of the changes in MS is
necessary.

CAM-I is an organization that allows this
to happen. It has a very strong technical
committee studying the design of a Univer-
sal CMM Interface which will help define
future metrology software packages throughout
the world. Understanding and participation
in CAM-I, APT, IGES and ASME  committees, and
a good working relationship with all the
CAD/CAM manufacturers of the world, are key
areas of customer support for the PCR's
In depth knowledge in state-of-the-art manu-
faccuring areas such as APT, AML, UNIX, MAP,
geometric modelers and sculptured surface
packages helps broaden the scope of the PCR
supplier's quality control package. In
addition, Brown & Sharpe has developed a good
working relationship with major CAD/CAM
manufacturers such as Calma,  McAuto,  Prime,
CADAM,  CGS of General Motors, Computer Vision
and Applicon to provide a strong base of
support for the customer.

Included in the discussion of support is the
PCR's statistical Process Control (SK)
package. This is a package that provides
valuable history for Quality Information
Systems (QIS) and FMS hosts. It is the key
system element of the PCR that will help
productivity and eliminate rework. Two
of the key SPC routines that are essential
in understanding and controlling the process
are; Normal Inference Plots, which provide
a quick evaluation of how the mean relates
to the process limits; and X Bar/R  and X
Bar/S trend plots which offer quick evalua-
tion of the process relative to trending
toward out of tolerance, and tracking the
numbers of parts that can be made at
the current trend prior to going out of
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tolerence. With the transmittal of this
information to the FYS Host, corrections can
be made in the process so that the process
"never" goes out of control. Again, this
information originates from the Process
Control Robot.

It should be apparent that the PCR is in fact
THE Independent Process Verifier. As you can
see from this discussion, we believe that the
PCR is a key element in the success of the FMS.
In fact, it is an element that deserves a
place of prominence in the overall planning of
every FMS.
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PATEC: PAST - PRESENT - FUTURE
An Air Force Approach to ATS Calibration

Joseph C. Santo
Chief, Systems Engineering Branch

Aerospace Guidance & Metrology Center
Directorate of Metrology

Newark AFS OH

ABSTRACT

PATEC was first developed to perform a system
level Calibration  of an Air Force developed auto-
matic calibration system. Tne concept has since
been applied to Automatic Test Systems and proved
successful. From a modest beginning of one sys-
tem in 1977, it has grown to over 25 systems.
PATEC is included in tne Modular Automatic Test
Equipment guides, which are now mandatory for use
in the Air Force when buying or modifying any ATS.
PATEC consists of three essential parts; a set of
portable standards, a Calibration Test Program
Set, and the necessary documentation. PATES
solves most of the proolems found in the tradi-
tional, pull, calibrate, and replace method of
ATS calibration.

INTRODUCTION

During the development of an automatic calibration
system (ACS),  for use in Air force Precision Meas-
urement Equipment Laboratories (PMELs),  it was
desired to calibrate the ACS in a manner which
would compensat,e  for any switching or cable length
errors which were present. A technique was devel-
oped to calibrate at the system interface and to
use software algorithms to compensate for cable
losses. This process was successful and an
attempt was made to apply this principle of total
system calibration to an intermediate level Auto-
matic Test System (ATS).

THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH

The traditional approach to ATS calibration is to
remove certain instruments from the system and
then send them, on a periodic basis, to a local
calibration facility. The instruments are then
calibrated as bench type instruments to full
manufacturer's specifications, returned to the
ATS, re-installed, and hopefully all works well.
Unfortunately, this is not always satisfactory
for the following reasons:

ATS downtime is aggravated by numerous calibration
intervals for the removed equipment.

Eacn instrument needs to be removed from the ATS
with the attendant problems of connector damage,
This is especially true when dealing with RF

instruments.
Calibration effort is wasted on unused functions
and accuracies. The entire ATS is down if an
unused function fails calibration.

Remote and programmable features of the instru-
ments are not exercised.

System performance features of the instruments are
not exercised.

System performance, including cabling, loads, and
switching, is not cnecked.

Many ATS functions are now at the printed board
level, integral to the ATS, and cannot be cali-
brated away from the ATS without designing dedi-
cated test equipment.

All calioration  is done manually.

THE PATEC APPROACH

PATEC was designed to eliminate all of the prob-
lems associated with the traditional approach.
In order to do this, one must look at a total sys-
tem approach to calibration rather than the tradi-
tional piece-meal approach. PATEC is, therefore,
composed of three main parts:

1.

::

A definition of the calibration requirements.
A set of portable standards.
A Calibration Test Program Set (CTPS).

A discussion of these three areas will reveal
some of the basic principles of a PATEC appli-
cation.

REQUIREMENTS

It has been our experience that this portion of a
PATEC application is, by far, the most difficult.
Figure (1) graphically depicts the ATS specifica-
tion dilemma. In order to bring some perspective
to the problem of calibrating complex ATS systems,
one must remember that any ATS has three attrib-
utes (from a calibration viewpoint).

1. The sole purpose of the ATS is to supply
stimuli and measure signals from some unit under
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tests (UUT)
2. The accuracy requirements decrease the closer
you get to the UUT.
3. The number of ranges and functions of the ATS
instrumentation used is minimized at the UUT.

The Air Force uses a standard data item, the Cali-
bration Measurement Requirement Summary (CMRS)
(DI-S-6177B) to gather the requirements data from
the system contractor.

This brings us to the first three principles of a
PATEC application:

* Calibrate as close to the UUT interface as
possible.
* Calibrate only those ranges and functions actu-
ally used during UUT testing, self testing, and
system diagnostics of the ATS.
* Calibrate to the accuracies specified in the
CMRS, not manufacturer's specifications.

PORTABLE STANDARDS

An analysis of the CMRS will reveal what ATS
instruments require external standards for cali-
bration. It is important to note that PATEC dic-
tates a maximum use of ATS assets in order to
minimize the number of external standards
required. Those instruments which do require
external standards are commonly called "core"
instruments. In order to automate the cali-
bration process as much as possible, the use of
IEEE-488 programmable instrumentation is encour-
aged. The subject of portable standards will be
discussed again later in this paper. The impor-
tant points to remember are these additional
PATEC principles:

* Minimize the number of external standards
required.
* Use IEEE-488 programmable instrumentation
wherever possible.

As with all calibration schemes there are excep-
tions to the rule. There are some instruments
which simply cannot economically be calibrated on
site. PATEC handles these devices on an exchange
basis.

THE CALIBRATION TEST PROGRAM SET (CTPS)

The CTPS is composed of all those other things
peculiar to an ATS. In essence they are broken
down into three major efforts:

1. A software calibration program

::
A calibration interface test adaptor (CITA)
The necessary documentation.

SOFTWARE: Most PATEC application programs are
prepared by a contractor following guidelines
supplied by the Air Force. All PATEC application
programs run on the host ATS computer using the
available display and print devices for communi-
cating to the operator. At this time, the
guidance is informal and tailored to each appli-
cation, however, there are some general rules that
we attempt to follow. The software is divided

between an Executive segment and Task segments.
At the Executive level, the operator has at least
the following selections:

1. Operator control of the calibration sequence.
2. Report generation.
3. Termination of the program.

The calibration sequence is table driven. Tables
are set up for pass/fail/incomplete, and for
valid/invalid tasks. The pass/fail/incomplete is
self explanatory. The valid/invalid is used
because of the boot-strap nature of a PATEC cali-
bration scheme where most tasks depend on a pre-
vious task being successfully completed.

At the completion of each calibration task the
operator is given the options to:

:*
Repeat the previous task.

3:
Continue to the next task.
Return to the Executive,

When a calibration is completed, a calibration
report is generated. The calibration report must
contain at least the following information:

1. The parameter under calibration.

:.
The nominal or cardinal value.
The actual value read,

4: The error.

Z:
A pass/fail indication.
The tolerance.

There are many additional features of PATEC cali-
bration software and they are detailed in an Air
Force publication, AGMCP 66-60, available from
The Aerospace Guidance and Metrology Center,
Directorate of Metrology, Systems Engineering
Branch, MLSE, Newark AFS OH 43057-5475.

CALIBRATION INTERFACE TEST ADAPTOR (CITA): The
CITA is a physical device used to connect the
portable PATEC standards to the ATS at the point
selected to perform the calibration. The CITA
must contain only passive devices with no internal
switching. In some applications, it has been
possible to use the self test adaptor with the
necessary modifications. The CITA must include
the cable set required to connect the portable
standards to the CITA.

DOCUMENTATION: Most documentation is covered by
Data Items. These include documentation on the
software in the form of product specifications,
Source listings, and all other data required to
organically maintain the software. The CITA is
covered by a Type 1 specification and detailed
parts breakdowns. In addition, a calibration
Technical Order (TO), written in accordance with
MIL-M-38793, is required. The TO provides the
operator instructions on how to begin the cali-
bration process, and a list of functions and
accuracies which the ATS is required to meet. In
addition, a list of equipment required to cali-
brate the ATS, a table of performance limits, and
a set of signal flow diagrams to aid the calibra-
tor in case of difficulty is provided.
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This brings us to some additional PATEC princi-
ples:
* The calibration program resides on the host ATS
computer and uses the available display and print
devices.
* The CITA contains no active components or
switching and includes the cable set to connect
the portable standards to the CITA.

Before we leave this portion of the PATEC story
and talk about some logistics and application
matters, it would be appropriate to talk a bit
about the Air Force Modular Automatic Test Equip-
ment (MATE) program and how PATEC interfaces with
it.

THE MATE SYSTEM

MATE is a comprehensive ATS acquisition process
which has been mandated for use in the Air Force,
It consists of a series of guides on Testability,
Hardware Modules, and Software Modules. Also
included are Software tools for automatic test
program generation, verification, and validation,
along with tools for predicting life cycle costs
and test program set costs. Some of the more
important aspects of MATE are the manner in which
it handles the interface language to the MATE
modules, the MATE modules themselves, and the
requirement for passive interface test adaptors.
Most of these standards have a direct impact on
the calibration of a MATE ATS system. The basic
structure of an ATS built to MATE standards is
shown in Figure (2). The Control Interface Inter-
mediate Language (CIIL)  is MATE's method of making
the system independent of a particular manufac-
turer's module. For instance, when MATE wants to
talk to a DVM it sends out a standard CIIL
sequence, no matter who's DVM is used. It then
becomes the job of the module supplier to deliver
a MATE module with a Test Module Adaptor (TMA) to
decipher the standard CIIL message and reformat
it into something his instrument understands. In
addition to the reformating the TMA also takes
care of all the handshake protocols. For most
applications, TMAs are hardware devices. A major
goal of the MATE program is that TMAs will be
offered by manufacturers as an optional interface
just as IEEE-488 interfaces are common today.

MATE AND PATEC

The MATE guides require the ATS developer to
calibrate the ATS as a system and, at least, to
consider using the PATEC approach. At present
new guidance is being generated to require PATEC
on MATE systems unless a waiver is granted by
AGMC.

When applying PATEC to a MATE system the portable
standards are also required to interface to the
MATE CIIL buss through the use of a TMA (refer to
Figure (3)). The PATEC TMA is a micro-computer
with all the decoding and protocol taken care of
via software. The PATEC instrumentation uses
standard IEEE-488 interfaces. This has proved to
be quite beneficial to us in that, through the
use of software drivers we are able to reconfig-
ure the group of portable standards for the par-
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titular ATS being calibrated. In addition, we
are able to substitute equipment, if that becomes
necessary, by simply re-configuring the PATEC TMA.
At present, we have MATE compatible communication
handlers and drivers for all MATE systems and for
all the IEEE-488 based instruments used as exter-
nal calibration standards on MATE systems. The
PATEC TMA is described in detail in the AGMCP
66-60 publication mentioned earlier.

HOW IS A PATEC APPLICATION NORMALLY ACCOMPLISHED?

PATEC, or any other calibration scheme, should not
be an after-thought in a systems development.
When Program Offices develop a new or replacement
ATS they normally have a series of "wickets" they
must pass through to reach their final goal of a
working, supportable system. It is our job, for
the Air Force, to insure that one of those "wick-
ets" is called calibration. These program steps
are contained in the Statement of Work (SOW) for
the development of the ATS. When PATEC is
included in the SOW things progress suprisingly
smoothly. When an ATS is developed according to
the MATE guides, PATEC is automatically included
in the SOW. Once the contractor has been selected
the next step is usually a Preliminary Design
Review (PDR) where the details of PATEC are
explained, with an emphasis placed on determining
the calibration requirements as soon as possible.
Once the calibration requirements are firm, a set
of external standards is selected and furnished
to the contractor for Calibration Test Program
Set development. If all goes well, at the time
of the Critical Design Review (CDR),  the contrac-
tor is ready to begin calibration program develop-
ment. During this period, numerous exchanges are
made between the contractor and Air Force metrolo-
gists. This process continues until the job is
finished and approved by the Air Force.

It is interesting to note that prior to PATEC the
Air Force accepted ATS systems on the basis of
successful completion of the Self-Test program.
This is no longer true. The contractor must now
demonstrate a successful calibration of the ATS
before the system is accepted by the Air Force.

PATEC APPLICATIONS

PATEC started modestly in 1977 with a single
application to an ATS used to provide support to
MM-II, III launch facilities. This was essen-
tially a manual calibration with the ATS host
computer merely prompting the operator through
the calibration process. No attempt was made to
automatically control the calibration standards.
This mode of operation was used in the next
several applications of PATEC. The Pave Paws
application, in 1979, was the first ATS to auto-
matically control the external standards through
the IEEE-488 bus. Since that time, all applica-
tions of PATEC automate the calibration process
as much as possible. Table 1 presents a summary
of PATEC applications, past, present, and in pro-
cess.

A typical calibration scenario would look like
this: At an appointed calibration interval the



PMEL technician brings his portable PATEC stan-
dards to the ATS location. In co-operation with
the system operator, the CTPS is loaded and cali-
bration of the "core" items is accomplished. The
remainder of the ATS is calibrated automatically
using the "core" instruments as secondary stan-
dards. When the calibration is completed, a
single calibration label is placed on the ATS.
The PMEL packs up its standards and returns at
the next calibration interval, usually 6 months,
If interim failures occur, the failed item is
replaced and re-calibrated with PMEL assistance
for "core" items or by the user for non-"core"
items. Interim failures do not change the cali-
bration interval for the ATS.

Three additional PATEC principles are:

* Include the requirement for PATEC calibration in
the Statement of Work.
* Calibration of ATS should be performed by
trained metrologists.
* Since the ATS is calibrated as a system, only
one calibration label and one calibration inter-
val is required.

THE FUTURE:

THE CORE PATEC: After applying PATEC to over 25
different automatic test systems, two things
became quite apparent. First, if we continued to
develop a set of PATEC standards for each ATS
using PATEC we would, by 1985, have some Air
Force installations which would have over 8 sets
of PATEC standards. Secondly, if you were to
line up these 8 sets of PATEC standards side by
side, you would be hard pressed to discern any
difference in them. As it turns out, there is
little difference in the types of external stan-
dards required for any given ATS. The truly
unique item is the Calibration Test Program Set
and interface adaptors. This led to the concept
of a CORE PATEC. The CORE PATEC is a collection
of standards, common to all PATEC applications.
These CORE standards are then augmented, if neces-
sary, for peculiar requirements of an ATS. The
present distribution plan is to supply a set of
CORE standards to every PMEL on the basis of at
least one per PMEL with additional quantities
predicated on total workload and not on the
number of different model numbered ATS being
supported.

Augmentation packages, as required, would be
distributed on an ATS model number basis. At
present, we are about 50% complete in distrib-
uting these CORE PATECs  and by the end of FY 85
we should have at least one CORE PATEC per PMEL.
Another degree of freedom is introduced when
PATEC is used on a MATE system. Because of our
programmable TMA we are able to re-configure the
set of portable standards and substitute items
without affecting the calibration test program.

USER CALIBRATION: An interesting phenomenon has
occurred in the past two years. With the advent
of fully automated calibration, the users have
suddenly awoken  and said "Hey, there's nothing to
this calibration business. You just hook-up the

PATEC, push the button, and sit back and relax.
We can do this just as well, or better, than a
trained metrologist, so --- why do we need them?
Give us the standards and we'll do our own cali-
bration." Once this notion has taken root, it is
amazing how many other arguments can be generated
to support this user calibration philosophy. The
bottom line is, as long as everything goes well,
anyone can run a calibration program, It's when
things go wrong that a skilled metrologist is
required. This is a very difficult area and there
may indeed be legitimate cases where user calibra-
tion is warranted. This is especially true of ATS
that must deploy with the weapon system. In these
cases the prudent system developer will design the
ATS, from the beginning, to be supportable by a
limited set of built in standards. In the Air
Force, the Directorate of Metrology has taken the
firm position that it is the responsibility of the
PMEL to calibrate Automatic Test Systems.

SOFTWARE ADJUSTMENTS: The first PATEC application
included a set of alignment routines that the
calibrator could elect if a calibration segment
failed. We have attempted to include these types
of instructions in other applications with limi-
ted success. There have also been some outright
failures. The problem arises in internal config-
uration control of commercial instruments. An
adjustment control may be in one location through
serial number 1000 and may be moved or eliminated
in newer serial numbered devices. This has a
disastrous effect on any alignment program. With
the advent of newer instrumentation, where these
mechanical adjustments are being replaced with
software adjustments, a new era is upon us and we
can now seriously consider requiring complete
alignment routines in the calibration test pro-
gram sets. This is one of the more exciting
developments in ATS calibration.

TWO LEVELS OF MAINTENANCE: The Air Force is
seriously looking at it's present three levels of
maintenance with the goal of eliminating the
intermediate level. What effect would this have
on the PATEC concept? To eliminate the inter-
mediate level requires extensive built in test
(BIT) capabilities in the prime mission equip-
ment. This reliance on BIT must be tempered with
sound metrology practices. Somehow, every BIT
scheme must be traced to an external standard.
The challenge will be to develop small, environ-
mentally immune standards which will be taken to
the prime weapon system to provide the required
traceability. This is in complete agreement with
PATEC principles. In essence, this merely brings
PATEC to the flight line rather than the mainte-
nance shop.

SUMMARY

PATEC is viable concept for ATS calibration. It
has been successfully applied to over 25 different
Automatic Test Systems and has been adopted as the
preferred calibration approach for Air Force sys-
tems being developed under the MATE guides. The
basic principles of the PATEC concept are given
below:
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* Calibrate as close to the UUT interface as
possible.
* Calibrate only those ranges and functions actu-
ally used during UUT testing and self testing of
the ATS.
* Calibrate to the accuracies specified in the
CMRS, not manufacturer's specifications.
* Minimize the number of external standards
required.
* Use IEEE-488 programmable instrumentation
wherever possible.
* The calibration program resides on the host ATS
computer and uses the available display and print
devices.
* The CITA contains no active components or
switching and includes the cable set to connect
the portable standards to the CITA.
* Include the requirement for PATEC calibration
in the Statement of Work.
* Calibration of ATS should be performed by
trained metrologists.
* Since the ATS is calibrated as a system, only
one calibration label and one calibration inter-
val is required.
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AT THE SYSTEM INTERFACE
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ABSTRACT

A method of verifying the performance of
automatic test equipment (ATE) in its normal
operating environment and configuration is
presented as the best approach to achieving
an overall system calibration. The method
consists of the transport of well-character-
ized signal sources to the ATE station and the
application of these electrical stimuli
directly to a well-defined electrical
interface on the test station. Data is
presented on typical accuracies that have been
obtained on limited parameters and ranges
during the testing process, using calibrated
commercial equipment.

INTRODUCTION

Several approaches have been used to assure
that ATE systems perform properly. The
traditional approach is the calibration of
each "drawer" or instrument of the system.
Typically, instruments such as a digital
voltmeters, precision voltage or waveform
sources, and frequency counters, are removed
from the ATE station and sent to a calibration
laboratory where their performance is
evaluated and any necessary calibration
adjustments are made. Such an approach has
several shortcomings. For example, the test
system often cannot be used during the time
the instruments are removed for calibration
unless replacements can be found. A more
serious deficiency of this approach, from a
metrology point of view, is the fact that
instruments are not characterized in the same
environment as they are used. For example,
the accuracy of a digital voltmeter may
exhibit sensitivity to temperature changes.
Its normal operating temperature range in the
ATE system may be quite different than that
encountered in the calibration laboratory. In
addition, interferences, such as high
frequency signals produced by other

instrumentation and computers in the ATE
system may degrade the performance of such
precision measurement equipment. These
effects are usually not present when the
performance of the measurement equipment is
evaluated in the calibration laboratory. A
further shortcoming of the practice of
removal, calibration, and replacement of
measurement equipment is that such procedures
result in a calibration that does not account
for losses and offsets in the signal path
between the interface connector, where the
unit under test UUT is connected, and the
instrument terminals, where the instrument was
calibrated. Since signals from the UUT are
typically switched through relays and have
relatively long path lengths, signal losses
and offsets may affect the measurement
accuracy, especially for low-level signals.
In view of the shortcomings listed above, the
user of ATE which has had instruments removed
and calibrated outside the ATE system itself
may have greater confidence in the equipment
performance than is warranted.

Another calibration approach employed with ATE
systems in order to increase the confidence in
the resulting measurements is the use of
various types of built-in test or self-testing
schemes. If properly implemented, such schemes
may be valuable towards assuring that
measurements made by an ATE system are
consistent. However, such techniques alone
cannot perform a calibration function to
determine the difference between values of
physical quantities, such as voltage and
frequency, measured by the ATE system and
those measured quantities that have
traceability to national standards.
Measurements have traceability to a designated
set of standards if and only if scientifically
rigorous evidence is produced on a continuing
basis to show that the measurement process is
producing meaturement  results for which the
total measurement uncertainty relative to
national or other designated standards is
quantified [l].
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To assure verification of the performance of
test equipment, and achieve
traceability, well-characterized

meaningful
standards

must be applied to the ATE station while it is
operating in its normal environment. An
example of such an "in-situ" station
calibration is the Portable Automatic Test
Equipment Calibration Concept (PATEC) used by
the Air Force Guidance and Metrology Center.
The PATEC concept consists of verifying the
performance and calibrating certain critical
or "core" instruments used by the ATE system
using portable programmable calibrators
connected via the system interface. After
such direct calibration, the remainder of the
instrumentation contained in the station are
then calibrated by using the core instruments
as standards, together with "wrap around"
interface adapters. The Navy implements a
similar concept using the .Modularly Equipped
and Configured Calibrators and Analyzers
(MECCA). Both of these programs Utilize
portable calibration systems that assure the
performance of ATE on site via a system
calibration.

THE USE OF TRANSPORT STANDARDS

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) has had
a program, in cooperation with the Department
of Defense (DOD) to determine the feasibility
of using transport standards to verify the
performance and calibration of ATE systems
[2]. The approach employs the use of portable
transport standards with sufficient accuracy
and long-term stability to properly
characterize the ATE station under
investigation. It was essential that these
transport standards were sufficiently
versatile so as to permit the application of a
range of well-calibrated stimuli directly to
the UUT interface connector. A realistic
evaluation of the accuracy of the ATE system
could then be made when the system was
operating in essentially the same conditions
as when testing a UUT.

Portable transport standards offer an
advantage over alternative methods of
characterizing an ATE station since the
effects of losses and offsets occuring in the
cabling and switching networks can be also
properly characterized. In addition, it is
desirable to be able to program the transport
standards by means of a computer or instrument
controller since statistically meaningful
tests require that lengthy sequences of
stimuli be applied to the ATE system under
test. For example, to adequately characterize
ac voltage measurements made by an ATE system,
many combinations of voltage amplitudes and
frequencies must be applied. Portable
transport standards, in conjunction with
portable "desk-top" controllers, offer a
powerful way to generate such sequences, with
the flexibility of making possible program
changes on site.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TRANSPORT STANDARDS FOR
AC, DC, PHASE, AND PULSE PARAMETERS

Based on a knowledge of the key measurement
capabilities of an ATE system to be
characterized, the parameters and ranges of
the required stimuli can be selected. For
example, in this particular project ac and dc
voltages, electrical phase angle, and pulse
duration were the quantities used to
characterize one particular "third-generation"
ATE system initially studied by NBS. DC
voltages from +/- 100 mV to +/- 195 V, and ac
voltages from 300 mV to 140 V (rms) at various
frequencies from 50 Hz to 10 MHz were applied
to the ATE system at the UUT interface
connector in order to investigate its dc and
ac measurement performance. Additionally, it
was desired to verify the performance of the
ATE station in measuring pulse duration over a
range of 50 nS to 1000 ns.

Two transport packages consisting of test
equipment were assembled; one for the dc and
low-frequency ac voltage source, and the
second for a pulse voltage source. The dc and
low-frquency ac voltage source package
contained a commercial meter calibrator, a
digital voltmeter, and a desk-top
computer/controller. The pulse source package
contained a high resolution time synthesizer
for generating pulses of precise time
duration, and a pulse generator that was used
to generate the output repetition rate of the
pulses. In addition, an NBS Phase Angle
Calibration Standard was used as a source of
phase angle signals [3]. The NBS Phase Angle
Calibration Standard produces a pair of
digitally synthesized sine waves. All
parameters, with the exception of the pulse
repetition rate, were capable of being
controlled by the computer/controller via an
IEEE-488 bus. Thus, sequences of various
voltages or pulse widths could be applied to
the ATE system with a minimum of operator
intervention.

Prior to applying these sources to an ATE
system, the transport packages were carefully
characterized to measure their accuracy, their
stability with time, and the effects of
temperature, line voltage, and other
environmental factors that may affect their
performance. In all cases, the
characterization of the transport standards
package was performed at the termination of
the cable and adapters that were necessary to
interconnect the standards with the ATE system
under investigation. Furthermore, the input
impedance of the ATE system was simulated with
resistance-capacitance networks at the
interconnection interface. Thus, the
electrical environment during the
characterization tests performed on the
transport standards approximated that
encountered during the connection of the
transport standards to the ATE system.
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For example, the output of the dc transport
source was intercompared periodically with the
U.S. Leqal Volt maintained by NBS. Over a
period of five months, the dc source exhibited
a 3 sigma uncertainty of less than 0.004
percent over a voltage range of t/-O.1 to
+I-200 V dc. Likewise, over a three month
period, the pulse source exhibited changes in
pulse duration of less than t/-O.6 percent
over the range of 50 to 1000 ns.

The voltage of the ac output from the source
was meas!Jred as a function of rms amplitude
and frequency by means of a thermal voltage
converter. The ac and dc voltages of the
source were available at the same output
terminals by programming the source over the
IEEE-488 bus. The* output of the thermal
converter was measured by the digital
voltmeter, also controlled by the bus. In this
manner, full control was exercised over the
qeneration and application of ac and dc
voltages to the converter and over the
recording of the resultant thermocouple emf
voltages. A multiplier (current scaling
resistor), inserted between the source and the
thermoelement allowed the thermal converter to
be used over a voltage range of 2 to 600 V ac
(rms).

The observed 3 sigma uncertainty in the
voltage of the ac source over the frequency
range of 50 Hz to 50 kHz was less than +/-0.01
percent during a three month period. The
combined effects of temperature and line
voltage changes along with additional
uncertainties contributed by the thermal
converters, voltmeter non-linearities, and
effects due to movement of the source from the
calibration laboratory at NBS to the remote
ATE site gave conservative estimates of total
uncertainties of +/-0.02 percent and t/-O.12
percent for dc and ac voltages, respectively.

AC voltages at frequencies between 50 kHz and
10 MHz are more difficult to measure
accurately than those at lower frequencies. At
the higher frequencies, small inductances and
capacitances associated with the connection of
the calibration source to the ATE system
become important. If not properly accounted
for, the losses in the cable between the
wideband output of the source and the
interface of the ATE system introduce a source
of systematic uncertainty. To connect the
source to the ATE system, a 1.5-m cable is
required. Typically, this additional cable
length provides an attenuation of the signal
of approximately 0.6 percent at 10 MHz. Thus,
all measurements were made using a 1.5 m
length of RG-58/U cable connected to the
wideband output unless otherwise specified.

The ac voltage output at the interface adapter
pins, as a function of frequency, was
determined by the use of a thermal voltage
converter which has a specified input
impedance of 50 ohms (+/- 0.3 percent) and a
voltage range of approximately 0.2 to 0.45 V_
ac (rms). To measure voltages in excess of
0.45 V ac, a set of two precision 50-ohm

coaxial attenuators was used that had power
attenuations of 6 and 10 dB respectively. By
means of the attenuators, either individually
or in series, the voltage measurement range
could be extended to 2.8 V ac. The overall
uncertainty of the output voltage of the ,
wideband  source at the interface adapter pins
was calculated to be t/-O.7 percent. This
value was deemed to be more than adequate for
verifyin

3
the performance of an ATE station

with a + - 3 percent accuracy specification.

APPLICATION OF TRANSPORT STANDARDS TO AN ATE
SYSTEM

The transport standards were applied to
several third-generation ATE systems used by
DOD. Measurement programs were written in
ATLAS to permit the ATE station to measure dc
voltages, low frequency ac voltages in the
frequency range of 50 Hz to 50 kHz, and high
frequency ac voltages in the range of 50 kHz
to 10 MHz. Additional programs measured pulse
duration and phase angle. The transport
standards were interconnected to the ATE
system by means of the cables and the
interface adapter that had been used in the
characterization of the standards. This
overall package permitted the application of
the ac and dc voltages, pulses, and phase
angles to the ATE system under the same
conditions in which they were calibrated. In
addition, a means was provided for the ATE
station to generate a "test complete" pulse to
the controller. The controller then
instructed the transport standards to provide
the next stimuli in a preprogrammed sequence.
The measurements from the ATE station were
printed and recorded on the system disk file.
In this manner, an extensive set of
measurement data could be obtained to analyze
the errors of the ATE system being
characterized since all the data was in
"machine compatible" form.

CONCLUSION

The use of accurate transport standards has
been demonstrated to be a useful concept for
the characterization and calibration of ATE
systems. In order to meaningfully
characterize the performance of an ATE system,
the signals must be accurately determined at a
defined measurement interface over the range
of environmental conditions that typically
would be encountered.
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ABSTRACT

The calibration of Automatic
used to support Navy weapons
cult technical requirement.
bration support is delivered

Test Equipment (ATE)
systems is a diffi-
Ensuring that cali-
with an ATE system. . . .

as one of the Integrated Logistics Support (ILS)
elements is a challenge. The evolution and status
of Navy Calibration Test Program Set implementa-
tion will be reviewed.

INTRODUCTION

Fellow Metrologists - Computers are everywhere!
Automation of test equipment is commonplace and
this is changinq the nature of our profession.
We have a problem! The integration of software,
hardware, and system configuration has increased
the complexity of metrology.

Let me tell you of one approach to make your job
easier. This approach can be applied to any
automated test system.

The calibration of ATE is a complex task that
must be included in the ILS Planning and become
one of the considerations from the conceptual
design phase through the deployment phase.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The calibration of ATE has undergone many changes
over the years. Up until recently, because of
the complexities involved, a common method of
calibration consisted of system components or
building blocks. Time has indicated that this
piecemeal approach is not sufficient in most
cases. The parts, when assembled into a system,
do not necessarily indicate the overall perfor-
mance of the system. There is a logistic problem
of sending the BB to the calibration laboratory
which causes excessive system downtime. In
addition, the wear and tear on the BB's appear
excessive. The calibration of the ATE on-site as
a system evolved as the better technical approach.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

An ATE system can be considered as one test
instrument with input/output (I/O) specifications.
However, it is a very complex instrument because

of the number of calibration standards required
to perform a calibration. The number of cali-
bration standards required to perform the cali-
bration is usually eight or ten items or more.
In addition, the connection to the ATE I/O
interface usually presents a challenge. Because
of these requirements, it was difficult for the
metrology personnel at MEC to communicate to
sponsors concerning exactly what was needed to
perform an ATE system calibration. I am sure
there was confusion on the part of the metrology
personnel concerning exactly what constraints
existed on the sponsors. In any event it took a
considerable period of time before the concept
of a Test Program Set (TPS) was linked to the
calibration requirements of ATE. In part, I feel
it was the idea that something "special" was
needed. Also, a TPS is used to allow an ATE
system to test another item, whereas we were
concerned in testing the ATE system itself.
Eventually, a close look at MIL-STD-2077A for
TPS revealed that all the parts of a TPS were
needed for calibration i.e., software, printed
information, and an interface device (ID).
However, these components needed to be developed
to calibrate the ATE system. This reversed the
application in that the ATE became the unit under
test (UUT). Hence, MIL-STD-2077A was rewritten
to reflect that reversal in application and named
Calibration Test Program Set (CTPS). The mana-
gerial aspect of describing to the sponsors what
we wanted was simplified. We need a special TPS;
the sponsors know how to handle TPS's; and the
existing management and procurement systems can
be used to provide what is needed. Sometimes
using the appropriate terminology can greatly
reduce the problems and aid in arriving at a
solution.

Now the sponsors could fund the various ATE manu-
facturers to provide CTPS, but how does a CTPS
fit into the Integrated Logistics Support Plan
(ILSP)? The ILSP is the overall project manage-
ment scheme used to deploy a weapon system. One
fact had become very evident during our earlier
efforts - the calibration requirements must be
considered during the conceptual phase of the ATE
development project. By early involvement, the
calibration requirements are made evident to the
ATE manufacturer. Usually this becomes an educa-
tional process for the ATE personnel. A guidance
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document was developed to specify the various
phases of development of the CTPS. It has been
found that this early-on involvement is crucial
to adequate calibration support.

At that time, the Center published two technical
requirement documents to provide a mechanism for
defining CTPS preparation requirements. However,
our sponsors looked at our efforts and although
they agreed that it was a giant step in the right
direction, questions still remained as to how
the requirements could be implemented in the
actual contractual schema to obtain CTPS's. We
thought a simple reference in the contract to
our documents would be sufficient. The sponsors
disagreed. After several discussions, the
approach decided upon was to add an Appendix to
MIL-STD-2077A for TPS's that is essentially our
previously developed technical documents, written
into military standard format.

WHAT IS A CTPS?

The CTPS consists of those items necessary to
calibrate ATE at the system I/O interface(s).
These include the electrical, mechanical,
instructional, and logical decision elements.
The CTPS excludes the actual calibration stan-
dards in a physical form, but specifies what
calibration standards are to be used in the
calibration process. These calibration standards
consist of items normally designated standards
within the Navy.

A CTPS is composed of a Calibr&tion Strategy
report, a Calibration Test Program (CTP), an ID,
a Calibration Procedure Instruction (CPI), and
supplementary data. The requirements for each
of the above CTPS elements will now be discussed.

CALIBRATION STRATEGY REPORT

A test strategy report shall be prepared for each
CTPS. The calibration strategy report shall be
prepared in a format suitable for review and
analysis by the technical reviewing agent prior
to detailed CTPS design. The purpose of the
Calibration Strategy Report shall be to outline
all calibration requirements, to delineate
problems or constraints anticipated in imple-
menting a calibration design, and to provide a
detailed overview of the calibration approach.
The contents of the calibration strategy report
shall include, but are not limited to:

(a) ATE Function Description. Describes the
major functions of the ATE.

(b) Calibration Concept. Describes the calibra-
tion approach by which the ATE parameters will
be calibrated using calibration standards. This
narrative description shall provide sufficient
information about the calibration of each para-
meter to ensure that an adequate technical
analysis has been performed. Block diagrams
showing proposed configurations are usually
helpful.

(c) Calibration Constraints. Describes problems
and/or incompatibilities between the ATE

requirements and calibration standards capabili-
ties. These will include the type, purpose, and
function of signal conditioners required in the
interface in order to overcome the constraints
identified, as well as other supplementary cali-
bration aids such as loads or special-purpose
cables recommended to solve mechanical or elec-
trical problems that have been identified.

(d) ATE System I/O Interface Specifications. The
detailed ATE system I/O interface specifications
shall be stated in tabular format for all mea-
surement and stimuli parameters.

(e) Operator Interaction. The type of man/
machine interface required to calibrate the ATE,
and planned in the calibration concept, must be
identified and described.

(f) Run-Time Prediction. The estimated run-time
to calibrate an in-tolerance ATE, including
setup time, and manual intervention times must be
provided individually and cumulatively.

CALIBRATION TEST PROGRAM

The CTP shall, as a minimum, consist of program
identification date, identity checks, calibration
routines, and calibration data recording.

In order to assure sufficient CTP accuracy in
respect to ATE tolerance as well as reliability
and repeatibility of test results, CTP's are
required to be designed to meet minimum Test
Accuracy Ratics (TAR's) (tvpically >4:1) in test
design. The technical revjewing  agent will
generally impose blanket TAR's for specific
functions where deemed appropriate. Unless other-
wise specified, the TAR required shall be equal
to or greater than 4:l unless specific deviation
has been approved.

INTERFACE DEVICE

The ID shall be as simple as possible. The ID is
intended to be a connection device only. Both
electrical and mechanical design shall be simple.
No signal generation, synchronization, or shaping
shall be involved.

It is a requirement to minimize the complexity of
the ID subject to the following: -

(a) Only one ID shall be required for calibrat ion,
if possible. The ID shall be designed with a
20% expansion capability. That is, provisions
shall be'made in the design of the ID to accom
modate unanticipated ID requirements including
number of wires, added functions, and/or sub-
assemblies 20% greater than the defined require-
ments.

(b) The ID shall be small enough to permit the ID
to be physically supported by the intended ATE
work surface.

(c) The ID’s shall be designed in conformance
the requirements of MIL-T-28800, Type III,
Class 4, equipment.

with
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CALIBRATION PROCEDURE INSTRUCITON

The CPI shall contain that information which
cannot be communicated by the ATE and is required
to accomplish calibration. Content and format
of the CPI shall be as specified by MIL-M-38793.

CURRENT STATUS

Presently, MEC personnel are being invited to
meetings during the conceptual design stage of
ATE development. This is essential to ensure
that adequate calibration support is considered
during the ATE design, factory testing, first
article test phases, and subsequent to delivery
to the fleet. Adequate calibration support is
essential to ensure weapon systems support
equipment reliability.

The CTPS offers a systematic approach to auto-
mated test systems calibration and should make
the task easier to accomplish, Use it and make
your job easier.
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PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENTS - METHODS, SOLUTIONS, AND TRENDS
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Abstract
___------

In the past, phase noise measurements
have required complex, dedicated in-
strumentation operated by highly special-
ized phase noise experts. As system
requirements have changed, testing has
become more widespread, and commercial
measurement solutions are now available.
This paper compares the four most common
methods of measuring phase noise: 1)
direct spectrum; 2) heterodyne/counter;
3) frequency discriminator; and 4) phase
detector. The advantages and disadvant-
aaes of each method are outlined, includ-.-

9 1
the most important parameter-for each

;: hod -- noise floor sensitivity.
Knowing which method is optimum 'for a
particular type of oscillator is useful
in selecting a measurement system and
differentiating between the noise floor
of the measurement system versus the
noise of the oscillator under test.

Introduction
__------_----

The frequency stability of the oscil-
lators used in today's communications and
radar/DE systems is critical. Errors
caused by short-term frequency in-
stabilities have haunted most engineers
who have tried to meet sensitivity
specifications in a radar or communica-
tions system. Thus, the level of phase
noise on oscillators is no longer a sup-
plemental characteristic, but a sig-
nificant specification.

Phase noise is a complex quantity to con-
trol, and has been difficult to measure.
In the past, phase noise measurements
were done by a select group who inherent-
ly understood the measurement. Today all
functional areas involved with the
design, testing and manufacturing of
oscillators need a method to measure

Catharine M. Merigold
Product Marketing Engineer

Hewlett Packard Co.
Palo Alto, CA

phase noise. Fortunately, the knowledge
of phase noise has increased considerably
in the past few years, and improving test
methods reflect these advances.

Phase Noise and its Importance
____-____---________~~~~~~~~~~

If we could design a perfect oscillator,
all signals could be represented by:

V(t) = A, sin 2??f,t.

But in the real world, every signal has
some unwanted amplitude and frequency
fluctuations, which can be described by:

V(t) = (A,+ E(t)) sin (2tif,t  + b(t)).

The amplitude fluctuations &(t) are com-
monly called AM noise and are usually
less critical in modern communications
systems. The frequency fluctuation, or
phase noise, is the more important and
more difficult quantity to measure.

In the time domain (Figure l), phase
noise can be seen as changes in the zero
crossings of a signal. The noise pertur-
bations repeat on each cycle with a
statistical characteristic. In fact, a
significant amount of power occurs in
other signal frequencies. Thus, in the
frequency domain (Figure l), there will
be a noticeable amount of power in the
spectrum at the frequency corresponding
to the perturbation. Another way to
think about phase noise is as a con-
tinuous spectrum of infinitely close
phase modulation sidebands, arising from
a composite of low frequency noise.

Phase noise is critical in frequency con-
version applications where signals span a
wide dynamic range. Unwanted sideband
phase noise converts into the informa-
tion passband  and limits the overall sys-
tem sensitivity. For example, in a
Doppler radar system as shown in Figure
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2, phase noise on the transmitter and
receiver LO's translates directly to the
system IF, and then to the demodulated
information passband. If a large clutter
signal and a small signal from a moving
object are both system inputs, the phase
noise translated from the receiver LO to
the larger signal masks the smaller
desired signal.

Measurement Methods

There are many methods to measure phase
noise, depending on the level of noise to
be measured, and the availability of
time, equipment and money. This paper
discusses the four most common
techniques.

1. Direct Spectrum Method

The simplest, easiest, and perhaps oldest
method for phase noise analysis of sour-
ces is the direct spectrum technique.
Here, the device under test (DUT) inputs
directly into a spectrum analyzer tuned
to the carrier frequency, as shown in
Figure 3. Displayed on the spectrum
analyzer is the power spectral density of
the oscillator in terms of x(f),  or
single sideband phase noise to carrier
ratio, in units of watts/Hz/watt, or
dBc/Hz.

The direct spectrum method, given a
state-of-the-art synthesized analyzer,
has fair noise floor sensitivity at off-
sets of 1kHz to 100 kHz from the carrier.
It is generally not useful for close-in
analysis, nor can it be used to measure
the broadband noise floor (offsets ~100
kHz) of most sources because of the in-
herent high broadband noise floor of the
spectrum analyzer itself.

The direct spectrum method is simple to
use, displays x(f) directly, and also
accurately displays discrete signals
simultaneously. Unfortunately, it cannot
be used to measure sources with high AM
noise, nor sources with low close-in
noise or low broadband noise, nor can it
measure close-in to a non-phase -locked
source. The direct spectrum method is
optimimum for measuring a source with low
drift and relatively high noise, such as
a multiplied crystal.

2. Heterodynelcounter Method

The heterodynelcounter method is a time
domain technique where the DUT is
downconverted with a mixer and a low-
noise reference to a low IF frequency, or
beat frequency Llk, as shown in Figure 4.
A high resolution counter then repeatedly
counts the IF signal, with the time
period between each measurement held

constant. This allows several
calculations of the fractional frequency
difference, y, over the time period used.
The Allen variance of these differences
can then be calculated. The square root
of this variance is called
where *i"

u'r (T),
is the time period used in the

measurement. This process is generally
repeated for several different time
periods, and flJ (7) is plotted vs.?"as
a measure of the signals' short-term in-
stability in the time domain.

The heterodynelcounter method yields ex-
cellent close-in noise floor sensitivity,
depending on the beat frequency used.
This method is generally preferred for
low-noise measurements at offsets less
than 1 kHz, such as measurements on crys-
tal oscillators and frequency standards.

Because two signals are actually downcon-
verted to a low IF frequency (the DUT and
the reference LO), the heterodynelcounter
method can be used for a wide range of
input frequencies. This method has very
good sensitivity close-to-the-carrier.
However, it requires two sources (includ-
ing the low noise LO reference), the
sources must be offsettable from each
other (or a third oscillator introduced),
and the physical implementations of
counters limit the measurements to off-
sets less than several tens of kHz. The
heterodyne/counter method is ideal for
stable sources used in navigation sys-
tems, where a descri

1
tion of the oscil-

lator stability in t e time domain is the
most applicable unit.

3. Frequency Discriminator Method

In the frequency discriminator method,
often called the one oscillator method,
the short-term frequency fluctuations of
the source are translated to baseband
voltage fluctuations, as shown in Figure
5. A baseband analyzer measures the out-
put voltage fluctuations, which can be
interpreted in terms of S,+(f),  or the
spectral density of frequency fluctua-
tions, in units of HZ' /Hz, or dBHzZ  /Hz.

There are several common implementations
of frequency discriminators, each with
its own advantages and disadvantages. A
convenient discriminator is the delay
line/mixer implementation. Because of
the inherent relationship between
frequency and phase, the sensitivity of
the discriminator method degrades as l/f-'
as the carrier under test is approached.
Therefore, the frequency discriminator
method yields a high close-in noise floor
(poor sensitivity) and extremely low
broadband noise floor (good sensitivity).
This is similiar to the noise character-
istic of free-running sources, as shown
in Figure 6.
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The frequency discriminator method is an
attractive test method for free-running
sources because it requires only one
source and has a low broadband noise
floor. Also, in the delay line/mixer im-
plementation, the AM noise is suppressed
15 to 30 dB depending on the frequency
range of the mixer. Unfortunately,
though this method is simple, it has poor
close-in sensitivity. The delay
line/mixer disciminator  may be difficult
to implement at microwave frequencies due
to the loss in the delay line. Other
sensitive implementations at microwave
(such as a cavity discriminator) are
usually narrow-band.

One of the trends in phase noise measure-
ments is the need for a low-cost, broad-
band phase noise measurement system. The
HP 11729C Carrier Noise Test Set, as
shown in Figure 7, can be used in the
frequency discriminator method as a low-
cost solution for measurement of free-
running sources. A 10 MHz to 18 GHz test
signal is applied to the Carrier Noise
Test Set, where it is downconverted to an
IF frequency with a low-noise microwave
reference signal. (This low-noise micro-
wave reference signal is internally
generated from a 640 MHz SAW resonator
multiplied to within 1280 MHz of the test
source.)

The actual discriminator then operates at
the IF frequency.
into two sides.

The IF output is split
One side is input

directly to the LO port of a phase detec-
tor. The other side is delayed thru a
simple external delay line (such as a
length of RG 223/U cable), and is applied
to the other port of the phase detector.
When the two signals at the phase detec-
tor are adjusted for phase quadrature (90
degrees out of phase), the baseband volt-
age fluctuations at the output of the
phase detector are proportional to the
frequency fluctuations of the test source
(provided that the noise of the test
source is greater than the sensitivity of
the discriminator with the length of line
used.)

The HP 11729C, in this discriminator
mode, needs only an external spectrum
analyzer for low-cost phase noise
measurements. Discriminating at the IF
means that increased sensitivity can be
obtained by using a long line without the
problem of loss incurred at microwave
frequencies. To measure a 10 GHz source
with a 100 ns (68 ft) discriminator made
of RG 214 cable directly at the test
frequency, for example, would require
>+40 dBm of input power! With the HP
11729C discriminator method with a 100 ns
delay, a 10 GHz source at +7 dBm can be
measured with typical sensitivity of -80

dBc/Hz  at a 1 kHz offset, and -142 dBc/Hz
a 1 MHz offset.

The HP 11729C,  furthermore, needs only
the same inexpensive piece of coaxial
cable to make measurements on sources
from 10 MHz to 18 GHz. There is a built-
in quadrature monitor, and any convenient
microwave or RF source (set to the test
frequency or the IF frequency) can be
used for calibration by substitution.
Measurements with the HP 11729C are
limited only by the noise floor of the
multiplied SAW oscillator, which has a
broadband noise floor of<-142 dBc/Hz at a
10 MHz offset from a 10 GHz carrier.

4. Phase Detector Method

The final method of phase noise mesure-
ment is the phase detector method, some-
times called the two-source or quadrature
technique. In this method, the DUT and a
low-noise reference source are input to a
phase detector at the same frequency and
90 degrees out of phase (phase quadra-
ture) as shown in Figure 8. The output
of the phase detector, proportional to
the combined phase noise of the two input
sources, can then be measured on a
baseband spectrum analyzer. The output
of the phase detector Is&(f),  the
spectral densit

1 of phase fluctuations,
in units of rad /Hz or dB rad* /Hz.

The phase detector method provides good
sensitivity over the entire offset
frequency range; it can be used to
measure high quality standards (good
close-in noise) or state-of-the-art free-
running oscillators (low broadband
noise). The lower limit of system sen-
sitivity is dependent on the two-port
noise of the phase detector and low noise
amplifier. In actual usage, however, the
real limit to system sensitivity is the
noise of the reference source used (be-
cause the output of the phase detector is
proportional to the combined noise of the
two input sources).

The phase detector method provides the
lowest overall system noise floor. It
can be used at any frequency where a
suitable reference and a mixer/phase
detector can operate at that frequency.
Because of the low noise floor, many
types of sources can be measured with one
measurement system. The difficulty of
this method lies in finding a reference
source that has lower noise than the test
source. It also may be difficult to
phase lock to a source with high drift.
To take advantage of the good close-in
sensitivity, additional corrections in-
side the phase lock loop are necessary.

Because the phase detector method
provides the most powerful and versatile
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of the measurement methods, a variety of
commercial solutions are available. To
understand how these solutions compare,
it is useful to break the phase detector
method into three essential pieces -- the
reference source, the phase detector and
quadrature circuitry, and the baseband
analysis (Figure 9).

As phase noise measurements must often be
made at the routine technician level,
the need for an automatic solution in-
creases. As phase noise becomes more
critical as a specification, the need for
fully-specified measurement solutions
also increases. The HP 3047A Phase Noise
Measurement System provides the phase
detection and quadrature circuitry and
the baseband analysis (to 40 MHz offsets)
in a fully-specified automatic system.

As. the level of phase noise for modern
communications systems necessarily becom-
es lower, and as the number of frequen-
cies where phase noise must be measured
increases, the need for a broadband, low-
noise reference source becomes a critical
path. The HP 11729C,  combined with the
HP 8662A RF Synthesized Signal Generator,
provides a low-noise microwave reference
signal with phase noise as much as 30 dB
lower than typical microwave synthesized
signal sources. (The HP 8673B has typi-
cal phase noise of -93 dBc/Hz at a 10 kHz
offset from a 10 GHz carrier; the HP
11729C/8662A  has typical noise of -123
dBc/Hz at the same offset.)

Hewlett-Packard has combined the low
noise floor of th.e HP 11729C/8662A  with
the automatic detection and analysis of
the HP 3047A into the HP 11740A -- a com-
plete, fully automatic phase noise
measurement system specified for sources
from 5 MHz to 18 GHz (Figure 10). The HP
11740A Microwave Phase Noise Measurement
System implements both the phase detector
and frequency discriminator methods for
measurement versatility. With a built-
in microwave reference source and VCO,
the user simply inputs his test signal
and the user-friendly software will lead
him through the measurement.

As well as a need for a fully specified
solution, there is also a need for an au-
tomatic solution that leverages off ex-
istin equipment for lower cost. The HP
11729!!/8662A  combined with commonly
available spectrum analyzers (such as the
HP 8566A/B  and HP 8568A/B)  provides this
low cost solution. With the flexibility
for both phase detector and frequency
discriminator methods, an automated sys-
tem using the HP 11729C/8662A  provides
improved productivity and accuracy and
hard copy output, with the software op-
timized for the specific application.

Summary
_--_-__

The first and most important criterion in
choosing a phase noise measurement method
is system noise floor sensitivity. The
typical noise floor sensitivity of the
four measurement methods is shown in
Figure 11. The direct spectrum method is
the easiest technique if the source is
stable and the noise is fairly high. The
heterodyne/counter method has limited
usefulness for microwave sources. The
noise floor sensitivity of the frequency
discriminator follows the spectra of
free-running sources. The phase detector
method can have the best overall sen-
sitivity depending on the reference
source used. Figure 11 also shows the
typical phase noise of four types of
sources to indicate the applicability of
the different measurement techniques.
Finally, Figure 11 shows the typical
noise floor of the HP 11729C/8662A, the
lowest commercially available broadband
reference source.

Table 1 summarizes the most likely
measurement method for several types of
sources, or for several different ap-
plications. The simplest method for
measuring a Gunn-diode free-running os-
cillator, for example, is the frequency
discriminator method, which has a low
broadband noise floor and can track the
drift in the source. Note that this
table does not give the on1 choice for a
measurement; for example, t X*is same
Gunn-diode oscillator could also be
measured with the phase detector method,
given a reference VCO with low enough
phase noise and sufficient tuning range
to track the drift of the DUT. The op-
timum measurement method is dependent
upon the DUT oscillator performance and
the measurement data desired.

In summary, there are a number of tech-
niques for measuring phase notse,  each
with its own set of advantages and disad-
vantages. Most of these measurement
techniques are implemented in currently
available commercial equipment. The
requirement to measure phase noise no
longer needs to be a terrifying ex-
perience. Today, there is a measurement
solution for the most demanding require-
ments for phase noise testing.

Conclusion

The phase noise measurement field con-
tinues to grow and develop. For example,
one of the most important new frontiers
in the phase noise measurement area is
the need to make phase noise measurements
on pulsed carriers. (Note that phase
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noise measurements can only be made to
offsets less than l/2 the PRF (pulse
repetition frequency), since the noise
spectrum is repeated on each spectral
line.) Measurements on pulsed carriers
with high duty cycles (~20%) can be made
fairly easily using the phase detector
method. This solution can be implemented
with the HP 3047A and HP 11740A Phase
Noise Measurement Systems.

Phase noise measurements on low duty
cycle pulsed carriers becomes much tric-
kier. A modified delay line technique
has been successfully implemented by TRW.
The phase detector method can also be
used for making phase noise measurements
on pulsed signals with low duty cycles.
This method is implemented in a commer-
cially available solution in the HP
11729C/8662A. Selecting pulse mode on
the HP 11729C switches in a user-supplied
external low-pass filter, designed to
reject the PRF feed-through. Pulse mode
also applies error current to help
balance the diodes in the phase detector,
minimizing the dc offset feeding through
the feedback path. Pulsed phase noise
measurements have successfully been made
on pulsed carriers with ~2% duty cycles.
However, the success of the measurement
is highly dependent on the design of the
source and its pulse modulator. Gating
at the phase detector by using the HP
8663A in the pulsed mode can improve sys-
tem sensitivity.

Another new growth area is the need to
measure the phase noise on millimeter
wave sources. AM noise and two-port
noise measurements will also increase in
importance. As the importance of phase
noise in communications and radar/DE sys-
tems grows, the challenge will be to find
better ways to make today's measurements
and new ways to make the measurements of
tomorrow.
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Table 1: Choosing a Measurement Method
Depending on the Type of Source or Application
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ABSTRACT

Space-Qualified Rubidium frequency Standard’s (RFS) are
being developed for the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System
(GPS) by Rockwell International Corporation’s Defense
Electronics Operations. This paper presents the test data of
the time and frequency domain measurements along with the
automated test system as a essential element in the
evaluation of RFS performance in a simulated spacecraft
environment.

Typical production test data for stabilities from 1 to 100,000
seconds averaging time and Power Spectral Density/Phase
Noise Test with offset from the carrier as close as 4 millihertz
will be discussed along with Life Tests to 1 ,OOO,OOO-seconds
averaging time.

INTRODUCTION

The Rockwell International, Defense Electronics Operations in
Anaheim, California has been involved in the development
and production of space-qualified Rubidium Frequency
Standards (RFS) for the GPS NAVSTAR Program since the
initial inception in 1974. To date, a total of 37 flight units were
produced for Satellites 1 through 12.

The first series of nine satellites are in orbit and has been
declared operational. NAVSTAR 1 through 3 carries three
redundant RFS and NAVSTAR 4-10 has three RFS and one
Cesium Beam Frequency Standard.

Rockwell is currently in the process of producing 56 flight units
on the Phase II Production program for GPS 13 through 40
satellites. The GPS validation phase has demonstrated
navigational accuracies of a few meters in three dimensions.

The RFS test cycle covers two major phases, the pre-
production and the acceptance level testing. The pre-
production testing covers the board and system assembly,
where tests are made of the components, absolute frequency,
temperature coefficient, and frequency stability. The
acceptance-level testing includes the environmental and
certification tests. All of the certification tests and part of the
pre-production and environmental tests are performed on six
test systems located within the Rockwell Anaheim Facility.

SPACE-QUALIFIED RFS TEST PROGRAM

Automated Test System

Rockwell’s Rubidium Frequency Standard has been
developed from a commercial EFRATOM Rubidium Physics
Package[l].  Extensive modification and repackaging have
been performed to meet spacecraft requirements and to
improve reliability and stability. Acceptance testing of the
production RFS is required to assure compliance with the
design goals and conformance to the Phase I specification.
Computer automation of the RFS is utilized because of the
large amount of data to be gathered over an extended time
period and the need to extensively process this data.

A central or a time share-computer concept was selected to
allow for greater versatility of utilization and to allow
implementation of additional test stations. The computer
system utilizes a sophisticated version of basic as the
programming language available to users and can be
extended to service up to 16 terminals. It is essentially a
minimum system requirement to support the storage and
processing requirements.

In the existing configuration, a total of six Automated Rubidium
Frequency Standard Stations are available for test. Two
stations are used for engineering and the remaining four
stations are for production test. All six stations are equipped
with microcomputer systems that provide redundant data
collection and storage capabilities if the time shared computer
should fail. At the end of the test, these data would than be
transferred to the Central Computer for analysis.

System redundance prevents the loss of test time without
interruption. A functional block diagram of the RFS test station
and a photograph of three of the four production automated
test stations are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively [5].

A valuable feature of the time share concept utilized is the
ability to access data being stored in disc from one program
using one I/O port by executing an independent program from
a second port. This feature allows data analysis without
interrupting data collection while using a number of different
programs. Fail safe features are incorporated into all test
stations to protect the RFS from power-line voltage transients,
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supply over-voltage, and current, over-temperature, and water
flow-rate restrictions in the vacuum pumps.

The RFS supply current and telemetry-monitored test point
levels are recorded throughout the test cycle. The RFS
frequency is measured using the “Time Mark System” [2].
This system, developed by Rockwell’s Metrology Laboratory,
is similar in principle to the NBS chronograph. The
heterodyned beat period is measured without dead time (the
loss of time required to re-arm the counter). In this system, the
beat-frequency zero crossings load the value of a free running
counter into an output buffer. This system was implemented
by simple modification of an electronic counter.

Figure 3 shows the RFS mounted in the vacuum chamber
which simulates the spacecraft pressure. Cooling is provided
through the RFS baseplate to the mounting block which
simulates the spacecraft mounting. Coolant from a
temperature-stabilized bath is circulated through a maze
within the block.

Test Specifications

The testing of Rockwell’s RFS is controlled by two
specifications, one an assembly and alignment procedure and
the second an Acceptance Test Procedure (ATP). These test
procedures have been witnessed and certified by Quality
Engineering. There are approximately 76 inspection points
where a Quality Assurance Inspector must approve and stamp
off the work before additional testing can proceed. All these
steps are planned and recorded in a FAIR book system. FAIR
is an acronym for Fabrication-Assembly-Inspection-Record.

This system also keeps track of all parts installed into the RFS.
If a failure occurs during assembly, the retest must start over
per the retest matrix listed in the assembly procedure. If a
failure occurs during the ATP, the failure must be documented
by Reliability Engineering, who also notifies the prime
contractor, and generates a failure analysis report.

At the completion of a successful ATP the test data is
assembled into a data package by Quality Engineering and a
formal data review is conducted with the prime contractor, Air
Force Space Division, and the technical consultants for the Air
Force.

After the data review, the RFS is packaged and shipped to the
prime contractor. The data is impounded in the Data Submittal
department where it is available for review at a later date. This
data includes all acceptance test record cards, “FAIR” books,
computer printouts and strip charts.

Figure 4 shows the Product Acceptance test flow for the RFS
from the Module Assembly level to the point of shipment, the
space vehicle factory test. A typical calendar time for product
acceptance test is approximately three months.

Performance Test

An overview of the RFS performance tests in the Time and
Frequency Domain are shown in Figure 5. The tests are
basically categorized in: (1) The Two Sample Allan  Variance,
Sigma y (Tau) vs. Tau in Seconds; (2) Phase Noise, S+ (f) vs.
Fourier Frequency; (3) Power Spectral Density, Sy(f) vs.
Fourier Frequency; and (4) Frequency Spectrum Analysis for
Harmonics and Spurious Response. The tests frequencies

span over 12 orders of magnitude from 4 Millihertz  to 20-MHz
offset from the carrier frequency of 10.23 MHz.

The tests are not only performed to control the quality of the
product but also to detect trends and provide diagnostic aids in
trouble shooting out-of-tolerance conditions.

Time Domain Data

Figure 6 is a two-sample Allan  Variance Computer printout
[3,4].  Section 1 is for l-second fundamental beat period with
adjacent data pairs averaged to obtain the 2-second Allan
Variance, and so on for the 4 and 8 second results. The
second section fundamental beat is for 10 seconds. The third
and fourth section results are calculated from stored data that
is the average of 10 (lOO-seconds)  and 80 (800-seconds)
lo-second beat periods. This method is a reasonable
alternative to storing large amounts of data, and still retaining
acceptable confidence limits. The calculated drift per day is
based on the last five days of testing. The Allan  Variance
results presented in Figure 6 reflect the removal of a first-order
curve (drift).

Figure 7 is a graphical computer printout of the 800~second
data used to calculate the Allan  Variance of Figure 6. The
graphs are the average of 10, 20 and 50, 800-second data
resulting in 8,000, 10,000, and 40,000 seconds per bar with
each asterisk representing two parts in 1013 in the fractional
frequency change. The graph readily demonstrates the
exponential warmup characteristic present in the RFS
frequency.

Figure 8 is a Allan  Variance plot of the printout in Figure 6. The
vertical bars at each data point represent the range of
confidence limits. The insert in the top right corner is the graph
of Figure 7 for the average of 50, 800~second data points. It is
apparent, that the warmup characteristic displayed by the
insert is a predominant cause of the Allan Variance flattening
or turning upward for longer sample times. In Figure 9 where
the insert shows essentially flat data, or in Figure 10 where
removal of the drift results in a relatively flat plot, the Allan
Variance values continue a downward trend. These latter plots
are typical of Rockwell’s production units.

Frequency Domain

Two methods are used to determine the Phase Noise and the
Power Spectral Density (PSD) performance of the RFS. In the
first method, a conventional Phase-Lock Detection System
measures the phase noise components from 1 Hz to 5 kHz
offset from the 10.23 MHz RFS output frequency. A typical
phase noise plot is shown in Figure 11. It is noted that the
average measured data is about 20 dB below the acceptable
performance requirements of -83 dB and -123 dB at 1 Hz and
5 KHz respectively.

A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) Power Spectral Density
Measurement System is used to characterize the close-in
noise components for offset frequencies between 4 Millihertz
to 0.5 Hz of the RFS output frequency.

This technique is performed by processing the Allan Variance
time domain data (nominal l-second sample times) and
transforming it into the frequency domain by a FFT program to
produce a Power Spectral Density Plot. A total of 1024 one-
second data points are normally taken with the Time Mark
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System and processed in four groups of 256 data points to
provide a PSD plot with a minimum of four samples at 4
millihertz. A typical or normal PSD plots are shown for both the
Atomic Mode (closed loop) and Crystal Oscillator Mode (Open
loop) in Figures 12 and 13 respectively. An Allan Variance limit
line is drawn on the PSD Plots to represent the specification
for an acceptable RFS.

Note that the atomic mode is essentially flat and the Crystal
mode has a downward slope toward the 0.5 Hz frequency as
expected. Any abnormal conditions of the RFS will be shown
as discontinuities (large upward or downward slopes)
exceeding the specification limit line.

A abnormal PSD plot is shown in Figure 14 for the Crystal
Oscillator Mode while Figure 15 shows the Allan Variance data
to produce the PSD plot. It can be seen that there is a large
upward slope at about 0.03 Hz on the PSD Plot, exceeding the
1x10-”  limit. This condition was caused by having two 10.23
MHz Oscillators on the same Test System with close-in
frequencies. It is noted that the Allan Variance plot (Figure 15)
shows a broad peak at about the 16second  sample time (0.06

: Hz) instead of 0.03 Hz as produced by the PSD plot.

False peaks can be generated by using a FFT program due to
its sampling rate. These false peaks can be isolated by using
another set of data (1024 points) at a slightly different sample
time, i.e., 1 .l seconds instead of 1.005 seconds. These false
peaks are caused by the foldover  of spurs outside the
frequency range of interest. The new sample rate will cause
the false peaks to move to a different frequency and the peak
of interest will remain at the same frequency.

RUBIDIUM FREQUENCY STANDARD LIFE TESTS

The life tests were initiated to characterize the RFS developed
for the GPS autonomous operational goals. Especially, the
14-day, 131 -meter error requirement. This requirement allows
an error of 437 nanoseconds after 14 days without a time
correction or upload. The first life test was performed in 1978
for 100 days. During the loo-day  test there was one power
interruption. The second test was performed in the first half of
1983 for 140 days [6]. Both life tests have demonstrated that
the GPS autonomous operational goals can readily be
achieved.

In order to predict time error for autonomous operation, David
Allan  of the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) has
published a model for the prediction of time error based on
previous performance of the RFS in terms of the Allan
Variance, rry(~)  and the data length. This model has set GPS
autonomous operation standards and prediction of available
navigational accuracy versus time from upload. This model
was compared to the actual time prediction error. In addition,
the relation of characterization data length to the time
prediction error was explored using the NBS formula and the
long term test data. Figure 16 shows a comparison of the NBS
computation to one of the actual 14-day  time error segments.
The time error shows it is well within one of the most critical
GPS autonomous operational goals (437 nanoseconds).

The Allan  Variance, ny(~) can be calculated both with and
without the warm up period data. it can be seen from Figure 17
that the main effect of this behavior is on the long term values
or the “random walk”. the total data represents the usual RFS
Allan  Variance signature. The Allan  Variance plot shows that

the (by is well under the RFS GPS Phase II goal of 5 x lo-l3
for T between 1 O5 to 1 6 seconds.

Figure 18 is a plot of the Allan  Variance from the data collected
in a RFS Life Test conducted in early 1978. The calculations
reflect removal of the first-order drift characteristic. The test
term was 100 days (8600) data of approximately
1 OOO-seconds averaging time). The plot revealed two distinct
drift characteristics separated near the midpoint of the test.
Both are very linear. The plot identified by the o symbol is the
Allan Variance calculated from data points 1 to 8600, and the
plot using the X symbol is calculated from the data points 4300
to 8600. These data indicate that the Rockwell’s RFS is
capable of meeting the GPS Phase II specification.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the application of Allan Variance and
Phase Noise measurements in conjunction with the FFT
transformation technique is essential in the development of a
Space-Qualified RFS Test Program. Use of Time and
Frequency measurement techniques has been a key factor in
the success of the Test Program to date.

Expertise in the field of precision frequency and time
measurements as well as the capability to interface special
test equipment with computer technology are essential in
meeting test requirements for Space-Qualified Rubidium
Frequency Standards.

By employing a fast fourier transform power spectral density
measurement technique, it has shown that the test uncover
problems which otherwise may have gone undetected.

The Test Program has also demonstrated GPS autonomous
operational goals based on the 100 and 140-day Life Tests.
The Life Test has shown that the time prediction error is some
what influenced by the apparent aging of the Rubidium lamp.
However, once the RFS has been operating for 50-60 days,
the Rubidium lamp ages and the “Random Walk” values
decrease dramatically.
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Figure 3. Rubidium Frequency Standard
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ABSTRACT

"How & blhen to Perform Allan Variance Calculation or Phase Noise Measurements"

David Allan, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado.

14anagers  are often required to make key program decisions based on the performance of some elements of a
large system. This paper is intended to assist the manager in this important task in so far as it relates
to the proper use of precise and accurate clocks. An intuitive approach will be used to show how a clock's
stability is measured, why it is measured the way it is, and why it is described the way it is. An
intuitive explanation of the meaning of time domain and frequency domain measures as well as why they are
used will also be given.
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ABSTRACT

"Precision Frequency Sources  A Status Report"

Dr. Sam Stein, Ball Corp., Efratom Division, Boulder, Colorado

This paper reviews precision frequency sources which are commercially available from U.S. manufacturers, It
covers temperature compensated and oven controlled quartz crystal oscillators and rubidium, cesium and
hydrogen atomic oscillators. Part one provides an overview of each technology and summarizes the principles
of operation and the strengths and weaknesses of each technique. Part two of the paper reviews the
commercially available devices covering and performance characteristics with comparisons based on data and
specifications published by several manufacturers, Part three identifies factors which limit the
performance of today's precision frequency sources. Several research areas are discussed which may enable
significant future improvements in commercial frequency sources.
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ABSTRACT

"NBS Time and Frequency MAP Program"

David Allan, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) established two new time and frequency services in 1983. They permit
the user to obtain time and frequency traceable to the FIBS with greater precision and less effort than
previously possible. The new services are for users who require time transfer accuracies in the three
nanosecond to one microsecond range or frequency calibration capability in the 1 part in 10" to one part in
1Ol4 range. This paper will describe the NBS Time and Frequency Measurement Assurance Program (MAP)
utilizing the Loran -C or the Global Positioning System (GPS) to achieve the users accuracy requirements.
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TIME TRANSFER AND CLOCK ANALYSIS

VIA THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)

0. Jay Oaks, Jr., James A. Buisson,  and Mark J. Lister
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ABSTRACT

A GPS time transfer receiver developed by the Naval
Research Laboratory has been provided by the GPS
Program Office to Rockwell International in
Anaheim, California, to perform clock measurements
and analysis. The receiver performs time
measurements between GPS satellite clocks and a
ground clock. The measurements are referenced to
the GPS Master Clock and also to the Naval
Observatory Master Clock (UTC(USN0 MC)) using data
transmitted by the satellites. Measurements were
made over a period of a year using the laboratory
cesium standard at Rockwell as the ground station
clock. A phase plot was kept relative to the Naval
Observatory UTC and stability analysis of the clock
was performed using the data. The measurement
results of the time comparison had an RMS less than
100 ns and the frequency stability as compared
againps the USN0 ensemble was on the order of parts
in 10 over a one day period.

INTRODUCTION

In September of 1983 the Naval Research Laboratory
(NRL) installed a Global Positioning System (GPS)
Time Transfer Receiver in the Metrology Laboratory
of Rockwell International in Anaheim, California.
The GPS Program Office sponsored this effort to
provide a means to reference time and frequency
measurements to the U.S. Naval Observatory atomic
time standard. The U.S. Naval Observatory maintains
the time standard for the Department of Defense and
civilian users through an ensemble of atomic cesium
clocks cl]. Daily measurements are made of the
difference between GPS time and U.S. Naval
Observatory (USNO) Master Clock time. These
measurements are used by the GPS Control Segment to
provide GPS satellite users with a reference to the
USN0 atomic time standard, UTC (USN0 MC).

Time transfer users of GPS perform time interval
measurements between their local reference and any
GPS satellite. The data transmitted in .the
satellite message contains information required for
the user to reference the time measurements to GPS
or to the U.S. Naval Observatory. Measurements are
normally made on a daily basis for a period of
weeks or months to establish a time history
difference between the user and U.S. Naval
Observatory. This data may be further analyzed to

determine frequency stability characteristics. The
GPS receiver used at Rockwell International,
Anaheim (RIA) was designed and built by NRL and
contains a frequency stability analysis program
which was first developed at the National Bureau of
Standards and later implemented into the NRL
receiver.

THE NAVSTAR GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM

NAVSTAR GPS is a tri-service Department of Defense
(DOD1 program. The first GPS satellite flown was
the Navigation Technolo y Sate1
was designed and built y NRLB t

ite (NTS-II) which
2,31. GPS provides

the capability of very precise instantaneous
navigation and transfer of time from any point on
the earth. There are three primary segments of GPS,
the Space Segment, the Control Segment, and the
User Segment. The final operational Space Segment
will consist of a constellation of 18 satellites,
three in each of six orbital planes with an
additional three on-orbit spares. The satellite
orbits are nearly circular at 8n altitude of 10,890
nautical miles and inclined 55 to the equator. The
period is one half of a sideral day, resulting in a
constant ground track, but with the satellite
appearing 4 minutes earlier each day.

The control segment consists of a master control
station (MCS) and monitor stations (MS) placed at
various locations around the world [41. The current
MCS is located at Vandenberg Air Force Base with
the support monitor tracking stations at Alaska,
Guam, Hawaii, and Vandenberg, California. The
monitor stations collect data from each satellite
and transmit to the MCS. The data is processed to
determine the orbital characteristics of each
satellite and the trajectory information is then
uploaded to each satellite, once every 24 hours as
the spacecraft passes over the MCS.

The user segment consists of a variety of platforms
containing GPS receivers, which track the satellite
signals and process the data to determine position
and/or time. Navigation is performed by
simultaneous or sequential reception of at least
four satellites, and time transfer is performed by
reception of a single satellite. Coverage of the
final GPS constellation is such that at least four
satellites will always be in view from any point on
the earth's surface.
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Each GPS satellite transmits on two L-band
frequencies, Ll at 1575.42 MHz and L2 at 1227.6 MHz
[51. The ground receiving system described here
uses only the Ll frequency. The second frequency is
transmitted for users to measure and correct for
the ionospheric delay. Single frequency users may
use an ionospheric correction model for which
parameters are transmitted in the satellite
navigation message. The Ll frequency consists of
two carrier components in phase quadrature with
each other. One component is biphase modulated with
a 1.023 Megabit/set (Mbps) coarse/acquistion (C/A)
pseudorandom noise (PRN) code and the other is
biphase modulated with a 10.23 Mbps precise (P)
code. The C/A code repeats every millisecond
allowing quick acquisition, and the P code is a
long code sequence which is truncated to repeat
every 7 days but whose higher rate allows more
precision, primarily for military users. Each
satellite transmits on the same Ll and L2
frequencies, but each has a unique C/A and P code
which provides discrimination between satellites.
Each Ll carrier component is also biphase modulated
with 50 bit/set (bps) data which contains the
navigation message. The final modulated Ll
frequency is of the form:

2A Gi(t) Di(t) coswLIt + A Pi(t) Di(t) sincuLlt

where A is the amplitude, G.(t) is the lD/T,;oy~
sequence, P.(t) is the P cod& sequence
the data 'sequence, and UJ

fteh
is thk darrier

frequency. The C/A code compo t is 3db higher in
amplitude than the P code component. The NRL
designed GPS time transfer receiver uses only the
C/A code component of the Ll signal 161. All
modulating and carrier signals are derived from the
onboard spacecraft atomic reference oscillator.

The general format of the 50 bps data is shown in
Fig. 1. The navigation message is transmitted in
five subframes C71. Each subframe lasts six seconds
and contains 300 bits of information. The primary
information is contained in subframes 1,2, and 3
and requires a maximum of 30 seconds to receive
after locking onto the data. Secondary information
is contained in subframes 4 and 5 which commutate
25 different subframes of information each. Twelve
and one half minutes may be required to receive the
desired information in these subframes. Subframe 1
contains the information required for the user to
compute the SV clock offset from GPS time.
Subframes 2 and 3 contain the necessary information
to compute the SV position. For time transfer, it
is assumed that the user position is known, and
along with the computed SV position, the range
delay of the signal from the satellite can be
determined. Subframe 4 contains the ionospheric
correction model parameters and the USN0 MC time
offset from GPS parameters. Subframe  5 contains a
shortened version of the SV ephemeris and a health
summary for each satellite in the GPS
constellation. This data is referred to as the
almanac and is used to compute satellite
visibilities, satellite search frequency offsets
due to doppler shift, and satellite tracking
priorities according to satellite health and
geometry with respect to the user.

GPS TIME TRANSFER

Each of the GPS satellites transmits signals that
are derived from atomic standards. The NRL designed
receiver determines time from the GPS satellite
signals in the following manner. The six second
repeating subframes in conjunction with the one
millisecond repeating C/A code is viewed as a clock
signal. The C/A code is tracked to a fraction (3%)
of a one microsecond chip width, deriving a 1
kilopulse/sec  (kpps) clock which counts time in
milliseconds. The 1 kpps is divided by 1000 in a
milliseconds counter to provide a satellite 1 pps.
The milliseconds counter is synchronized to the
proper count by using the epoch of the six second
subframe. A time interval measurement is made
between the satellite clock 1 pps and the station
clock 1 pps to get a measured t. This basic
measurement is refered to as pseudorange and must
be corrected to obtain the actual difference
between the ground clock and the satellite clock.
These corrections are described later. First,
consider the link of the satellite clock to GPS
time and UTC (USN0 MC) time.

The GPS Monitor Stations make measurements from
each satellite and transmit them by ground link to
the GPS Master Control Station. These measurements
are used to determine the orbit of each satellite
and the difference of each satellite clock from the
GPS master clock. The U.S. Naval Observatory makes
measurements from the GPS satellites and determines
the difference between GPS time and UTC (USN0 MC)
time. This difference is transmitted to the GPS
Master Control Station. The Master Control Station
models each satellite clock difference from GPS
time with a second degree polynomial, and models
the difference between GPS time and UTC (USN0 MC)
time with a first degree polynomial. The
coefficients of these polynomials are uploaded into
each respective satellite along with the ephemeris
of the satellite. The satellites transmit this
information to the user in the navigation message
t-71.

The measured offset between the ground clock and
the satellite clock is determined by correcting the
pseudorange measurement (at (pseudorange)) for
signal path propagafion  delay (Jt (range)),
ionospheric and troposheric  delay (,it(iono+tropo))
and the propagation delay in the receiver itself
(at (receiver)). The path delay is determined by
computing the position of the satellite relative to
the receiving station using the ephemeris
transmitted in the navigation message. The
ionospheric and tropospheric delays are computed
from models, and the receiver delay is used as
calibrated and provided with each unit. The
satellite clock difference is then calculated as:

At (user-SV) = ht (pseudorange) - tit (range) -
At (iono+tropo) - At (receiver)

The time relative to UTC (USN0 MC) is then
determined by first computing the satellite clock
offset from GPS time (At. (SV-GPS)) using the second
degree polynomial coefficients and the offset of
GPS time from UTC (USN0 MC), (It (USNO-GPS)), using
the first degree polynomial coefficients which are
transmitted in the navigation message. The user
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clock offset from UTC (USN0 MC) is then computed
as:

‘At (USER-USNO)  = At (USER-sv) + At (sv-GPS) -
At (USN@-GPS)

This final value is referred to as the predicted
offset from UTC (USN0 MC) because the At (USNO-GPS)
term is predicted from a first degree polynomial.
A more accurate value is referred to as the
observed offset where At (USNO-GPS) is obtained
from actual USN0 measured values. When possible the
user makes measurements simultaneously with USN0
from the same satellite having conmnon view to both
ground sites. The user offset from UTC (USN0 MC) is
computed for the time of the measurement minimizing
the errors caused by GPS predictions.

GPS TIME TRANSFER RECEIVER

The NRL built GPS time transfer receiver is a
microcomputer based system which tracks GPS
satellites on the single L-band frequency of
1575.42 MHz. The receiver uses only the C/A code of
1.023 MHz and tracks this code to within 3% of a
chip (30 nsecl. Any GPS satellite can be tracked by
the operator providing the appropriate satellite
code identification to the receiver. The receiver
uses an omni-directional antenna and the bandwidth
is sufficient that any satellite may be tracked
from ’ to horizon .
assistahn~~~z~!gure 2 is a generz$??lDdl,i diagram of

operator

the receiver.- The receiver consists of-an RF
subsystem, C/A code generator, time interval
measurement unit', and a microprocessor with
associated interfacing equipment.

The RF subsystem provides preamplification, down
conversion, and baseband processing for the GPS
signal. Figure 3 shows the primary functions of the
RF subsystem. The GPS signal from the antenna is
first preamplified, downconverted to an
intermediate frequency (~100 MHz), and then
downconverted to a baseband frequency (~20 MHz).
Two phase lock processes are implemented at
baseband. A delay lock loop provides code
correlation for the spread spectrum signal and a
doubling loop is used to phase lock to the carrier
after code correlation is achieved. The code loop
provides a satellite clock signal and the carrier
loop provides the data which contains the
navigation message.

In order to implement the delay lock loop, a
half-bit early and a half-bit late replica of the
C/A code are required for code lock. To get data
from the carrier loop the on-time code is required.
Figure 4 is a block diagram of the C/A code
generator. The 1023 bit code for a satellite of
interest is loaded into a 1023 x 1 bit random
access memory (RAM) by the microprocessor. The
microprocessor implements a linear feedback shift
register algorithm to determine the code pattern
for a particular satellite. The code VCXO frequency
is divided by 20 to get the code chip rate of 1.023
MHz. The 1.023 MHz signal clocks a divide-by-1023
counter which is used to address the code RAM. The
output of the RAM is the C/A code at the 1.023 MHz
chip rate with a 1 msec period. The code is clocked
into a shift register at twice the chip rate (2.046

MHz), and the proper phases of the half-bit early,
half-bit late, and on-time codes are obtained on
consecutive shift register bit outputs.

The time interval measurement unit, shown in Fig.
5, is used to measure pseudorange, calibrate the
receiver internal 1 pps delay, and measure the code
and carrier VCXO frequencies for tuning purposes.
A 24 bit binary counter is provided with a gated
62.5 MHz clock which is synthesized from the
reference 5 MHz and has a duration equal to the
start to stop interval of the selected
measurements. The frequency of 62.5 MHz was chosen
for convenience because of the 16 nsec period which
makes the measurement data output of the 24-bit
counter a binary integer of nanoseconds times four.

The microprocessor subsystem provides receiver
control functions such as tuning, C/A code
generation, and time interval measurement control
as well as operator interface functions. It
performs data processing to determine the time
transfer answers and stores the results on a floppy
disc. The operator interface is a keyboard and CRT
display. The receiver state and status are
displayed on the CRT as well as the data from a
satellite being tracked. Two types of data files
are stored on the floppy disc. 4 complete data file
contains all measurements made during a single
satellite track taken at six second intervals, and
a summary file contain
time transfer from eat?l ",fsi&?$ f,'KWt,""lt&&f
with statistics obtained from a linear fit to the
individual data points. These summary values are
used to plot the time offsets which are presented
later.

The NRL time transfer system contains a frequency
stability analysis program which provides the user
with a means of performing on site analysis of the
ground station clock. This program utilizes the GPS
time transfer data obtained by the receiver and
recorded in the sumnary file on the system's floppy
disc. The program calculates daily time transfer
estimates of the difference between the ground
clock and GPS time valid at 1800 UT, and performs a
frequency stability analysis of the clock. The
frequency stability analysis program, usually
executed on a weekly basis, may be used as often as
necessary. The program is capable of maintaining a
maximum of 400 data points after which the newest
data replaces the oldest data.

A more rigorous data analysis may be performed by
further processing of the time transfer data,
contained in the receiver sumary files. The data
obtained at the Rockwell ground station (RIA) was
transfered to a PDP-11/70  computer at NRL. The
predicted time transfer between the RIA clock and
UTC (USN0 MC) was plotted and the linear and
quadratic residuals analyzed by fitting a first and
second degree polynomial to the data. More accurate
results were obtained by using the observed data
(RIA-GPS)  also recorded in the receiver summary
files. This observed data from the summary file was
mathematically combined with the USNO-GPS time
transfer results which are published on a daily
basis by the U.S. Naval Observatory. The resulting
time transfer of RIA-USN0 was then analyzed via the
same methods as the predicted data.
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GPS TIME TRANSFER RESULTS

In September, 1983 the NRL GPS time transfer system
was deployed at Rockwell International's Anaheim
(RIA) site. Since that time the receiver has been
gathering time transfer data by tracking each
active GPS satellite once a day for a ten minute
period, which yields enough data points to be
statistically meaningful. Upon completion of a pass
the time transfer results in the summary file,
(RIA-USNO) and (RIA-GPS), are used in conjunction
with USNO's published results, (USNO-GPS), to plot
the predicted and observed data.

These predicted and observed time transfers are
shown plotted in Figs. 6 and 7. In these figures
each point represents the resultant time transfer
of one satellite pass. Each plot shows a
statistical sumary containing the epoch and data
span in Modified Julian Day (MJD), the filter
tolerance in microseconds, the number of points
filtered, the RMS in microseconds, the phase at the
epoch time in microseconds, and the frequency in
PPlO(121. The filter tolerance is set to a large
value (10 microseconds1 so that all data points are
used.

The predicted time transfer between UTC (USN0 MC)
and RIA (Fig. 6) contains several discontinuities.
These discontinuities occur when the prediction of
GPS time relative to the UTC (USN0 MC), computed
from a first degree polynomial whose coefficients
are transmitted in the navigation message, is not
accurate. The inaccuracy may occur for two reasons.
The UTC (USN0 MC) prediction parameters are updated
weekly by the GPS control segment. The
measurements, made by USN0 and provided to the GPS
control segment, are performed daily, however the
weekly update by the control segment has been
sufficient for the current GPS specification of
maintaining GPS time relative to USN0 time to
within 100 ns. Also, since the prediction
parameters are updated only weekly, the receiver
operation currently used reads these parameters
daily during a special track. If for some reason
this track is not performed, then the receiver uses
the parameters obtained from the last special
track. Conceivably, parameters that are a week or
more old could cause large errors. It is these
discontinuites that lead to the high RMS in the
plot of Fig. 6. This RMS value is reduced by using
the observed data (Fig. 7) which contains no
discontinuities. While the RMS of the observed
data, 90 nanoseconds, is significantly lower than
that of the predicted data, it should be noted from
Figs. 6 and 7 that the phase values calculated for
the same epoch (day) agree to within four
nanoseconds with a frequency agreement of 6
PPlO(15).

The frequency offset between UTC (USN0 MC) and the
RIA clock was removed from the observed data of
Fig. 7 and the resultant graph is shown in Fig. 8.
This allows the scatter of the data to be examined
with finer resolution.

Figure 9 shows the quadratic residuals resulting
from removing both the frequency offset and aging
offset between UTC (USN0 MC) and the RI.4 clock from
the observed data of Fig. 7. Note, in the

statistical sumnary table, that the aging term is
equal to zero. This is the expected result when the
clock under analysis is a cesium beam atomic
standard as is the case at RIA.

The frequency stability analysis program uses the
time transfer data gathered by the NRL receiver to
calculate daily time estimates at 1800 UT. These
time transfers of RIA-USNO, valid at 1800 UT, are
presented in Fig. 10. The frequency stability
(sigma-tau) is then calculated for the clock
driving the GPS receiver. These results are shown
in Fig. 11.

The results of this operational data provided
useful information in evaluating the GPS as a means
of performing frequency stability and atomic clock
analysis. The GPS time transfer data can be
collected on a routine basis with minimum operator
intervention. The time transfer data innnediately
available is useful to determine when a clock has
failed and also can provide a good estimate of
clock stability. The data, which is stored on
floppy discs, can be transfered to a larger
mainframe computer for more sophisticated analysis
when necessary.
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CLOCK CHARACTERIZATION TUTORIAL
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ABSTRACT

Managers ar9 often required to make key program
decisions based on the performance of some
elements of a large system. This paper is
intended to assist the manager in this important
task in so far as it relates to the proper use of
precise and accurate clocks. An intuitive
approach will be used to show how a clock’s
stability is measured, why it is measured the way
i t  i s , and why it is described the way it is. 4n
intuitive explanation of the meaning of time
domain and frequency domain measures as well as
why they are used will also be given.

Explanations of when an “Allan  variance” plot
should be used and when it should not be used
will also be given. The relationship of the rms
time error of a clock to a CI~(T) diagram will
also be given. The environmental sensitivities
of a clock are often the most important effects
determining its performance. Typical environ-
mental parameters of concern and nomj.nsl
sensitivity values for commonly used clocks will
be reviewed.

SYSTEMATIC AND RANDOM DEVIATIONS IN CLOCKS

This paper is tutorial in nature with a minimum
of mathematics -- the goal being to characterize
clock behavior. First, time deviations or
frequency deviations in clocks may be categorized
into two types: systematic deviations and random
deviations. The systematic deviations come in a
variety of forms. Typical examples are frequency
sidebands, diurnal or annual variations in a
clock’s behavior, time offset, frequency offset
and frequency drift. Figure 1 illustrates some
of these.

If a clock has a frequency offset, the time
deviations will appear as a ramp function. On
the other hand, if a clock has a frequency drift,
then the resulting time deviations will appear as
a quadratic time function --the time deviations
will be proportional to the square of the running
time. There are many other systematic effects
that are very important to consider in under-
standing a clock’s characteristics and Figure 1

is a very simplistic picture  or nominal model of
most.  precision osci l lators. The random
fluctuations or deviations in precision
oscillators can often be characterized by power
law spectra. In other words, if the time
residuals are examined, after removing the
systematic effects, one or more of the power law
spectra shown in Figure 2 are typically observed.
The meaning of power law spectra is that if a
Fourier analysis or spectral density analysis is
proportional to fB; B designates the particular
power law process (8 = 0, -l,-2,-3,-4 and u =
2nf). The first process shown in Figure 2 is
called white noise phase modulation (PM)., The
noise is typically observed in the short term
fluctuations, for example, of an active hydrogen
maser for sample times of from one second to
about 100 seconds. This noise is also observed
In quartz crystal oscillators for sample times in
the vicinity of a millisecond and shorter. The
f l icker noise  P M ,  f-l, is the second line in
Figure 2. This kind of noise is often found for
sample times of one millisecond to one second in
quartz crystal oscillators. The f-* or random
walk PM indicated by the third line is what is
observed for the time deviations of rubidium,
cesium, or hydrogen frequency standards. If the
first difference is taken of a series of discrete
time readings from the third line, then the
result is proportional to the frequency
deviations, which will be an f” process or a
white noise frequency modulation (FM) process.
In other words the time and the frequency are
related through a derivative or an integral
depending upon which way one goes. The
derivative of the time deviations yields the
frequency deviations, and the integral of the
frequency deviations yields the time deviations.
So, random walk time deviations result from white
noise Ft4. In general, the spectral density of
the frequency fluctuations is w* times the
spectral density of the time flu tuations. The
fourth line in Figure 2 is an f-s process.  I f
this were representative of the time fluctdations
then the frequency would be an f-’ or a flicker
noise FM process. This process is typical of the
output of a quartz crystal oscillator for sample
times longer than one second or the output of
rubidium or cesium standards in the long term (on
the order of a few hours, few days, or few weeks
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depending upon which standard).
very long term,

We find thatbin
most atomic clocks have an f

type behavior for the time fluctuations -- making
the frequency fluctuations an fs2 process or
random walk FM. These five power law processes
are very typical and one or more of them are
appropriate models for essentially every
precision osci l lator . Characterizing the kind of
power-law process thus becomes an important part
of characterizing t’ne  performance of a. clock (1).
Once a clock has been characterized in terms of
its systematic and its random characteristics
then a time deviation model can be developed. A
very simple and useful model that is commonly
used is given by the following equation (2):

x ( t )  =  x0 + y;t +  1/2D.t2  + e(t) (1)

where x(t) is the time deviation of the clock at
time t, x o is the synchronization error at t =
o, and Y, is the syntonization error at t = o,
which produces a linear ramp in the time
deviations. D is the frequency drift term, which
is almost always an applicable model element in
commercial standards. This 1/2Dt2 term in the
time deviation due to the frequency drift yields
a quadratie  time deviation. Lastly, the e(t)
term contains all of the random fluctuations. It
is  this term which is typically characterized by
one or more of the various power law processes.
Once a clock has been fully characterized, then
it is possible to do optimum %ime  prediction.
Shown in Figure 3 are some examples. The even
power law spectra have simple algorithms for
prediction. In the case of white noise PM, the
optimum predictor is the simple mean. In the
case of random walk PM, it is the, last value. In
the case of random walk FM, an f-’ process on the
time, the optimum predictor is the last slope.
In the case of flicker noise, the prediction
algorithms are significantly more complicated but
not intractable, and ARIMA techniques can be
employed in order to develop optimum prediction
algorithms (3).

THE CONCEPT OF AN ALLAN  VARIANCE

Figure 4 illustrates a simulated random walk PM
process. Suppose this process is the time
difference between two clocks or the time of a
clock with repsect  to a perfect clock. 4gain
this process is typical of the time deviations
for rubidium, cesium, and passive hydrogen
clocks. Choose a sample time ?, as indicated,
and note the three time deviation readings (x,,

x2’ and x ) indiaated by the circles and spaced
by the 2in erval T. The frequency deviation y, is
proportional to the slope between x, and x2 (y, =

(x2 - X , ) /T ) . Similarly y2 is proportional to the
slope between x2 and x3 (~2 = (x3 - x2)/~). The
difference in slope, Ay, is a measure of the
frequency change from the first T sample interval
to the next adjacent T sample interval. With a
fixed value of ‘I, imagine averaging through the
entire data set for all possible readings of x,,

x2’ and x3 displaced by T each yielding a By.
The average squared value of Ay divided by 2 is
called the “Allan  variance” . In theory, it is

the average over all time. In practice,  f inite
data sets yield rapidly converging estimates.
The square root of the Allan  variance is denoted
oyw; Of is an efficient estimator of the
power law spectra model for the data. MOW 0 (T)
changes with T indicates the exponent for thg
power law process. In fact, in the case of
random walk FM, Ok is statistically the most
efficient estimator of this power law process. I f
power law processes are good models for a clocks
random fluctuations, which they typically are,
then the Allan variance analysis is faster and
more accurate in estimating the process than the
Fast Fourier Transform. .Some virtues of the
Allan  variance are: It is theoretically and
straightforwardly relatable to the power law
spectral  type (6 =-p-3, -2<p < 2, where u is the
exponent of T) . Once a data set is stored in a
COI?IpUiXr it iS Sbnph? t0 COmpUte 0 (T) 23 a

function of T. The difference in frequency, By,
is often closely related to the actual physical
process of interest, e.g. frequency change after
a radar return delayed by, T, effects of
oscillator instabilities in a servo with loop
time constant =r, the change in frequency after a
cal ibration over  an interval  T, etc. Some
drawbacks of the Allan variance are: i t  i s
transparent to periodic deviations where the
period is equal to the sample timEaT. It  is
aIbigUOUS at jl=-2, i.e. 0 (T) - T

white noise PM or FlickerYnoise  PM.
may be either

Remembering
from above the relationship between the spectral
density of the frequency deviations and the
spectral  density of the time deviations, if S,(f)
- fB and S (f) - fa, then a = B + 2 and a = -u-l
(-2<~<2), zhere Sx(f)  is  the spectral  density of
the time deviations and Sy(f)  is the spectral
density of the fractional frequency deviations.
Figure 5 shows the noise type and t’ne relation-
ship between u and n. There are some ways around
the ambiguity problem at u=-2. For noise
processes where a>1 there Is a bandwidth
dependence (4). A software trick can be employed
to effectively vary the bandwidth rather than
doing it with the hardware. Rather than
calculating Oy(T)  from individual phase points
the phase can be averaged over an interval T.

Hence the x,, x2, and x3 from Figure 4 become
phase or time difference av?rages. 4s T
increases the effective measurement system
bandwidth decreases. This technique removes the
ambiguity problem. We have called this the
modified Allan variance or modified o
analysis technique. Figure 6 shows t e U, aK

(T)

mapping for the modified Allan variance. For
white noise PM, u is equal to -3, and for flicker
noise PM, 11 is equal to -2.

TIME PREDICTION ERROR OF A CLOCK

Another -concept which has become useful is the
computation of the time error of prediction. In
the case of white noise FM and random walk noise
FM, ‘I Ok is the optimum time error of
predictlon. For white noise PM the optimum value
achievable is T o,(r)/d3,  and for flicker noise
FM it iS T O,(T)/dln 2.
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kpplying  some of the above concepts to state of
the art frequency standards yields the frequency
stability plot shown in Figure 7 (51, and the
corresponding RMS time prediction error plot
shown in Figure 8. The RMS time prediction error
plot is bassd on reference (2) and is a function
of the levels of noise in the clock and also the
uncertainties associated with determining the
systematic deviations due to a finite data
length.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFORTS ON CLOCKS

From a management point of view, the characteris-
tics of the various clocks should be related to
the needs of a particular program. It i s
important to keep in mind that, in practice,
systematic and environmental effects often are
the predominant influence on the time and
frequency deviations of a clock. The reliability
of a clock is often a basic issue, and the
manager should assure himself that adequate
reliability has been documented. The manager
also needs to ask the following questions in each
application that he may have. What are the
environmental conditions, the rapidity of the
temperature changes, the magnetic field
conditions, the shock and vibration conditions,
and the humidity conditions? How do these
conditions affect the clock’s performance? Al l
clocks are affected at some level by changes in
the above environmental parameters plus some
others as well. Some clocks are affected by
barometric pressure. Vibration can be extremely
important. In some clocks the servos will
unlock, for example, if a 1 kHz vibration is
present. (6) Some clocks are accoustically
sensit ive. What is t’ne gravitational or g
sensit ivity? What are the cost, size, weight and
power requirements? Line voltage power fluctua-
tions can affect clocks. Changes in the dc power
can affect some clocks. We have found that a
good clock environment .can improve clock
performance considerably, and we have provided a
highly controlled environment for the NBS clock
ensemble to improve the performance over that
obtained in typical laboratory environments.
Another very important question to ask is what is
a c lock ’s  l i fet ime? Redundancy and/or multiple
clocks are sometimes necessary to overcome
lifetime and reliability problems. I t  i s
important to take a system’s approach in
establishing the best clock(s) and clock(s)
configuration. In some cases the program needs
are for synchroniztion  to UTC, in other cases the
needs are for syntonization, i.e. the frequencies
within a system need to agree. 9ften  the need is
for time or frequency self consistency within a
program, e.g. GPS requires time consistency. It
seems many people are buying cesium standards as
a panacea, when in fact they may not be solving
the problem at hand. Buying a cesium standard
does not guarantee synchronization. However, it
does guarantee syntonization within some
accuracy. All clocks will diverge and eventually
depart from synchronization tolerance. It’s just
a matter of time! Knowing a clock’s characteris-
t i c s , the system requirements, and the environ-
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mental conditions will allow the manager to know
the best clock or clocks to buy and the best way
to implement them. For example, a rubidium clock
coupled to a GPS receiver (used in the com-
mon-view mode with UTC(USN0  MC) or with UTC(NBS)
would have better short term and better long term
stability than any commercial cesium clock
available. The stability would be somewhat worse
in the vicinity of T equal to one day. In
practice, there are some problems with this idea,
but it illustrates the point.

Lagtly, Figures 9 through 13 show nominal values
for some important clock coefficients that
managers and design engineers need to properly
assess when evaluating which clock or clocks will
best serve their needs. These are only nominal
values and there will be exceptions. A band of
values is listed for these coefficients ranging
from nominal best performance available from
laboratory-type standards through the range of
typical values observed and specified for
commercially available standards.
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Figure 1. Frequency, y(t), and time, x(t) deviation due to
frequency offset and to frequency drift in a clock.
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Figure 3. Simulated power law noise processes with their
optimum predicted estimates.
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INTRODUCTION

NEW TIME AND FREQUENCY SERVICES AT
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

S. R. Stein, G. Kamas, and D. W.
Time and Frequency Division
National Bureau of Standard

Boulder, Colorado

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) estab-
lished two new time and frequency services in
1983. They permit, the user to obtain time and
frequency traceable to the NBS with greater
precision and less effort than previously
possible. The new services are for users who
require time transfer accuracies in the three
nanosecond to one microsecond range or fre uency

;;;i”,;;;i(r”, ;,“88
bility  in the 1 part in 1.0 ?l to
range. However, many applica-

tions not requiring this level of precision may
benefit from these services because of the high
degree of automation, simplicity of use, and
support from the NBS.

Fre uency calibration requirements at the part in
lo19 to part in 1012 level and timing require-
ments at the 1 microsecond. level can be satisfied
using low frequency radio signals broadcast from
stations such as WWVB or Loran C. The NBS
Frequency Measurement Service helps the user
set-up a low frequency receiver and data logging
system most appropriate for his needs and
locat ion. A typical system includes a receiver,
microcomputer, floppy disc units and
printer-plotter. The user supplies a dial-up
phone line and modem so that his data can be
compared with data recorded at NBS when
necessary, thus providing increased assurance
that the measurements are valid. The user also
receives a bulletin by mail containing NBS
measurements of many signal sources. To assist
the user in getting the most from his system, NBS
provides specific training using the actual
equipment in one of its seminars on frequency
measurements.

The NBS Global Time service provides higher
precision time and frequency data and a greater
degree of automation. A Global Positioning
System (GPS)  receiver, located at the user’s
facility communicates automatically with an NBS
computer that stores raw data, determines which
data elements are suitable for time transfer
calculations and provides an optimally filtered
value for the time of the user’s clock with
respect to the NBS atomic time scales. The user
is assigned an llaccountll  on one of the NBS
computers through which he may access the results

of the NBS analysis. Tests, based upon receivers
in Colorado, Germany, France, Washington, DC,
Wyoming, California, demonstrate that the system
can perform time comparisons with a precision of
three nanoseconds and frequen comparisons with
a precision of one part in 1075 after four days

THE

Allan

of operation.

THE MEASUREMENT ASSURANCE APPROACH

The most common way to relate industrial
calibration measurements to the national
standards is to have the local reference
standards calibrated in a way that provides
traceability to the national standards. Depending
upon the required level of accuracy, these
calibrations .may be performed by private or
governmental laboratories at the local, regional
or national level. NBS provides approximately
12,000 calibrations per year for this purpose.
NBS Calibration services are described in Special
Publication 250 (available from the Office of
Physical Measurement Services, National Bureau of
Standards, Washington, DC 20234). The cost of
each calibration is published in an Appendix to
this publication.

The ordinary calibration process has serious
deficiencies. First, the standard or instrument
to be calibrated must travel to the calibration
laboratory, so it is out of service for a period
of time. For example, the complete characteriza-
tion of a cesium beam frequency standard requires
that it be at NBS for a period of not less than
five weeks. Even more serious is that the
confidence’in the calibration deteriorates with
the passage of time. The fact that the
instrument must be shipped to and from the
calibration laboratory contributes substantially
to this problem. Finally, only selected
individual standards or instruments are
calibrated and thus little information is
available concerning whether or not the total
measurement process is under control.

A general goal of the NBS program is to increase
the reliability and effectiveness of the national
measurement system. The two new time and
frequency services are examples of what is
frequently called “measurement
measurement assurance program,

assurance”. In a
most of the
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measurements are performed at the user’s site
rather than at the NBS and feedback and analysis
of measured information is an important part of
the process. In addition, the NBS establishes a
long term interaction with the user and assists
in training user personnel. The camp le te
measurement process undergoes repeated scrutiny
and is therefore likely to remain under control
at all times. Of the six base units of
measurement, -the kilogram, the second, the
Kelvin, the candella, the ampere, and the mole
-the second is unique by the relative ease with
which it may be compared by radio at remote
locations+without  the transport of physical
artifacts , Because of the unique property of the
second, the new services provide the user the
accuracy he requires through a simple program of
coordinated measurements made at his site and at
the NBS. No artifacts need be shipped to NBS,
and the user exchanges calibration data with the
NBS via telephone. Thus, the user obtains NBS
traceable frequency measurements and time
synchronization in real time. Traceability is
provided at whatever level is required up to the
ultimate stability of the NBS atomic time scales
and the full accuracy of the NBS primary
frequency standard. Since the link to NBS is
established on a regular basis, the user’s
confidence in the performance of his in-house
standards is greatly increased. Because of the
high degree of automation, inherent in both of
the new services, the improvements in precision
and accuracy are obtained with negligible
operational burden on the user.

NBS FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT SERVICE

This new Frequency Measurement Service, using
straight forward measurement techniques Cl 1,
utilizes precision navigation and timing
broadcasts from Loran-C and WWVB to provide
frequency traceability to the NBS at approximate-
ly a one part in 10’ ’ level. Prior to the
introduction of this service, there did not exist
a total measurement system with the following
features : LF receiver and antenna; time interval
counter ; dual floppy disc data storage system;
printer/plotter; instrument controller; and
telephone modem data line to the NBS.

Figure 1 shows t’ne Loran-C version of the
frequency measurement system. Using the NBS
software, this system is capable of monitoring
Loran-C transmissions, storing, listing and
plotting tie frequency calibration data. Figure 2
is a sample plot of phase vs time. The slope
calculated by the system program is the frequency
offset of the user’s clock. The numerical value
of the calibration is printed on each plot. The
plots are made automatically once each day. Four
separate frequency sources can be calibrated
simultaneously.

The new NBS Frequency Measurement Service is more
than an automated data acquisition system. It
begins with consultation between NBS staff and
the user to determine the best method of
satisfying the user’s requirements. If the
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Frequency Measurement Service is selected,
consultation continues to determine the most
appropriate radio transmission including an
analysis of possible propagation and reception
problems. The second step is training of the
user’s technical staff.. A general foundation in
time and frequency measurement techniques is
provided by the two yearly NBS Seminars:
“Frequency Measurements” and “Frequency Stability
and Its Measurement”. Direct experience with the
equipment used in the frequency dissemination
service will be provided using equipment now
operating at the NBS facility in Boulder,
Colorado. Step three is the acquisition of the
necessary measurement equipment. If desired, NBS
can provide the complete integrated measurement
system, insuring that all the parts are
compatible and operate with the NBS software.
Finally, the NBS will consult with the user
during the installation of the antenna, the
initial set-up of the equipment and verification
of proper operation. Interaction between the NBS
and the user will continue throughout the program
and the user will receive NBS data via the
monthly “Time  and Frequency Bulletin.” Also,
through direct computer-to-computer data
exchanges, the NBS will monitor the user’s data
without interfering with the operation of the
user’s measurement system. Thus the NBS will  be
able to help diagnose any anomalies. Finally, the
NBS will provide additional training for newer
staff members and will upgrade the calibration
service with future releases of improved software
and calibration equipment.

NBS GLOBAL TIME SERVICE

With this new service the user can synchronize
his reference clock with respect to UTC(NBS)  with
state-of-the-art precision and accuracy. The
service utilizes the clear access signal
broadcast from the Global Positioning System
(GPS) satellites. The time transfer measurements
are made using a common-view technique, thereby
eliminating the noise contribution from the clock
errors of the GPS system and greatly reducing the
effect of ephemeris errors [21. When the NBS
Calculated corrections are applied to the user’s
clock, that clock becomes a high performance
reference with the following characteristics.
Between one and four days,
mod oy( T) z 10-‘3,-3’2[3]. For lonie;o”ftes,  up
to approximately one-month, a,(?) .
Figure 3 shows the results of an analysis of data
taken between Boulder and Paris confirming this
performance level. As a result of these very high
precision time transfers, the user not only has
access to a very stable frequency reference but
also gains direct access to the U.S. primary
frequency standard NBS-6. Access to NBS-6 makes
it pos ible to set an absolute limit of one part
in 1019 on the frequency excursions of the user’s
clock. Another way to express the quality of
this service is to say that, for time periods
longer than approximately four days, the user can
take advantage of the full capability of the NBS
atomic time scale. The performance is almost the
same as if the user were located in the next room
and connected by a coaxial cable.



The NBS Global Time Service is more than just a
GPS time transfer receiver. A receiver alone
provides only short term measurements of the time
of the user’s clock relative to the time of a
space vehicle clock or GPS time. The NBS service
provides, in addition: determination of the
user’s position (necessary for time transfer
measurements)  ; scheduling of common view
measurements between the user and the NBS;
automatic collection by the NBS of the data from
the user’s receiver; computation by the NBS of
the UTC(NBS) - user clock time differences; and
optimum filtering of the data to provide a daily
best estimate of the time of the users clock with
respect to UTCCNBS). The NBS provides each user
with a monthly report giving the computed daily
time differences, the computed daily frequency
differences and the Allan variance of the user’s
clock. Figure 4 is a plot of time difference
data taken from one of the Global Time Service
reports. The user is assigned an “account” on
one of the NBS computers through which he may
directly access the results of the NBS analysis.

The service utilizes a GPS receiver developed at
the NBS and now in commercial production [41.
Figure 5 is a photo of the NBS prototype. The
receiver has 0.1 ns precision and nonvolatile
memory for data storage. A simple, small
omni-directional antenna makes it possible to
lock on to any satellite whose elevation angle is
greater than 5 degrees. The receiver, interfaced
to a printer allows local display of the raw GPS
measurements and a telephone modem provides
communications with NBS. The user is responsible
for providing a dial-up telephone line so that
the NBS may directly access the data from the
receiver. This telephone link is an essential
element of the data communications that gives the
user access to UTC(NBS).

SUMMARY

The two new measurement services offered in 1983
extend the range and capability of the other
frequency and time services offered by NBS:.
telephone time of day; high frequency broadcasts
(WWV and WWVH); low frequency broadcast (WWVB),
the GOES satellite time code; and laboratory
calibrations. These services previously provided
routine time synchronization capability in the
one second to 25 microsecond range. The new
services offer enhanced automation and a greater
confidence in the results of the measurements. In
addition, NBS provides consultation to assist the
user in selecting the best solution to his
problems, initial training and follow-up
consultation whenever measurement problems are
de tee ted. The new time and frequency services
provide traceability to NBS and a direct link to
one of the world’s best time scales. They
greatly reduce the need for the user to become an
expert on the intricacies of navigation systems
such as Loran-C and GPS. The systems reliability
will be high because all the components are
“off-the-shelf” commercial equipment and because
NBS maintains the systems to minimize hardware
failures.

‘The seventh base unit, the mole, is now defined
in terms of the second.

++Certain  commercial equipment, instruments, or
materials are identified in this paper in order
to adequately specify the experimental procedure.
Such identification does not imply recommendation
or endorsement by the National Bureau of
Standards, nor does it imply that the materials
or equipment identified are necessarily the best
available for that purpose.
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Figure 1, Photograph of frequency measurement syster
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Figure 2, Sample plot of calibration data from the
frequency measurement system
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Figure 3, Modified Allan variance analysis of the NBS Global
Time Service, The plus signs refer to measurement
system noise and the circles refer to the noise of
the reference clocks,
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Figure 5, Photograph of prototype receiver for the
NBS Global Time Service
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SESSION V-D

SURFACE METROLOGY

John R. Van de Houten
TRW Operations & Support Group
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THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE DEPENDENT

MEASUREMENTS OF SURFACE FINISH

William E. Drews
Marketing Manager

Rank Precision Industries,

Quality means better tolerances and more
precise control over the production pro-
cess. Surface finish measurement is a
key element toward achieving these goals,
but we must realize that they are not
independent measurements and we cannot
tolerance our way out of their dependency.

Surface finish is important for both cos-
metic, function and performance reasons.
Cosmetic obviously means having a better-
looking product. As for function and
performance, a particular surface finish
may be required, for example, for the
subsequent application of paint or a
plating coat.

In another case, you might need an
extremely smooth surface for a seal
application, where you don't want any-
thing to either penetrate or escape from
the mating parts. For example, a fuel
injection pump must seal properly so it
won't leak gas - that is accomplished via
proper surface finish.

Years agG, a cosmetic look was the main
reason for surface finish. In those days,
the fingernail and eyeball test, hold it
up to the light and this kind of thing,
were the rule. Today it's a different
story. If you think back to the fifties,
say in the automotive industry, you would
have a 450 cu. in. engine and you'd burn
the tires off the car and throw gasoline
out the exhaust pipe. Who cared, as long
as it made noise and moved?

But now we expect something with only 200
cu. in. to do the same thing. All the
clearances have to be different, and
there is an interaction between dimension
and surface finish. Because when you
measure a dimension with the stylus or
point of an inspection tool, it rides on
top of the finish, and the peaks and
valleys that it encounters are, in the
truest sense, both surface finish and
dimension.

AND SIZE

Inc.

The automotive industry developed the
first surface finish measuring gage in
the late '30's. It was a profiling in-
strument that plotted a graph, enabling
one to see in detail the nature of the
surface. However,
expensive,

the instrument as very
and not really what was con-

sidered at that time a "shop tool".

So they shelved what was a very good gage
and adopted less accurate devices, the
averaging instruments. These were more
economical, both for their own costs and
for the manufacturing practices their
reduced accuracy permitted. And, they
performed well enough In their time, when
measuremerits were not so super-critical.

The problem with them is this; if you
have a finish composed of many peaks and
valleys, and they are widely separated
and in between them the surface is smooth,
YOU can get a very nice average reading.
But yet, you might be a couple of hundred
millionths of an inch above where the
final wear line is going to be on that
surface.

In other words, when you measure it, you
see that it is "X" amount. But as soon
as you assemble it to another part and
run the assembly for five minutes or 'so,
the clearances might have changed by
some 200-300 millionths.

NOW, if you look at the plunger of a fuel
injector going into a body, you're talking
about four surfaces. If each one of these
surfaces is changed by only a hundred
millionths each, the total clearancing
has been changed by four hundred mil-
lionths, or four tenths of a thousand.

Today, the normal clearances for fuel
injectors are 5-10 millionths. So sur-
face finish is critical, and the averag-
ing technique is not good enough, because
a number of peaks with a good smooth
surface between them and a number of
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valleys with good smooth surfaces between
them can measure the same average.

If a part is to be prepared to a certain
size and painted, the function of that
part surface is to help the paint adhere
to the surface in a smooth manner. should
the end function of the part be the oiling
or wiping of another surface, as is the
case in the cylinder lines, a different
pattern of surface finish is required.

The same pattern in one would not function
in the other case, yet in using averaging
(Ra) readouts as the sole method of deter-
mining surface finish, both patterns could
have the same average reading, notwith-
standing their unsuitability for the
other's function.

And so, in some applications, more know-
ledge of the surface texture is required.
We must go into greater detail about how
we measure surface finish - the need for
better clearancing has shown us the deii-
ciencies of measuring averages. In the
old days, when we had big clearances, it
didn't matter.

It's time we went back to the original
reason for dimensioning anything, to re-
investigate why we want a particular
tolerance. And the reason is the function
of the part surface. And to make that
part surface more exactly, in terms of its
function, you need to measure more than
average. There are more parameters to
take into account and you are seeing them
specified more and more on engineering
drawings.

These parameters have been on European
blueprints and specifications for some
time now. They were forced to take an
earlier look than we at energy conserva-
tion. For instance, at one time in the
U.S., we'd make 200,000 parts and throw
50,000 away - because they didn't fit,
because it didn't cost that much to make
them and because it didn't pay to measure
them.

We can't do that today. The material in
those 50,000 we threw away costs money.
And we expended energy making those parts.
We now have to make sure those parts are
right, whether the reason is the price of
gasoline or electricity, the scarcity of
a material, competitive pressures, or
whatever.

Let's take the price of electricity as an
example. When you go into the stores to-
day/you'll see an energy efficiency
reading on refrigerators, fans, air con-
ditioners, and so on. This rating has to
do with the motors and air compressors in
the equipment, and it's all a question of
tolerancing.

Think back to the transformers we had in
the early fifties. Essentially a motor
winding, the transformer was comprised of
an assembly of laminates with wire wound
around it. The buzzing noise you would
hear from those transformers occurred
because the assembly was packed loose.

Today that assembly pack is tighter, re-
ducing core loss and subsequent energy
waste. Previously, when the surface fin-
ish of the laminates was not controlled
properly, the peaks on individual lami-
nates poked through and touched another
when they were pressed together. This
would cause what, technically speaking,
you could call a short and - core loss.
Today the laminates for motors have almost
the same surface finish specification as
that of automotive sheet steel.

Anyway, the upshot is that averaging is
not an adequate technique. In the mid-
fifties, here in the U.S., we began to
come around to the idea of a peak count,
where you draw a mean line through the
profile graph of a surface and then count
the peaks and valleys above and below two
other lines, which are parallel to the
mean line and set a distance from it that
represents some permissible deviation.

This technique originated in the automo-
tive industry when they were looking for
a way to reduce the amount of paint-they
applied to their cars. If you recall,
the automobiles from the forties and
fifties, you'll remember really thick
paint coats, perhaps they were something
like 0.020 in. thick.

But that cost money, and the industry
wanted to cut its costs. However, with
thinner coats, they found that the irres-
ularities of the sheet metal surface
caused the paint to peel and chip somewhat.
So they thought,"Well,  if we make the
sheet steel surface smoother, the paint
will be smoother."

That's true, but another thing happens as
well - by making the surface smoother, it
was more difficult for the paint to pro-
perly adhere. Not only that - the metal
surface became so smooth that the metal
lost some of its malleability.

When you bend anything, you cause the
material to flow, and if the material is
too smooth, there's no place for it to
flow. For example, when bending a fender
with a draw die, a great deal of stress
is created and a lot of material is moved.
The auto people found that their newly-
smoothed metal was tearing in the dies.

The solution was to create a surface that
has some roughness to provide malleability
to the metal. At the same time, that
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roughness had to be consistent to permit
the paint to flow smoothly. The way to
accomplish that was to specify so many
peaks per inch, and to employ the appro-
priate surface finish measuring equipment
to keep that figure consistent.

Peaks, valleys, Rt, Rp and so on are the
" new " parameters that are turning up in
surface finishing requirements. In reali-
ty, there's nothing at all new about them
- the first profile recording instrument,
developed in 1936, could plot a graph
which contained all the information that
you'd ever need to know about a surface.
The difference now lies in the more sophi-
sticated and detailed way we interpret
that information.

_-

The United States and most of the major
countries of the world have standards for
the measurement of surface finish. At
this point in time, all of them require
stylus-type instruments, where a diamond
tip contacts the part and moves along the
surface,

Those little patch charts you see, with
ten or so blocks on them, are a basically
illegal eyeball scheme for measuring sur-
face finish. Not only that - they don't
work.

Those patches are made by a certain pro-
cess and then duplicated. But if you
machine your workpiece by a different
process, the finishes will not compare to
one another. If you happen to make your
part the same way a patch was made - for
example, if both surfaces are Blanchard
ground - then you can compare one to the
other.

But unless the surface finish comparator
is made by the same process by which the
part is produced, using those patches will
never work. But they didn't cause much
harm in the past, because you probably
could have forgotten to measure surface
finish in the old days and it wouldn't
have mattered.

So you're forced, today, to go to a stylus
instrument. The simplest ones use a skid
- you simply drag the stylus/skid assembly
across the part and an average reading can
be derived from the multiple inputs.

Originally we used meters. They would
jump and flicker, showing you the differ-
ent readings from each point the stylus
contacts. You had to eyeball the meter
and average out all the flickerings. Now,
with digital readouts, the instrument does
the mathematical work, and when it's fin-
ished it gives you an average for all the
readings it took along its stroke.
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But, again, the averaging instruments
don't tell you whether deviations are
peaks or valleys. So the next level of
sophistication is the profiling instru-
ments, where the stylus transmits its
readings to a hard-copy graph output.

And then we wanted to find out not only
whether the deviations were peaks or val-
leys, but also info like how many of them
occurred per inch, what is the total peak-
to-valley distance within some specified
section, and so on. So the next develop-
ment, in fact the state-of-the-art, is the
microprocessor-based profiling instruments.
They not only collect information about
parameters - they do statistical analysis
as well.

You can instruct the instrument to take
ten readings, and it will come back and
not only tell you about the deviations -
it will also tell you what the confidence
level of its results are. If it gives
you, say, a 60% confidence level, then
it's up to you to decide whether that's a
number you'd like to hang your quality
control hat on, or whether you'd like to
take some more readings.

Naturally, to get a good picture of sur-
face finish, you'll want to measure in
several different places. And if you do
that, you're going to get some randomness
in the numbers you pick up. Lots of
people tend to blame the instrument when
they get all kinds of funny numbers, but
most likely the variance is from the sur-
face itself.

In most cases, 5-10 readings should give
you a clear idea of your surface finish
condition. If the spread between those
readings is extreme, however, you'll have
to take more readings.

There's another way to look at it as well
- if the spread is that bad, you may not
want to make the surface the way you're
making it now. You may want to process
the part differently. And once you've
established the optimum method for pro-
ducing your part, you may be able to sit
back and only select one or two surface
finish parameters that need to be checked
to control your process.

One thing you should be very careful to
to is this; once you've established the
correct process and a couple of control
parameters to watch the process, don't
change it. And that includes not buying
grinding wheels from a different company
than the one you bought your Original
wheels from.

Surface finish is becoming more and more
important, and design engineers are re-
flecting that trend with the specifica-
tions they put on their drawings. What



the Quality Control Dept. has to do is
thoroughly understand the surface finish
terminology, monitor the machining process
for repeatability, and have the equipment
that will give them readings that match
the standards.

We find that there is a tremendous lack of
knowledge in America about the new para-
meters. In fact, there is even a tremen-
dous ignorance about the old parameters.
We give lots of talks on surface finish to
customers and at various dinner meetings,
and we find that even the original surface
finish gage invented in the late '30's is
sometimes not even being used properly,

A number of the larger corporations, how-
ever, have initiated studies into surface
finish in the last few years, and I be-
lieve you're going to see a lot more of
these new parameters cominq out on their
drawings soon.

My advice to the average designer, the
average inspector, would be to learn a
little bit more about the art of surface
measurement and what these new parameters
are. The actual measurement is relatively
easy, because we still do it the same way
- it's the calculations that the surface
finish equipment are making that have
changed.

DO some reading on the subject. You'll
find that there are quite a few ledtures
and symposiums given by the different
societies - SME, ASQC, and so on.

Learn what's coming down, don't just try
to adapt and convert what you know to the
new specifications. There are some people
who insist that you can convert from one
parameter to another mathematically, but
that's not always true.

For example, they say a factor of four
will convert Ra (average roughness) to Rt
(the highest peak-to-valley reading).
Mathematically speaking, if you confine
yourself to a particular form, you can do
it. But practically speaking, we don't
make parts that way.

A very common master used in the U.S. for
calibrating surface finish is cut with
triangles, and the average reading on a
triangle is exactly l/4 of the peak-to-
valley height of a triangle. But when
you machine a part, you don't machine
triangle patterns on your part surface.

So, that number '4' is incorrect already.
But there are a number of people around
the country who insist on "Well, if they
want me to measure the Rt, which is the
peak-to-valley high, I can just use my
averaging instrument and multiply by
four."

In reality, they can be as far out as ten.
On a given part surface, if the average
reading was 15, the peak-to-valley high
could be 150. It could be 50. It could
be 75. There is no graph, with those
averaging instruments, to tell you what
that difference is.

So this is a point of caution I would like
to stress. Don't listen to math teachers,
because the math is often only correct for
the example that was used to create the
formula. We don't make parts like models
in space, we make them with grinding
wheels, and other tools, which can leave
a variety of different surface patterns,
for which there is no one single mathema-
tical equivalent.

__

Another point I would like to stress is
this - monitor your process closely.
Different workpiece materials, different
grinding wheels, different diamond com-
pounds - they all cause surface finishes
to come out differently.

There are certain centers you can consu
that will tell you the proper feeds and
speeds to use on different materials to
produce a specific effect - the Met Cut
facility in Cincinnati is probably the
most famous.

1t

The U.S. Standards Committee is now look-
ing into the possibility of having a data
bank, something like where you'd tell
them you want to make some piston pins,
and they'd say that piston pins should be
like this, this and this, and have a sur-
face finish like that, and so on. I

This kind of thing will probably be a
long time coming, though, because of the
problems we face with proprietary pro-
cesses in this country.
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ABSTRACT

Measurement of scattered light has become more
important during the past few years because of the
increased ability to use this information for
evaluating supersmooth optics and the polished
surfaces of other materials including semiconductor
wafers. Single point measurements, even of
scattered light, are also no longer sufficient for
characterizing surfaces since it has been found
that point-to-point variations can be far greater
than had been suspected. The instrument
described in this paper is a highly accurate scatter
measuring system capable of taking more than 100
million data points in a 125 x 125mm square area
and displaying that data in the form of a map.
The maps can be used to analyze both the surface
and subsurface characteristics of a test article
and the information used as a feedback mechanism
to change the production process toward improved
quality. Automated, the measurement method can
be used for nondestructive inspection (NDI) of
wafers in a cassette-to-cassette incoming quality
control system.

INTRODUCTION

There are a variety of methods available for the
characterization of polished surfaces which use
light, particularly laser light, as the probe. Those
that measure light scatter can be divided into two
major methods, total integrated scatter (TIS) and
scatter as a function of angle or bidirectional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF) . The
research instrument described in this paper falls
into the second class. Although it was built as an
internal research project by VTI (I), it can trace
its roots to an earlier device (2). The older
equipment showed the value of examining areas of
an optical surface, as opposed to using single
points, and the necessity for multiple degrees of
angular freedom. Examinations conducted in
References (31 and (4) showed how valuable the
interaction between a detailed measurement scheme
and the manufacturing process can be toward
improving that process, and how the measurements
can help in the understanding of the process and
its effect on the material being processed.

Measurement Science has only one goal, to
generate information. It is arguably true that
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physics makes no progress through the work of
theorists but rather through the art and science
of measurement. Clearly, they are interdependgnt,
but only measurement can be proof. Industrial
processes are also measurement driven. In-
process measurement controls manufacturing
quality within bounds, and after-process measure-
ment provides assurance that the individual unit
is worthy of further consideration.

The instrument described in this paper provides
new information on the areal distribution of the
subsurface defects in semiconductor materials
which are having a detrimental effect on device
yield. It can have cost reduction value as an
automated, cassette-to-cassette incoming wafsr
inspector and can be used in its research form
by wafer suppliers to make better materials.

It has been stated by a major circuit manufacturer
that current incoming wafer inspection methods
are only 60% effective in catching wafers which
should not be processed further. It will be
possible to stop wafers which not only have
detrimental surface defects but buried damage
which effects VLSI and ULSI yields and is not
seen by current inspection techniques. Since our
instrument is capable of nondestructively seeing
below a wafer’s surface, the information it
provides can be fed back to the wafering process
toward producing damage-free material. That is,
wafers can be made, measured, and returned to
the process to see if they can be improved.
Damage-free wafers not only will improve yields
but allow circuits of larger areal extent to be
bui It. In fact, subsurface damage reduction is
the first step toward realizable wafer-scale
integration. This will be true not only in silicon
but in new semiconductor materials such as
gallium arsenide, indium
others because the PBST II;

hosphide and the
instrument sees below

these surfaces with equal facility.

Our research instrument is capable of making
precise angular scatter measurements as well as
surface X-Y scans covering any shaped area which
will fit in a 125 x 125mm square. Data points can
be separated by as little as 10 microns; typically
multiple steps are used between data points. All
data are converted directly to bidirectional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF) values



in parts per million per steradian (PPM/Sr)  of the
incident beam (5,6) .

Current studies with this equipment include
measurements on optics, semiconductor wafers and
Winchester disk platters, but a large variety of
different materials and surfaces can be measured
and new uses for this data continually arise.

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

A block diagram of the VTI research instrument is
shown in Figure 1; its measurement sequence is
computer controlled. All the optical equipment and
some of the electronics is mounted on a floated
optical table inside a clean room. The computer
and output devices are mounted in a rack outside
the clean room. It should be noted that the
research tool is somewhat overdesigned for the
task described in the title of this paper. Figures
2 and 3 are photographs of portions of the
research equipment to illustrate that point. In
addition, the overall research system is calibrated
on a regular basis by using a lambertian surface
reflectance standard in place of the test piece.
The reflectance standard is a barium sulfate
plaque which has a diffuse reflectance of 98%,  22%.
The surface is X-Y scanned as an optic would be
with more than 60,000 data points being taken.
This information is then averaged and used t o
compute a scale factor which converts the photo-
multiplier readings into PPM ISr.

A He-Ne laser at a wavelength of 632.8nm  is the
incident light sour’ce, with the beam b&itig
spatially filtered and focused to a small spot on
the surface of the test part. A small fraction of
the light is extracted and used to monitor the
incident beam intensity.

As each data point is taken, it is modified as
shown in equation (1) before being stored on a
disk :

DP = SF j$&

SF = Scale Factor
DP = Data Point in PPM/Sr  to be stored on

disk
P = Photomultiplier reading
R = Reflectance of test part
e = Observation angle of the photomultiplier

system (6)

This information can then be displayed in a variety
of ways for study, but most conveniently as BRDF
maps on a color graphics monitor (Figure 3) or
printed with a color ink jet printer. A color
contour scattermap of the test surface or sub-
surface can then be plotted as desired. Color
maps were not permitted in the written version of
this paper.

MEASUREIMENT  RESULTS

Since the research equipment was put on-line in
April 1984, a large number of optical and
electroni  parts have been examined. What this
version of PBS has done with respect to silicon
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and gallium arsenide wafers is to show that it is
possible to nondestructively measure a subsurface
distribution of damage most people in the Industry
thought had been eliminated. For the standard
four micron geometry, this remaining damage may
be a problem only if it is very heavy. For
geometries below 1.2 micron, however, this slight
remaining damage is a device killer. Figure 4 is
a vertical section through a typical silicon wafer
(caveats for GaAs  are included in the figure
ti t le) . It should be noted that the uppermost
zone, the M-Layer (after Dr. Tom Faggee,  XMR
Corporation, its discoverer) is comparable to the
Beilby layer in optics; there are differences,
however. The Beilby layer is really a mechan-
ically applied coating which is an amalgum of glass,
polishing compound and water, for the most part.
It has an index of refraction which is slightly
different from the bulk material and exhibits a
tendency to debond when subjected to heat pulses
or vibration.

The M-Layer has a different character, instead of
being an amalgum, it appears to be a solid phase
recrystallized layer. In the Beilby layer there
are signs of incipient melting. Calculations show
that with the low thermal conductivity of fused
silica , it is possible for the polishing pressures
and speeds to create temperatures high enough to
cause local surface melting. The same pressures
and speeds generate high temperatures on the
surface of silicon during polishing, but the much
higher thermal conductivity of silicon is enough
to prevent surface melting. It is this thermal
conductivity -which allows a layer 40 t6 300
Angstrom thick to heat sufficiently for solid phase
regrowth. Although the M-Layer is better in
crystalline character than the damaged zone
beneath, it is not as good as bulk material. If
the polishing pressures happened to be very high,
a region of voids is often :found  at the bottom of
the M-Layer. The voids are generally horizontal
(long axis parallel to the M-Layer) and tube-like.
They seem to be simple pressure relief
dislocations.

Below the M-Layer, damage increases with depth,
peaking at 1000 to 3000 Angstrom depending on
the polishing process parameters. Thereafter,
the damage decreases with depth until it finally
disappears into bulk characteristics at depths
near 2.5 micron in some of the newer silicon
wafers.

Gallium arsenide is somewhat different in that it
exhibits a thinner M-Layer and can have deep
damage which goes all the way through the wafer.
Its sensitivity to normal processing is very great,
leading to a description of the material as “very
soft”. In fact, gallium arsenide is very brittle
and has a low yield strength, thus even cleaning
steps can generate subsurface damage, often
without surface manifestation.

The subsurface crystal damage found in these
wafer materials after etch and decoration varies
with the manufacturer, however it generally falls
into three categories: (1) lineations [scratches],
(2) pits, and (3) swirls, or irregular shapes.
containing smooth curves. Those whose



experience in microelectronics goes back two
decades will recognize this problem as an old one
thought to have been solved. In truth, solutions
to this problem depend on circuit geometries; what
is adequate at four micron may be totally inadequate
at 1.2 micron and below. The problem exists as
one of magnitude and must be re-solved as
geometries shrink.

The character of the damage mentioned above can
be seen at the surface at various stages in the
wafering process. The polishing step at the end
leaves the surface very smooth and cosmetically
free of most signs of damage. On the best wafers,
a few pits a micron or two in diameter are all that
can be seen in a dark field Nomarski after polish-
ing. Below the surface, as depicted in Figure 4,
damage is left in the crystal from the wafer’s
surface processing history. Saw damage is
typically pushed into the crystal during the
lapping (grinding) phase and lapping damage is
added.

Consider an abrasive particle at the surface of a
wafer. As it is being dragged along by the lap it
digs into the wafer in order to remove material.
Below its track on the surface, atoms are displaced
downward in a groove which propagates into the
wafer until the crystal lattice absorbs all of the
stress. If the wafer were polished just until all
of the physical surface groove was gone, residual
stress and displacement would still exist in the
sheets of atoms in the crystal below where the
surface groove had been. New, very slow
etchants  can reveal this subsurface damage in
destructive evaluation of the wafer. VTI’s
nondestructive Photon Backscattering (PBST”)
method can also reveal this subtle subsurface
damage. Other work by Dr. Magee,  which is not
yet published, has connected the subsurface
damage delineated by the above nondestructive
and destructive techniques directly to lower device
yields in both silicon and gallium arsenide.

The restrictions applied to the publication of this
short paper in the Conference Proceedings prohibit
the use of color. Inasmuch as color is an
essential part of the presentation of our data, no
examples will be included in the written paper but
will be presented at the 17-18 January ‘85 meeting,
along with new photomicrographs of the type of
damage revealed upon etching.

CONCLUSIONS

It might be useful to look at a PBS wafer
inspector from the standpoint of impact on today’s
high quality fabrication, where yields are not so
great, and assume that the whole silicon market
was devoted to that type of fabrication. Although
that is not true today, it will inevitably be S O.
In such a scenario, Table I could well be true.

It has been estimated by Government personnel
working in the VHSIC program that at geometries
below one micron, for the types of military circuits
needed, yields will be l-2% and costs will be
approx imate ly  $5,008 per chip at such yields. If
1OOmm  wafers are used and die sizes are
approximately the same as the 64k DRAM

(approx. 35,100 mils2) 313 die per wafer will be
manufactured, but oniy six circuits per wafer
will be useful. In this case, processing costs of
$30,000 per wafer would be experienced for
geometries below one micron. This scenario is
too harsh; greater efficiencies are possible and
costs might well be only $5,000 per wafer.

Other work has shown that at geometries below
one micron, subsurface defects dominate yield.
Thus, to have only one bad wafer in 100 by
today’s technology is wildly optimistic for small
geometries. Nevertheless, if we remain with that
conservative assumption, the above processing
cost losses would jump to $1.5 billion for small
geometries. This is clearly an intolerable
situation.

Of course, not all wafers made will be used for
these geometries but unless both wafers and
incoming wafer inspection improve, fab line
processing losses will indeed rise toward those
lofty heights, or geometries below one micron will
be economically infeasible.

Our work indicates that some of the losses
currently being experienced are not due to
trained personnel missing bad wafers (because
they are only 60% efficient), but are due to
subsurface damage in wafers which otherwise
appear to be perfect. Using VTl’s technology as
a guide, wafers can be improved. The heretofore
unknown distribution of subsurface damage can
be eliminated and, in at least one case, it has
been. We hope to have the opportunity to
discuss it during the oral presentation, as we do
not now have permission to write about it.

Automated, cassette-to-cassette wafer inspection
is now possible (Figure 5). Using VTl’s tech-
nology as a guide, one silicon wafer has already
been produced which is worthy of ULSI dimensions
and wafer-scale integration. It was a factor of
three better than the best experimental wafer we
had ever seen and was about an order of
magnitude better than the average VLSI wafer
measured.
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Abstract

Describes the five modes of training de-
veloped by ISA in support of continuing edu-
cation programs sponsored by ISA.

ISA’s purpose, since its foundation in 1945,
has been education. We have provided educa-
tion through conferences, their published
proceedings; we've produced training films,
audio cassette programs, textbooks and perio-
dicals, so, historically, the prime purpose
of ISA is Education and because of our in-
volvement and commitment to Education ISA
enjoys a favorable not-for-profit tax status.

The acceleration in our Educational activi-
ties was brought about in December of 1978
when, under the leadership of ISA President
Dr. Norman Huston, 22 leading executives were
brought together comprising a Special Commis-
sion on Education and Training. The purpose
of this Special Commission was to generate a
set of policies, objectives and strategies
that will provide explicit guidelines so that
ISA, working with industry and academia,
could develop extensive and intensive high
quality programs of education and training
for the total population of those interested
in the field of instrumentation and process
control.

The moving force behind this Special Commis-
sion was the firm conviction that there
exists a constantly growing need in process
control engineering for continuing education
and training and that ISA must play a stron-
ger role in developing and executing the
education and training programs to meet these
needs. Another conviction was that the ef-
fectiveness of our education and training
programs will be the key to ISA's successes
in coming years, and, finally, that we must
undertake our educational goals in close
cooperation with industry and academia.

The first priority objective was to develop,
publish and distribute by 1982, a set of job
skills and job descriptions associated with
job titles that are recognized throughout the
industry for engineers and technicians who
are involved in developing, maintaining and
applying instrument hardware systems.

The next priority was to develop curriculum
guidelines for 2 and 4 year colleges and take
steps to influence their acceptance by 1982.
Such guidelines will encourage and assist
engineering schools to either integrate in-
strumentation and control courses into exist-
ing engineering curricula or offer instrumen-
tation or control options as a part of other
disciplines.

Another objective was to expand our contin-
uing education programs to complement exis-
ting programs so that instrumentation practi-
tioners can obtain the job skills for desired
level of competence. ISA uses five modes
for the presentation of its continuing educa-
tion programs. These modes are: Short Cour-
ses, Instructional Resource Packages, Self-
Study, videotape based training systems and
classroom "hands on" instruction.

Short Courses have been traditionally one of
m w-providing continuing education
offering specialized training programs. The
system that is in effect is a rather impres-
sive one. ISA has offered short courses
reaching 1,600 students, via 83 course offer-
ings in 31 cities in a given year. Our
courses are currently offered in Saudi Ara-
bia, Abu Dhabi, South Africa as well as
throughout the U. S. and Canada. But let's
look at the system that is traditionally used
for teaching short courses. I refer to it as
the "star" system. We have identified a well
known person who works for a company, who is
able to get away from their duties two or
three times a year, travel to cities around
the United States, Canada and overseas to
teach Short Courses. This means that we must
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rely upon this well-known individual, "the
star," to be able to get release time, travel
to a city where people are gathered to take
the course offering. It is a rather inflex-
ible system and its growth is controlled by
several factors.

The first factor is the availability of the
teacher to travel and teach a short course in
usually 2 l/2 days - or approximately 16 ,
hours of instruction.

The next factors are: expense to the student
or the company - expense of employee release
time, tuition for the course, travel, hotel
and meals. In our current economy, this kind
of training - as effective and excellent as
it is - will be an increasingly expensive
undertaking.

As good as our traditional offerings are, we
still had to ask ourselves: how can we reach
more students and at reduced expenses to
them? One obvious answer was: to provide all
the materials required to conduct the in-
struction. Thus, toward that end, ISA is
creating packages of Instructional Resource
materials which are transportable and the
hours of the course offering are flexible.
This program was developed in the following
manner. We invited a specialist to draft a
curriculum of the courses that were of great-
est value to the instrumentation practitioner
whether the student be engineer or techni-
cian. Some 55 courses were proposed, then
reviewed by a panel of many experts. As a
result, we ended up with a curriculum of 40
courses to be developed into training pro-
grams. The first 16 of these programs are
now available, additional titles are in var-
ious stages of production, and additional
authors are preparing manuscripts for Student
Texts, Instructors' Guides and visual support
materials.

The system, once understood, is simplicity
itself. The materials of instruction consist
of a student textbook, an elaborate instruc-
tors' guide and accompanying visual materials
as required. This new configuration of train-
ing materials offers flexibility and oppor-
tunity for training in subjects that are of
the greatest significance for process con-
trol.

The instructors' guides have been prepared by
instructors who have offered these courses
and know all of the "tricks of the trade" so
the instructor's resource manuals, in the
hands of a trained practitioner, will assist
them in preparing the training and anticipa-
ting the kinds of questions and teaching
problems that will arise as the course is
offered.

The Instructional Resource Packages now
available are on display in this room.

As indicated earlier, we use many different
modes of instruction in reaching our goals.
We offer training films, for instance, the 5
part Boiler Control film, films on Automatic
Process Control, on Distillation Columns, on
Control Valve Maintenance and others. We
also use audio cassette modes reinforced by
textbooks for each particular program. In
addition to these modes, we publish and dis-
tribute textbooks, text workbooks and now
something new - The Independent Learning
Modules - for self-study.

The Independent Learning tlodule is an exci-
ting concept. Dr. Paul Murrill, formerly
Chancellor of Louisiana State University, now
Chief Executive of Gulf States Utilities,
known to many of you as a teacher and a
writer, and ISA, have joined forces to de-
velop an open-ended series of Independent
Learning Modules designed for the instrumen-'
tation practitioner. These Independent
Learning Modules are developed under Dr.
Murrill's editorial direction, produced and
distributed by ISA. The Independent Learning
Modules are in four series of topics. The
general series titles are:

::
Control Principles and Techniques
Fundamental Instrumentation

3. Unit Process and Unit Operation Control
4. Digital Computer Programing and Funda-

mentals

All ILMs are designed on the principle that
they are for independent, self-paced, self-
study instruction. No other texts or refer-
ences are required when one starts to study
each module. Each book is done in a unique
two color format and a style of teaching
techniques that make Independent Learning
Modules a powerful addition to any resource
or training library. ISA has plans to pub-
lish at least 4 ILMs a year. For the practi-
tioner, or for the junior engineer coming to
process control instrumentation for the first
time, these books will form a living library
for continued reference. Attention will be
given uniformly to make certain that the
mathematics required will be handled in as
straightforward and as simple a manner as
possible. One other feature of the Indepen-
dent Learning Modules is that at the end of
each unit there is a group of exercises. In
an Appendix of the book, each exercise is
worked out in detail so that there is no
question as to how the solution was reached.
We like to think that an instrumentation
practitioner could sit on a desert island
with an Independent Learning Module and be
able to grasp the functions and procedures in
18 hours without any other assistance. We
know that these materials will be basic for
in-plant training of engineers, technicians,
and other practitioners. We also know that
these ILMs are being used as texts in study
groups within the industrial as well as the
academic setting.
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The frosting on our "educational services
cake" is the new videotape Instrument Techni-
cian Training Program.

ISA has long recognized that it was not serv-
ing the needs of instrumentation technicians
in as dynamic a manner as, for instance, it
serves the needs of process control engi-
neers. There was on-going concern about
reaching the technician with meaningful
training programs, but as we explored the
financial and manpower requirements, it
seemed to us, at that stage in our growth
that it was not feasible. Nonetheless, we
had identified the great need for the
training and retraining of instrument techni-
cians and, quite frankly, we were stymied as
to how to achieve this goal in a realistic
time frame. When Industrial Training Corpor-
ation came to us to see if we could give them
some support in their efforts of developing
this program, which they perceived would be
done by them over a period of 5 to 7 years,
we imnediately saw that this was the opportu-
nity we had been looking for. The Education
Department, sought and received approval from
ISA Executive Board to enter into a produc-
tion agreement to create, on an accelerated
basis, the training progams that is now going
to be demonstrated to you today. This is the
largest investment ever made in ISA's history
in a single venture and it is significant, we
feel, that such an investment has been made
in ISA's reason for existence - Education.

The learning objectives were established for
each segment of each module by direct consul-
tation with at least 10 technician training
directors at 10 industrial training centers
prior to script development. Many of these
training directors are ISA members and are
dedicated in their involvement. In addition
to these experts, all aspects of the produc-
tion drew upon technical resources as re-
quired. We emphasize this because we want to
make absolutely certain that ISA uses the
best resources, assuring that each module is
technically accurate, reflecting standard
practices in the field, as well as on the
work bench, and we emphasize that all safety
procedures are presented and followed in the
correct manner.

The Instrument Technician Training Program
consists of 22 training modules and the
training is conveyed by the use of 59 one
hour video tapes. Each "training segment" is
approximately 8 minutes in length and at the
end of each "segment" the trainee is referred
to the text materials with the opportunity
for the trainer to make the presentation
"plant specific" by the introduction of hard-
ware. As you will see in the demonstration,
every aspect of the training program is co-
vered for the trainee, trainer, and training
administrator.

The final piece of news about ISA’s increased
participation in training is very exciting.
In April of 1983 we opened our first training
center in the heart of Raleigh. ISA acquired
a fifty thousand square foot building in
which we have arranged classrooms, and labor-
atories with the most modern equipment for
"hands on" training. The equipment, either
loaned or donated by the manufacturers, is
valued at nearly one million dollars. In
this facility ISA is offering a broad range
of courses as described in the catalog avail-
able here. We invite you to visit us and
inspect our training center; it may very well
be the kind of a resource that will prove to
be a valuable training opportunity for your
personnel. If you will call me, or Dr. Doug-
las J. Kolb, Director of Educational Ser-
vices, we will be pleased to make arrange-
ments for your visit.
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TABLE I

Silicon wafer sales 1984, approx. $750,000,000

Assume avg. wafer $6, ea, approx. - 125,000,OOO  wafers sold

If  1 wafer in 100 is bad, approx. 1,250,OOO  bad wafers which
should not be processed

Assume only 60% caught
(current eff iciency) , approx.

500,000 bad wafers get through
and are processed

If processing costs $100 /wafer
(ICE est. 64k DRAM
$120.43) (7), approx.

$50,000,000  lost by the industry
in processing bad wafers in 1984.

2 8 5





Figure 2. Test Part Manipulation System.
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VOICE DATA ENTRY APPLICATIONS

AT TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

R. STEVE HARPER
MANAGER, QRA SYSTEMS SUPPORT

EQUIPMENT GROUP, TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
DALLAS, TEXAS

ABSTRACT

The Texas Instruments Professional Computer
"Speech Command System" (tm) is being used in-
creasingly for voice data entry (VDE) in produc-
tion areas within the Equipment Group of Texas
Instruments, Inc. This new data entry tool can
potentially cut data entry task time in half by
allowing hands and eyes to perform other tasks
simultaneously. In addition, VDE reduces key-
stroke/translation errors and eliminates paper
records for clean room environments. Applications,
benefits and resolution of problems from a user's
perspective will be presented.

INTRODUCTION

The Equipment Group of Texas Instruments, Inc.
designs, develops and manufactures electronic
parts and systems principally for the military
services. The volume, complexity and exacting
requirements of the processes involved have led to
development and rigid application of sophisticated
information management systems (on-line IMS in-
quiries and central data bases) for comprehensive
realtime collection, analysis and reporting of
activity, status and quality data covering the
entire product cycle. One method of inputting
the raw data necessary to feed these information
management systems is to fully automate where
possible with direct process-to-computer data
transfer. However, this direct method is com-
monly not feasible and at the operator's work-
station has been installed a computer input ter-
minal with the additional operator responsibilities
for keyboard data entry.

Most operators, although highly skilled in their
manufacturing duties, are not usually proficient
computer terminal typists. While the computer
terminal clearly provides more timely data capture
than manual paper logs which require keypunching,
the terminal keyboard has not been an efficient
input tool. To make an input on a keyboard the
hands and eyes must be diverted from the normal
manufacturing tasks. It is in this environment
where the TIPC Speech Command System enables
voice data entry (VDE) to offer significant
potential for productivity gains.

TIPC SPEECH COMMAND SYSTEM (TIPC-SCS)

The current version (Release 1.03) of the TIPC
Speech Command System, TIPC-SCS, includes soft-
ware and hardware (speech I/O circuit board and
headset microphone) to enable development of an
application in a few hours. Using a TIPC-SCS
software capability called the "Transparent Key-
board" the user can specify up to 9 vocabularies,
with up to 50 "active words" each (450 words
total). Every word (or short phrase) can be
defined to replace up to a total of 40 individual
keystrokes to represent any sequence of alpha-
betic, numeric, cursor controls, file names or
batch commands, etc., when the VDE input is pro-
cessed. This system is "speaker dependent", i.e.,
each individual operator says each of the words/
phrases to create his/her personal set of stored
voice print templates, a spoken input is compared
with all the active word templates and the system
produces an exact series of keystrokes for each
input recognized. In bench mark tests, a sub-
stitution error occurs only 0.4% of the time,
i.e., where the wrong word is recognized. This
makes the TIPC-SCS especially appealing for voice
data entry in selected manufacturing workstation
applications.

EQUIPMENT GROUP VDE APPLICATIONS

Three years ago when VDE was first evaluated,
using a competitor's system, a PWB (printed
wiring board) assembly inspection activity was
chosen for the pilot implementation. Procedures,
equipment and workstation configuration vary some-
what from area to area within the Equipment Group
depending upon the product size and complexity.
But, the nature of the PWB inspection task, data
recording time (2-4 hours per day) and the
potential for fanout has kept the PWB assembly
inspection application as the primary target for
VDE implementation.

Three different PWB assembly inspection areas
manufacturing radar, electro-optics and missile
guidance systems, were each given a VDE applica-
tion during 4Q83 for one TIPC-SCS workstation.
The functional area managers responsible for
these operations have conducted their own assess-
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ments, calculated the cost savings and decided
further implementation based on their findings,
budgets and hardware availability. All three
functional area managers have concluded that the
VDE application decreases data entry time (up to
$O%), increases overall productivity (lo-20%),
and provides job enrichment for the employees.
Based on these benefits, the PWB assembly inspec-
tion implementation is expanding from 3 work-
stations to 14 workstations.

Similarily, pilot applications were developed
during 1984 for a fabrication gage operation to
load calibration data, and for a clean room
operation to load manufacturing process/status
data. In these areas too, the findings indicate
that VDE can free the hands and eyes to perform
other tasks simultaneously. Each of these area
managers respectively are expanding their
implementation. The fabrication area has ordered
additional TIPC-SCS terminals for five piece-part
inspectors to use and the clean room area has
plans to expand from 4 workstations to 40 work-
stations in early 1985.

PWB ASSEMBLY INSPECTION

In the PWB assembly inspection operation, the
quality control inspector picks up each PWB and
visually examines numerous features for possible
defects. Based on size, complexity and require-
ments, many PWB inspections are performed under a
magnification ring or a scope and during certain
operations gloves must be worn. This activity
fully occupies the operator's hands and eyes.
Thus, to accomplish the required recordkeeping
with manual data entry on either a log sheet or a
computer terminal keyboard is very disruptive to
the process. With a VDE equipped TIPC-SCS work-
station data entry is accomplished with voice
commands as follows: As the operator begins the
inspection, he/she speaks a vocabulary word such
as "POWER SUPPLY", which causes the system to
fill in the IMS inquiry name and load the proper
word order number and run number. Then the
operator speaks "NEW BOARD" (or other type) and
the system automatically fills in multiple fields
of required data such as class of inspection,
operation involved, and workstation number. A
4-digit manufacturing serial number and the latest
revision letter are entered using vocabulary
words. When a defect is observed, the operator
speaks the descriptive phrase for a defect class,
e.g., "EXPOSED COPPER", resulting in the entry
of the corresponding symbolic code (which the
operator no longer has to remember or look up on
a list). The operator uses other verbal commands
for cursor control and successive ent
ple serial numbers and defect data un
parts in a given lot - usually 50 to
inspected.

y of multi-
il all the
00 - are

APPLICATION PROBLEMS/SOLUTIONS

After three years experience with VDE applications,
the problems observed and resolved ha Ve occurred
in four categories; application design, vocabu-
lary selection, operator set-up (enrollment) and
hardware limitations. The problems and solutions
for each category are summarized as follows:

Application design problems start when the devel-
oper fails to learn the operator's existing pro-
cedures, natural words/phrases and syntax rela-
tionships. TO solve these problems an experienced
analyst must study the operation and identify the
key words/phrases to employ in the application
design. In addition, with the TIPC-SCS the
opportunity to use the pre-defined 40 keystroke/
command defaults for each word should be fully
evaluated and incorporated into the design.

Vocabulary selection problems can be eliminated
to a great extent in the application design, but
a few phonetically similiar words can haunt an
operator. This requires tailoring the applica-
tion to each operator, Replace a specific pro-
blem word with another word or a two-word phrase.
Certain rhyming letters of the alphabet fre-
quently cause problems and therefore military
words, e.g., "Alpha" = A, etc., should be used.

Operator set-up, or enrollment, problems are com-
pounded by the operator's attitude towards and
experience with a computer terminal. A new
operator must get hands-on experience with the
computer terminal and be introduced to the VDE
application slowly (l-2 hours/day) the first
week to gain familiarity without frustration.
Some operators refer to their computer terminal
with a "human-like name" to help overcome their
own resistance and fears. A simple computer
game, with speech controlled characters, is
another technique to overcome fears. No matter
what approaches are used, the final enrollment
to create the operator's voice print templates
must be made at the workstation with all the
normal background noise.

Hardware limitations and the associated problems
can be simple or complex based on the system
employed. The TIPC-SCS hardware as purchased,
off-the-shelf has been successfully used in the
office and factory environment. Best performance
for eliminating unwanted noise is obtained with
the lower (O-3 scale) gain settings. Some work-
station layouts or operator movement require-
ments may necessitate replacing the headset with
a microphone on a gooseneck stand and/or adding
an in-line on/off foot switch.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The PWB assembly inspection application is
representative of a growing number of opportu-
nities for utilizing voice data entry to enhance
quality and productivity in manufacturing.
Potentially, VDE can cut data entry task time in
half by allowing the hands and eyes to perform
other tasks simultaneously. Furthermore, since
VDE requires no writing or typing skills it can
reduce keystroke/translation errors, as Well as
eliminate paper records for a clean room environ-
ment. The TIPC-Speech Command System is a very
effective solution for voice data entry with
less cost investment and more flexibility than
the other new technologies, i.e., magnetic Strip
readers, optical character readers, laser
scanners, etc.
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CURRENT NBS METROLOGY CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS

AT MILLIMETER WAVE FREQUENCIES

6. R. Reeve and C. K. S. Miller
Electromagnetic Fields Division
National Bureau of Standards

BolJlder,  Colorado Xl3D3

ABSTRACT

The National Bureau of Standards (YBS) establishes
national artifact standards and provides a me-
trology base for 1J.S. industry and technology. In
the millimeter wave frequency spectrum, NBS has
not established all of the reqllired  Imetrology to
meet the needs of industry or government for this
technology. It is the intent of this paper to
describe the technical demands of responding to
the challenger of millimeter-wave technology. A
description of the current capabilities that exist
at NBS will be given for those parameters and fre-
quencies where Imeasurement services exist. Where
novel standards have been developed, Such as the
94 GHz ther:nal noise Stdnddrd,  the physical basis
for the standard will be described to indicate the
changes from lower frequency designs and the chal-
lenges that had to be overcome. Limitations in
services and in concepts of standards for pro-
viding those services will be described to
indicate the degree of research that must be
undertaken to satisfy future industrial needs in
this evolving technology.

INTRODUCTLON

There is a great increase in interest in the
millimeter wave frequency spectrum for new and
planned system applications. System performance
and qualification require an established tnetrology
foundation to assure compatible hardware from com-
peting vendors and to validate the achievement of
performance specifications. However, these me-
trology demands are often overlooked by system
designers and their suppliers until disagreement
over the level of achievement of systems, compo-
nents, and devices can be verified to guarantee
final performance specifications. When the system
does fail and an intent exists to find fault, then
a reliable metrology base is necessary to validate
failure to perform to required specifications.

In some cases, military documents have also wrong-
fully assumed that NBS measurement support is
available and accordingly call for traceability
to, unfortunately, non-existing support

Contribution of the National Bureau of Standards,
not subject to copyright in the United States.
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services. NBS calibration services are listed in
NBS Special Publication 250 (1,2), including
special tests which are negotiated on an
individual basis. However, millimeter waves are a
rapidly advancing field, and it is therefore ap-
propriate at this time to review the present
status of NBS measurement services and plans for
their further extension.

Within NBS the responsibility for services in the
microwave and millimeter spectrum lies primarily
with two divisions located within the Center for
Electronics and Electrical Engineering, part of
the National Engineering Laboratory. The
Electromagnetic Technology Division is responsible
for those parameters which are measured in, or
relate to, guided wave structures, such as power,
impedance, etc. The Electromagnetic Fields
Division (EFD) has the responsibility for those
quantities that are associated with free field
measurements, such as, electromagnetic (EM) field
strength and antenna parameters, In addition, EFD
is also responsible for standards for broadband or
thermal noise, In the following sections we will
first look at the status of the guided wave
parameter support services followed by the EM
field related quantities. While some of the data
presented will cover the upper microwave
frequencies as a point of reference, the major
emphasis will be on the millimeter wave area
which, for the purposes of this discussion, are
those frequencies above 1B GHz. In the material
presented, no attempt will be made to cover the
technical details of all of the various standards
and calibration systems except in certain cases
which are illustrative of trends in calibration
technology, or where significantly different
methods will be employed in the millimeter wave
region. In the following sections the method of
interface between NBS and its customers will be
examined, followed by a discussion of guided wave
and free field parameters.

YETHOD OF SUPPORT SERVICE DELIVERY

Before continuing it might be well to briefly
examine the method by which most industry and DOD
laboratories make use of NBS measurement support
services, since it is illustrative of how
technology drives the state-of-the-art in these



measurement services. Figure 1 shows a typical
process by which the value of a national reference
standard is transferred first to a working
standard, then to a transfer Stdndard, and finally
to the industry working standard and test items.
Note that both an artifact reference device
(standard) and a mechanism for comparing the
stdnddrd withan unknown are required. Both must
be thoroughly characterized for stability and
other necessary qualities. In most cases the
transfer standard is supplied by the
industry/laboratory requesting a calibration
service and consists of the best commercially ob-
tainable device related to the parameter in
question. After calibration at NBS, its use is
reserved for that of a laboratory standard. It is
readily obvious that a national standard which
either is no better thdn the transfer stdndard (in
terms of accuracy and stahility) or is many orders
of magnitude better, represents on the one hand a
service of minimal usefulness or on the other,
extreme overkill. In developing national
standards the state of the technology is kept well
in mind. However, with today's rapidly advancing
science, it is often necessary to anticipate the
accuracy that will be needed 5 to 10 years in the
future.

POWER, IMPEDANCE, ATTENUATION, AND REFLECTION
COEFFICIENT

The typical quantities for which measurement
services are provided are power (P), reflection
coefficient (r), attenuation (A), and scattering
(S) parameters. Figure 2 illustrates over what
frequency range, and through which method of com-
parison, these services are available. In the
column labeled NBS system, the 100 kliz IF ANA
refers to an NBS constructed comparison system
which uses precision inductive voltage dividers
operating at 100 kHz for ratio determinations.
The precision rotary vane attenuator (RVA) is used
for attenuation measurements in the 12 - 18 GHz
range. The 18 - 26 GHz dual six-port referenced
in the figure is presently under construction.
Note that in some cases a coaxial instrument is
made to serve a dual purpose by making :Jse of co-
axial to waveguide adapters. The uncertainties in
measuring these quantities, as stated to the cus-
tomer, are shown in figure 3.

In general, most of the recent internal
development effort has been directed toward ex-
ploiting the six-port technology developed at NBS
(3,4,5,6). Figure 4 shows a comparison between
the older tuned reflectometer comparator, which is
still used at some frequencies, and the newer six-
port technique. The tuned reflectometer (7) con-
sists of a generator connected to the device to be
measured by a length of standard precision wave-
guide. By means of directional couplers, some of
the forward power is sampled to maintain a
constant level by which the reflected power is
sampled and recorded. The reflection to be
measured is compared to a standard quarter-wave
short, using a piston attenuator in the IF portion
of the phase locked detector for the ratio
measurement. The unwanted reflections inherent to
the system and the imperfect directivity of the
couplers are compensated for by tuning stubs which

must be adjusted at each measurement frequency.
Attenuation can also be measured on such a system.

In contrast the sir-port is based on general prin-
ciples of microwave scattering theory which can be
applied to any arbitrary network of transmission
lines. The most common configuration embodies six
ports, one connected to a generator and any other
defined as the reference measurement plane. Power
detectors are connected to the remaining four
ports. Linear functions relate the amplitude and
phase of the incident and reflected waves to the
power measured at the other four ports. A simple
calibration procedure using arbitrdry but stable
reference standdrds determines the coefficients of
the linear equations. The only absolute standards
required are a length of known-impedance trans-
mission line (coaxial or waveguide) and a
reference power standard if that quantity is also
to be measured. Two six-ports connected to a
common generator may be used to determine all of
the scattering parameters of a two-port unknown.
The whole measurement procedure can be controlled
by a desktop mini-computer. Because of the versa-
tility of the six-port, it is desirable to imple-
ment it in the millimeter-wave range also. An
integrated broadband version using finline tech-
niques, which is shown in figure 5, is currently
under development at NBS. When power is to be
measured, a thermal conversion device called a
microcalorimeter is llsed as a standard at milli-
meter wave freqlJencies  (8,9). By comparing the
unknown power detection mount with the micro-
calorimeter on a six port, the efficiency and re-
flection coefficient of the unknown are
determined.

The clJrrent  future development plans for guided
wave parameters are outlined in figure 6. Even at
the projected rate of work it will be 4 to 5 years
before the entire frequency range to 100 GHz is
fully covered.

NOISE MEASUREMENTS

The NBS provides measurement services for the
measurement of noise standards over a wide
frequency range. Figure 7 shows the present and
near future availability of the various
comparators, radiometers, and the reference noise
standards from 4 to 110 GHz. Note that there are
wide areas where coverage is lacking. The
reported uncertainties of measurements made with
these systems are listed in figure 8.

Since the quantity to be measured exists by defi-
nition at a very low level, great attention must
be paid to the comparison device, a radiometer, in
terms of stability and resolution. Formerly
individual tuned radiometers were used in each
waveguide band, which required manual setup and
operation. Recent advances in desktop mini-
computers have enabled the development of six-port
technology and broadband automated radiometers.
Incorporating a built-in six-port at its input,
such a radiometer can take account of various
system mismatches besides applying statistical
controls to evallJate  system instabilities (10).
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The extension of these services recently to the 90
- 100 GHr frequency range required the development
of a new type of noise standard. This new design
lends itself to exploitation for the millimeter
freqlJency range. Traditionally, noise sources
consisted of a coaxial or waveguide termination
which was raised, or cooled, a certain number of
degrees above or below room temperature (typically
to 1235 K or 77 K). However, due to the large
losses in the connecting waveguide, an analysis
indicated that a specially designed horn antenna
"looking at" a piece of microwave absorber which
was cooled to 77 Y wovld produce a known orltput
temperature with the smallest uncertainty. Such a
noise standard v/as recently constructed at NBS and
is shown in simplified form in figiJre 9. Although
deceptively simple in principle, a very elaborate
analysis using optical ray tracing techniques,
geometrical theory of diffraction, and techniques
to analyze hacklobe radiation effects was required
in evaluating the effective output noise temper-
ature (11).

Future plans in noise metrology are outlined in
figure 10. However, since many of the
requirements in the millimeter wave region are
related to DOD requirements, progress is highly
dependent on outside agency funding to NBS.

ANTENNA PARAMETERS

Except for the 40 - 50 GHz region, the measurement
of antenna parameters of gain, polarization and
pattern are fairly well established up to 75 GHz
as shown in figure 11. The major deficiency is in
the ability to conduct swept frequency
measurements above 26 GHz. The estimated uncer-
tainties of NBS measJJrements  of on-axis gain and
sidelobe level are displayed in figure 12. These
uncertainties are dependent on the magnitude of
the quantity and the gain of the antenna being
measured.

The traditional method for measuring far-field on-
axis gain and antenna pattern is to use an antenna
range of sufficient dimensions to place the source
(or sampling receiver) in the far field of the
antenna. Figure 13 shows the separation distance
required which becomes excessive for large, high
gain antennas. While it is possible to measure
on-axis gain in the near field using an extrapola-
tion technique, accurate information on a sidelobe
pattern is not attainable by this method.

For this reason NBS was instrumental in developing
and implementing the near field scanning technique
(12,13,14). If amplitude and phase are measured
at points on a known grid in front of the antenna,
as shown in figure 14, and the proper mathematical
transforms applied to the data, it is possible to
derive the far field amplitude and phase pattern
of the antenna. The grid may be either planar or
cylindrical, as shown in figure 14, or even spher-
ical. In practice, the values derived by such a
measurement technique are usually more reliable
than those taken on far-field sites subject to
atmospheric perturbations. This is particularly
true in the millimeter wave region.

In planning to extend NBS antenna services as
shown in figure 15, several problems must be
addressed. Because of practical limitations in
measuring physical displacements, electrical
phase, and other quantities, there is an upper
frequency limit beyond which the present NBS near-
field scanning range will not be useful. It is
believed this lies somewhere between 75 and 100
GHz. Beyond this limit, gain and polarization
measurements will still be achievable using ex-
trapolation techniques, once the necessary test
equipment is on hand. Such measurement capabil
up to 220 GHz is planned by 1989.

ity

OTHER MEASUREMENT QUANTITIES

Two other areas of measurement support will no
doubt become important as use of the millimeter
wave range increases. Phase noise measurements of
synthesizers and stabilized signal generators will
be necessary as these instruments become Inore
common at millimeter wave frequencies (15).
Although the Time and Frequency Division within
the National Standards Laboratory has some capa-
bility for phase noise measurements there is no
regular measurement service as such.

The electrical properties of materials used in the
millimeter wave region must be measured and con-
trolled more precisely if the cost of fabrication
of components is to be reduced. The measurement
of dielectric constant, permeability, and loss
tangent up to 200 GHz, will have to be supported
as major commercial uses for these frequencies
develop. The Electromagnetic Fields Division is
currently examining the need and justification for
a measurement support program in this area.

SUMMARY

A basic review of present millimeter wave measure-
ment services at NBS shows that there are many
areas that are not covered, and probably will not
be covered for many years. Various avenues are
being explored, particularly within the DOD and
its prime contractors, where the greatest need
will exist, to generate support to guarantee there
will be an adequate national millimeter wave
measurement base (16,17).
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AN INTERFEROMETRIC APPROACH TO VECTOR NETWORK ANALYSIS AT W-BAND

H. Brian Sequeira
Scientist

Martin Marietta Laboratories
Baltimore, Maryland

ABSTRACT

The design, construction, and performance of a W-
band waveguide vector network analyzer are
described. The heart of the instrument is a
waveguide interferometer, which enables a compari-
son of the power emerging from the device-under-
test (DUT) with a reference standard. Thus, the
reflection/transmission coefficient of 'the DUT can
be determined at a given frequency. An inherently
wideband reference condition can be established by
equalizing the lengths of the test and reference
arms of the analyzer, but achieving this requires
special attention to the specification and the
physical coupling of the component parts. The
requisite procedures for component specification
and assembly are described. Experimental data
indicate that amplitude and phase tracking between
the interferometer arms are within 1.2 dB and +8
degrees, respectively, over a frequency range of
88 GHz to 99 GHz. Sample measurements at 94 GHz
are presented to indicate the resolution, repeat-
ability, and dynamic range possible with the
source-detector combination currently used. Some
performance limitations and possible modifications
for performance improvement are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Microwave and m-a-wave interferometry has enjoyed
an enduring interest thr u h the decades since
World War II. In l.952,(p*‘) the technique was
used at 24 GHz to determine the wavelength of the
microwave signal in air, correct it for various
effects, and then multiply it with the correspond-
ing frequency to give the velocity
This method was extended to 72 GHz( 31

light, c.
by the late

1950s.

Microwave and mn-wave interferometry also has been

~~p~~~~k~~s~r~~~s~e~~~~~~s~~~~~

a movable object,

i;;dd;;;;;i?:&jo;;

often i; corrosive or other
hostile

??Y
ironments, and in the stu

liquids, foyI?jrcraft navigation, ?r PDfand in
radar imaging.

Here, we describe the application of interfero-
metry to determination of vector network

J.A. McClintock
Senior Scientist

Martin Marietta Laboratories
Baltimore, Maryland

parameters. Specifically, we seek to determine
the magnitude and the phase of reflection and/or
transmission coefficients of a mm-wave component
over a range of frequencies. Such determinations
are referenced to certain "terminal planes." In
practice, these planes often coincide with the
interface that connects the measuring instrument
with the component under test. Interferometry
furnishes an elegant method for determining these
network coefficients when appropriate standards
are available. Fortunately, methods
these standards are already in place.

[p~_~~~igning

OPERATING PRINCIPLE

Figure 1 shows a schematic design of the
interferometer set-up for making reflection
coefficient measurements. The instrument is
powered by an IMPATT diode source with an integral
isolator. A small fraction of the generated power
is extracted by a 20-dB directional coupler to
determine the frequency of the source. The bulk
of the power is split equally into reference and
test arms by a Magic Tee. Each wave travels past
a variable attenuator, an isolator, and the main
line of a high-directivity quadrature hybrid to
their respective terminal ports. Ideally, only
the reflected waves from these ports are coupled
into a second Magic Tee via Rotary Phase Shifters
as shown. The connection to the second Magic Tee
is made at those ports that are ideally isolated
from each other, e.g., the E- and H-arms.

If the reference and test ports terminate in
perfect reflectors and the components that
constitute the reference and test arms have
identical electrical characteristics, then the
power in the second Magic Tee combines construc-
tively at one colinear port and destructively at
the other colinear port whenever the path
travelled by the two waves differs by an integral
number of half wavelengths. Destructive inter-
ference gives rise to a null at the corresponding
port. If the path lengths travelled by the waves
are equal, then the null condition is ideally
independent of the frequency of the source. This
equal-path configuration carries the important
benefit of establishing a reference condition
that, in practice, is immune to small frequency
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fluctuations in the source. Detection of a null
furnishes the additional benefit of immunizing the
measurement from noise in the source.

The measurement itself proceeds by replacing the
reflector in one arm by the component under
test. The Phase Shifter and the attenuator in the
other arm are then adjusted to restore the null
condition and are then read directly to give the
return loss and the phase shift of the component
under test. From the return loss, the magnitude
of the reflection can be readily computed.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

The ideal conditions described above are only
approximately approached in practice. This is
because the performance of the various components
deviate from their ideal as the frequency is
varied, and these deviations do not necessarily
track for the same component type. Also,
parasitic effects, such as reflections (VSWR),
losses, and stray leakage, contrive to further
compromise the ideal behavior described above.
The problem is aggravated by the need to
interconnect the various components far more
precisely at mm-wave frequencies than at lower
frequencies in order to minimize reflections from
these interfaces.

An investigation into the different designs of the
components used revealed that each had some
inherent frequency-sensitive characteristic. In a
directional coupler, for example, the key
performance parameters are the coupling,
directivity, and main and auxiliary line VSWRs.
In most of the common designs, the frequency
sensitivity resides in either the coupling
(Shwinger design) or in the directivity (multi-
hole design). Significantly, any attempt within a
design to flatten the frequency response of the
sensitive parameter while simultaneously
minimizing the VSWR, results in an even smaller
variation of the other parameter. In this case,
we specified a high directivity for the quadrature
hybrid (minimum 40 dB) and further stipulated that
it remain flat within 5 dB over the frequency
range 88-99 GHz. Similar considerations were
applied to the other components of the
interferometer in order to achieve the closest
possible tracking in magnitude and in phase
between the arms. In all cases we sought
components with the lowest VSWR consistent with
the above criterion.

Interconnection of the components was accomplished
by shining a divergent beam of a He-Ne laser at
one port of the waveguide component and imaging
the kaleidoscope pattern emerging from the
opposite face on a screen as in Fig. 2. A second
component was then attached such that the optical
patterns of the two components merged. In
practice, the laser is not needed for connecting
straight sections. However, its intensity is
useful when connecting bends.
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PERFORMANCE

Intrinsic Rehavior

Figure 3 shows the tracking of the null with
frequency using micrometer-driven shorts attached
to the reference and test ports and adjusted to
obtain the best null at 94 GHz. Thereafter, no
further adjustments were made while the frequency
was varied between 88 and 99 GHz. Figure 3a shows
the actual data, and Fig. 3b shows the null depth
defined as the ratio of power at the in-phase port
to that at the null port expressed in dB. A
worst-case null depth of 21 dB was determined.
This was found to be due to reflections from a
thermistor mount used to terminate the other arm
of the second Magic Tee. When this mount was
replaced by a matched load, the worst-case null
depth increased to 36 dB.

Figures 4 and 5 display the amplitude and phase
tracking of the arms that would produce a null
depth in excess of 45 dB. Using this value as a
criterion, we obtain a worst-case amplitude
tracking of 1.2 dB and a corresponding phase
tracking of +8 degrees over the operating range.

Standards Development

Having established the intrinsic limits of the
instrument, we next sought to ca.librate  it using
uarter-wave short-circuit impedance standards.
4_hese have the advantages of being well
characterized, insensitive to the conductivity of
the metal walls, and somewhat insensitive to
mating imperfections.

Thelfer48
ns were adapted
with some

~~~~t~~~~r"~~dr~S~a~~o~~~(~6~ Quarter-wave and
five quarter-wave shorts were designed and built
at 2-GHz intervals between 92 and 98 GHz. Only
two of these were within the range of the six-port
calibration facility at NBS. Table I shows the
results of that calibration run and, for compari-
son, the theoretical predictions. Reasonable
agreement is shown for the quarter-wave shorts.
The agreement is poorer for the five-quarter wave
shorts. Part of the problem arises from
deviations in the actual length from the computed
length. Every 11 microns represents one degree of
electrical phase at 94 GHz. In the five-quarter
wave shorts, however, an additional problem arises
due to stray reflections at locations other than
the back shorting plane. This manifests itself in
the inability to secure a perfect null with the
interferometer even though such a null is obtained
with the corresponding quarter-wave short. This
stray reflection may occur from surface roughness
that arises when the mandrell, on which the short
was electroformed, is removed. We may reasonably
suppose greater roughness for the longer
component. Furthermore, any five-quarter wave
short has two additional current maxima in its'
interior whereas a quarter-wave short has a
current maximum only at the back shorting plate.
Therefore, a five-quarter wave short circuit is
expected to show greater sensitivity to surface
condition.



Sample Measurements

Table II shows the results of measurements made on
some sample components. A matched load was used
to obtain some indication of phase sensitivity at
high return loss, However, the return loss was
not high enough to challenge this aspect of the
instrument. A thermistor mount was also measured
to establish consistency with the vendor-supplied
correction factors. The measured return loss was
consistent with the correction factors.

SOURCES OF ERROR

Systematic errors

The systematic errors in the system arise
principally from the finite directivities and
coupling variations in the quadrature hybrids,
finite isolation and coupling imbalance of the
Yagic Tees, VSWR and insertion loss variations
between similar components in the two arms,
spurious responses in the input source, and
leakage in the components. The leakage in the
rotary vane attenuators was particularly evident,
taking the form of a discontinuous phase change of
approximately 11 degrees for attenuation levels
between 30 and 36 dB depending on the frequency.
Subtle errors also arise due to a finite phase
shift with attenuator setting at constant
frequency. Finite insertion loss changes also
occur in the phase shifters with phase shift
setting. By actual measurement with standards at
94 and 96 GHz we have determined a phase shift
increase of about 2 degrees/decade of attenuation
and an insertion loss variation of less than 0.1
dB/180 degrees of phase shift. The sign of the
former shift changes at around 30 dB attenuation
due to the leakage mentioned earlier, but
otherwise displays a linear response at a given
frequency. The error in the dial calibration of
the attenuators has been specified by the
manufacturer as being c 0.1 dB for attenuator
settings < 25 dR, and < 1 dB for settings > 25
dB. Similarly, the calibration of the phase
shifter dial is i 4 degrees.

Random Errors

These are errors associated with random frequency
fluctuations in the source. They are intensified
by the rate at which the magnitude and phase of
the reflection/transmission coefficients vary with
frequency. The phase derivative at near unity
reflection tend to cause the most rapid
variations. For example, with the sources used, a
null that is only 5-dB deep will be obtained if
the phase variation with frequency is greater t
190 degrees/GHz approximately.

han

Other random errors include errors due to noise
the detectors and their associated instrumentat
and display, instabilities in the m-wave circu
and instrumentation, and repeatability errors
associated with interface connectors and the

in
ion
it

manual waveguide switches. Table III demonstrates
the connector repeatability with the quarter-wave
and the five quarter-wave short at 96 GHz. In

this case the two shorts were alternately
connected and disconnected at the test port, and
the interferometer was adjusted to read the best
null. As mentioned before, the five quarter-wave
short does not produce as good a null as the
quarter-wave short. This brings up a possible
limitation of this set-up, namely, that in a
multi-obstacle and/or multi-port network, where
reflections can occur at several planes, there are
potential ambiguities that can arise from an
inability to secure a null. Although, in certain
circumstances, these can be resolved by making
measurements under different terminating
conditions and over a range of frequencies, no
general model exists to encompass the variety of
circuits that could require such characteriza-
tion. We therefore expect that the characteriza-
tion of extended interaction and distributed
devices and circuits will not be meaningful unless
a reasonably accurate model of its terminal
characteristics is available from other sources.
At these frequencies, this is not a trivial
task. Fortunately, most of the usual components
produce a reasonably deep null so that such an
elaborate model is not required within the
accuracies available here.

SUMMARY

We have described the design, construction, and
oerformance of a mm-wave interferometer aDDlied to
making vector network measurements between'88 and
99 GHz. The analvzer shows amplitude and Dhase
tracking of 1.2 d'R and+8degrees,  respectively,
over the frequency range. This performance is
achieved, in large part, by specifying individual
components appropriately, and by using optical
techniques to interconnect them. A brief
discussion of some of the error sources is also
presented.
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Figure 1. mq-wave “Michelson Inter-
ferometer” - Type Network
Analyzer
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Figure 3. Tracking response of the
network analyzer

Figure 4. Amplitude tracking of the
interferometer

Figure 2. Kaleidoscope pattern of source
imaged through aligned lengths
of waveguide.

Figure 5. Phase tracking of the inter-
ferometer
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TABLE I - CALIBRATION OF QUARTER-WAVE SHORT-CIRCUIT STANDARDS

Reflection Coefficient Uncertainties (plus or minus)
Frequency I.D. Magnitude Random Systematic Total

(GHz) Number Theory Measured

94 94-1 0.9991 0.9996 0.0073 0.0010 0.0083
94 95-5 0.9966 0.9963 0.0075 o.no10 0.0085
96 96-l 0.9991 0.9948 0.0075 D.Or-JlO 0.0085
96 96-5 0.9967 0.9925 0.9981 0.0010 0.0091

Phase
(degrees)

94 94-l 0 2.05 3.36 0.52 3.88
94 94-5 0 6.21 3.54 0.52 4.06
96 96-l 0" 1.08 2.66 0.52 3.18
96 96-5 3.92 2.62 0.52 3.14

TABLE II - SAMPLE MEASUREMENTS (Uncorrected)

Frequency (GHz)
- --~- - - -

94 ---- --I 96

Component Return loss Phase Return loss Phase
(dB) (deg) (dB) (deg)

I
Thermistor Mount I 10 -80 14.3 -12

Matched Load 35 73 30

I

23

TABLE III - CONNECTOR REPEATABILITY @ 96 GHz (Test port signal = 11 dBm)

Null
Trial Power

:
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-33
-40
-40

Xl4 5x/4

1

__-

Port Attenuation Phase Null Port Attenuation Phase
(dBm) (dB) (deg) / Power (dBm) (dB) (deg)

I
0.2
0
0
0
0.15
0.05
0.05
0.15
0.15
0.15

0 -40
0 -40
0 -40

-1 -40
2 I -33
0 -33
0

;
: -33

-3 -40
-1

0 /
-37
-40

0.2
0.05
0.15
0.15
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.15
0.15
0.15

2
0
2
2
1
2
2
3
2
2
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Software Product Assurance in the Metrology Lab

Mark Kaufman
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Abstract

Software has always been a problem. I n  t h e
beginning the problem was not enough software and
too few programmers. Now the problem is too much
software and not enough control. T h e r e  i s  t o o
much software because there are  many near
duplicates of programs in use. Using the right
program is  more of  a  problem than f inding a
program. The software problem is a surprise only
because of i ts  gradual  bui ld up.  The problem
started as computers moved into the metrology lab.
Desktop computers or instrument control lers are
now an integral part of the metrology lab. These
devices were introduced over several years and
this  gradual appearance has masked some of the
problems. Now the desktop computer is no longer
feared; there are many more potential programmers
and l i tt le  control . Everyone in a metrology lab
would be shocked  i f the dc standard used to
cal ibrated digital  voltmeters were not  careful ly
control led. Not nearly as many are surprised to
f ind the software to  cal ibrate the same digital
voltmeter is not controlled.

A p o r t i o n of the software c o l l e c t i o n  o f every
metrology lab is not maintainable or is of
uncertain qual ity . Quality  in software is  not
only how well the program does the job intended,
but how easily the program can be modified when a
problem is  found, ‘how wel l t h e  p r o g r a m  i s
documented and how well the program will act as a
standard. The software collection is a valuable
resource requiring care. This paper presents the
steps found necessary to begin a software product
assurance e f f o r t in the Metrology Lab at Ford
Aerospace and Communications Corp., FACC, at
Newport Beach. The objective of the effort is to
reduce costs and improve the quality of software

Introduction

Computers and software offer many advantages, and
disadvantages. The instrument controllers in the
metrology lab allow more to be done more
accurately than is possible with manual methods.
The assumption is what is being done faster every
time is being done right. The weak link in this
logic is often the software.

S o f t w a r e  i s everywhere. Nearly every new
instrument contains software or can be controlled
by software. The growing use of software means
growing software problems. Many of these problems
are c a u s e d  b y  t h e  l a c k  o f  r e s o u r c e s ,  e i t h e r
hardware or human. The problems addressed by this
paper are the rising costs and unknown quality of
software used in the metrology lab.

The Metrology Lab at Ford Aerospace Newport Beach
uses two HP 9825’s, four HP 9826’s and one HP
9836. Most of the programs in use were written in
HPL . During 1984 concerns were raised about the
software in use in the lab. An inventory was
conducted and over 800 programs were found on 25
disks. During development of a software catalog
many near duplicate programs were d i s c o v e r e d .  A
near duplicate is  two programs of  the same or
nearly the same size but di f ferent checksums.
Changes in Ford Aerospace and Communication
Carp’s, FACC’s, quality procedures are being made
and ,a software library has been started. This
paper p r e s e n t s  FACC’s  e f f o r t s  t o s t a r t  a n
effective software product assurance program.

Definitions

Checksum: A unique number calculated for each
program. The algorithm used is so sensitive a
change of a lower case letter in a comment to
upper case will change the check sum.

Controller: Desk top computer or instrument
control ler used to control instruments
over a digital bus.

Disk: A  un i t  o f  s t o rage , can be magnetic
f loppy disk,  hard disk,  cassette,  etc .

Quality: The degree a program is maintainable,
control lable and performs the .job
intended.

Software: Programs written to calibrate instru-
ments or test systems.

User: The technic ian or  engineer  using a
calibration program.
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The Software Problem: Yesterday

Today’s software problems developed as controllers
were introduced into the met lab. Controllers
were slowly introduced because there were few in-
s truments and standards that could be controlled
d ig i ta l l y , and not many control lers were
available. Many l a b s  o b t a i n e d  t h e i r f i r s t
instrument controllers as spares to test systems.
This also meant few labs had chosen the control-
lers they use.

The limited memory of t h e  e a r l y control lers
required ingenious techniques to squeeze programs
in; programs had to be “tight.” Everything super-
fluous, like comments, was deleted in the effort
to get the program to fit. Besides, as we a l l
know, comments c a n  b e  i n s e r t e d later. The
techniques used by many of the early programmers
were self taught. Consequently many programs are
d i f f i c u l t to debug and impossible for someone
other than the original programmer to maintain.
Software in the met lab developed out of sight of
the quality control system. Manual procedures are
better controlled than software. Software was a
b lack  ar t , i t s  p rac t i t i oners  mag i c ians , and
software’s secrets were not for the common man.

The slow introduction of  control lers  mitigated
some of the problems. The lack of  people  that
could and would program was a problem. Often the
programming was done by those who would, n o t  b y
those who could. Writing programs to automate
cal ibration procedures was not the highest
pr i o r i ty  and  o f t en  t ook  a  back  sea t  t o  o ther
business. The slow introduction of  control lers
may have seemed evolutionary at the time, but the
controllers were really revolutionary. Instrument
controllers and automation are making fundamental
changes in metrology. The trickle of controllers
to the met lab and the few programs written where
handled by an ad hoc approach.

Having a controller without any software is l ike
having a very dry farm. When the  water ,  o r
software comes a little does a lot of good. AS

the water keeps flowing, a few problems show up;
a quagmire develops unnoticed. Over a period of
time the bottom forty is taken over by the
a l l i ga to r s .

The software problem: Today

Today the ad hoc approach cannot work. Nearly
every lab has a large body of “useful” software of
unknown quality Technology is changing rapidly;
many of the first generation of control lers  and
their software are obsolete. Converting programs
written in HPL to Basic may not be cost effective.
The “tight” programs written in the early days are
not only difficult to maintain, but the cost  of
converting them to a new machine or language may
exceed t h e  c o s t of writing a new program from
scratch. There are few software control systems
in place in metrology labs, even though more
attention is being paid to the costs and problems

of software than ever before. The time to develop
a s y s t e m  i s  b e f o r e  o n e  i s  r e q u i r e d  b y the
government, or the costs get completely out of
hand.

Software Product Assurance Objectives

The solution to the software problem is to develop
a sys tern to write, use, control and maintain
software. This systematic approach will reduce
cost and improve quality. Software has to be
brought under control in the same manner manua 1
procedures  and  o ther  met  l ab  a c t i v i t i e s  a re .
There are three main e l e m e n t s  o f  a software
product assurance effort: development, maintenance

-and control (1). The object ives  of  a  software
product assurance e f f o r t  a re  t o  guarantee  the
right software is used, the software does the job
intended, new software is maintainable and old
software is useable. The right software means the
correct version. There are  usual ly  several
versions of the same program in a met lab. Each
version may have a different bug fixed or a new
one inserted. The software in the metrology lab
has not gone through the vigorous verification and
validation required of prime system software. The
lab ’s software is much simpler, but  i s  wor th
veri fying. Without guidelines, whether or not a
program i s  v e r i f i a b l e  i s  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e
programmers style. Many of the earlier program-
mers developed their own special style. This in-
dividuality  was acceptable  in the days of  the
black art, but is expensive now. Maintainability
is a key word today; programs should be written to
be modified (2).

The software product assurance effort must work
with the hardware and software in the lab now.
A f t e r  a l l this is the combination we are having
problems with. The amount of software written for
the met lab is small, at least compared to the
output of a software engineering department. The
system should be tailored to the needs of the lab.
The system should control the development and
maintenance of calibration software generated in
the metrology lab. Every lab has a system for
handling manual procedures and the system for
software should be similar. There are limits to
the system. T h e r e  i s  l i t t l e  p o i n t  i n  m a k i n g
software tamperproof. The extra trouble of having
p r o t e c t e d  s o f t w a r e  u s e d  b y  t h e  techs is  not
worthwhile considering a manual procedure can be
changed on the spot. The change most often made
is a mistake in following instructions. One last
requirement for the software product assurance
effort is small steps. This will not be a crash
program; other business has to be taken care of at
the same time.

Steps to a Solution

Once the problem is recognized the basic steps to
a solution are easy to determine; implementing the
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steps is the real problem. The steps to draining
the software swamp are:

Find out what is out there.
Discard the duplicates.
Save the software worth keeping in a library.
Keep the library software clean.

The piecemeal approach will not work. Each of
these steps are important, but doing all is most
important.

Inventory

The first software inventory at FACC was a simple
paper one and was abandoned quickly. The
Metrology Lab at FACC had over 800 programs, most
of them duplicates or near duplicates. There were
too many programs to handle manually; software is
needed to control software. The first software
product assurance objective is to collect a table
of contents from each disk. This table of
contents is the disk directory with one thing
added, the checksums for each of the programs.

The process of disk "branding" records the table
Of contents on the program disk, on a master
directory disk and provides a hardcopy. The table
of contents for a disk is recorded for a specific
date, and can be compared later. The configuration
of the user's disk can be checked later by
comparing the table of contents file to the disk's
current configuration. When each disk in use is
branded the master directory disk contains a list
of all the programs, their sizes and their
checksums. Figure 1 is a sample printout from the
table of contents program. The first column is
the program name; the asterisk indicates a secured
program. The second column is the type and was
included because some programs require a data file
or a key file. The third column is the size of
the program and the fourth is the checksum. The
first line of the header is the disk identifica-
tion number. The "F" in means a five and a

DISK ID= FOOl
914184  MAIN BACKUP DISK

Filename Type #Bytes Checksum
ELECMP PROGRM 5926 11602
bkglog TDATA
COPY * PROGRM 3968
dvm KEYS 266
34971 PROGRM 6324 24395
3455A PROGRM 6392 20285
345611 PROGRM 11678 6184
3438A PROGRM 31598 1848
3478A PROGRM 30642 26959
33141 PROGRM 3778 13626
wavedata TDATA

Figure 1. Table of Contents Printout

quarter inch floppy disk. The second line of the
header is the date the table of contents was
obtained and any comments. The comments are used
to record the cryptic labels used on the disks.

The Software Catalog

The data stored on the main directory disk will be
a software catalog when all the disks in the lab
are "branded" and all the directory data are
collected. This data is sorted by the second of
the control programs. The sorting program
produces sorts by name and by checksum. Programs
with the same checksum are assumed to be the same
and are flagged. This way duplicate and near
duplicate programs can be eliminated. There were
two types of duplicates uncovered during our sort.
The first was the same program under different
names. These are found during the numerical sort
by checksums. The second type of duplicate is
different programs under the same name. There was
also many near duplicates, the same or similar
names with nearly the same size but different
checksums. The next big problem is finding the
versions worth keeping. Often programs were
changed for good reasons, but nobody remembers the
reasons. Finding the right version is the hard
part. The only software that could help here is a
compare program to show the differences between
programs. This sorting is intended to show which
programs are worth saving.

Figure 2 is a sample printout from the sorting
program, in this case a numerical sort of the
checksums. The printout is similar to the table
of contents, but a column for the disk identifica-
tion and one for the duplicate flag have been
added. The files "5328A"  and "59501A"  are
duplicated and the duplicates are exact. The
files "9872A" and "72251"  are also exact
duplicates. Figure 2 shows these two programs to
be identical, same checksum, same size.

FILENAME #BYTES CHECKSUM
5328A 6882 17017
5328A 6882 17017
595OlA 4108 17166
595016 4108 17166
595016 4108 17166
A59260 1302 17321
A59260 1302 17321
980346 8642 17583
PRTZ 3426 18100
9872A 2836 18326
7225A 2836 18326
98726 2836 18326
7225A 2836 18326

* INDICATES DUPLICATE FILES

DISK ID
EOOl *
E002 *
EOOl *
E002 *
E004 *
FOlO *
FOll *
E004
F024
EOOl *
EOOl *
E002 *
E002 Jr

Figure 2 Checksum Sorting Printout

Figure 3 is another printout from the sort.ing
program, but a sort by name. Figure 3 shows there
are several copies of the "3455A"  file. The
version on disks FOOl  and FOOZ are the same size
as the others, but have a different checksum. A
single letter change from "a" to "A" could produce
this result. The "5328A"  and "59501A"  files have
two versions of similar size and different
checksums. These present a special problem. The
difference between the two may be legitimate
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corrections , but which version is the right one?
The answer to this question requires a careful
l o o k  a t  b o t h  v e r s i o n s , A program to do the
compare would help, but the reason behind the dif-
ferences requires some research.

FILENAME
3438A
3438A
3455-o
3455A
3455A
3455A
3455A
3455A
345512
5328A
5328A
59501A
595OlA
595OlA

#BYTES CHECKSUM DISK ID
31598 1848 FOOl  *
31598 1848 F002 *

5686 24232 E004
6392 18481 F003 *
6392 18481 EOOl *
6392 18481 E002 *
6392 18481 E004 *
6392 20285 FOOl  *
6392 20285 F002 *
7178 1105 E004 *
6882 17017 EOOl  *
4150 5043 F002 *
4108 17166 EOOl fr
4108 17166 E002 *

* INDICATES DUPLICATE FILES

Figure 3 Name Sorting Printout

O n e  l i m i t a t i o n  o f the  tab l e  o f  c on tents and
sorting programs is a secured program has a zero
checksum. Most of the time this is not a problem,
but if someone has secured part of program for
some reason two programs that produce dif ferent
results could have the same checksum.

The Software Library

Creating a master file of “golden” copies of the
programs wor th  keep ing  i s  an  exce l l en t  s tar t ,
however the master file does not remain a master
file long unless there are some controls placed on
who can get  into the master  f i le ,  who can put
programs in the master file and who can change the
master file. Once the master file is established
the problem become one of keeping the master f i l e
clean; that the master file remains a master file.

In many ways a software library should work like a
public  l ibrary. A public library is a collection
of books worth keeping, and some simple procedures
to maintain the collection. There is  a  l ist  of
patrons and the books they have checked out .
There is  a  def inite  way of  checking out  books.
The librarians maintain the c o l l e c t i o n  b y
acquiring new books and discarding books that no
longer c i r cu la te . Not  everyone is  al lowed to
chose new books  f o r  c i r cu la t i on . F i n a l l y  a
catalog of the books is kept.

A software library works in a similar manner. The
col lect ion is  software not  books. T h e  l i s t  o f
patrons and the books they have checked out is the
disk users log. The sorted disk table of contents
functions as the catalog. The software librarian
helps to control the acquisitions and deletions to
the software col lect ion. The software l ibrary
does have records that have no equivalent in a

pub l i c  l i b rary ,
PHF’s.

the program history folders,

The PHF’s are functionally the same as the history
folders for  individual  instruments,  but  contain
information on a program. The folders maintain
the traceability and control of the software. The
PHF contains the information to prove the program
works, the changes made were done correctly and
the documentation to help the programmer when the
program must be changed. The PHF should contain;
the spec i f i ca t i ons  f o r  the  ins t rument  o r  t e s t
sys tern, the bus commands used, a variable  cross
reference with the source code, programming notes,
a change record and verification results . The
last two are very important.

The change record t ies t h e  r e v i s i o n s  o f the
software together. why the changes were made and
what they were expected to do can be important
later, especial ly  i f  a  new bug is  introduced.
Before software is  entered into the l ibrary it
must be verified, before it goes in you have to
prove it works. This can be as simple as some
manua 1 checks on an instrument or as complicated
as a step by step test of the software. As more
and more instruments and test systems use software
cal ibration the more important veri f ication
becomes.

The software library needs a librarian and some
operating instructions to work. The operating in-
structions to add, delete and change software must
be established. The cal ibration procedure
approval cycle has to be changed to accommodate a
review of the software before it goes i n t o  t h e
l i b r a r y .  A control led software environment
requires guidance; there should be a central point
o f contact for software related problems. This
function can  bes t  be  des c r ibed  as  a  s o f tware
spec ia l i s t .

Software is a discipline like dc, low frequency or
r f ; the major difference is software is a broad
ins tead  o f a narrow discipline. Software cuts
across al l  specialt ies  in  the met lab because
computers and microprocessors are now part  of
nearly every measurement process. The software
s p e c i a l i s t ’ s  f u n c t i o n  i s  t o  k e e p  o r d e r .  H e
reviews a l l the software submitted for  proper
documentation and style, and participates in the
v e r i f i c a t i o n  o f new software. The software
special ist  handles the updates and changes to
existing software. He is also responsible for the
programmer’s style guide and software t o o l  k i t .
The programmer’s style guide is not a restrictive
how to do it book. Instead it is a guide to
writing modular software that is maintainable and
v e r i f i a b l e . Modularity helps make a program easy
to verify, by breaking the process into digestible
blocks (3) . One other function of the metrology
software spec ia l i s t  i s  the  c o l l e c t i on  o f  o f t en
used modules into the programmer’s tool kit. By
providing t h e  t o o l s , the guide and reviewing
software and documentation the metrology software
specialist controls the software environment.
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Figure 4 Controlled Software Environment

Figure 4 illustrates a controlled software en-
vironment in a met lab. The users obtain copies
of programs from the software librarian. Because
disk can hold more than one program the disks are
organized by function. For instance there will be
a dvm disk having only programs to calibrate
digital voltmeters. When a problem with a program
has been found and corrected the librarian checks
the users log to locate the disks with the program
on them. The entire disk is update and "branded."
No disks are returned to the library.

The users notify the software specialist of
problems. The software specialist and the user
then solve the problem, and the program is changed
as necessary. Depending on the changes made all
or some of the verification is run again. After
the modified program is verified the software
specialist gives a copy of the program to the
librarian. The librarian uses the disk user in-
formation to locate all the users of the program
and makes sure each user has the most up to date
program.

New programs are added after they have gone
through the approval cycle. Calibration software
goes through the same reviews as a manual
procedure plus the verification, documentation and
style reviews. The software specialist deletes
programs as they become unnecessary.

At FACC we have completed. our HPL program
inventory and are purging the unnecessary
programs. The sorting program was written in Basic
and works on the ASCII files generated by the HPL
table of contents program. The table of contents
programs for Basic has not be written yet. Basic
iS coming into use; all new programs will be
written in Basic. A preliminary version of the
operating instructions for the library is being
reviewed. Information for the style guide is
being collected, and some utilities are available
for the software tool kit.

Lessons

1. The systematic approach is the most viable. A
piecemeal effort would just have to be redone
when the problem is worse.

2. The steps to starting a software product
assurance effort are:

Find out what is out there.
Discard the duplicates.
Save the software worth keeping in a library.
Keep the library software clean.

3. Software is required to control software.

4. The software specialist and librarian functions
are needed for a controlled software environ-
ment.

5. Software is a broad discipline, not a narrow
one.
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Software product measurement has become a high
priority concern for both government and commercial
industries. This paper examines a technique for
obtaining a highly objective measurement of the
software product throughout its life cycle. The
technique presented is Software Quality Metrics,
defined as a methodology whose primary objective is
the measure of software quality attributes using a
set of software life cycle properties called
quality factors. The author, Gerald E. Murine,
president and founder of METRIQS, Inc., is
considered the most experienced and knowledgeable
person in the application of Software Quality
Metrics. Conclusions resulting from his research,
and the application of Software Quality Metrics on
six major military projects form the basis of this
paper. The evolution of Software Quality Metrics
has been from university research projects and a
classroom science topic to an effective, practical
methodology is discussed. The selection of the
software quality factors are discussed together
with methods for assigning appropriate criteria.
Examples of element selection conclude the pre-
measurement section of this paper. Various scoring
techniques are tnen presented; two are presented as
the author's choices. The role of automated
management reporting tools is also discussed
Quality Measurement management reporting Anomoly
detecting and predictive metrics are considered
with particular emphasis placed on designing
reliability into the software. Methods for
reporting S/W product status are also given
together with the suggested guidebook usage.

The Problem of Quantifying Software Quality---I __ ~_ -__--

The development and introduction of Software
Quality Metrics (sQM) as a software quality
assurance tool uas motivated by numerous influences
on software development. Certainly, the problem of
subjective vs. objective assessments served as a
basis of thought in the evolution of a "finitely
countable" or, perhaps, measureable set of software
quality attributes which eventually settled into
the SQM methodology. The problem of early
identification and measurement of long range
software quality factors, coupled with the need for
precision in the software requirements analysis
phase of development for measuring these factors,
also contributed to the development of the SQM
methodology. Other needs prompting development and

validation of the SQM methodology were both a
desire for deductively translating individual or
"element" measurements into a larger life-cycle
property or quality factor and the further
association with some functional partitioning of
the software system itself. The use of SQM in
addressing these and other problems inherent in any
software quality assurance program is a current
high item of interest. Specific reference to
individual software environment is the basis of any
proposed SQM approach. The paper will include a
short summary of an approach to the hierarchy of
SQM; an examination of the Quality Factor set; the
proposed criteria set to support the above Quality
Factors; some comments on the element selection
process; some potential problem areas which may
result from inexperience with the methodoloy;
manual procedures used in implementing the process;
and finally, the automation of SQM reporting.

SQM AS A SOLUTION- - - - - I I - -

Recent applications of SQM enable the incorporation
of validated techniques in support of an overall
Software Quality Assurance program. Eleven of the
twelve Software Quality factors identified by Boehm
and later reiterated by Walters and McCall have
been applied by Murine on six major military
projects and several commercial ones.

The list of twelve quality factors is shown in
Table 1.

I --------111 -l--------------_
1
I Table 1: Software Quality Factors
I
;___-____ ~--_-.__-l-  __
I
1 Correctness Flexibility I

j Reliability Portability
Efficiency Maintainability I

Integrity Testability
Reusability Interoperability
Usability Intraoperability

I___-_--_____ __-__l-

Each unique system, subsystem, or functional
partition, is measured against a selected subset of
the factors. Quality factors are usually
associated with particular systems and are the only
members of the SQM hierarchy which are independent
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of development phase. Not all of the factors need
be selected for a particular system. Only those
quality factors judged applicable to that system
should be measured. Some reasons for not including
certain quality factors might be cost, time,
application, mission objective, and physical
environment. Each system will, therefore, have its
set of quality factors identified prior to the
beginning of the SQM analysis. Special note is
given to the definition of reliability (extent to
which a program can be expected to perform its
intended function with required precision) which is
predictive thus allowing the continuous measure and
designing in of reliability.

SELECTING QUALITY FACTORS----~~_-

There are several methods of associating quality
factors with a system. One method has been alluded
to above whereby the factors are manually selected
(by use of a checklist, standards list or other
such device) at the start of the analysis. A
second method is one which is better suited to a
ranking or priority approach. In this method,
coefficients are attached to each quality factor,
such as

n
'q= allql+  a12q2 + a13q3 +.,..+  al ,q,= C al jqj

, j=l  ’

is the coefficient and qj is the quality
example, q1 = correctness, q2 =

etc.,
discussed

and Sq is some quality score
iater.)  Two subscripts are used here to

illustrate criteria association discussed in the
next section. In this method all quality factors
which will be used for a particular subsystem are
given non-zero coefficients and all factors of
equal weight are given equal coefficients. Thus,
if all twelve factors are used and have equal
value, 12

s c=
9 j=l

qj (al j = 1 fFj).
,

If, for example, correctness (ql)  is to be assigned
twice the weight of the first nine factors and the
twelfth faci;znsay  q12 = reusability) is not to be
measured, 11

9, = 2ql + ' 4j

j=2 ’

As we will see later, the scoring is not as simple
as this example implies, but nonetheless, the
example illustrates our second quality factor
selection method.

A third method is the "popular vote" method which
is illustrated by the following real example.

At the time this method was initiated, a software
development plan (SDP) had been approved and the
program performance specification completed. Our
SQM approach to measuring the quality of the
software was first to identify the software goals,
and then to select the appropriate metrics from
various sources. The goals were extracted from the
SDP as inferred by the software development team.

A total of 217 requirements which related to the 12
quality factors were extracted from the software

development plan. A frequency of occurrence -of
these requirements, as they related to the software
quality factors (explicitly or implicitly), was
established and plotted (Figure 1). The three
factors occurring most frequently were selected as
the trial set of objectives.

I or occuPRaucI

*i 0

i

WALITY FACTORS SELECTQ I
.  COmCTRess CORBECTlIES3
.  TEsT*BILITI
.  IwTnAoPEmBILIlT

The SDP document analysis provided sufficient data.
to establish an ordering of the software quality
factors by group. The first group, considered to
be of the highest priority, contained the factors
of correctness, testability, and intraoperability.

The definitions used were those produced by Boehm'
and since accepted by practitioners such as McCall'
and Murine4  . For the sake of completeness the
definitions are given here as follows:

Correctness: Extent to which a program
satisfies its specifications and fulfills the
user's mission objectives.

Testability: Effort required to test a
program to ensure it performs its intended
functions.

Intraoperability: Effort required to totally
communicate between software components.

From this group, a list of criteria was defined
which, themselves, were measures of the three
factors. A complete list of criteria is given in
Table 2. These criteria were traceability,
completeness, consistency, simplicity, modularity,
instrumentation, self-descriptiveness, communi-
cations commonality, and data commonality.

I
-. I - ~ - -

1 TABLE 2: CRITERIA
II--

TRACEABILITY STORAGE EFFICIENCY
COMPLETENESS DATA COMMONALITY
CONSISTENCY COMMUNICATIONS

i
ACCURACY COMMONALITY
GENERALITY SELF-DESCRIPTIVENESS
SIMPLICITY EXECUTION EFFICIENCY
MODULARITY COMMUNICATIVENESS
TRAINING MACHINE INDEPENDENCE
CONCISENESS SOFTWARE SYSTEM

1 EXPANDABILITY INDEPENDENCE
I ACCESS CONTROL INSTRUMENTATION
I ACCESS AUDIT ERROR TOLERANCE
; OPERABILITY
~----_-.~--
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The SQM  Hierarch_y- -  - - - -

Once the quality factors have been selected for a
particular application, the SQM process may begin.
SQM is a precise, deductive, quantitative hierarchy
which associates criteria to  quality factor  and
countable element to criteria. The SQM process is
b u i l t upon  the  pr inc ip l e  tha t  s ome set of
measurable attributes may be used to define
(measure) a  p a r t i c u l a r  q u a l i t y  f a c t o r . These
attributes (called criteria) need not be unique to
a  par t i cu lar  fa c tor  and , i n  g e n e r a l ,  a r e  n o t .
Thus, some dependence is established between the
quality  factors  themselves. The SQM process
further relies on the premise that each criteria is
itself measurable by some finite set of countable
events or elements. The measure to be obtained for
each element is otherwise referred to as a metric
although metric may also be used to represent the
quanti f ication of  a  higher level  (cr iteria,  factor ,
or  functional  component) . Some discussion of
metric c o n v o l u t i o n s  w i l l  b e  p r e s e n t e d  i n this
paper. For the moment, it  is  suff ic ient  to  relate
metric to element and to observe that the set of
elements is one-to-one onto the set of criteria.- -

A last point of discussion on the SQM hierarchy
mentioned h e r e  r e l a t e s  t o the methodology’s
dependence on developmental phase. Even though the
quality factors are phase-independent, the criteria
(and, o f  c o u r s e , their associated elements) are
not. The selection of criteria supporting a given
qua l i ty  f a c t o r  may .pa vary with developmental
phase. (We will consider three such phases for the
purpose of discussion: requirements, design, and
code.

Tailoring SQM- - -

As mentioned in the previous section, the quality
fac tors selected for  a speci f ic  project  should be
d e t e r m i n e d  a s  e a r l y  a s  p o s s i b l e  a n d  w e i g h t i n g
coe f f i c i ents , i f  d e s i r e d , selected at  the same
time. The selection (and weighting) process must
be thoroughly analyzed in order to establish a set
of characteristics for the system from which the
best possible choice may be made. Heavy dependence
on past experience with similar systems should be
p a r a m o u n t  i n the g e n e r a t i o n  o f these
charac ter i s t i c s . Other influences such as expected
l e n g t h  o f l i f e - c y c l e , r e a l  v s . o f f - l i n e
applications, special purpose vs. general purpose,
s i ze , o n - b o a r d  o r stand-alone, distributive
charac ter i s t i c s , security, software vs. firmware,
physical constraints (memory size, timing, e t c . ) ,
human interfaces, type of application, and others.

The SQM Criteria Set---___-

Once a set of quality factors has been selected
unique to a particular system, t h e  s e l e c t i o n  o f
c r i t e r i a may then take place. Recall the
associat ion o f  c r i t e r i a  t o  f a c t o r  i s phase-
dependent and not necessarily one-to-one onto the
fac tors . Figure 2  i s  t h e  F a c t o r - t o - C r i t e r i a
pairing without phase partitioning.

FACTOR

1. CORRECTNESS

2. RBLIABILITY

3. TESTABILIT?

4. FLEXIBILITY

1 0. HAINTAINABILXTY

1 1. REUSABILITT

1 2. IWIEROPERABILITI

L

Element Selection-I

5. PORTABILITT

6. INTRAOPBRABILITY

7. EF?ICIEwcY

8. INTBORITY

9. USABILITY

CRITERIA

TRACEABILITY
CMPLBTENBSS
CONSISTEWCY

CONSISTEWCI
ACCURACY
SMPLICITY
ERROR TCLERANCB

IIODULARITY
SIMPLICITY
SELF-DESCRIPTIVENESS
INSTRWENTATION

WODULARITY
CBNERALITY
EXPANDABILITY
SELF-DESCRIPTIVENE3S

llODULhllITY
SBLF-DESCRIF7IVBABSS
S/U SYSTM INCEPENDENCB
HIV INDEPENDENCE

I(ODULARITY
DATA C(woWALITY
CU44UNICATIONS  CaWONALITX

BXBCUTIOW EF?ICEWCI
STORAGB  EPFICIENCY

ACC!ISS  CONTROL
ACCESS AUDIT

TRAININO
CWWNICATIVENESS
OPERABILITY

coNs1sTEIIcr
SIIWLICITT
colcIsENBSS
WODULARITY
SELF-DESCRIPTIVENEBS

OENSRALITY
WODULARITT
S/Y SYSTW INDE?KNDBNCK
MACHINE IWDBPENDENCL
SELF-DESCRIPTIVENESB

HODULARITl
CWUNICATIONS C(IRlONALITY
DATA COWONALITT

Figure 2

The select ion of  e lements is  perhaps the most
critical issue in the success of measuring quality
factors by the use of the SQM methodology. As we
mentioned above, the elements are phase-dependent
just  as are the criteria. The elements need not,
however, transverse phase, even though their
associated cr i t e r ia may support f a c t o r s  i n
different phases. Elements are, however, one-to-
one onto criteria.

With this background, we may now investigate other
influences on the selection of a particular set of
elements. The phase-dependency is basical ly
resolved f i r s t  by  c r i t e r ia  ( v ia  fa c tor )  p resence
and thereby the existence and form of measurable
data or documentation. For example, measurable
data at the requirements analysis phase generally
will take the form of specifications where, on the
other hand, measurable data at the code phase.may
well be code itself (or structure of code) . Each
o f  t h e s e is influenced by other factors such as
mil itary standard compliance, programming
standards , programming language, etc. In addition,
many o f  t h e  s e l e c t i o n  f a c t o r s  d i s c u s s e d f o r
c r i t e r ia w i l l  a l s o app ly  here  ( e . g .  opera t ing
system software vs. application training software).
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By nature of their position in the hierarchy, the
elements provide the mechanism for fine tuning or
changing the software quality measurements. This
provides a
content)

means of modifying analysis (form and
without disrupting or redoing the entire

evaluation history. Hence, as ongoing experience
suggests new or additional measurements, the
quality score may be adjusted without a total
rework of the SQM measurements. Only those factors
directly affected need be changed. The hierarchy
also provides the ability to cross-reference
techniques (e.g. changes in programming
methodologies) without total duplication of cost or
effort. In general, its element set provides the
vehicle to effectively analyze the software quality
impacts of dynamically changing influences--
influences which may span the spectrum from
changing software methodology to changing system
requirements. Cost saving is apparent not only in
the early detection of errors (as early as
requirements definition phase) but also in the
flexibility of the methodology. A few element
examples for the Design Phase are given in the next
section.

Element Examples.~

We have selected an arbitrary factor (correctness)
and listed a few elements for a particular criteria
(completeness) over the requirement, design, and
code phases. The elements listed here are a few
examples only having been selected expressly to
illustrate the element phase crossing mentioned
above. It is not proposed that these elements  have
any special preference over the several hundred we
have collected and have at our disposal.

Phase Some Completeness Metrics- - - - - - - - -

Requirements CP 1.1.1
Analysis

CP 1.4

CP 1.5.1

CP 1.5.2

CP 1.8

Design CP 1.3.1

CP 1.6.1

CP 1.6.2

All functions must be
unambiguous.

All referenced functions
must be defined.

Each decision point must
have all conditions defined.

Each decision point must
have all processing defined.

All data item units must
agree.

All functions must be re-
ferenced (used) in the
application.

The number of parameters
must be the same in both the
calling and the called
programs'parameter lists.

Calling parameters must be
passed in the same order
(sequence) as defined by the
called program.
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CP 1.6.3

CP 1.8

Code Analysis CP 1.2

CP 1.2.1

CP 1.1.2

CP 1.9

CP 1.1.1

CP 1.3.1

The full compliment of
defined calling sequence
parameters must be used.

All data item units must
agree (used in requirements
analysis).

All data references must be
defined, computed, or
obtained from an external
source.

All data items must be used.

Input references(parameters)
must be uniquely identified.

Code must agree with the
design.

All functions must be
unambiguous.

All functions must be
referenced (used) in the
application (used in design
analysis).

A second example of element selection is given in
the following real example. In this example, MIL-
STD-1679 had been invoked on the project.

Since MIL-STD-1679 is not directly metric oriented,
it was necessary to identify its individual
requirements, separate them into categories, and
group the metric-related requirements by criteria.
A total of 416 requirements were extracted from the
relevant sections of MIL-STD-1679 and divided into
four categories. The distribution of the metric
requirements by category is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Distribution of 416
MIL-STD-1679 Requirements

Nine criteria directly related to the three
selected factors contained 97 of the MIL&STD
metrics. Some criteria were found to be without
direct reference in the MIL-STD whereby additional
metrics were needed. From the Murine Metric Set
(MMS), 87 additional metrics were identified to
support the defined criteria (Table 3). A final
set of metrics was generated from the various Data
Item Description (DID) documents.
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Table 3: Selected Criteria--Metric Set I
I I
1
I_--- _--I_-_---._

MIL-STD-1679 I
I

I Criteria Metrics Metrics Metrics j
I I
I, -_~_-_-~~-~.~_--_
l Traceability 0 6

---_I
6 I

j Completeness 29 13 42
i Consistency 4 22 26
1 Simplicity 12 19 31
/ Modularity 10 5 15
/ Instrumentation 1 0
) Self-Descriptiveness 37 13 5b
i Communications
1 Commonality 0 5 5
j Data Commonaiity 4 S 1
I 87 184 1
i- -_-_-_.___ i- - -

Scoring- - -

The level (factor, criteria, element, or functional
partition) as well as the method of convoluting
scores throughout the hierarchy, unless treated
carefully can be misinterpreted. Past applications
have used the Murine SQM Scoring Algorithms in
determining a software quality factor "goodness"
score. This state-of-the art scoring technique has
been used on real data and has shown a less than
10% variance at the Quality Factor level. The nine
Murine Scoring Algorithms (MSA) are given in Table
4:

I

ll-._.l_-~
_-I-_---1____-_

TABLE 4: MURINE  SCORING ALGORITHMS
I---I--_-;_--_l'l-_----_-
Direct Ratio Scoring
Second-Order Averaging
Direct Ratio Weighted
Second-Order Averaging, Weighted
Direct Ratio, Criteria Dampened
Second-Order Averaging, Criteria Dampened
Direct Ratio, Weighted, Criteria Dampened
Second-Order Averaging, Weighted (maximum),
Criteria Dampened

Second-Order Averaging, Weighted (average),
Criteria DampenedI

I_

-1

i

I
-1

I

I

II
1
I

f
I

_I

Preferred algorithms are the direct ratio and
second order averaging ones. Many influences
establish a preference.

Special Considerations for the Requirements Phase--I_~- --._ I_ - -q-p

The Requirements Phase of software development has
historically been the most difficult phase to
measure in any fashion. It is particularly
difficult to measure software quality since neither
code or detailed design exists at this point.
Additionally, certain software quality factors such
as Efficiency, Maintainability, and Reusability
have generally not been addressed this early in the
developmental process. Others, such as Correctness
and Reliability, have more apparent and sometimes
obvious roots in higher-level system

specifications. Also, there is the problem of
completeness of user requirements--often not
established until much later in the developmental
process. This may lead to a good but incomplete
(and, hence, inaccurate) software quality score.

SQM Guidebooks-II

As mentioned above, the
factors by the team is
process. The quality
continuously and in
developmental process.

measurement of quality
an ongoing engineering
factors are measured
conjunction with the
Scores can be made

available continuously but are usually reviewed at
major milestones (Design Reviews, for example) or
weekly. Hence, there is a close association
between the SQM analyst and the programmer. Many
problems can occur here unless special precautions
are made.

Programmers need to know at the start which
criteria and elements will be measured for quality.
The issuance of a SQM Requirements Guidebook
listing the quality factors, associated criteria
and related elements serves as both a bridge
between the SQM analyst and the programmer and as a
constant software quality reminder to the
programmer. This document can be distributed at
the beginning of each phase (once the criteria and
elements sets have been approved by developmental
engineering and the SQM team).

In addition to the SQM Requirements Guidebook, an
SQM Scoring Guidebx  is also helpful.--This book
elaborates  o n the meaning of each element
identified in the SQM Requirements Guidebook and
also gives both scoring  algorithm and element,
criteria, factor priority data. This answers the
questions about element interpretation, method of
determining quality compliance, and order of
importance of factor, criteria, and element. It
has been found to be advantageous having this as a
separate document since the Requirements document
is continuously used for its own sake. The same
distribution parameters are required here as with
the Requirements document and, hence, it can be
made available to the programmers at about the same
time. (Sometimes an extra day or two is necessary
to establish priorities.)

Reporting Software Product Qua13 Status- - -

Two procedures used to implement the software
quality factors and their corresponding criteria
and elements are discussed here. One is a manual
process (The SJlJ Notebook) and the other is the
Software Metrics ,hutomated  Reporting Tool (SMART).

The SQM Notebook is similar in many ways to a well-
organi eed Unit Development Folder (UDF) for
software. Some major areas included are:

1. Scores for the functional Software Segment
a) Segment Scores (using any of the
b) Factor Scores (see Figure 4)
c) Criteria Scores (see Figure 5)

MSA)

2. Individual Element Scores grouped by

3. Tally Sheets (each individual item's

Criteria

pass or
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fail--l or O--is recorded against each
element.

4. Software Discrepency  Report (SDR) numbers for
each failure.

5. SDR defining the problem (Problem Reports)

6. Requirements by specifications and
traceability information.

ACTUAL CPCI SCORE SHEET

.89)
798,919  C.87)
2651285  t.93)
905/lo4a~e6,

.68)

Figure 4: Factor Scores

,.qulr.d  pr...me.  oI d.ll.‘~iv.  <.- O/6 c.00)
rol.r.llc.  al

Figure 5: Criteria Scores

Each of these major areas is included by
developmental phase (Requirements Analysis, Design
Analysis, and Code Analysis). The SQM Notebook is
continually updated throughout the development
cycle. A notebook is kept for each Function
Segment of the system.

The SQM Notebook, although thorough in itself, can
become very large and, hence, difficult to quickly
extract SQM summary data for management use. An
automated system, the "Software Metrics Analysis
Reporting Tool"( S M A R T - e l o p e d  t o  q u i c k l y
report SQM status. The SMART system is designed to
accept tally data for automatic
chaining as follows:

SQM hierarchial

Individual pass/fail item data is generated, either
by automated tool or manually. The SQM data is
extracted by functional block or by unit of
product. For example, if five elements require
input data for inspection, then all input data (the
unit of product) is entered into the system and
each of the five element analyses is performed
against it. The numerical scores are distributed
to their respective element bins for convolution
into the appropriate criteria whenever other
element scores become available.

As each fail (0) condition is recorded, an
interrupt is invoked by the system requiring the
analyst to input via the keyboard, the text
describing the discrepancy. The SMART system
assigns the SDR number, a priority number, the
associated criteria with designator, module name or
other functional grouping name, dates, analyst's
name, and other supplementary version information.
The SQM analyst enters reference information (e.g.,
specification's paragraph number) and the problem
description. Disposition tracking data is then
listed for selection on the form itself. A
Software Discrepancy Status Report Summary (see
Figure 6) then is made available for review showing

................. ...................

.#onm,,l  D,C,v_  t7.a -- .LL Cvcl.

....................................
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the number of SDRs by priority and phase as
reported against any of ten closure codes. This
information can be generated at any reporting level
such as module, computer program component,
functional segment, subsystem or total system.
Other information which may be called up from the
SMART system is numerous and includes the
calculation of scores by factor, criteria, element,
priority, data, and phase. The availability of
this data in turn provides the basis for trending
analysis and data history logging.

The SMART system is a device for reporting summary
information in a clear, concise manner. This
summary data is designed to directly interface with
other Q.A. information as a supplement and not as a
replacement. The SMART system can be adapted to
any environment with minimal modifications.
Extensions to the system which would directly
measure any unique features inherent in individual
software systems could easily be accomplished via
the built-in "unit of product' and SQM hierarchy
provisions.

Conclusions~-.-I

We have discovered that incorporation of the
Software Quality Metrics methodology into a SQA
program has satisfied all our initial quality
objectives as well as some not previously
contemplated. It provides a real, positive quality
impact on software product development and
measurement and can be used as a major cost
reduction tool as well. Some of the benefits
derived were:

- Meaningful product quality measures.

- Frequent software quality measure which permits
timely detection of errors.

- Project management visibility of software
quality during each phase (not only at code
completion).

- Much better documentation.

- A basis for objective evaluation against the
user's requirements.

- Early establishments of quality goals which
would not have been considered until
solidification of code.

- Cooperative association with software
developers.

- Complete traceability from evaluation to
disposition.

- Measurable QA impact during software
development.

We have concluded that it is indeed feasible and,
in fact, desirable, to include Software Quality
Metrics as a SQA tool to support managements
commitment to improve software quality. Even
though the methodology requires additional
validation, we have found it a valuable technique
for continuously monitoring the pulse of software

quality development. Quantifying the measurement
of unique quality requirements is possible and
unambiguously reportable. Visibility of the
software quality process and product is facilitated
by the use of SQM. It is our recommendation that
SW become an integral part of any SQA program.
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USING GIDEP TO IMPROVE YOUR METROLOGY POSTURE

Edwin T. Richards
tiIDEP Operations Center

Corona, CA 91720

The author presents a metrology oriented overview
of the Government-Industry txcha&e  Program, GIDEP,
including its evolution, types of data banks, com-
munication networks, and areas of application as
related to metrology. Information is provided on
the current capability and future potential of this
viable data exchange program in terms of technology
transfer ana resources conservation as a key to
technological growth and profit. Specific examples
of data utilization for metrology enhancement and
case histories of cost avoidance/savings benefits
are also presented.

It is becoming a well known fact that technical in-
formation  is an important resource for private and
public productivity. The days of automatic advan-
cement of technoloyy  and economy are fast disap-
pearing. Technical information and how we collec-
tively manage and centralize it as a resource for
meaningful productivity  gains will play an impor-
tant part in any progress. The harnessing of tech-
nical information will be one of the basic tenets
of corporate management in the 198Os,  and may well
be mdnayement's most important resource for pro-
uuctivity. The corporations that will excel in
the coming uecdde  will be those which have the com-
petitive edge in managing technical information.
It is recognized that organizations cannot operate
in a vacuum and remain profitable. They must in-
terfdce witn outside technical data sources and be
aware of the state-of-the-art and technology chang-
es occurriny  in their industry and related indus-
tries. Availability and accessibility to techni-
cal aata sources other than their own can improve
their competitive status and technical expertise.
Urganizations can meet the challenye  of accelera-
ting change by participating in technology trans-
fer and information exchange programs. This ap-
plies particularly in the field of me.trology.

t.iACKl&UUkD

One of the most unique data exchangeprogram opera-
tions developed to accomplish the information
transfer function and maximize the utilization of
new technology for quality/reliability improvement
and increased productivity is tne Government-Indus-
try Data Exchange Program (GIDEP).  GIDEP has fo-
cused its attention on amalgamating specialized

technical information and making it available to
design, laboratory, quality assurance, reliabil-
ity, safety and metrology specialists both in gov-
ernment and industry organizations. The Program
(Ref. 1) which was developed by the government
with the aid of industry, was previously restric-
ted in participation to government activities and
their contractors. However, with the current
trend in government procurement toward commercial-
off-the-shelf items, it was decided to open the
program to any qualified organization that is gen-
erating or using the types of data GIDEP exchang-
es. The program specifically excludes classified
and proprietary data.

In addition to government agencies and contractors
in the United States, the Canadian government and
many Canadian industrial organizations have been
participating in GIDEP since 1966.

WHAT GIDEP PROVIDES

Engineering, quality, safety, reliability, and
metrology enhancement procedures, and components
developed from military and aerospace
have produced some exceptionally relia1

rograms
le equip-

ment. GIDEP's  data interchanges contain much val-
uable information generated by DOD and NASA rela-
ted organizations. The technology transfer from
aerospace and military developments offers com-
mercial and industrial contractors significant
opportunities in consumer product development.
The utilization of this information, and appli-
cation of these techniques could result in reward-
ing pay offs and profitability. Consumer products
need to be of higher quality and made increasingly
reliable and safe. These improvements are neces-
sary in order to remain competitive, and to avoid
the cost impact of excessive warranty claims, re-
call, and rework of products already in consumer
use, and product liability claim losses.

The availability of specific engineering, quality,
safety, reliability, and metrology data is of ma-
jor concern to all organizations involved in the
development of systems and equipments. Frequent-
ly, the bottom line of the statement is whether
the equipment met its performance, quality, safe-
ty, and reliability goals. And, since reliability
and safety are in a large measure a function of
design, the design engineer must be motivated and
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given the tools to build reliability and safety
into the system from the beginning. In addition,
improved reliability and quality reduce life cycle
costs. It is much the same way that good health
reduces the costs of medical care.

tiIutP Provides some of the tools to accomplish
tnis end. Participants in the program are pre-
sently proviaeo access to four major data inter-
chanyes:

o Metrolou Data interchange
o Engineering Data Interchange
o Failure ExPerience Data Interchange
l Reliability-Maintainability Data Interchange

MtTRtiLbuY  DATA

Tne Metrology bata Interchange (MD11 contains met-
rology related engineering data on test systems,
calibration systems, measurement tecnnology, and
test equipment maintenance manuals and calibra-
tion procedures, and has been designated as a data
repository for the National Bureau of Standards
(NhS) metrology related data. This data inter-
change includes a Metrology Information Service
(MIS) wnicn provides rapia response to oIUEP par-
ticipants on queries related to test equipment and
medsurement services.

Test and measurement equipment utilized in labora-
tories, factories, and field operations must be
calibrated properly in order to accept gooo parts
or reject defective parts in systems and equip-
rnents. In order to imaintain effective test equip-
ment fat lities, it is necessary for test and mea-
suremerit uryanizations  to nave information regard-
ing test equipment calibration procedures and to
iaentify test equipment problems and hazards, as
well as, specification deficiencies. The availa-
bility 0 f this valuaole information in the MU1
permits a company or laboratory to take advantage
ot oata generdted previously oy other oryaniza-
tions. A calibration procedure costs from $500
to S2,sW.l to write. To use one directly from the
i(lUI, or parts of one already written, can save
proportionate amounts of money and time. Partici-
pating organizations doing studies in the area of
nondestructive testing and evaluation find the MU1
useful in providiny information on new equipment,
techniques and methods used in test, and measure-
ment.

l For example, a participant was establishing a
program for scheduling calibration of his or-
ganization's test equipment. He was required
to determine the periodicity between calibra-
tions. In reviewing the ~ILJEP IWI he found
calibration intervals and techniques devel-
opea by other yovernment  ano industry acti-
vities. This permitted him to utilize the
experience of other organizations in the me-
trology field and reassured him of the ade-
quacy of his planning.

l Anotner example involved a report received
tlldt indicated unsatisfactory performance had
been experienced from feelimpulse, aojustable,
presetting micrometer type torque wrenches

made to a federal specification. Seven (7)
new wrenches were submitted for calibration
check and were found to be out of specifica-
tion accuracy requirements. The wrenches
were returned to the supplier and recalibra-
ted, but failed to meet specifications. It
was also found that results with these wrench-
es were dependent upon the manner of usage and
that the wrenches possessed a "memory" of pre-
vious usage that affects current usage and
accuracy. The information from these findings
and report resulted in a recommendation that
deflecting-beam or indicator-dial type torque
wrenches be used in critical or safety appli-
cations where accurate torque measurements
were required.

o For example: A participant was developing
software for an automated multimeter cali-
bration system, menu driven by manufacturer
and model number. The GIDEP MD1 provided
some documented packages of software with a
variety of the same instrumentation the par-
ticipant was interested in, including complete
program listings. This resulted in substan-
tial (80 hours) design, write, and debug time
savings. The examples provided by the program
cited were used/emulated to accomodate instru-
mentation not covered by the GIDEP informa-
tion.

ENGINEERING DATA

The Engineering Data Interchange (ED11 contains
engineering, evaluation and qualification test re-
ports, nonstandard parts justification data, parts
and materials specifications, manufacturing pro-
cesses, and other related engineering data on
parts, components, materials, and processes. Typ-
ical parts/components/materials would be pumps,
motors, valves, servos, compressors, electronic
controls, microcircuits, waveguides, relays, tub-
ing, fittings, shaftseals, adhesives, epoxies and
lubricants. The interchange also includes a sec-
tion of reports on specific engineering methodol-
ogy and quality techniques, air and water pollu-
tion reports, alternate energy sources, and other
subjects.

Tests on parts or components cost from $5,000 to
$25,000 to conduct in a laboratory environment.
Engineering time runs approximately $60 per hour,
including overhead. Utilizing data in the ED1 to
reduce or eliminate testing can save equivalent
amounts of dollars or hours.

Organizations developing and producing test equip-
ment and instrumentation utilize the ED1 in selec-
ti ng high reliability parts and components for
their systems and equipments.

e For example: A participant was experiencing
a high failure rate of special capacitor in-
stalled in some high frequency measurement
equipment. The GIDEP data permitted the iden-
tification of a substitute capacitor with an
improved specification and lower failure rate.
The substitute capacitor cost less than the
original made by the manufacturer. The
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substitute capacitor was identified to all
users of the measurement equipment. The
participant also initiated the process of
purginy the system of the old capacitor in
cooperation with the Navy supply system.
Based on the failure rate of the old capa-
citor, the participant calculated a cost-
savings of S7,SUU the first year of conver-
sion.

0 For example: Uielectric constant and loss in-
formation was needed for special measurement

studies. In yoiny through the bIUEP ED1 the
participant found a 90 page report on dielec-
tric constant and loss information, including
data on Hi-temperature materials, inorganics,
liquids, minerals, oryanics, and plastics.
The report also contained measurement tech-
niques and calculation methods which enabled
the participant to be consistant in his data
gathering techniques. This helped the parti-
cipant avoid the purchase of a $lOK-12K device
and avoidea approximdWly one year of measure-
ment studies.

o For example: A participant was involved in
testing an electro/mechanical assembly. In
researching the iD1, he found test procedures
that led quality control engineering to devel-
op a simplifiea test system and methodology
for test ing of the assembly. This reference
rnateridl for quality control enyineeriny re-
sulted in a savinys of $3,400.

Information in the tDI can also assist in develop-
iny test plans and procedures, as well as, estab-
lisniny criteria for evaluating shock, vibrdtion,
temperature, and humidity requirements during
testiny. You nave an opportunity to see how
others have done it, since all evaluation reports
include the test procedures useu.

The ED1 tids amassed consideraDle informdtion on
critical parts whicn have the greatest potential
effect on test equipment reliability. They may be
parts that historically cause trouble or whose
composite failure rates contribute significantly
to field failures. Each month approximately 200-
300 new reports are added to the data bank.

The EDI has data stored in 16-m roll microfilm
cartridges, with computerized indexes for search
and retrieval of the data. The sort, search, and
retrieval capability is also available from on-
line remote colliputer ten;iinals.

FAILUKE EXPERIENCt DATA

The Failure Experience Liata Interchange (FED11
contains objective failure information generated
when siynificant  problems are identified on parts,
components, processes, fluids, materials, or safe-
ty ana fire nazards. This data interchange in-
cludes tne ALERT and SAFEALEKT system, failure an-
alysis studies, and problem information. It shows
where one activity has experienced or discovered a
problem thdt miyht have universal application and
may affect other participants who are using that
part or material out dre unaware of the problem.

Every failure occurring is not made an ALERT, only
where there is a possibility of a trend or pat-
tern, or a safety hazard. ALERTS can be on poten-
tial problem areas such as deterioration, hand-
ling, transportation, contamination, faulty de-
sign, faulty production, or faulty processes.
Some typical items reported to GIDEP as ALERTS
recently were pressure regulators, hydraulic flu-
id filters, connectors, tubings, bearings, check
valves, microcircuits and relays.

This information is also very valuable to those
who are doing laboratory failure analysis since
these ALERTS demonstrate some of the techniques,
methods, and test equipment utilized by others to
perform failure analysis.

Some recent examples of ALERTS identifying pro-
blems which, if they had not been detected, would
have had considerable impact on equipment relia-
bility, quality, safety, and increased costs re-
sulting from delays in delivery schedules, are
shown below:

o A potential safety hazard existed with some
test equipment. A GIDEP SAFE-ALERT reported
a hazardous condition existing with a certain
manufacturer's signal generators. The parti-
cipant found seven of the reported signal gen-
erators in use in his organization. Ground
wire assemblies, as recommended in the SAFE-
ALERT were installed. Thus, a potential shock
hazard was eliminated.

o An ALERT identified a certain manufacturer's
spectrum analyzers which erupted in a fire if
the power supply and calibration control
switches were set in a particular manner when
electrical power was applied to the instru-
ment. The identification of this problem and
corrective action information supplied in the
ALERT prevented a possible fire hazard from
occurring in the participants facility.

A copy of the alert is always sent to the manufac-
turer of the product. This feedback of ALERT
data to the manufacturer frequently results in
rapid corrective action, and in many cases, pro-
duct improvement. Manufacturers are anxious to
know how their product was applied in equipment
and how it performed. To assist GIDEP in getting
the information to the right person, the Electron-
ic Industries Association (EIA) has established
ALERT coordinators in each member organization to
act as a focal point in the company of all ALERTS
received.

ALERT information is sent out in hardcopy paper
form. Summaries of ALERTS are issued. All ALERTS
are filmed and available on microfiche. Search
and recall through remote computer terminals is
also available.

A "Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Materi-
als Shortages (DMSMS)" reporting system was re-.
cently incorporated in the FEDI. The system iden-
tifies manufacturers and products that are being
discontinued.
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RELIABILITY-MAINTAINABILITY DATA

The Reliability-Maintainability Data Interchange
(RMDI)  contains failure rate, failure mode, and
replacement rate data on parts and components
based on field performance information and/or re-
liability demonstration tests of equipment, sub-
systems and systems. Data from extended or ac-
celerated laboratory life testing is included.
The data interchange also contains reports on
theuries, methods, techniques, and procedures
related to reliability and maintainability prac-
tices, such as Prediction Techniques, Keliability
Improvement Warranty Studies, Failure Mode and Ef-
fect Analyses, Math Models and Reliabiliry Growth
Plans.

K~IU~ information is very valuable to help deter-
mine the high failure rate items and shows where
you should place your quality improvement and re-
liability testing emphasis. Since failure rate
and field reliability infOtI+dtiOn  is Often lacking
in the early stages of systems development, the
WDI can be used to facilitate the selection of
types of parts and components that will give an
duequdte failure rdte dt a reasonaole cost. It
also identifies high failure rate items, and pro-
vides infornldtion  on predominent failure modes
during field operation.

0 For example: A participant required a fail-
ure rate for specific thennisters in a piece
of test equipment for wnich he was performing
a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (MEA)
study duriny desiyn. In accessing the KMDI
he was able to locate suitable data that pro-
vided him the necessary information to com-
plete the FMEA and estimated a savings of
b;;r,UDU in man-hours.

The RrJlUl hds information in nardcopy paper sum-
mary for%l, with back-up information of the com-
plete reports on 16inm microfilm. The summary
data is also available from on-line computer
terminal s.

UK~LNT UATA REQUEST (UDR) SYSTtM

In addition to the four datd interchanges, a
unique special service provided through GIUEP is
'the tiryent  Uata Request (UUK) System. It is a
system where a GlUtP participdnt  may query all
other participants on specific problems, espe-
cially where he nas dlready exhausted his inter-
nal, and other known infomation sources. He has
also searched the GIDEP data interchanges without
success. Any participant receiving the UDR and
having information gets back to the requester with
the information. Many point-topoint contacts in
organizations are established as d result of the
UUK system use. Also, many dollars in research
time dre saved by getting the data quickly. This
system is of great importance to those involved
with tesr equipment in failure analysis studies
and nondestructive test and evaluation technique
developrlient,  since it puts them in touch with
others working on related problerlls.

l For example, an engineer may have a safety
problem with the use of some test equipment
in a particular environment or application.
He can utilize the UDR system to determine if
any one else has experienced the same problem,
and also might find that someone has already
solved the problem and has the information
available.

o For example: A participant was unable to
find a maintenance procedure for a certain
manufacturer's oscilloscope. The manufac-
turer had yone out of business. The parti-
cipant made a UDR inquiry of all GIDEP par-
ticipants searching for a test equipment
maintenance procedure. His UDR request was
successful. He obtained a manual that also
contained a parts list and wiring schematic,
He was able to save many man-hours of fault
isolation testiny and avoided using other
time consuming trouble shooting methods.

DATA FLOW

Since the inception of GIDEP, emphasis has been
placed on the immediate transmittal of current
information to the potential users and to have
the information readily available upon demand.
The philosophy is to have the information waiting
for the user, rather than the user waiting for the
information. This has been accomplished through
the implementation of a microfilm data storage
system coupled with remote terminal computer
search and retrieval capability.

Each participant, depending upon the data inter-
changes with Which he is involved, submits data
to the GIDEP Operations Center. The Operations
Center reviews, processes, computer indexes and
microfilms the data for distribution to program
participants. This cross-fertilization of infor-
mation results in tremendous technology transfer
benefits. GIDEP has developed a rapid data re-
trieval system which makes the microfilmed infor-
mation in the data banks immediately accessible to
all participants through either computerized hard-
copy paper indexes or the use of remote computer
terminals.
ted."

The retrieval system is "User Orien-

MANUAL DATA RETRIEVAL

Participants normally use the hardcopy paper in-
dexes provided by the Operations Center to re-
trieve specific data from the microfilm cartridges
and microfiche, using a microfilm reader-printer.
The indexes are prepared in various sorts and for-
mats depending upon anticipated usage. The system
primarily utilizes and provides participants with
16-mm cartridges which may be used in many of the
major manufacturers' microfilm equipment. GIDEP
utilizes a 24X reduction for microfilming. All
GIDEP film images are blipcoded to facilitate page
search.

Military specification and standards, as well as
vendors catalogs, are available in 16-mm car-
tridges from private subscription services. The
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tiIDtP microfilm system is compatible with these
other data sources.

KtMuTt TtKMlNAL RtTKIEVAL

Participants naviny remote tenninal equipment
compatible with the Operations Center UNIVAC
llUU/C33 computer may airectly query the data
interchanges utilizing a simplified operator's
manual. The participant pays the phone charyes
dnd GIUEP pays the COITIpUter costs. The searcher
uoes not have to be d computer arlalySt or ii pro-
yramrner to use the system. It is very simple to
use. The user can search, sort, and select in
many ways:

l by subject
l by key-word
l by ddte
o by application
0 by uriyindting organization

PAkTiCIPATIUN  KEUUIREMENTS

Uryanizations may participdte without Charge in
any or all of the above data interchanges by
aJreeiny to abide by pre-estaulished  requirements
for participation. GIUEP participants are not
subJect to any fees or assessments. Primdrily,
trle  GIUEP interchange involves the reciprocal
exchange of aata, or in lieu of data, the repor-
tiny of cost savings attributed to the use of the
infonlldtion by tile recipient. Government speci-
fications, contractor proprietary data, and clas-
sified data are not witnin the scupe of GIDEP, and
acquisition of technical data solely for the use
of GIUEP is not autnorized.

In uoU-NASA oryanizations, participation in GIUEP
may be mandatory through a number of regulations.
Previously, uIUEP participation was on a volun-
tary basis, the military recently decided to make
GIULP pdrticipdtion a contractual requirement.
Flilitary contractors may be required to partici-
pate as prescribed in PIIL-STD-lStjGA(AF).

The GIUEP Operations Center provides participating
uryanizatiuns with a Policies and Procedures Manu-
al and Kepresentative Handbook which provide oper-
ational yuidelines for GIDEP implenientdtion.

MINOR OPMATING COSTS

At relatively little internal operating cost, an
organization may nave available to them cotiven-
ient access to a large body of technical data,
and a co~,~municatiotis network system reldting to
the quality and reliability of parts, components
and materials. Proper utilizdtion of tiIbEP’s
technology transfer techniques permits companies
to be more effective in achieviny their equipment
reliability/quality goals.

WJMTARY BtNEF ITS

Cost avoidance savinys through GIDEP have been
averadiny  dbout 14 to 1, about $14 returned for
every dollar invested. Last year participants
reporteu a cost savinys of 53 million dOlldrS,

and it is believed GIDEP is only scratching the
surface in the dollars reported, in addition to
all the other tangible benefits. It is difficult
to place a dollar value on all the tangible bene-
fits. For example, how do you place a monetary
value on the prevention of a death, or a major in-
jury, or a fire? Perhaps the most important as-
pect of all is the broad range of direct contacts
provided by the program in almost every technolo-
yical area. These contacts result in dollar and
man-hour savings, by providing accurate infonna-
tion rdpidly.

Almost any industrial contractor or government
activity can realize similar savings by central-
izing its technical data resources and making the
data available to the entire organization and to
all its projects. Too much valuable technical
information is lost in someone's desk or file
cabinet when it should be made available to
others needing it within the organization.

CONCLUSIONS

It is evident that the quality and reliability of
sophisticated test systems or equipments is depen-
dent yreatly upon the design process. Therefore,
access to technical information data banks such
as GIuEP, which have these necessary quality and
reliability data elements are vital to the suc-
cess of programs and to an organization's profit-
ability. Proper utilization of the information
can also save costly test equipment retrofit pro-
grams, and prevent or reduce safety and fire haz-
ards, as well as product liability actions due to
defective or unsafe test equipment being placed in
operation. You can improve your metrology posture
by utilizing GIDEP.
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P. 0. Box 3504, O/48-71, B/195A
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3504
(408) 756-2280

Sequeira, Brian
Scientist
Martin Marietta Corp.
1450 S. Rolling Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21227
(301) 247-0700, X465

Serpico, Roger
Region Mgr.
Racal-Dana Inst.
4 Goodyear St.
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 859-8999

Seuferer, Paul
supv., Cal. Lab.
Fisher Controls Co.
P. 0. Box 190
Marshalltown, IA 50158
(515) 754-3837

Sharp, DeWayne
Sr. Engr.
IBM Corp.
Ind. Auto. Ctr. 2077 Gateway Drive
San Jose, CA 95110
(408) 288-4141
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Sheldonn, Malcolm
U.S. Army TOME Support Group
Attn: DRXTM-SM
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898
(205) 867-1550

Sherback, George
Div. Ldr., Calib. Lab.
C. S. Draper Laboratory Inc.
555 Technology Square
Cambridge, MA 01880
(617) 258-4640

Sherman, William H.
Director, Quality Assur.
Burtek, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1677
Tulsa, OK 74101
(918) 836-4621
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Sales Engineer
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President
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General Manager/Met.
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(713) 483-2971
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Digital Equipment Corp.
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(408) 748-4433

Skroch, C.
Marketing
RD Technology, Inc.
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(213) 595-9468

Smith, Benny
Metrology Manager
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Smith, Janice
Marketing Dept.
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Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 727-3611

Smith, Judd
Sales Engineer
RDX Corporation
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Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 734-4500

Smith, William E.
Military Systems Mgr.
Efratom, Div. of Ball Corp.
18851 Bardeen Ave.
Irvine, CA 92715
(714) 752-2891

Snitzer, T. Louis
President
T. Louis Snitzer Co.
9005 Exposition Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90034
(213) 836-6170



Sokolich, Gary
Bruel & Kjaer Inst., Inc.
1151 Triton Dr., Suite B
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 574-8100

Sorensen, Kent
Section Head/Measurement Engr.
TRW
One Space Park, MS S2470
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
(213) 535-2445

Sostman, Henry
Vice-President
Yellow Springs Instrument Co.
P. 0. Box 465
Yellow Springs, OH 45387
(513) 767-7241

Soulen, Robert
Physicist
National Bureau of Standards
B/221, R/B128
Washington, DC 20899
(301) 921-3315

Spero, Jerry W.
Western Sales Mgr.
Micro-Tel
10713 Gil roy Rd.
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
(301) 667-0077

Stein, Sam
Ball Corporation
Efratom Div., P. 0. Box 589
Bloomfield, CO 80020

Stimpfle, Fred
Mgr. Eng./Training
SAIC
300 S. Park Ave.
Pomona, CA 91766
(714) 623-6711

Stolarz, Gene
Supervisor, Metrology
Allied Bendix Aero. Oceanics  Div.
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Sylmar, CA 91342-0127
(818) 367-0111, X2220
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Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
P. 0. Box 3504, O/75-11,  B/104
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3504

(408) 742-3658

Stott, Harold
Staff Eng.
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P. 0. Box C9090,  MS 1696
Everett, WA 98206
(206) 356-5702

Stratford, Larry
Prod. Mktg. Mgr.-Mktg.
Hewlett-Packard
1400 Fountaingrove Pkwy.
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
(707) 577-2624
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Instrumentation Engineer
Garrett Pneumatic Systems Div.
1300 W. Warner Rd., P. 0, Box 222000
Tempe, AZ 85282
(602) 893-5693
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Mgr., Test Eng.
Endevco
30700 Ranch0 Viejo Road
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
(714) 493-8181

Suraci, Mike
Manager
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
P.O. Box 6429, NBS Bangor
Bremerton, WA 98315
(206) 396-4362

Tanaka, Clarence S.
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Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
P. 0. Box 3504, O/48-70, B/195A
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3504
(408) 756-2345

Tanaka, Terrill
Prod. Mktg. Engr.
Hewlett-Packard
5301 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 246-4300
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C. S. Draper Laboratory
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Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 258-2595
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2731 North First St.
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Newport Beach, CA 92663
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SEEQ Tech. Inc.
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(408) 262-5041, X3470

Tostenson, James D.
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Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
P. 0. Box 3504, O/75-10,  B/174
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3504
(408) 742-5466

Townsend, Ralph
Manager
T. Louis Snitzer
10320 De Anza Blvd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 257-8333

Transue, Steve
Sales Eng.
Tektronix
3003 Bunker Hill Ln.
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(408) 496-0800

Trinite, George
Branch Head
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P.O. Box 2436
Pomona, CA 91769
(714) 620-0552
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Ruska Instrument Corp.
P. 0. Box 742688
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(713) 975-0547

Uriano, George A.
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National Bureau of Standards
B/ 354, Physics
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
(301) 921-3231
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Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
P. 0. Box 3504, O/48-72, B/157
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3504
(408) 756-2373

Van de Houten, John
Asst. Mgr., Calibration Serv.
TRW
S-937 One Space Park
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
(213) 535-1497

Van Groos, John
General Manager
Kinemetrics/TrueTime
3243 Santa Rosa Ave.
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
(707) 528-1230

Van Winkle, Chuck
Systems Analyst
DALFI, Inc.
10080 Carroll Canyon Rd., Ste. B
San Diego, CA 92131
(619) 578-9500

Varvel, Jay R.
Metrologist
Rockwell International
P. 0. Box 800, 2570E/D187
Richland, WA 99352
(509) 373-1907
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Vasaeline, Iraj B.
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Teledyne Systems Co.
19601 Nordhoff St.
Northridge, CA 93124
(818) 886-2211

Vavken, Roland
Mgr., Metrology Operations
Rockwell International
3370 Miraloma Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92803
(714) 632-3560
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P. 0. Box 3504, O/48-72, B/157
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(301) 921-2159
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(415) 574-8100
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Wexted, Bill
Supervisor
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P.O. Box 7188, MS 4610
Mountain View, CA 94035
(415) 966-2868
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SAI Corn Systems
i714,623-6711
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1i141  632 3560

P U B L I C I T Y
John Schulz’
Ford Aeronulronit
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P U B L I C A T I O N S
Bob lrvlne
Cal~lorma  Polylechnlc “nwers~iy
,714) 598-4322

R E G I S T R A R
Darlene Dlven
Lockheed MisslIes  & Space Co. Inc
(408, 756-0270
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Joan” Oulnn
(4081374.2957
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Dale Rockwell
Navy Melrvlogy Engmeerlng Cenfer
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DOOR PRIZES
Bob Couture
R o c k w e l l  infernafmnai
,714)  832-3923 ?

CONFERENCE EVALUATOR
Malk  Aheyra
Ford Aeronutron~c
(7 14)  720-482  1

DOOR PRIZE PROGRAM RESULTS

3:45 p.m. Friday, January 18, 1985%

The quality and quantity of prizes donated for this year's Door
Prize Program exceeded that of all previous years -- 44 contributors
and 75 prizes having a total value in excess of $13,750.00. Included
were analog and digital hand-held and bench-top electronic and
mechanical measuring instruments, calculators, textbooks, cash and
other goodies ranging in individual prize value from $7.00 to
$3,485.00. A one-week's use of a 1985 Lincoln Automobile (Prize
No. 11, a one-week's use of a four-bedroom condo in a Durango, CO
ski area (Prize No. lo), a used, but fully operational personal
computer system in mint condition (Prize No. 141, an advanced
programmable calculator (Prize No. 251, two lithographs: "Fish Camp"
(Prize No. 31) and "Homeguard Tuna" (Prize No. 731, a gaussmeter
(Prize No. 431, a six-pen plotter (Prize No. 501, a "Valentine
Week-end for Lovers" (Prize No. 51) and a case of California wine
(Prize No. 53) were among some of the unique prizes offered. In
addition to the above, a free registration to the 1986 MSC in
Irvine, CA was awarded to one of the 1985 MSC attendees.

A complete listing of all prizes, donators, and lucky winners is
given on the following pages. A copy of the instructions given to
attendees at the start of the Conference is also included.

Special Recognition and our Sincere Thanks is hereby extended to the
many organizations and individuals who donated the prizes to this
year's Conference. It was these organizations and individuals,
through their gracious contributions, that made this year's Door
Prize Program such a fantastic success.

For the Conference Committee,

Bob Couture
Door Prize Chairman
Measurement Science Conference, Inc.

“CHANGE AND CHALLENGE”
3 7 4 t



1985 MSC

DOOR PRIZE CONTRIBUTORS

Our very special thanks go to the 'organizations and individuals listed below.
Without their gracious contributions the 1984 MSC Door Prize Program would not
have been possible.

l Aeronutronic-Ford

0 Ballantine Laboratories, Inc.

l Bruel & Kjaer Instruments

0 Calex Manufacturing Co., Inc.

0 Cutlass Electronics

e Dalfi Cal Labs

l Dalfi, Inc.

0 Datron Instruments, Inc.

0 Dranetz Engineering Labs, Inc.

0 EFRATOM, Division of Ball COrpOratiOn

0 EIP Microwave, Inc.

0 ElectroRent  Corporation

0 John Fluke Manufacturing Co.

0 Grumman Aerospace Corporation

0 Guildline Instruments, Inc.

0 Hewlett Packard Company

e Instrulab, Inc.

0 Integra Microwave

0 Prof. Robert Irvine (Author)

l Kinemetrics/True Time

0 Mr. Frank Koide (Artist)

l Lakeshore Cryotronics, Inc.

0 Martin Marietta Measurement Systems, Inc.

Measurement Science Conference

Metron Corporation

Micro-Tel Corporation

Polarad Electronics, Inc.

PROBE MASTER

QUALITY Magazine

Racal-Dana Instruments, Inc.

RD Technology, Inc.

RFL Industries, Inc.

Ruska Instrument Corporation

F?r. DeWayne Sharp*

SIMCO Electronics

Spectracom Corporation

Standard Reference Labs, Inc.

Tektronix, Inc. - Santa Clara

U.S. Instrument Rentals

Valhalla Scientific, Inc.

Viking Laboratories, Inc.

Volumetrics,  Inc.

Wahl Instruments, Inc.

Ward-Davis Associates

Weinschel Engineering, Inc.

*DeWayne Sharp (IBM) of San Jose: ~- , _Provided Display Cases
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PRIZE
NO. DONATOR

( 1) AERONUTRONIC DIVISION
of FORD AEROSPACE and
COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
FORD MOTOR COMPANY
Ford Road, P. 0. Box A
Newport Beach, CA 92663
Arranged by: John Schulz
(714) 720-4787

0

( 2) BALLANTINE LABORATORIES, INC. l
P.O. Box 97
Boonton, NJ 07005
Arranged by: Milt Lichtenstein
(201) 335-0900

MEASUREMENT SCIENCE CONFERENCE

DOOR PRIZE LISTING

January 18, 1985

PRIZE

One-week use of 1985 Kevin M. Ruhl, Section Head
Lincoln Automobile TRW

Redondo Beach, CAWinner will arrange with FORD Motor
Co. (John Schulz) for a mutually
agreeable delivery date and pick-up
in Long Beach, CA. The automobile
will come with a full tank of gas-
oline and be fully insured. Addi-
tional gasoline must be purchased
by winner. Upon completion of the
one-week (-l-day) use period the
automobile must be returned to the
same Long Beach location. This
prize must be redeemed within the
1985 model year.
Approx. retail value: $500.00

Ballantine Laboratories Model 3100A
3 l/2 Digit LCD Hand-Held DMM with
eight functions (AC, DC, Res.), 29
ranges, diode test, peak hold, and
continuity beeper. DC voltage accur-
acy is +O.l% of input + one digit.
Approx.retail value: $129.00

WINNERS

David K. Bradley,
Integra Microwave
Santa Clara, CA

National Sales Manager
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DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE
N O . DONATOR

CALEX MFG. CO., INC.
3355 Vincent Road
Pleasant Hills, CA 94523
Arranged by : Steve Cuff
and Steve Mathias

( 6)

1 7)

1 8) CUTLASS ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 6503
18039 Crenshaw Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90504
Arranged by: Dean Marxer
(213) 324-7360
(714) 549-9358

DALFI CALIBRATION LABS
100 W. 35th Street, Suite "S"
National City, CA 92050
Arranged by: Peter La Costa
(619) 578-9500

PRIZE

Two (2) Donations
(See below for description and
prize numbers.) .

Cross Pen in classic black
Approx. retail value: $20.00

Cross Pen in classic black
Approx. retail value: $20.00

Valhalla Scientific
Model 3302 Hand-Held DMM
Approx. retail value: $123.00
(Used as demo unit but in
excellent condition.)

WINNERS

Gee L. Sherback, Division Leader
C. D. Draper Lab
Cambridge, MA

Tad Kuga, Engineer
IBM Corp.
San Jose, CA

0. C. Stone, Research Specialist
LMSC
Tracy, CA

Certificate for Calibration Service Paul S. Roberts, Head RF/Microwave Sect,
Approx. retail value: $100.00 Hughes Aircraft Co.

El Segundo, CA



PRIZE
NO.

(10)

z (11)
a

(12)

(13)

DONATOR

DALFI, INC. a
100 Carroll Canyon Road
San Diego, CA 92131
Arranged by: C. Van Winkle
(619) 578-9500

DATRON INSTRUMENTS, INC. 0
3401 S.W. 42nd Avenue
Stuart, FL 33497
Arranged by: Ed Nemeroff
(305) 283-0935

DRANETZ ENGINEERING LABS, INC. l
1000 New Durham Road
Edison, NJ 08817
Arranged by: Tony Orlacchio
(201) 287-3680

EIP MICROWAVE, INC. 0
2731 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95134
Arranged by: Bob Loft
(408) 946-5700

DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE WINNERS

Seven (7) Days Use of Condo in
Duranao. Colorado. close to Puraa-
tory Ski Area, Mesa Verde Natioial
Park in the heart of the San Juan
Mountains. Condo has four (4)
bedrooms, (sleeps ten (10)) and is
completely furnished--silverware to
linens. CONDITION OF USE PRECLUDES
CHILDREN UNDER FOURTEEN (14) YEARS
EOF AG .
LARITA HENDERSON of DALFI,"INC.,
(619) 578-9500 x 261 for mutually
agreeable date(s) of use.
Approx. retail value: $1,000.00

Kodak Model 6100 Disc Camera Kit
Includes: 2.8 lens. close-up lens.
built-in flash, instant flash re--
cycle, motorized flash advance,
cover, handle, neck strap and one
package of film.
Approx. retail value: $80.00

Hardwood Desk Set, laser engraved,
with solar calculator and paper.
Approx. retail value: $100.00

Selection of California Wines
Approx. retail value: $50.00

Walter E. Dietz, Sales Manager
Guildline Instruments
Orlando, FL -

Lee Klein, Market Manager
NBS
Gaithersburg, MD

Arthur E. McKinney, Product Support Mgr.
Sanders Associates
Nashua, NH

Laverne C. Hamann, Engineer
Boeing Co.
Issaquah, WA



DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE
NO.

(14)

:
0

(15)

(16)

DONATOR PRIZE

ELECTRORENT CORPORATION
4131 Vanowen Place
Burbank, CA 91505
Arranged by: Howard Blackman
(818) 843-3131

o Hewlett-Packard Model 85F Personal Paul J. Messinger, Metrology Supervisor
Computer System So. Calif. Edison
(Donation is approximately 2 years Westminster, CA
old but in excellent condition.)
Consists of HP 85A personal computer,
82936A ROM Drawer, I/O ROM, with HPIB
Interface. The HP 85A has 16 k RAM,
expandable to 32 k, built-in 5" CRT,
B/in thermal printer and b/in 250-k
bite magnetic-tape cartridge. Can be
used as computer or system controller.
(A wide assortment of I/O interfaces
and software is available.)
Approx. retail value: (1983) $3,485.00
(See Unit demonstrated at NectroRent
Exhibit Space.)

JOHN FLUKE MFG. CO.
2300 Walsh Ave., Bldg. K
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Arranged by: Steve McPherson
(408) 727-0513

WINNERS

Six (6) John Fluke Co. Model-70
series Hand-Held DMM's with both
analog and digital displays.
(See below for prize numbers.)

John Fluke Model 77 H-H DMM, John P. Marcum, Group Engineer
Analog and digital displays; AC, Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
DC, Res., manual or autoranging, Sunnyvale, CA
extra 10-A current, "Touch Hold"
function, continuity beeper, +0.3%
basic DC accuracy, and custom-holster.
Approx. retail value: $129.00

John Fluke-Model 77 H-H DMM,
as above.
Approx. retail value: $129.00

Thomas B. Miller, Lab Manager
Lawrence Livermore Lab
Liver-more, CA

-5-



DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE
NO. DONATOR

(17) JOtiN FLUKE MFG. CO. (continued) l

(18)

(19)

ki
CI

(20)

GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP.
Bethpage, NY 11714
Arranged by: Charles Weber

(21)

PRIZE

John Fluke Model 75 H-H DMM,
analog and digital displays; AC,
DC, Res., manual or autoranging,
extra 10-A current range, con-
tinuity beeper, basic DC accuracy
is +0.5%.
Approx. retail value: $99.00

John Fluke Model 75 H-H DMM,
as above,
Approx. retail value: $99.00

John Fluke Model 77 H-H DMM, analog
and digital displays; AC, DC, Res.,
manual or autoranging, extra 10-A
current range, "Touch Hold" func-
tion, continuity beeper, +0.3% basic
DC accuracy, and custom baster.
Approx. retail value: $129.00

John Fluke Model 77 H-H DMM,
as above.
Approx. retail value: $129.00

Three (3) Separate Donations
(See below for description and
prize numbers.) ’

A.W. Sperry Model DM-6590V H-H DMM
(Electra-Probe); AC/DC, ohms, 3-lf2
digits and autoranging.
Approx. retail value: $64.00

WINNERS

Glenn F. Engen, Scientist
National Bureau of Standards
Boulder, CO

Randy W. Ahlkvist, Customer Service Engr
Argosystems
Sunnyvale, CA

Mark A. Kaufman, Sr. Engineer
Ford Aerospace
Newport Beach, CA

Gordon B. Vail, Group Engineer
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
Sunnyvale, CA

George G. Erickson, Metrology Supervisor
LMSC
Sunnvale, CA



PRIZE
N O . DONATOR PRIZE WINNERS

(22) GRUMMAN AEROSPACE (continued) Set of 6 Grumman Aerospace Brandy
Drinking Glasses
Approx. retail value: $15.00

David R. Workman, Group Leader-Metrology
Martin Marietta - Denver Aerospace
Denver, CO

DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

(23) Set of 6 Grumman Aerospace Wine
Drinking Glasses
Approx. retail 'value: $15.00

Larry K. Noe, Engineering Tech. Supvr.
Alameda Naval Air Station
Alameda, CA

(24) GUILDLINE INSTRUMENT CO. l Radio Shack Model ET380 Chronofone Edward L. Rader, Metrology Manager
4403 Vineland Road, Suite B-10 cordless AM/FM Digital Clock Radio GMC, Allison Gas Turbine Division
Orlando, FL 32811-9998 Approx. retail value: $139.00 Indianapolis, IN
Arranged by: Walt Dietz
(305) 423-8215

(25)

(26)

(27)

HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.
Stanford Park Division
1501 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Arranged by: John Minck
(415) 857-2060

INSTRULAB, INC.
P. 0. Box 98
N.D. Station
Dayton, OH 45420
Arranged by: Phil Alterton
(513) 223-2241

INTEGRA MICROWAVE
2368 Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Arranged by: Len Johnson
(408) 727-9601

Hewlett-Packard Model 15C Advanced Andre Perman, Regional Appl. Engineer
Programmable Scientific Calculator Bruel & Kjaer Instruments, Inc.
Approx. retail value: $120.00 Foster, City, CA

Talking Weather Station
Wall mounted.
Approx. retail value: $60.00

Textbook: Practical Microwave,
bv Thomas S. Laverahetta, 1st
EIdition,  1st Printyng, 1984
by Howard Sams Pub. Co.
(Autographed by author)
Approx. retail value: $40.00

Henry F. Gonzalez, Project Leader
USATMDE Support Center, AMXTM-CW-WS
WSMR, NM

Robert W. Miesbauer, Engineer Specialist
E G & G
Goleta, CA



PRIZE
NO. DONATOR

(28) PROFESSOR ROBERT IRVINE
of Cal Poly - Pomona
(a personal donation by
the author)
(714) 598-4542

KINEMETRICS/TRUE TIME
3243 Santa Rosa Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
Arranged by: Rick Dielman
(707) 528-1230

(29)

,

(30)

(31) FRANK KOIDE
of Rockwell International
Anaheim Metrology Laboratory
3370 Miraloma Avenue (HC02)
(a personal donation by
the artist)
(714) 632-3923

DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE WINNERS

l A reference text book "Operational David C. Thompson, Metrology Engineer
Amplifiers". Published in 1981 by Ford Aerospace & Communications
Prentice - Hall. Book covers the Newport Beach, CA
construction and characteristics of
the various types of Op Amps, and their
use as a circuit element in digital,
non-linear and active filter circuits.
Approx. retail value: $32.00

Two Donations (See below for
description and prize numbers.)

Time Cube WWV Receiver
Approx. retail value:

Time Cube WWV Receiver
Approx. retail value:

William M. Coe, Service Manager
$30.00 Honeywell, Inch

Van Nuys, CA

$30.00
Harald Bratlien, Product Assurance Engr.
Hewlett-Packard
Santa Rosa, CA

A signed and serialized limited
edition (No. 26/50) 18" x 22"
11 thograph in pastel mounted in an
attractive silver-colored frame. The
painting depicts the homes of the
early commercial fisherman of San
Diego during the 1930's and is titled
"Fish Camp. The original painting
by Frank Koide is hanging in the San
Diego, California Historical Museum.
Approx. retail value: $100.00

Bob E. Loft, Reg. Sales Manager
EIP Microwave, Inc.
San Jose, CA



DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE
NO. DONATOR

( 32) LAKESHORE CRYOTRONICS, INC.
64 E. Walnut Street
Westerville, OH 43081
Arranged by: Warren Pierce
(614) 891-2243

MARTIN MARIETTA MEASUREMENT
SYSTEMS, INC.

Maitland Center, Suite 408
851 Trafalgar Court
Maitland, FL 32751
Arranged by: Bryan Butler
(305) 660-9255

(33)

(34)

(35) MEASUREMENT SCIENCE
CONFERENCE, INC.

PRIZE WINNERS

Lakeshore Cryotronics, Inc. Model
GR-200A

Marisela Y. Blasini, Prodt Mkt. Engineer
- 1000 Germanium Temperature Hewlett-Packard

Sensor. Specially calibrated over
1.4 100 K range; comes with cal-

Palo Alto, CA

bration certificate and data plot.
(Note: Readout requires 4-terminal
resistance bridge or DVM and con-
stant current source which are not
supplied.)
Approx. retail value: $365.00

Certificates for Two (2) Workman-
ship Standards Manuals (See below
for description and prize numbers.)

Martin Marietta Measurement System
Inc.

Selden W. McKnight, Dir. of Metrology
Electra Mechanical Workmanship USAF-/AGMC

Standards Manual. Heath, OH
Approx. retail value: $385.00

Martin Marietta Measurement Svstem David R. Block, Q.A. Enqineer
Inc. Microelectronics Workmanship Fleet Analysis Center -
Standards Manual.
Approx.alue: Q495.00

Corona, CA

Free Registration to 1986
Measurement Science Conference
Approx. retail value: $150.00

David Daellenbach, Standards Engineer
Fluke Mfg. Co.
Everett, WA



DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE
NO.

(36)

(37)

(39)

(40)

DONATOR

METRON CORPORATION
9681 Business Center Drive
Ranch0 Cucamonga, CA 91730
Arranged by: Garry Smith
(714) 980-6166

MICRO-TEL CORPORATION
10713 Gilroy Road
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
Arranged by: Jerry W. Spero
( 301 ) 667-0077

PROBE MASTER
4898 Ronson Court
San Diego, CA 92111
Arranged by: Jimm Hoffmann
(619) 560-9676

PRIZE

l Complete Set of (20) Textbooks
for Metron Institute of Measurement
Technology (MIMT) Courses in Physi-
cal and Electronic Metrology
Approx. retail value: $250.00

l Textbook: Microwave Measurement
and Techniaues. published bv Artech
House, a subsidiary of the Microwave
Journal.
Approx. retail value: $25.00

l Three (3) Separate Donations of
Probe Master Products. (See below
for description and prize numbers.)

l Probe Master Model PM-2026 Designer
Test Lead Set
Approx. value: $15.00

l Probe Master Model PM-1058 40-dB,
2-watt, N-Type Attenuator
Approx. retail value: $79.00

o Probe Master Model PM-2405 250-MHz
tngineering  Series Probe, with a
PM-262 Engrs. Accessory Kit
Approx. retail value: $61.00

WINNERS

John T. Flower, Product Manager
John Fluke Mfg. Co. Inc.
Everett, WA

Herman B. Sequeira, Scientist
Martin Marietta Laboratories
Baltimore, MD

James D. Tostenson, Manager
Lockheed Missiles & Space
San Jose, CA

Paul A. Seuferer, Supervisor, Cal Lab
Fisher Controls
Marshalltown, IA

Bob Hesselberth, President
Spectracom Corp.
E. Rochester, NY



DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE
NO.

(41)

(42)

w

z (43)

(44)

DONATOR PRIZE

QUALITY MAGAZINE
Hitchcock Publishing Co.
Hitchcock Building
Wheaton,  IL 60187
Arranged by: D. Templeton
(312) 665-1000, and
Dennis Seger (714) 891-2633

RACAL-DANA INSTRUMENTS, INC.
P4 Goodyear Street
Irvine, CA 92714
Arranged by: Dan Varnadore
and Linda Beck
(714) 859-8999

RFL INDUSTRIES, INC.
Boonton,  NJ 07005
Arranged by: Brad
(201) 334-3300

Bradbury

RUSKA INSTRUMENT CORP.
P. 0. Box 742688
Houston, TX 77274
Arranged by: Elliot Moser
(713) 975-0547

o $25.00 Cash

WINNERS

Gene M. Stolarz, Metrology Supervisor
Bendix, Oceanics Division
Sylmar, CA

l Racal-Dana Instruments Model 2000A Iraj B. Vasaeline, R.F. Engineer
Danameter Hand-Held DMM Teledyne Systems Co.
Approx. retail value:T400.00 Northridge, CA

a RFL Model 904 Gaussmeter; AC Operat- Donald D. Peck
ed with RFL Model m Flat Probe Donald D. Peck & Associates
Includes built-in calibration refer- Newport Beach. CA

.ence,  automatic polarity, push-button
range selection and analog output
(for strip chart recorder). Designed
to measure permanent magnets and DC
and AC fields (up to 1 kHz) over range
of 1 G to 1 kG.
Approx. retail value: $775.00

0 Leather Bound Rand McNally
World Atlas
Approx. retail value: $60.00

Bruce F. Field, EE
NBS
Gaithersburg, MD



DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued 1

W
co
4

PRIZE
fi0. DONATOR

SIb’lCO  ELECTRONICS
382 Martin Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Arranged by: Carl Quinn
and Mike Schmahl
(408) 727-3611

(45)

(46)

SPECTRACOM CORPORATION
320 N. Washington Street
Rochester, NY 14625
Arranged by: Bob Hesselberth
(716) 381-4827

(47)

(48)

PRIZE WINNERS

o Two (2) each Keithley Measurements
Instruments (See below for prize
number and description.)

o Keithley Inst. Corp. Model 130 H-H Robert C. Powell, Chief Scientist
DMM 3-l/2 digit, basic accuracy of Weinschel Engineering
m%. Gaithersburg, MD
Approx. retail value: $125.00

o Keithlev Inst. Corp. Model 871 Dennis M. Keep,  Vice President-Sales
Digital"Thermometer with dual Standard Reference Labs, Inc.
type-K thermocouple input. Basic Metuchen, NJ
accuracy is 0.25% + 1°C.
Approx. retail value: $225.00

l Two Quartz Travel Alarms
(See below for prize number.)

o Quartz Travel Alarm
Approx. retail value: $25.00

l Quartz Travel Alarm
Approx. retail value: $25.00

Karen R. Bonner, Product Support Engr.
Hewlett-Packard
Palo Alto, CA

Alan F. Ho, Engineer
Ford Aerospace
Newport Beach, CA



DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE
NO. DONATOR

(49) STANDARD REFERENCE LABS, INC.
Coan Place/P.O. Box 388
Metuchen, NJ 08840
Arranged by: Dennis Koep
(201) 549-9280

(50) U.S. INSTRUMENT RENTALS
2988 Campus Drive
San Mateo, CA 94403
Arranged by: Jim Ingram
(415) 572-6756

w
03 (51) VALHALLA SCIENTIFIC
03 7576 Trade Street

San Diego, CA 92121
Arranged by: Kevin Clark
(619) 578-8280

( 52) VIKING LABORATORIES, INC.
440 Bernard0 Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
Arranged by: Ms. Kelly McGinn
(415) 969-5500

PRIZE

Sony Model WM-10 II Stereo
Cassette Player.
Approx. retail value: $100.00

Western Graohtec Model MP 1000
Six-Pen Plotter, comes complete
with: RS232 cable, application
software, manual,.etc:,  and
one-year warranty.
Approx. retail value: $1,190.00

Valhalla's Valentine Week-end for
Lovers. Complimentary stay at San
Diego's Half Moon Inn on Shelter
Island with passes to San Diego's
Fine Arts Museum and Sea World.
Reservations set for Saturday,
February 16th, 1985. Also in-
cludes wine and cheese/fruit
basket. Contact Kevin for
further details.
Approx. retail value: $150.00

WINNERS

G. E. Rasmussen, Manager
Northrup Ventura
Newbury Park, CA

Moses S. Sun, Test Engineer Manager
Endevco
San Juan Capistrano, CA

Brian F. Conroy, Supervisor
Teledyne Systems
Northridge, CA

Certificate for Calibration Services James A. Zintel, Q. C. Manager
up to $100.00 Data Magnetics
Approx. retail value: $100.00 Santa Clara, CA



PRIZE
NO. DONATOR

(53) VOLUMETRICS, INC. 0
741 Paso Robles
Paso Robles, GA 93466
Arranged by: Sam Seigal
(805) 239-0110

WAHL INSTRUMENT CO. 0
5750 Hannum Ave.
Culver City, CA 90230
Arranged by: Hank Voznick
and Mike Bedaux
(213) 641-6931

(54)

w
:

(55)

0

0

(56) 0

(57) 0

(58) 0

DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE

Case of 12 bottles of Martin
Wineries California Nebbiola
Ia premium red) Wine
Approx. retail value: $100.00

Eleven (11) Wahl Instrument Co.
Products. (See below for descrip-
tion and prize numbers.)

Wahl Inst. Co. Model 732-25 24-hour
spring-wound Chart Temperature Re-
corder. Covers range of 20 to 140°F.
Approx. retail value: $185.00

Wahl Instrument Co. EGGRIGHT Egg Timer
Approx. retail value: $/.OO

Wahl Instrument Co. EGGRIGHT Egg Timer
Approx. retail value: $1.00

Wahl Instrument Co. EGGRIGHT Egg Timer
Approx. retail value: $1.00

Wahl Instrument Co. EGGRIGHT Egg Timer
Approx. retail value: $1.00

WINNERS

Patsy M. Dea, Statistician
TRW
Redondo Beach, CA

Robert M. Lady, Lead Engr.-Cal Lab
Lockheed-Georgia Co.
Marietta, GA

Howard W. Blackman, Vice President
Electra Rent Corp.
Burbank, CA

Jerry J. Niedrauer, Manager
Lockheed MSC
Sunnyvale, CA

C. S. Tanaka, Standards Engineer
Lockheed MSC
Sunnyvale, CA

Woodward G. Eicke, Consultant
NBS - Retired
Rockville, MD



DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE
NO. DONATOR PRIZE WINNERS

(59) WAHL INSTRUMENT (continued) l Wahl Instrument Co. EGGRIGHT Egg Timer Gary J. McNamara, Sales Manager
Approx. retail value: $7.00 Weinschel Engineering

Malibu, CA

(60) l Wahl Instrument Co. EGGRIGHT Egg Timer Dennis V. Pinnecker, Manager
Approx. retail value: $7.00 Rockwell International

Anaheim, CA

(61) l Wahl Instrument Co. EGGRIGHT Egg Timer William H. Pedersen, Supervisor
Approx. retail value: $7.00 Lockheed

Austin, TX

w (62) o Wahl Instrument Co. EGGRIGHT Egg Timer Robert B. Willett, Manager
\D Approx. retail value: $7.00 Rockwell-Collins TSD
0 Richardson, TX

(63) o Wahl Instrument Co. EGGRIGHT Egg Timer Robert W. Schmid, Sr. Consultant
Approx. retail value: $7.00 Digital Equipment Corp.

Santa Clara, CA

(64) l Wahl Instrument Co. EGGRIGHT Egg Timer Bob E. Woerner, R.D. Engineer
Approx. retail value: $7.00 EG&G

Los Alamos, NM

(65) WEINSCHEL ENGINEERING l $25.00 Cash Kurt G. Solis, Vice President, Engineer
29169 Heathercliff, No. 213 Ruska Instruments Corp.
Malibu, CA 90265 Houston, TX
Arranged by: Gary McNamarra
(213) 457-4563



DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE
NO. DONATOR

(66)

(67)

W
Lo
P

(68)

(69)

EFRATOM, Division of
Ball Corporation

18851 Bardeen Avenue
Irvine, CA 92715
Arranged by: Hienz Badura
(714) 752-2891

RD TECHNOLOGY, INC.
3744 N. Industry Ave., Suite 404
Lakewood, CA 90712
Arranged by: Dave Collins
and Bob Merritt
(213) 895-9468

TEKTRONIX, INC.
3003 Bunker Hill Lane
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Arranged by: Darwin Chapman
(408) 496-0800

PRIZE

Polaroid Model 600 Sun Camera
Includes carrying case and roll
of film. - -
Approx. retail value: $56.00

John Fluke Model 75 H-H DMM
analog and digital display; AC,
DC, Res., extra 10-A current
range, +0.7% basic DC accuracy;
with manual or autoranging fea-
tures and continutity beeper.
Approx. retail value: $99.00

FiveL5)_sepa,rate  Tektronix Inc._ ._. . ~_ - _.. .___.L-_-
product prizes.( S e e  b e l o w  f o r
description and prize number.)

Tektronix, Inc. Model P6122
General Purpose 10X Oscilloscope
Probe Pair. Accommodates oscil-
loscopes with bandwidths up to
100 MHZ.
Approx. retail value: $154.00

Tektronix, Inc. Model P6122
General Purpose 10X Oscilloscope
Probe Pair. Accommodates OSCJ~-
lokopes with bandwidths up tbw
100 MHz.
Approx. retail value: $154.00

WINNERS

Benny R. Smith, Metrology Manager
Hewlett-Packard
Santa Rosa, CA

Bob Rose, Section Manager
Litton G/C
Woodland Hills, CA

H. L. Stott, Staff Engineer
John Fluke Mfg. Co.
Everett, WA

William J. Garbett, Consultant
William J. Garbett
San Jose, CA



DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE
NO.

(70)

(71)

w (72)
rD
N

(73)

DONATOR

TEKTRONIX, INC. (continued) l

0

0

FRANK KOIDE l
of Rockwell International
Anaheim Metrology Laboratory
3370 Miraloma Avenue (HCOZ)
(a personal donation by
the artist)

PRIZE

Tektronix, Inc. Model P6122
General Purpose 10X Oscilloscope
Probe Pair. Accommodates oscil-
loscopes with bandwidths up to
100 MHz.
Approx. retail value: $154.00

Tektronix, Inc. Model P6122
General Purpose 10X Oscilloscope
bPro e air.
loscopes with bandwidths up to
100 MHz.
Approx. retail value: $154.00

Tektronix, Inc. Model C4 high
quality Oscilloscope Documenta-
tion Camera. Hand-held ooeration
(pistol grip), four element f4.5
glass lens system, mech.  shutter,
no focussing required. Adapts to
most TEK and Non-TEK scopes and
CRT displays.
Approx. retail value: $370.00

A signed and serialized limited
edition 20" x 26" lithograph in
pastel mounted in an attractive
silver-colored frame. The palnt-
ino early commercial fishing during
the 1930's and is titled "Homeguard
Tuna." The original painting by
Frank Koide is hanging in the San
Diego, California Historical Museum.
Approx. retail value: $150.00

WINNERS- -

John A. Pryshepa,
Bruel & Kjaer
Foster City, CA

Field App. Engineer

John L. Van Groos, General Manager
Kinematics/True Time
Santa Rosa, CA

Mark L. Longfield, Supvr Instrumentation
Vickers, Inc.
Troy, MI

John R. Sexton, Sales Engineer
Mark J. Associates
Mtn. View, CA



DOOR PRIZE LISTING (continued)

PRIZE
NO. DONATOR

(74) WARD-DAVIS ASSOCIATES
2615 Manhattan Beach Blvd.
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Arranged by: Ken Wirgler
(213) 643-6977

(75) POLARAD ELECTRONICS
Lake Success, NY
Arranged by: Rod Ramirez

DRAW

: 9th
W

13th

14th

24th

40th

62nd

Mike Cruz
Chula Vista, CA

Kent L. Sorensen
Redondo Beach, CA

Robert Lyons
Mountain View, CA

Paul Halvorson
Concord, CA

Karl Kurtz
Temple, AZ

Bob Prosin
Corvallis,OR

PRIZE

l $35.00 Cash

WINNERS

John T. Martin, Manager
Westinghouse
Pittsburgh, PA

e AM/FM Stereo Great Escape
Headset-Cassette
Player Model GE35273
Approx. retail value: $60.00

Jerry 0. Bosh, Section Head
Hughes Aircraft Co.
El Segundo, CA

"WINNERS" IF THEY HAD ONLY BEEN PRESENT!

DRAW

65th Dennis Barstow
Corvallis, OR

71st Joseph Santo
Granville, OH

77th J. R. Innis
Newport News, VA

83rd Dave Upton
Houston, TX

84th John Minck
Palo Alto, CA

86th Richard E. Drews
Altamonte Springs, FL

88th George M. Trinte
Alta Loma, CA

4095v/148v

.I
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MARRIOTT HOTEL, Santa Clara, California
January I7 and 18, 1985

DOOR PRIZE PROGRAM
Please Address Repi) To:

BOARD OF DIRECTORS I’)

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
Ch@ Crar,e.

F I N A N C E S
Rnlan;,  “aikrsr

CONFERENCE EVALUATOR
Mdlk Alieyta
Ford *cr”nii,m~i:c
17141720 4821

3:45 p.m., Friday, January

Note to Attendees - Please read the following to
and ready to participate in this year's Door Prize
be your own!

18, 1985

assure that you will be eligible
Program. The prize you save may

1. All registered attendees*: Audience, Session Developers, Speakers and Exhibf-
tar's Representatives are invited to participate; however, to be eligible to
win you must:

A. Complete and turn fn your Conference Evaluation Questionnaire, and

8. Be present at the Door-Prize Drawing.

*(the 1985 MSC Board of Directors and Conference Committee have
members ineligible.)

declared their

2. The Door Prizes available for this year's Drawing are very excft ng in terms of
kind, quality and quantity (65 individual prizes having a total in excess of
$12,000 retail value). This unique situation has been made possible by the
graciousness of many individuals and various organizations through their
contributions to our Door Prize Program. We have therefore listed the donators
(in alphabetical order) along with their donation(s) so that they may be
properly recognized.

3. Prizes will be drawn on a sequential first-call basis; therefore, due to the
large number of prizes and the relatively short time available for the Drawing,
you must study the list of prizes and prioritize your personal choices in-
advance.

NOTE: You will only have 30 seconds to state your selection by prize number;
winners failing to make their selection within 30 seconds will be given
a prize at random.

4. Prizes will be available for viewing in the Exhibits Area.

The Measurement Science Conference Board of Directors and Conference Committee wish
each of you the best of luck at the Drawing. We sincerely hope that you enjoy the
program and facilities organized for this year's Conference; and we urge you to
plan on attending and participating in next year's Conference at the IRVINE-MARRIOTT
Hotel in Irvine, California on January 23 and 24, 1986.

RGL
Bob Couture,
Door Prize Chairman

Enclosure: Door Prize Listing /

“CHANGE AND CHALLENGE”
3 9 4
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L FOR PAPERS
CONFERENCE

JANUARY 23 &24,1986 IRVINE MARRIOTT IRVINE, CA 92715

WHAT IS THE MSC?

The first Measurement’ Science Conference was in 1969. Originally established to promote measurement education and
professionalism, the conferences have matured to serve as a continuing source of new technical and management information
relating to measurement and quality assurance. Based in California, the MSC has increasingly attracted representatives from
all geographic areas of the country.

This conference provides a forum for the exchange of ideas, techniques and innovations of interest to those engaged in the
field of measurement, product design and test and in all other fields of metrology. Experts in the measurement sciences are
invited to present sessions, workshops, or papers on subjects of concern to the measurement community, including subjects
addressing the state-of-the-art.

This is the only national conference of its kind. If you are involved in any area of measurement assurance, product testing and
quality control, you should take this opportunity to participate with others in the field. Scientists, engineers, managers and
technicians all find the programs stimulating and informative.

THEME METROLOGY - THE FOUNDATION FOR QUALITY

TOPICS INCLUDE AUTHORS

Metrology and Quality Assurance
Process Control/Measurement Control
Productivity and Quality
Promulgation of Uncertainties
International Traceability
Developments at NBS
Automation of Calibration
Computer Applications in the Laboratory
Technical Disciplines Including -

Electra  Mechanical
Dimensional
Time and Frequency
Optical Electronics
Microwave/Millimeter
DC/Low Frequency
Bio Medical
Statistics

ABSTRACT DEADLINE

June f, 1985

You are invited to participate in MSC ‘86 by presenting an original
paper in one of the topics listed or a related subject. Notify the
Program Chairman as soon as possible of your interest together
with our name, address, telephone number and a short bio-
graphical sketch. A 200 word abstract should be submitted with
your reply, if possible, or by June 1, 1985.

SESSION DEVELOPERS

If you are interested in developing a technical session in one of
these or a related topic, you are requested to notify the Program
Chairman at the earliest possible time. Send your name, address,
telephone number and a short biographic sketch with your topic
of interest as soon as possible.

RESPOND TO

John Van de Houten, Program Chairman
TRW S/937
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

(213) 535-1497

395
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